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Approximately 60,000 students are currently enrolled in the High
School Equivalency programs of public schools and other educational

agencies in New York State. As the high schoat dtplana becomes a
requisite for an increasing number of employment opportunities,
the enrollment figures of these programs are expected to show a
substantial increment. Such persons as partially-educated immi-
grants, unemployed out-of-school youth, unskilled and semiskilled
laborers, mothers who assumed early family responsibility, etc.
are now eagerly resuming their education. Their enthusiasm and
diligence are indicative of their determination to securc the
skills, knowledge, and credentials that the competitive job market
of today demands.

The intent of this publication is to support their efforts by pro-
viding their teachers with instructional models and correlated
learning passages for teaching the reading skills identified as
being critical for the student to possess in order to participate
in, and successfully complete, a High School Equivalency program.
Realizing that this publication would be used by instructors with
little or no training in teaching reading, every effort was made
to communicate clearly and concisely just what particular skills
need to be mastered, why they are important, what the student does
to demonstrate his mastery of each skill, how the instructor pro-
motes this mastery, and how the effectiveness of the instruction

might be evaluated. Practical, theoretically sound, and designed
specifically to develop the reading skills of High School
Equivalency students, this instructor's guide is the result of
the collective endeavors of the following specialists who comprised
the High School Equivalency Reading Project Team.

GEORGE K. TREGASKIS Associate in the Bureau of Continuing
Education Curriculum Development, directed
the entire project, coordinated input from
the various members of the team, designed
the format, and prepared the final manu-
script for publication.

VIRGINIA A. ROVELLI Reading consultant, Ballston Spa Schools,

worked with content area teachers in
identifying critical reading skills, and
was the major contributor of the instruc-
tional rationales, objectives, models, and

evaluations.
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FOREWORD

Beryl E. Steadman Coordinator of reading instruction, Huntington,
Long Island Public Schools, identified certain
characteristics of the High School Equivalency
student which need to be considered in the pro-
cess of developing their reading skills.

Natalie S. Finder Assistant professor, College of St. Rose, Albany,
provided-a helpful analysts-of-the-writing
techniques used by authors of content area
materials.

The following individuals selected the reading exercises and wrote
many of the- assessments of comprehension:

Miriam N. Biskin

9:Gerald J. Cerne

Eugene E. Webster

Jennie A. Siy

Gordon A. Spinney

Chairman, English Department, Cohoes High School

Instructor in biology, Colonie Central high School

Instructor in social studies, Bethlehem High School

Resource librarian, North Colonie High School

Instructor in English, East Greenbush High School

In various states of its development, the manuscript was reviewed by
Walter Eddington, formerly Chief, Bureau of English Education; Fredric
Paul, associate, Bureau of Mathematics Education; Virginia Fransecky,
associate, Bureau of Reading Education; Edward Lalor, associate,
Bureau of Science Education; Donald H. Bragaw, Chief, Bureau of Social
Studies Education; Thomas Fitzgerald, director of reading, Troy Urban
Center; and personnel from the American Institute of Banking ir New
York City.

GORDON E. VAN HOOFT, Director
Division of School Supervision

HERBERT B01:HAMLEY, Chief
Bureau of Contirming Education

Curriculum Developnent
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MESSAGE TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Improving the reading ability of High School Equivalency students
will broaden the selection of printed material available to them
for studying and personal enjoyment and will also enhance the
probability of their passing the test of General Educational
Development. This publication suggests to specialists in reading
and to content area teachers how this basic tool of learning and
test-taking can be developed through classroom instruction. Self-

directed activities and programed materials, while offering great
promise for -reinforcing -and extending the skills- of readingi -are

not the focus of this publication. The instructor will also find
that this publication does not promote the establishing of a
remedial reading program. Educational backgrounds, social
contacts, work experiences, as well as reading abilities of
Studritrtn HI fShtiur1effCjr "e1ASSes , WiTrvary-
This range of individual differences challenges each instructor to
maintain a viable "growing edge" for each of his students. A

developmental program which detennines where on the educational
continuum each student is,a and leads him from that point to a
mastery of skills commensurate with those of a high school
graduate must be evident in all of the academic areas of a High
School Equivalency programbut especially so where reading is
taught.

If a High School Equivalency center is fortunate enough to have on
its staff an individual qualified and designated as an instructor
in reading, then that person will find this entire publication to
be an invaluable guide. The presence of a reading teacher, how-
ever, should not make the content area teachers feel that they are
altogether exempt from the responsibility of teaching their
students to read. There will be many opportunities for them to
capitalize on certain assignments to reinforce the skills which
the reading teacher has introduced. If, though, the staff is
limited to instructors of English, social studies, science, and
mathematics, then it should be incumbent upon each to see that his
students master those particular skills which this publication
identifies as being essential to interpreting the reading material
of the respective content areas.

The major divisions of this publication Interpreting -Reading

Material in Social Studies, Interpreting Reading-Material in
Science, Interpreting Literature, and Interpreting Reading Material
in Mathematicswere selected to Correspond to the subtests of the
General Educational Development test. For each, skill there is an

instructional rationale which explains why the skill is considered
critical, one or more instructional objectives which explain the
intent of the lesson, an instructional model which suggests how
the skill might be taught, and one or more means of evaluating
the effectiveness of instructien.
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Instructional models are based on the reading exerci ses found on pages
180-284. Both the models and the exercises assume that the student
possesses at least an eighth grade reading level. Coded V for vocab-
ulary, SS for social studies, S for science, L for literature,and M
for mathematics the exercises are intended to be duplicated for class-
room distribution. Accompanying each exercise is a series of compre-
hension assessments, one or more of which tests for the specific
skill the passage was used to develop; answers to these assessments
of -comprehension Thllow the outlines of-each of the-areas. If these

assessments indicate that a student has failed to master the specific
skill that was taught, then additional instruction based on the guide-
lines of the instructional model and further practice based on arti-
cles from such magazines as Time and Newsweek or from nationally dis-
tributed- newspapers should -be-provided.

The principal intent of the reading exercises in this publication is
to provide an example for purposes of instruction, and, as such, their
level of difficulty does not approach that of the test of General
Educational Development. A subsequent publication is planned which
will consist of practice exercises more nearly approximating the level
of difficulty of this test. In the interim, the instructor is encour-
aged to supplement the exercises in this publication with other read-.
ing passages or subtests of standardized reading tiots which he con-
siders to be complementary to any specific skill. Outlines with blank
spaces are provided for the instructor to classify and record the
references of such material .

This publication, designed specifically to meet the most pressing
needs of the High School Equivalency student, emphasizes, almost ex-
clusively, the development of skills. It is hoped, though, that in
addition to achieving its primary objective of equipping these adult
learners with the reading skills required to study for and to pass
the test of General Educational Development, this publication will
also encourage the use ot tnese skills in acquiring an appreciation
for literature. In the hands of a competent and creative instructor
Developing High School Equivalency Reading Skills promises to promote
both means of personal fulfillment.

JOSEPH A. MANGANO, Chief
Bureau of General Continuing Education

MONROE C. NEFF, Director
Division of Continuing Education
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GENERAL-VOCABULARY-DEVELOPMENT

The instructor's purpose in teaching vocabulary development is to
aid the student to interpret more efficiently the reading selec-
tions of the equivalency test as a means of securing a high school

diploma.

For this purpose, an efficient technique for deprmining the mean-
ing of unfamiliar words which impede interpretation is to use
context, that-is,-tbe surrounding words,-phrases, sentences-and-even
paragraphs to determine the meaning, not necessarily the pronuncia-
tion, of the unfamiliar word.

In using a selec
tation of conten
should be chosen
is read or studi

For examplei-Exe
presents the fol
for many of the
they are technic

It is true that learning vocabulary through context is limited in others, although

that -the-reader does-mot come-to-know the-unfamiliar word-in all w hen-us ed--i n-a-s

its meanings. In the context only one meaning of the word will be
directly stated or only one meaning of the word can be inferred, Technical wogi

because generally it is the author's.intention to convey only the
one thought for which the word has been used. However, the objective investment
of the student preparing for this exam is to obtain meaning from the finance

selection in order to be able to answer its corresponding questions economies

successfully. To do this he needs only that meaning of the word as bond issue

it is used in the passage. Frequently this meaning will be revenue bonds

revealed to him either by a direct statement or an inferential
expression.in the context. The direct statements may be in the Each of the word

form of a definition, an example, or a modifier, encouraged to us
provided by the
substituting theInferring word meanings from the context is undoubtedly more

difficult than getting meanings that are directly stated. Yet more

than half of all context clues need to be inferred. This requires

the reader to read between the lines to get meaning that is merely
suggested rather than stated. He must be able to see relationships

that are not explicit in the material. He must read not only with
concentration, but also with insight, bringing to the passage
whatever past experience he may have had on the topic.

There are several kinds of inference contexts. -The most difficult

are those which do not have obvious clues. For these, there re

no general principles which the instructor may bring to the j

attention of the stUdent. Instead, the student should be urged to

read the material more attentively looking for meanings which are

apt to be hidden.

On the other hand, there are inference contexts that contain clues

of which students should be made aware. Among these are parallel

sentence structure, repetition of key words, restatement in
different words, connecting words, and wprds indicating a contrast.

2 -
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tation of content area materials,
should be chosen and presented to
is read or studied.

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCING VOCABULARY ,

skills necessary for the interpre-
special or technical vocabulary
the students BEFORE the selection

For example, Exercise Vl, which deals with a topic in social studies,

presents the following words and phrases which may prove difficult

for many of the students. Some of the words are difficult because

they are technical words used specifically in social studies, and
others, although they appear to be common words, have a special'meaning

when- used-in--a- social

Technical words Common words with special meanings

investment capital

finance bonds

economies notes

bond issue principal

revenue bonds interest

Each of the words chosen should be discussed, and students should be
encouraged to use context-clues to obtain meanings. The meanings

provided by the students can be verified by group discussion, by
substituting the meaning for the words, or by using a dictionary.

To illustrate, interest; in this context of this Exercise, does not
have its usual meaning of a feeling that accompanies special
attention to some object or event. Its meaning, however, can be

easily found in a directly stated context clue, i.e., The charges for

the use of money borrowed.



GENERAL VOCABULARV DEVELOPMENT

Note MazteA Root!,

As common prefixes are assumed to be Root Meaning

mastered by one having a fifth grade
reading level, lessons for teaching Latin
them have not been presented in this
general vocabulary development sec- -aud-, -audit- hear

don, It would be well, however, to
determine the extent to which the -ben-, -bene- well, good

meanings of these prefixes have been
acquired. A test on prefixes (V2) has -capit- head

been provided forthis-purpose- _ _

the test results reveal weaknesses in -cogn- kncw

this area, lessons to teach the more
common prefixes will need to be -duc-, -duct- lead

developed as the knowledge of these
is assumed in the context area -fac-, -fact-, do, make

sections. -fect-, -fic-

- jud- judge

-man-, -manu- hand

To assist in the preparation of these
lessons, the following list of common -mor-, -mort- die, death

roots and examples of their use may
prove helpful. -scrib-, -script- write

Greek

- anthrop- man

- auto- self

-bio- life

- chron- time

- graph- write, writing

- hydr- water

- neo- new

- pan- all, entire

- poly- many

21 r.



Mahtut Roots

MASTER ROOTS

Root Meani ng Exampl es

Latin

-aud-, -audit- hear audible, audi torium

-ben7, -bene- well , good benefi t , benedi cti on

- capi t- head capi tal , decapitate

-cogn- know recogni ze , cognizant

- duc- , -duct- lead educate , conductor

-fac- , -fact-, do, make facile, manufacture, defecti ve ,

-fect-, -fi c- effic i ent

-jud- judge prejudi ce, adjudicate

-man-, -manu- hand manicu re , manual

-mor-, -mort- die , death mortuary, , ininortal

- scrib- , -script- write i nscri be , proscribe , manuscript

Greek

-anthrop- man anthropol ogy , misanthropic

-auto- sel f automatic, autonomy

bio- life biol-ogy-,- autob-iography

-chron-

-graph-

-hydr-

- neo-

-pan-

-pol y-

time

write , writi ng

water

new

all , enti re

many

chronometer, synchroni ze

orthography, geography

hydrogen, dehydrate

neol ogi sm, neol i thic

panorama , pa ndemoni um

polygon, polygamy

3
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

IratituaiDnal Rati.onate.

Identifying directly stated

definitions will give the reader
cluesto the meanings of unfamiliar
words.

Definitions within the context bre
more readily recognized than other
context clues. The unfamiliar word
and its definition are usually linked
by some form of the verb "to be" or
by an expression like "is called."

Exampl e:

In order to study the plants, he
needed a microsCope. A microscope
is a small instrument that makes small
objects look larger.

Inaticucti.onat Obje.etivez

Given a number of sample sentence
pick out the verb "to be," and thl
meaning of the italicized or unf

Exampl e :

An escarpment is a cliff-like r

_._The chest cavity ancLthe abdomi
partition called the diaphragm.

Given several 'reading passages of
will be able to choose those unfa
context by directly stated defini

i1atimeton.'4 note o mat vaciLs .suppteme.nt the. developme.nt o6 the. 6 tz-Zet o6

Fon pt et eztaig

Fot. ited.46oita.ng

Fot individuatizing inAticuction
4nd/on. 60ot. home. .study

Fon. po4tte.6th1g

23
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In4t)awaona2 Objeetivez

Given a number of sample sentences all containing definitions, the student will
pick out the verb "to be," and then state the definition which follows it as the
meaning of the italicized or unfamiliar word.

Exampl e:

An escarpment is a cliff-like ridge of land.

The chest cavity and the abdominal cavity are separated by a tough ouscular
partition called the diaphragm.

Gitven several reading passages of the type found,on the next page, the student
will be able to choose those unfamiliar words whose meanings are revealed in the
context by directly stated definitions and to .state the meaning for each.

;.it the deveeopnent o6 the MLitt. o6

FOIL atudents with makginal neadeng abaity

FoIL__Atriirleivta who_ me advancedidiz _

r7.1

Fon. 4tude.nt6 who apeak Engti,sh a6 a ae.cond tanguage.

Fon. atudenta who cur.e membeA6 o a ,speule minotity gn.oup



DETERMINING ME

lutituationat Moda

Have students read Exercise S9 which contains examples of directly stated definitions.

Ask:

1. What are the unfamiliar words whose meanings are directly stated by a,definition?

2. How is this context clue recognized as a definition?

3. State the meaning of each word you choose.

When food is swallowed, it passes down the esophagus.
The esophagus is the tube leading from the throat to
the stomach. Food is pushed along as circular fibers
of muscle tissue in the esophagus wall contract.

There are two parts of the body cavity in man and other
mammals. There is the chest cavity and, below it, the
abdominal cavity. These_ two parts of the bocty are

separated by a tough, muscular partition called the
diaphragm. The digestive organs are located in the
abdominal cavity.

Esophagus is the unfamiliar
word. Is is the identifying
clue. It is a linking verb.
The tube leading from the
throat to the stomach is the

directly stated definition.

Diaphragm is the unfamiliar

word. Called is the

identifying clue. A tough
muscular partition separating
the two parts is the directly

stated definition.

Note: The definition may
precede the unfamiliar term.

6



DETERMINING MEANINGS WffICH ARE DIRECTLY STATED BY DEFINITIONS

ich contains examples of directly stated definitions.

ds whose meanings are directly stated by a definition?

cognized as a definition?

rd you choose.

down the esophagus.
from the throat to

q as circular fibers
wall contract.

avity in man and other
ty and, below it, the
s of the bociy are

rtition called the
are located in the

Esophagus is the unfamiliar
word. /8 is the identifying
clue. It is a linking verb.
The tube leading from the
throat to the stomach is the
directly st4ted definition.

Diaphragm is he unfami 1 i ar

word. Called the
identifying clu . A tough
muscular partiti separating
the two parts is e di rectly

stated definition.

Note: The definition may
precede the unfamiliarerm.

Evatuatien

Determine if the student is:

Consistently choosing the
linking verb or other words
which are clues to directly-
stated definitions

Able to state the meaning
revealed by the clue

,

26
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

1n61.Auctionak Rationale

Identifying directly stated examples
will give the reader clues to the
meanings of unfamiliar words.

These clUes are readily identified
in context. They are usually
preceded by some kind of signal
word which indicates that an example
is to follow. Such words would be:

such as

such
like

for emsnzole

especially
other
this or thOse (followed by a synonym)
the way

in the Way that

Example:

Boys on the average consistently do
better on the test items involving
mechanioal reasoning, such as

matchingtools with tasks and
determining the directioo.of-the flOW
of pader_through-a-Seiies of gears.

1nstitu.c,tionat ObjerLtive6

Given a series of sentences all a
student will underline the signal
verbalize in their own words A me

Example:

Conifers, such as the pine tree,
in winter.

Given several reading passages, 1

clues which are directly stated (
meanings for the unfamiltar word!

Example:

.To obtain financingiunds-to OW'
new streets-1nd sewer systems, C'
sources of investment, by issuini
in agreed-upon installments. Th

revenue bonds,.



InztAuctionat Objective6

Given a series of sentences all of which contain directly stated examples, the

student will underline the signal words and from the examples, be able to
verbalize in their own words a meaning for the unfamiliar word.

Example:

,Conifers, such as the pine tree, balsam, and the spruce,do not lose their needles

in winter.

Given several reading-passages, the student will be able to locate those context

clues which are directly stated examples. From the use of these he will give

meanings for the unfamiliar words.

Example:

To obtain financing funds to.build expensive facilities, like city halls, libraries,

new streets and sewer systems, cities frequently borrow capital from private

sources of investment, by issuing bonds or notes promising to pay back the money

in agreed-upon instillments. This.kind of financing is called a bond issue or

revenue

4

28
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InAtAuctionat Modet.

Have the students select the word whose
meaning is directly stated by examples.

Ask:

What word is the key that indicates the
meaning is to be revealed by examples?

What examples reveal the meaning of
conifers?

In you own words; give the meaning-of the
word conifers.

After the students have read Exercise Vl, ask

What words haVe their meanings revealed by
examples?

What word serves as a clue for the examples?

What are the examples that reveal the
meaning of facilities?

In your own words give the meaning, of
the word facilities.

What is the clue to the meaning of bond
issae?

What are bond issues or revenue bonds?

29

DETERMINING MEAN]

Conifers is the unfamiliar word.

Such as is the signal phrase.

Pine trees, balsam, and spruce
are examples of coni fers.

-Trees that do not lose--their

needles.

questions similar to the following:

Facilities

Like

City halls, libraries, new streets,
and sewer systems

Is called is a clue for a definition,
this kind of financing refers to what
hasbeen-describedin the previouS
sentence.

Bonds or notes promising to pay back
money in agreed-upon installments.



rd whose

xamples.

i cates the

examples?

i ng of

aning of the-

DETERMINING MEANINGS WHICH ARE DIRECTLY STATED BY EXAMPLES,

Conifers is the unfami 1 i ar word.

Such as is the signal phrase.

Pine trees, balsam, and spruce
are examples of conifers.

Trees---that-db-not-lose their

needles.

ercise Vl, ask questions similar to the following:.

s revealed by Facilities

r the examples? Like

veal the City halls, libraries, new streets,
and sewer systems

aning of

ng of bond Is called is a clue for a definition,
this kind of financing refers to what

trAiv-paitous
, sentence.

ue bonds?

-*-tt -

Eva.tuation

Determine if the student can:

Locate those words which have
meanings directly stated by
examples

Locate the signal word which
indicates examples as clues to
meaning

- Determine the meaning of the
unfami 1 i ar word through the

directly stated examples

Deteriine if the student can:

Locate signal words that
indicate, that what follows

"1- will reveal the meaning of
an unfami 1 i ar word

Determine the meanings of words
through directly stated examples
and/or defini ti ons

Bonds or notes promising to pay back
money in agreed-upon installments.

30
7
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

In4tAuctionat Rationate

Identifying directly stated modifiers
will give the reader clues to the
meaning of unfamiliar words.

Modifiers that are clues to meaning
can be recognized by a relative
pronoun and/or a linking verb in
some form which introduces the
modifying words, phrase, or clause.

Example:

Hyperthyroidism, which is marked by
an increased rate of oxidation and
body temperature, is caused by
overactivity of the thyroid gland.

IOW

InztAuctionat Objectia4

Given sentences on the board, the stu
and/or linking verb, state the meanin

Examples:

1. The safari, marching on its explo
the ability of the natives to car

2. All mammals possess some form of
oxygen to and waste from all part!

Given a passage similar to the excerp
meanings of unfamiliar wordseby using

Examp e:

One"of the most frequ4nt causes of mu
heredity, Is-exposure to high-energy
radiation from radioactive elements m
produced experimentally by exposure ti
Otraviolet light.



modifiers
to the

meaning

tive

rb in

the

clause.

rked by
on and
by

gland.

bustAdcti.onat Objectivez

Given sentences on the board, the student will, after locating the relative pronOun
and/or linking verb, state the meaning of the unfamiliar word.

Examples:

1. The safari, marching on its exploratory route through the jdngle, depended upon
the ability of the natives to carry heavy loads of equipment for long distances.

2. All mammals possess some form of circulatory system which carries nutrients and
oxygen to and waste from all parts of the body.

Given a passage similar to the excerpt below, the student will be able to give the
meanings of unfamiliar words by using directly stated modifiers as clues.

Examp. e.

1

One of the most frequent causes of mutations, which are sudden variations in
heredity, is exposure to high-energy radiation. Cosmic rays from outer space and
radiation from radioactive elementg may cause natural mutations. They can also be
produced experimentally by exposure to X-rays, gamma rays, beta particles, and
ultraviolet light.

r



InstAucti.snat Medd.

Place the two sentences given in Instructional Objectives

students study the sentences.

Ask:

In the first sentence choose the word whose meaning

is revealed by modifiers.

What is the clue to the meaning of safdri?

In your own words, using the clue of the modifiers,
explain what safari means.

In the second sentence, choose the word(s) whose

What is the clue to the meaning of circulatory system?

meaning is revealed by modifiers.

Using the clue which identifies the modifier
containing the meaning of circulatory system,
readthe clause and in your own words explain
what a circulatory system is.

Have the students skim Exercise S6.

Ask:

WhtKiiiëiUig_of. the wordiift

What clue to this meaning was given?

33

DETERMINING MEANINGS 'GI

on the chalkboard. Have the

Safari'

Marching introduces the
modifying phrase which

gives meaning.

An expedition....

circulatory system

which is the relative
pronoun introducing the
clause which gives meaning

a network carrying .

___Smdden
heredity

The modifying clause which
begins with which are.



DETERMINING MEANINGS WHICH ARE DIRECTLY STATED IN MODIFIERS
I.

tructional Objectives on the chalkboard. Have the

?rd whose meaning

safari?

Df the modifiers,

Safari

Marching introduces the
modifying phrase which
gives meaning.

An expedition....

Evatuation

Determine if the student can:

Locate those words which have
meanings directly stated through
modifiers

Locate the signal words which
precede these modifiers

Give meanings of unfamiliar
words

word(s) whose

circulatory system?

modifier
ry system,
rds explain
-

atiors?

h?

13

circulatory system

which is the relative
pronoun introducing the
clause which gives meaning

a network carrying

Sudden variations in
heredity

The modifying clause which
begins with which are.

Determine if the student can
understand the meanings of un-
familiar words by locating and
using directly stated xedifiers
in the context

34 9



VOCABULARY VEVELOPMENT

I nAtitue,tiona.e Rati.o nate

Identifying restatements as context
clues will aid the reader in deter-
mining the meaning of unfamiliar
words. These restatements are often
made obvious by signal words or
mechanical devices.

These restatements, often supplied
in the fom of appositives, are
made obvious by signal words or
punctuation.

10

A scientist approaches a problem by
first stating an hypothesis, a sort
of scientific hunch-.

It may also be a restatement preceded by
such signal words as:

in other words that is to say
that is called

Example:

After World War II, the draft was
dropped; however, within 3 years
it was reinstated; that is, it was put
in force once again.

Mechanical devices are comonly used
in this type of context clue. knong
these are punctuation, italics,
parentheses, dashes, and typography.

Example:

He needs to acquire self-discipline
patience, self-control, concentration,
and singleness of purpose.

35

ln6tw2t.onaL Objecti.ve4

Given sample sentences containing the
the student will identify the clue in
from the clues, he will be able to giv

Exampl es :

PaZynoZogy, the study of fossil poll
and life in prehistoric times.

A oadence, which is a full pause at
by a period.

-Thejudge- described the young man ag
every legally constituted authority.

Given several reading passages of the
identify directly given restatements.

Exampl e :

When heat is put into a body, the mole
this manner heat Anergy is converted i
of molecules causVd by heat is disorda
The molecules move in all directions,
second.

36



I nz.tituctiono2 ective4

Given sample sentences containing the various directly stated context clues taught,
the student will identify the clue in each, stating the kind of clue it is. Then,

from the clues, he will be able to give the meaning of the unfamiliar words.

Examples :

Palynology, the study of fossil pollens, reveals information about the climate
and life in prehistoric times.

A cadenoe, which is a full pause at the end of a phrase, is frequently punctuated
by a period.

The judge described the young man as being extremely recalcitrant, i.e., he defied

every legally constituted authority.

Given several reading passages of the type found below, the student will be able to
identify directly given restatements.

Example:

When heat is put into a body, the molecules of the material move more rapidly. In

this manner heat energy is converted into kinetic energy of motion. This motion

of molecules caused by heat is disordered, that is, it lacks direction of arty kind.

The Molecules move in all directions, banging into each other millions or times a

second.

36



InAtAuctkonat Modet

Put the three example sentences

Each of these sentences
contains a different type
of clue in a context where
meanings are directly stated.
For each sentence, identify
the clue,telling the kind
of clue it is, and give the
meaning of the italicized
word.

DETERMINING MEANINGS WHICH

given under Instructional Objectives on the board.

The clue to the meaning ofp424notogy is a restatement
in the form of an appositive. Palynology means a study

of fossil pollens.

Which is is the clue introducing a mddifying clause.
Cadence means a full pause at the end of a phrase.

I.e. is the cTue introducing a clause that further de-

fines, by restatement, the meaning of recalcitrant.

Have the students skim Exercise S8.

sAsk:

What are the signal words
that indicate the context
clue that reveals the
meaning of the unfamiliar
word?

What does disordered mean

in this context?

That is are the signal words indicating that the
meaning $s revealed by a restatement.

A lack of direction, moving in all directions

37
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DETERMINING MEANINGS curacti ARE DIRECTLY STATED BY RESTATEMENTS

Instructional Objectives on the board.

to the meaning of palynoZogy is a restatement
onn of an appositive. PaZynology means a study
1 pollens.

is the clue introducing a modifying clause.
means a full pause at the end ,of a phrase.

the, clue introducing a clause that further de-
restatement, the meaning of recalcitrant.

are the signal words indicating that the
is revealed by a restatement.

f direction, moving in all directions

Eva tuation

Determine if the student can:

Identify the various types of
clues whi ch indi cate di rectly

stated meanings for unfamiliar
words

Give meanings for these
unfamiliar words

Determine if t6e student can:

Locate signal words indicating
that a restatement follows to
reveal the meaning of an
unfamiliar word

Determine the meaning of the
unfamiliar word through the
restatement

38
11



VOCABULARY VEVELOPMENT

InAtimadiona Ra.tionate

Identifying context clues which are
implied through the use of the rep-
etition of key words will aid the
reader in determining the meanings
of unfamiliar words.

This clue makes use of a key word
which is associated with the un-
familiar word and repeats the same
word within the context from which
the reader may infer meaning.

Example:

His assignments are always extremely
hazardous. Last week he was assigned
to detect the hidden land mines; this
week his assignment is to lead a
patrol behind the enenty lines.

Inztiw.ctionat Objective

Given a selection similar to the
, repetition of a key word which is

relationship he will infer the me,

These birds thrive in a region
regions, farms consist of smal
duction of corn and other grail
pasture grasses, and still othl
hardwood timber.

1n4t.nLLc..toIL'6 note o6 matemlaz to zuppeement the devetopnent o6 the AWL o6

12

FoIL pketosting

FoIL ILart6onc4.n9 inetAuction

Fat atudents with martainat teadAJ

Fo4. .students who aim. advanced 4.ez



InAtnix.tiomat Objective

h are Given a selection similar to the excerpt below, the student will identify the
rep- repetition of a key word which is associated with an unfamiliar word. From this

the relationship he will infer the meaning of the unfamiliar word.
ings

These birds thrive in a region of diversified land use. In certain
regions, farms consist of small fields,,some devoted to the pro-

ord duction of corn and other grain crops, others seeded to permanent
n- pasture.grasses, and still other areas allowed to remain in native
same hardwood timber.
hich

remely
ssigned
s; this
a

4upptement the devetopment oti the 4kitt

F04 4tudent4 with manginat neading abitity

Fon. studentA who ane advanced neaden4

40
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DETERMINING MEANINGS WHICH ARE IMPLI

I rustAuctio no2 Modet
Evatuati

Have the students read Exercise S7.
Deter

Ask:
Ide

wit

Does the sentence containing No is

the word diversified reveal

its meaning?
Obt

unf

Is there any link between They both contain the word region. It is the fro

this sentence and the one key word that is repeated.

fol 1 owing i t?

How does this key word help By seeing region again in the following sentence

to obtain a meaning for the reader can assume that the same idea is being

di versified? di scussed.

From the context, how would
you define diversified?

FoiL at-adults who Apeak Eng.t.L6h az a aecond tanguage

FOIL audents who ate membem OS a apeatcie otinortity gh.oup

41
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DETERMINING MEANINGS WHICH ARE LMPLIED BY REPETITION OF KEY WORDS

Evatuatiot

Determine if the student can:

---
contain the word region. It is the

that is repeated.

3

g region again in the following sentence
er can assume that the same idea is being

d.

Identify a key word associated
with the unfamiliar word which
is repeated

. .

Obtain the meaning for the
unfamiliar word by inference
from the use of the key word

ge Fox individualiang inAtAuction
and/ox Ot home <study

g/toup

r

Fox po.stteating

41 42 13



VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

InAtnuctionat Ratiormte

Identifying connecting words as,
clues in a context where meaning
is implied will aid the reader in
determining the meanings of
unfamiliar words.

Such connectih words as however;
yet, therefore, and similarly often
link unfamiliar words to the implied
meaning contained within the context.

InAtnuciionat Objective

Given a selection similar to th
connecting word which serves as
meaning.

Quails are primarily granivo
the seeds of various grasses
diet. During the summer, in
are taken in considerable qu
mulberry, blackberry, cherry
winter the birds feed almost

In6tALato104 mate o6 matertiata t4 4upptement the devetopment o6 the akitt

14

Fox gatetuting

F04 ne2n6anc4ng irmbutetion

43
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i n

ten
lied
text.

InAtiuuLtionat Objective

-

Given a selection similar to the excerpt below, the students will identify a
connecting word which serves as a link between an unfamiliar word and Ats implied
meaning.

Quails are primarily granivorous in their feeding habits; therefore,
the seeds of various grasses and legumes comprise the bulk of their
diet. During the summer, insects, mostly beetles and grasshoppers,
are taken in considerable quantity along with soft fruits, such as
mulberry, blackberry, cherry, dogwood, and sassafras. In fall and
winter the.birds feed almost exclusively upon seeds.

upptement the demetopment 06 the AWL 06

Fot 4tudent4 with manginat aeading

Fot atudents who ate advanced aeadetA

v-k



InAtiumti.onat Model

Have the students read Exercise S7.

Ask:

Does the first part of the first
sentence reveal the meaning of
granivorous ?

Is there a connecting word between
the parts of the sentence?

What does the word therefore
indicate?

Can the meaning of granivorous in
the first part be inferred by the
context of the second part?

CY'

)

No

DETERMINING MEANINGS WI

Yes, the connecting word is therefore.

It indicates a relationship between both
parts of the sentence.

Yes, the second part mentions that seeds
comprise the bulk of their diets which is
obviously related to their feeding habits
being primarily granivorous. The remainder

of the excerpt reveals the meaning of
primarily granivorous by restatement.

Fox atudemt4 who apeak Engtiah aeo a Aeeond Language

Fox AtudentA who afte membeu oi a Apeatia minatity gicoup

:
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Fo,



DETERMINING MEANNGS WHICH ARE IMPLIED I3V COP4P4ECT1M3 WOKS

v1tuat4 CP1

Determine if the student can:

Identify connecting words as
clues in a context in which
the meaning of an unfamiliar
word may be implied

Infer the meaning of the

the connecting word is thi-rrf,-rc.. unfamiliar word

indicates a relationship between both
ts of the sentence.

, the second part mentions that ro-r.Tii.

ri.se the t.t.i; f t.rf r F ,t4hi Ch is

ously related to their feeding habits
g prf.!-Irer . The remainder

the excerpt reveals the reanina of

Li7a gr.zr.;.. %4i, by res t a temen t .

cguage rot oidiv.idualizing Utht,tuc-Uen
and/olt 1(,0t home studu

iletitU 0 "tett r Fot pes tte,s tina

46 15



VOCABULARY VEVE LOPMENT

inattuctienat Ratif iaLc

identifying context clues which are
implied through the use of parallel
sentence structure will aid the
reader in determining the meaning
of unfamiliar words.

This clue makes use of identical
sentence patterns. Certain parts
of speech in the part of the sentence
revealing the meaning will be similar
to that part containing the unfamiliar
word. This establishes connection
between the two, from which the
reader may infer meaning.

VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

1ms Vuictio 'sat Ratio nate

16

Identifying restatements of
unfamiliar words or thoughts as
clues from which meaning may be
inferred will aid the reader in
determining the meaning of
unfamiliar words.

The meaning of an unfamiliar
word may be clarified by a
restatement of the concept.
Occasionally this ,a.r,le of

clue may be found to precede
the unfami liar word.

47

1 na tAuctio nal Ob jective

Gtven sentences from a selection which
the student will identify parallel seri
meaning of unfamiliar words.

Example:

The lawyer considered his opponent's 14
matter of fact, it was so trivial, the

hiatituctAonai Obj ective

Given a selection similar to the excert
ments oi meanings for unfaniliar words
the relationship between the restatene

Food is stored in a pear-shaped mus(
&whole meal could not be eaten at
contains a multitude of tiny glands
liquid called gastric juice which rd



Tristauctionst Objertive

Given sentences fron a selection which contains inference clues to word meaning,
the student will identify parallel sentence structures as clues revealing the
meaning of unfamiliar words.

Example:

The lawyer considered his opponent's last argunent. It was very petty. As a
matter of fact, it was so trivia7, the lawyer knew he had no reason to worry.

Irusauctionat Objeztive

Given a selection similar to the excerpt below, the student will identify restate-
ments of meanings for unfamiliar words, and will be able to infer meaning through
the relationship between the restatement and the unfamiliar word.

Food is stored in a pear-shaped muscular sac. Without the stomach
a whole meal could not be eaten at one sitting. The stomach lining
contains a multitude of tiny glands which pour out a clear yellow
liquid called gastric juice which mixes with the stored food.

48



inaVtuctional 0(odet

Place on the board the sentences under

Have the students read the sentences.

Mk:

What similarities can be
found between the struc-
ture of the sentence
containing triviaZ and
the preceding sentence?

What meaning for trivia:
can be inferred from the
sentence that Precedes it?

Irtattuctiotat Modet

Have the students read Exercise

Have the students:

Consider stolach as the
unfami I ar word

See if the sentence con-
taining stomach reveals

its meaning

Locate a statement in
the Context which appears
to contain the meaning of
stomach

VETEXHINIW MEANIM3S WHICH All IMP

Instructional Objective.

Both sentences contain in consecutive order the
pronoun it, a linking verb, and an adverb.

It l'ere Tvtty gives the impression of not being

important. The parallel sentence structure is a clue
to the repetition of the idea cf unimoortance.

59.

It doesn' t .

Although the first sentence does not contain the
word stomach, there annears to be a relationship
between what it describes and what is being said

about stolach in the next two sentences.

49

VETEININIF.0 IfEANIVO



VETFININING MEANINGS WHICH ARE IMPLIED BY PAIMI.LEL SENTENCE STRUCTURE

structional Objective.

n t enc es contain in consecutive order the
n it, a linking verb, and an adverb.

Tni fftty gives the impression of not being

int. The parallel sentence structure is a clue
repetition of the idea cf unireortance.

sn't.

ih the first sentence does not contain the
Imach , there arnears to be a relationship

n what it describes and what is being said
'torrach in the next two sentences.

Evaluation

Determine if the student can

make inferences about word mean-
ings when clues are provided
through the use of parallel
sentence structure

DETERUINING MEANNGS WIN ARE IMPLIED BY RESTATEMENTS

Evaluation

Determine if the student can

make inferences about the mean-
ings of unfamiliar words by
identifying restatements of the
concept in other sentences
either preceding or following
the sentence containing the
word

49 50 17



VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

1nAttuct4onat Rationate

Identifying the use of antonyms or
contrast as context civet will aid
the rsader in determining the mean-
ing o unfamiliar words.

Through the use of words or phrases
that are the opposites of unfamiliar
words, the reader is assisted in his
attempts to infer meaning. Linking

or introductory words are frequently
present with this type of clue. They
are such expressions as:

unlike
rather than
instead of

Example:

Unlike her sister who was ohy and
timi.d, Jane was extremely audacious.

In4ttuctot's note o6 mateAiats to supptemewt

18

Fot mete4ti1g

Foa teiniote.ing inAtviction

FOA individuatizing in4tAuction
andlot 6ot here study

Fot poatte&tiwg

I 51

inettuctionat Objective

Given a selection similar to the excerpts bell
antonym or a situation of contrast which serv
the meaning of an unfamiliar word may be infe

So far, we have spoken only about energy i
chemical energy which is associated with m
energy called radiant energy.

....Until 1860, the principal use for petr,
of patent medicines, not in lighting or th
Anthracite coal was too hard Va burn in th
by the colonists. Bituminous coal had not
in iron making.

the development o6 the skill o6

Fot students with nntginat 'Leading abitity

Fot atudents a*o alte advanced teadem

F04 students who speak English as a second

Fot studenta who ate membetA o6 a *per-ific

52



I tut/mai/mat Objective

Given a selection similar to the excerpts below, the students will identify an
antonym or a situation of contrast which serves as a clue in a context from which
the meaning of an ..miamiliar word may be inferred.

So far, we have spoken only about energy in objects. In contrast to

chemical energy which is associated with matter, there exists an
energy called radiant energy.

....Until 1860, the principal use for petroleum was in the manufacture
of patent medicines, not in lighting or the production of power.
Anthracite coal was too hard to burn in the heating devices employed
by the colonists. Bituninous coal had not yet come into general use
in iron making.

lit the devetcpment oi the atilt oi

Fot student...3 with nartginat Iteading

Foft at/If:lents who cue advanced keadem

Fo l. students who speak Engtish as a second tanguage

Felt students who cute rnerecAi o ti apeci_kia . oninotity gtoup

52



InAttuctionat Modet

Place on the chalkboard the two sentences

Ask:

In this excerpt is there a
directly-stated meaning for

radiant vnergy?

Is there any indication that
we should be able to infer the

meaning of radiant energy?

Have the students read Exercise SS3.

Ask:

From this excerpt, what kind
of coal is ay:thracite?

Does the passage directly
state any meaning for
bituminous coal?

Is there any clue from which
the meaning of bitten:nous
can be inferred?

Wh'at kind of coal is

bituminous?

No

PETERMINING MEANINGS Wf

under Instructional ObjEtive.

Yes, the clue I. in the words, In contrast to.

We can assume that radiant energy is not what-

ever is attributed to chemical energy.

Anthracite is a hard coal.

No

The selection states that anthracite coal was too

&ad to burn... then following that it says that

bituminous coal had not yet cove into gemmal use.
The implication is that bituminous coal could have

been used and therefore was not too hard.

Bituminous is a soft (not hard) coal.

53



DETERMINING MEANIIMGS WHICH ARE IMPLIED BY ANTONYMS OR BY CONTIUST

under Instructional Objective.

'he clue i, in the words, In contrast to.
n assume that radiant energy is not what-

's attributed to chemical energy.

acite is a hard coal.

r!lection states that anthracite coal was too

to burn.., then following that it says that

1.2ous coal had not yet come into general use.
lplication is that bituminous coal could have
used and therefore was not too hard.

rinous is a soft (not hard) coal.

Eve, uation

Determine if the student can:

Identify a statement of contrast
or an antonym as a clue to the
meaning of an unfamiliar word
which is implied in the context

Infer the meaning of the un-

familiar word

54
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

The
LeA4son

entitled.

Using roots and affixes commonly found in social studies reading -Aerial

Using context clues

General vocabulary used in a special sense

Specialized vocabulary

Identifying connotations as clues to author's bias

Identifying the main idea by direct statement

Inferring the intended reader and intended effects

Relating details to main idea

Identifying emphases

Identifying basis for organization

Discriminating facts from opinions

Inferring author's attitude toward topic

Comparing divergent texts

Comprehending charts and graphs

Understanding political cartoons

20



SOCIAL STUVIES

begin4
on

page....

and i4 Wised
upon aeading
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beginning
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN SOCiAL STUV1ES

I )14.0Lur-t4..ona2 Rati.onate

Knowledge of the meanings of roots
and affixes cormionly used in social
studies reading material will in-
crease the efficiency with which
the reader will be able to inter-
pret the material.

Examples of roots and affixes
commonly used in social studies
material:

anthro = (man)

anthropology
anti = (against)

antibal 1 i stic

missile
archos = (leader)

anarchy
auto = (self)

autocracy
constitutus = (stand)

constitution
cracy = (rule)

autocracy
demos = (peopl e)

democracy
federis = (league)

confederate
gress = (step)

aggression
ideo = (idea)

ideology
i nte.. = (between)

international
judic = (judge)

judicial
leg = (law)

legisl ature

liber = (free)

mare =

publ icus =

22

1 iberty

(sea, water)
marine
(people)
republ ic

59

ImtAtretional. Ob jective,s

Given a root or affix comonly used in soci
will, with the knowledge of the meanings of
meaning of several words containing the sam

Example:

root - gress meaning - step; words:

Given the word in a sentence, the student w
its literal meaning and its use in the sent

Example:

When the work is organized, more progress w

Given a selection similar to the excerpt be
mine the meanings of unfamiliar words from
their roots and affixes,

Though some Americans -- mainly persons
always sympathized with the Central Powe
democratic Britain and France. It seeme
victory would be a victory for democracy
was the angearoused by the submarine d
sunk, Wilson 1%1ded to wait no longer.

Appearing before Congress on April 2, 19
declaration of war...



1n4tAuetion4 Objectives

Given a root or affix commonly used in social studies reading material, the student
will, with the knowledge of the meanings of the roots or affixes, give the literal
meaning of several words containing the same root or affix.

2

Example:

root - gress meaning - step; words: progress, regress, etc.

Given the word in a ..entence, the student will give a meaning for the word based on
its literal meaning and its use in the sentence.

Example:

When the work is organized, more progress will be made.

Given a selection similar to the excerpt below, the student will be able to deter-
mine the meanings of unfamiliar words from knowledge of the literal meanings of
their roots and affixes.

Though some Americans -- mainly persons of German and Austrian decent -- had
always sympathized with the Central Powers, most of our people favored a
democratic Britain and France. It seemed to many that a British and French
victory would be a victory for democracy everywhere. Added to this feeling
was the anger aroused by the submarine disputes. When a few more ships were
sunk, Wilson decided to wait no longer.

Appearing before Congress on April 2, 1917, the President asked for a
declaration of war...

6 0



InztAuctionat Modee

Write the root gross and its meaning on

the board. Give the class 5 to 10 min-

utes to divide into groups of three to

compile lists of words containing this

root. Have a member of each group
write one of their words on the board
for the class to detIrmine its meaning

from the literal translation of the

component parts. Encourage discussion
of the meanings of these words as they

are used in sentences.

Have the students read Exercise SS1.

Ask:

What are the component parts of
democracy?

What is the literal meaning of
democracy?

Using the same literal meanings, what

does democratic mean?

What root or affix is contained in

submarine?

What is its literal meaning?

What does it mean as it is being used

in context?

What is the literal meaning of

Congress?

USING ROOTS AND AFFIXES COMMONLY FOUNi

A list such as the following may be compiled.

grecs
pro gress
con gress
trans gross
ag gression
retro gression
re gression

step
step forward
step with
step across
step against
step back again
step back

Progryss in this sentence means going forward

by way of accomplishment.

Demo meaning people
Cracy meaning rule

RuZe of or by the people

Of or pertaining to rule by the people. (ia is

an adjective ending)

Sub meaning under
Mare meaning the sea

Something: (a noun) under the sea

It is describing a dispute over something under the

sea. As the reader goes on to the next sentence he

is able to infer that the something is a ship.

Stepping with



USING ROOTS AND AFFIXES COMMONLY FOUND IN SOCIAL STUDIES READING MATERIAL

list such as the following may be compiled.

;peso

ro grecs
.on grecs

rano grecs
gression

-otro gression
-e gression

step
step forward
step with
step across
step against
step back again
step back

ogress in this sentence means going forward

way of accomplishment.

mo meaning people
_icy meaning rule

le of or by the people

or pertaining to rule by the people. (ic is

adjective ending)

4b meaning under
e meaning the sea

mething (a noun) under the sea

is describing a dispute over something under the

'a. As the reader goes on to the next sentence he

able to infer that the something is a ship.

.epping with

Evatuation

Determine if the student can
give literal meanings for words
containing the same roots and/

or affixes

Determine if the student can,
through the use of the literal
meaning and a given context,
arrive at the intended meaning
of the word

Determine if the student can:

Identify roots and affixes that
are frequently found in a
social studies context

Give literal meanings for these
roots and affixes

Fropl these meanings, and
through the use of context,
determine the meanings of un-
familiar words in a passage

Other words which might be
analyzed in similar fashion are
monarchy, constitution, and re-
pubZic as found in the thirtl
paragraph. of Exercise SS10.

62
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VOCABULARV DEVELOPMEMT IN SOCIAL STUDIES

InztAucti,onat. Rat,i.onate

Understanding that meanings of both
familiar and unfamiliar Words can
be revealed by either directly stated
or implied contextual clues can aid
the reader in interpreting reading
material in social studies.

Al though di rectly stated clues wi 1 1

be found in social studies material,
implied clues seemed to be used more
frequently -- especially those which
reveal meanings through established
connections such as by parallel
sentence. s,tructure, repetition of
key words, connecting words, and
restatements using different words.
The student should also be aware
that occasionally he will encounter
figurative language used in this
material from which he must infer

. meaning.

See the section on General Vocabulary
Development for lessons on each of
the various types of context clues.

In6ticuc-tanat Objective

Given several reading passages from soc
student will state the technical meanin
identifying and using either directly s

Up to 1914 the United States economy
to finance the building of the farms
American economic growth. To build
required nu capitca than Americans
businessman has to borrow money to g
savings of other countries to begin
ceeded, the need for foreign capital
wealthy enough to provide larger and
through its own saving. Nonetheless

debtor, meaning that she had borrowe

I114tituct0n'4 note o6 mateitiatz to zuppeement the deveeopment o6 the zizite o6

rot ptet t-i.ng

Fon. nei.n6oh.c.ing itt6ticur...tton

Fon. individuatizing tnztituction
and/on eon. home <study

Fon. pozttezting
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Fon. ztuden.ts with mmginat /Leading ab.i

Fon. ztude.nts who ant advanced n.eadefo

Fon. 4tude.nt45 who zpeah EngLah az a ae

Fon. ztudentz who ane membeAz o6 a. zpec



InES

I ns-thuetionae. Objective

th Given several reading passages fran social studies material, as sampled below, the
student will state the technical meanings of familiar and unfamiliar words by

a ted identifying and using either directly stated or implied context clues.

i d

ig Up to 1914 the United States economy relied heavily on the help of foreigners
to finance the building of the farms and factories that lay at the heart of
American economic growth. To build new inchatriee,rai)roads, and cities

11 required more capital than Americans had available. In the same way that a

al, businessman has to borrow money to get started, America had to borrow the

ore savings of other countries to begin her industrialization. As growth pro-

ich ceeded, the need for foreign capital declined because the United States grew

ed wealthy enough to provide larger and larger amounts of money for development

through its own saving. Nonetheless, in 1914,the United States was a net
debtor, meaning that she had borrowed more from abroad than she had invested.

er

lary

S.

ppecrent .the devetopment q the 412ite o

FCM 4.tudent6 with manginat Iteading ab,iLity

Folt 4tudent4 who a)te advane.ed keadva

Fok atudents who 4peatz EngUalt a.6 a 4ec.ond taitguage

Foh aticie.nta who a)te mentheia o6 a 4pe c4:64.c. nu:noty gkoup
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bustfuicti.onal Modei

Have the students read Exercise SS2.

Have the students identify the term
whose meaning is directly stated.

Ask:

What does net debtor mean?

What was the clue to the direct
s tatement?

Have the students identify the words
whose meanings are implied.

Ask:

What key word is repeated to reveal
the meaning of industries?

What is the key to the meaning of
capital? The two words are connected
by the.relationship of borrming that
which you need. i.e., capital was
required....money was borrowed.

What figurative phrase is used? This

reference to a physical organ is
simply a comparative (metaphoric) way
of saying that building was as vital
to the American economy as the heart
is to the body.

What is the meaning of this phrase in
this particular context?

lle t debtor

A country whose foreign debts exceed its

investments

Meaning

Industries, capital, lay at the heart of

Build in variant forms
When first used, building is followed by

industries. This indicates a relationship
between industries and farms and factories.

To borrow money - this is a restatement using
the synonym moncy

Lay at the heart of

Heart is used to mean the center, the core,
or the basis of.



Net debtor

A country whose foreign debts exceed its

investments

Meaning

Industries, capital, lay at the heart of

Build in variant forms
When first used, building is followed by
industries. This indicates a relationship
between industries and farms and factories.

To borrow money - this is a restatement using
the synonym money

Lay at the heart of

Heart is used to mean the center, the core,
or the basis of.

USING CONTEXT CMS

EvaCuation

Determine if the student can:

Identify the clues that reveal .

meaning

Give the special meanings for
unfamiliar words through the use
of directly stated clues

Give the special meanings for
familiar and unfamiliar words
through the use of clues that
imply meaning

Other words whose meanings may be
determined by context clues are
developed and primitively,as
found in the first and second
paragraphs of Exercise SS9.
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VOCAbULAIN DEVELOPMENT IN SOCIAL STUDIES

litsttuctionai Rativolaic

26

Many common or familiar words when
used in a social studies context
have special meanings. Knowledge

of these special meanings is
essential to the correct inter-
pretation of reading materials in
social studies.

Example:

As commonly used, age refers to the
number of years a person or thing
has existed in its present fonm.
The age of the house is stated on
the deed.

However, when used in history, age
means a period of time characterized
by the occurrence or development of
something important during that time.
During the stone age, man was
primitive.

67

Inztnue.ti.onai Cbjectivea

Given a number of pairs of senten
student will give a meaning for t

Example A:

1. At his third otrike, he hande

2. The electrical workers were o

Example B:

1. She is the same age as her ne
2. Children of the space age ar

Given several social studies pass
words which have meanings that di
will use context clues to infer t

Examples of such Words are:

Apparatus

Bottleneck

Capital

Cement

Latitude

Common Usa

A collection o
materials, ins

A point of tra
obstruction --
passage

The chief city
state or regio

A powder compo
several elemen
to make mortar
concrete

Angular distan
a specified ci
plane of refer



LID1ES

en

the

ie
ized

of
time.

litstAuctionat Ob jectivez

Given a number of pairs of sentences each of which has one word in common, the
student will give a meaning for the word as it is used in each sentence.

Example A:

1. At his third strike, he handed the bat to the next player.

2. The electrical workers were on strike for 6 months.

Example B:

She is the same age as her nephew.

2. Children of the space age are familiar with the way rockets and missiles work.

Given several social studies passages, students will be able to identify those
words which have meanings that differ from the more general use of the word. They

wi 1 1 use context cl ues to infer the special meani ng of an otherwi se fami 1 i ar word .

Examples of such words are:

Comm Usage

Apparatus

Bottleneck

Capital

Cement

Latitude

A col lection or set of
materials, instruments

A point of traffic
obstruction -- narrow
passage

The chief city of a
state or region

A powder composed of
several elements used
to make mortar and
concrete

Angul a r distance from

a specified circle or
plane of reference

' 68

Special Usage in Social Studies

The organization of a political
party -- die machinery of aovernment

A condition which obstructs, prevent-
ing progress

Available money or the value of
accumulated goods

To bind together, to unite, to exert
a marked cohesive effect

Freedom of action or decision



=111

1

I nztituct-Lonat Model

Using the examples provided under instructional objectives, discuss the two different meanings

of strike an-d age.

In the following excerpt, there are two fami 1 i ar words which have a special meaning in this

social studies context.

Up to 1914, the United States economy relied heavily on the

help of foreigners to finance the building of the farms and

factories that lay at the heart of American economic growth.

To build new industries, railroads, and cities required more

capita/ than America had available. In the same way that a

businessman has to borrow money to get started, America had

to borrow the savings of other countries to begin her

industrialization.

Heart is used figuratively
to mean the center or basis
of growth. Capita/ is used

in the sense of accumulated
assets (money).

Have the students read Exercise SS2 silently.

Have the students underline the words which appear to be familiar and yet do not seem to

have the same meanings that one would ordinarily associate with them.

Discuss the meaning of heart.
acqui red a special meaning in
of the city, the heart of the

Ask:

This is an example of the figurative use of a word which has
social studies, and is used quite frequently, i.e., the heart
controversy.

Does the use of capital in this passage
refer to a city where the government of context.

a state is located?

No. Such a meaning would not fit the

Does the context imply a meaning for Yes, ...finance building, ...borrow money,
borrow eavings to begin industrialization.capi tal?

GENE;



ional objectives, discuss the two different meanings

ruiliar words which have a special meaning in this

lied heavily on the
ng of the farms and
can economic growth.
cities required more
the same way that a
tarted, America had
to begin her
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Heart is used figuratively
to mean the center or basis
of growth. Capital is used
in the sense of accumulated
assets (money).

h appear to be familiar and yet do not seem to
narily associate with them.

example of the figurative use of a word which has
es, and is used quite frequently, i.e., the heart

No. Such a meaning would not fit the
context.

Yes, ...finance building, ...borrow money,
borrow savings to begin industrialization.

tr

GENERAL VOCABULARY USED IN A SPECIAL SENSE.

0

Evatuat-Zon

Using the reading exercises,
determine if thet-tiiilent--Ca-n:

Identify words whose meanings
in the social studies context
di ffer from the meanings he
ordinarily associates with the
word

Infer meanings for these words
from available clues in the
context

27



VOCABULAV DEVELOPMENT IN SOCIAL STUDIES

114 tittiCti.0 na2 Rattonate

28

Increasing the student's technical

or specialized social studies

vocabulary that he recognizes on
sight will lessen the time he must

devote to using context clues,
procedures of word analysis, or
the dictionary in correctly inter-
preting reading material in social

studies.

Words that are specific to social
studies must be taught. Yet, it

is not possible for an instructor
to teach the meanings of all the
special ized words a student wi 1 1

meet in this content area. In

addition, not every student will
need to be taught every word.
Words that are known to some
students will be unknown to
others.

For these reasons, techniques and
activities should .emphasize
individual needs and self-

.

instruction.

71
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Itattuctionat Objeai.vez

A. Independent Activities

Students will attend lectures, films, and 1.

studies as a theme. Libraries, museums,ar
show documentary .films on such topics as c

American history, ancient civilization, ar
documentaries, news reports, and panel di5

sources of the technical social studies w
magazines are examples of available reedit
this specific vocabulary.

B. Instructional Activity

Students will be able to categorize relatl

each of the topic headings below related 1

Economics

capital
federal
price control
pari ty
ncome taxes

excise taxes
industrY (foreign & domestic)

stability
protecti ve legislation

investment
1 iquidation



litIst,utc-ti.onat Objectixe.a

A. Independent Activities

Students will attend lectures, films, and plays that have some .aspect of social

studies as a theme. Libraries, museums,and some civic organizations frequently

show documentary films on such topics as gover e , economics, European and

American history, ancient civilization, and gography. Political speeches,

documentaries, news reports, and panel discussions on television are also good.

sources of the technical social studies vocabulary. Newspapers, pamphlets, and

magazines are examples of available reading material which will contain much of

this specific vocabulary.

B. Instructional Acti vi ty_

Students will be able to categorize related technical terms. For example, under

each of the topic headings below related words have been listed.

Economics

capital

federal

price control
parity

income taxes
excise taxes
industry (foreign & domestic)
stabil ity

protecti ve legislation
investment
1 iquidati on

Congress

committee system
seniority

legislative
conservative
left-wing radicalism
reactionism



I no tAuctiv nat. Modet

Encourage students to increase their understanding of technical terms through some of the

suggestedindependentactivities.

Suggest that they take note of tems with which they are unfamiliar and check on their

meanings by using a .;Iictionary or glossary. In addition, they should feel free to ask

to have specific terms explained in class.

Ask them to bring in newspaper or magazine articles on a particular topic. AntiCipate and

present technical terms which are comonly used in this topic. Discuss articles. Include

specific terms and make distinctions between terms of somewhat similar meanings.

Ask students to bring in newspaper or magazine articles on a particular topic.

As students present their articles for discussion, lead them to discover through the

content or by some other techniques the meanirgs of words which either had not been

anticipated or were not being used correctly.
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articles on a particular topic. Anticipate and
sed in this topic. Discuss articles. Include

terms of somewhat similar meanings.

ne articles on a particular topic.

ussion, lead them to discover through the
ings of words which either had not been

SPECIALIZED VOCABULARY

E vatuatclo n

The instructor encourages self-
evtluation. The stud-6fft should
determine if he:

Participates regularly in some
outside class activity which will
aid in increasing their technical
vocabul aries

Notes those words whose meanings
are obscure or unknown

Attempts to clarify these mean-
ings by using a dictionary or
consulting the instructor

The instructor should determine
if the student:

Uses technical terms correctly
when discussing or reporting i
on a particular topic

Uses context Clues to deter-
mine meanings of unfamiliar words

74 29



VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN SOCIAL:STUDIES

Ina tuctional. Rationate

30

Identifying the connotations of
words that reveal the writer's
attitude or bias toward his sub-
ject will aid the reader in making
a more accurate assessment of the
author's intent.

Emotionally charged words are
frequefitly used to produce or

modify in the reader feelings or
a tt i tudes . From s eve ra 1 words

revealing nearly the same literal
information, a writer will choose
those that will most efficiently
achieve these ends.

Inzticuctiona.t. Objectives

Given pairs of terms, each pair having s
students will identify the term in each

Examples:

I. backward countries - developing nati

2. econcmically disadvantaged - slum dw

3.. racists - segregationists

4. radicals - liberals

5. convert - proselytize

6. incentive - bribe

Given a passage, as sampled below, the s
charged words or phrases and, from these,

or bias on the topic.

Malathion, another of the organic pho
public as DDT, being widely used by n
cides, in indiscriMinate mosquito spr
insects as the spraying of nearly a m
for the Mediterranean fruit fly. It

group of chemicals and many people as
out fear of harm. Commercial adverti

attitude.

The alleged "safety" of malathion res
although -- as often happens -- this
had been in use for several years....

7 (



STUDIES

I n4 patezi.0 nat Objective.6

of Given pairs of terms, each pair having somewhat the same 'literal meaning, the

students will identify the term in each pair which has an unfavorable connotation.

ub-

aking Examples:

the

1. backward countries - developing nations

2. economically disadvantaged - slun dwellers

or 3. racists - segregationists

eral 4. radicals - liberals

oose

tly 5. convert - proselytize

6. incentive - bribe

Given a passage, as sampled below, the students will be-able to list emotionally

charged words or phrases and,from these,determine the writer's feelings, attitudes,

or bias on thetopic.

Malathion, another of the organic phosphates, is almost as familiar to the

public as DDT, being widely used'by native gardeners, in household insecti-

cides, in indiscriminate mosquito spraying, and in such blanket attacks on

insects as the spraying of nearly a million acres of Florida communities

for the Mediterranean fruit fly. It is considered the least toxic of this

group of chemicals and many people assume they may use it freely and with-

out fear of harm. Commercial advertising encourages this complacent

attitude.

The alleged "safety" of malathion rests on rather precarious ground,
although -- as often happens -- this was not discovered until the chemical

had been in use for several years....



InatAuctionat Modet

List pairs of terms on the board.

Conduct-a-group_discussion_on_the___
favorable and unfavorable connotations
of these terms.

Each pair of toms has a similar literal
meaning. However, each term within the

pair has a different connotation. In the

first pair, backward countries and under-
developed nations have similar meanings.
When.one says backward countries, an un-
favorable attitude is conveyed: an

attitude of superiority of one's own
country. Underdeveloped nations is a

more favorable way of referring to these

countries, conveying the expectation of
their potential development.

favorable

developing
nations

economically
disadvantaged

segregationists

liberals

convert

incentive

Have the students read Exercise SS13 silently.

Have the students list the words or phrases Save from extinction

that are clues to the author's attitude.
Hazards...consequences

What does the use of these words reveal
about the author's position?

Serious to fatal

Violently ill

IDENTIFYING CONNO

unfavorable

backward
countries

slum
dwellers

racists

radicals

proselytize

bribe

Danger...extreme

Considered the least
toxic

Complacent attitude

Alleged "safety"

Precarious ground

The author believes that malathion is more
dangerous than people realize..

Eva/.
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favorable

developing .

nations

economically
disadvantaged

segregationists

liberals

convert

incentive

zve porn extinction

IDENTIFVING CONNOTATIONS AS CLUES TO AUTHOR'S BIAS

unfavorable

backward
countries

slum
dwellers

racists

radicals

proselytize

bribe

Danger...extreme

zzards...consequences Considered the least
toxic

?rious to fatal Complacent attitude

*olently iZZ Alleged "saftty"

Precarious ground

le author believes that malathion is more
angerous than people.realize.

EvalcultAlon

Determine if the student can
identtfyLtheLfavorable_and_un-
favorable connotations of terms
with similar literal meanings

Determine if a student can
identify the emotionalgy charged,
words in a passage, and from
these determine the writer's
bias

78 31



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Inatxuationa Rationate InAtAuctiona.e. Objective

Identifying the main idea when it is
directly stated by the author will
help the reader to establish a purpose
for reading the selection, to frame
questions he anticipates the selection
will answer, and to retain the infor-

mation conveyed.

Though not directly related to passing
the test of General Educational
Development, being able to determine
quickly the main idea of a selection
is necessary when the reader is
searching textbooks, magazines, or
newspapers for an article on a specific

subject.

Given a reading exercise in social ifdaies

when'it is contained in a direct statement

In4tuc2oe4 note o6 mateitiata to zupptement the dudopment o6 the akitt o6

32

pAtteating

Aein6oAc,ing inztAuction

79

Fo't atudent4 with maAginat Aeading abW

F04 4tAdent6 who aim advanced 4eadeAz
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2. Children of the space age are familiar with the way rockets ana missiles work.

Given several social studies passages, students will be able to identify those
words which have meanings that differ from the more general use of the word. They

will use context clues to infer the special meaning of an otherwise familiar word.

Examples of such words are:

Comon Usage

Apparatus A collection or set of
materials, instruments

Bottleneck A point of traffic
obstruction -- narrow
passage

Capital The chief city of a
state or region

Cement A powder composed of
several elements used
to make mortar and
concrete

Lati tu de Angular distance from
a specified circle or
plane of reference

68

Special psage in Social Studies

The organi zation of apolitical
party -- the machinery of government

A condition which obstructs, prevent-
ing progress

Available money or the value of
accumulated goods

To bind together, to unite, to exert
a marked cohesive effect

Freedom of action or decision



c:

riffs-

1 Itsticuetio nat Ob ectiNe

Given a reading exercise in social studies, the student will identify the main idea
when it is contained in a direct statement.

It the cievetopment o the zi-till. o6

Fok tud ent6 with martginat /Leading ability

FOIL 4tUdent4 who cute advethee.d teadvbs.



In the following excerpt, there are two familiar words which have a special meaning in this

social studies context.

Up to 1914, the United States economy relied heavily on the

help of foreigners to finance the building of the farms and
factories that lay at the heart of American economic growth.
To build new industries, railroads, and cities required more
capital than America had available. In the same way that a

businessman has to borrow money to get started, America had

to borrow the savings of other countries to begin her

industri al i zati on .

Heart is used figuratively
to mean the center or basis
of growth. Capital is used
in the sense of accumulated
assets (money).

Have the students read Exercise SS2 silently.

Have the students underline the words which appear to be familiar and yet do not seem to

have the same meanings that one would ordinarily associate with them.

Discuss the meaning of heart. This is an example of the figurative use of a word which has

acquired a special meaning in social studies, and is used quite frequently, i.e., the heart

of the city, the heart of the controversy.

Ask:

Does the use of capital in this passage
refer to a city where the government of
a state is located?

. Does the context imply a meaning for

capital?

69

No. Such a meaning would not fit the
context.

Yes, ...finance building, ...borrow money,: ,
borrow savings to begin industrialization.



c,.

Inztuictionat Modet

Have the students read Exercise SS3 rapidly.

Point out that the author's development of this topic follows a conventional pattern in

that thern first sentence signals what is going to be discussed (mining in colonial

Ameri ca) ; and how it is going to be di scussed (from the standpoint of why it was not

important); then the words first, second, ond finally signal three answers to the

question which the reader should have posed: Why was mining unimportant in colonial

Ameri ca?

Ask the students to weigh whether or not, in their opinions,the reasons given were,

as described by the author, good reasons.

Have the students read the first paragraph of Exercise SS4 rapidly.

Point out to the students that while the main idea of Exercise SS3 was fully stated in

the first sentence, the main idea of Exercise SS4 must be obtained from two clues found

in the first and second sentences of the first piragraph: Indians had a set way of

doing things which were often determined by instruction from departed spirits.

Ask the students to determine the manner in which the remainder of the exercise

develops the main idea. They should conclude that the author chose to describe, by

example , the i nfluence that belief i n the spi rits exerted over the Indians .

Fok atudenta who oath Engtizh az a <second tanguage

Fox ztade.nt6 who au membeAs ot5 a. zpe.c..4i.z1 minoxity gh.aup

,IbIOName.
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IDENTIFYING THE MAIN IDEA BY DIRECT STATEMENT

Evatuatton

Determine if the student can

recognize the main idea of another
comparable social studies passage in
which the main idea is direCtly
stated

Fon bicliv.iduaLizing inaticuaton
and/ox 6ox home atudy

Fon. poZette.4.thIg

82
33
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to teach the meanings of al 1 the

specialized words a student will
meet in this content area. In

addition, not every student will
need to be taught every word.
Words that are known to some
students will be unknown to

others.

For these reasons, techniques and
activities should.emphasize
individual needs and self-

i nstruction.

71

B. Instructional Activity

Students will be able to cate.gorize relat

each of the topic headings below related

Economics

capital

federal

price control
parity
income taxes
excise taxes
industrY (foreign & domestic)

stabil ity
protecti ve legislation

investment
liquidation



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

In.stiw.c.tAlonat Rationate

Being able to infer the reader
toward whom the author is
directing his message and the
effect he hopes to achieve will
alert the reader to the author's
biases and to meanings that
might otheiwise remain obkured.

Inatxucti.onat Objee.avez

Given a reading exercise in social studies, I

individual whom the author perceived the reac

Given a reading exercise in social studies,

the author anticipated his message would hay

Inaticue.tote.s note o mateitiaL6 .to zupptement the. devetopment o.the. 4 late o

Fo pxe.tedsting Fox Atudents with marc.g.i.nat iceaciingabLUty
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1 STUDIES

1n6tituctionat Objecti.ve4

Given a reading exercise in social 'studies, the student will infer the type of

individual whom the author perceived the-reader would be.

-
Given a reading exercise in social studies, the student will infer the effect that

the author anticipated his message would have upon the reader.

ent the devaopment oi the 417,i2t oi

FoA- .studeitts with mait.g.inat 'Leading abaity

FoA .studenta who arm advanced Aeadua
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Inatiuw.ti.onat Medd

INFERRIiIG THE
. .

Have the students survey Exercise SS5 by reading the

Ask:

What is the main idea and
how is it revealed?

For what twi; audiences

might this have been
ten?

Have the students read the
selectiOn carefullfand under-
line any clues they find that
might indi cate who the author
percei ved his readers woul d

be.

first sentence of each paragraph.

Reasons why the birth of the United States had a

revolutionary effect upon Europe. Directly stated.

American or anyone interested in revolution

We Americans i ndi cates the nationali ty of both the

author and his intended audience.

The context of we Americo= further reveals that the
author acknowledges that his audience may hold divergent-

opi nions regardi ng revol utions.

Have the student note the title -of Exercise SS6.

Briefly discuss the meaning of the phrase old wivee tales.[
Set the purpose for readiri"g

this exercise with the
comments:

This article was written Old wives' taZes

about the menopause, or
the change of life exper- RUmors

ienced by women of middle
age. Read the first four Such stuff and nonsense!

-paragraphs and underl i ne

any words that_ indicate Any woman who can read

how the author feels about
much of the information
which has previously
circulated on this subject.

Have the students read the remainder of SS6 and,answer the first question which f011ows.it.

Discuss with the students the reasons, for their choices, which may varythe males choosing

answer 1 and the females answer: 2. Encourage the studentS to substantiate their answers by

quoting wordi or phrases from the text.

1



INFERRING THE INTENDED READER AND INTENDED EFFECTS

by reading the first sentence of each paragraph.

ons why the birth of the United States had a
luttonary effect upon Europe. Directly stated.

ican or anyone interested in revolution

imericans indicates the nationality of both the
or and his intended audience.

context of we Americans further reveals that the

or. acknowledges that his audience may hold divergent

ons regardi ng revol uti ons

ercise SS6.

rase old wives ' taZes.

wives' tales

rs

stuff and nonsense!
_

Woman who can read

of SS6 and answer the first question which follows it.

for their choices, which may varythe males choosing
ncourage the students to substantiate their answers by

t.;

85

Evatua..tion

Determine if the student can:

Infer the type of reader for
whom an author was writing

Infer the effect that the
author was attempting to
achieve

86 35
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

in4t)w.ctiona2 Rationitte Inaticucti,onal Objective

Reading material in social studies
is often elaborated upon in much
greater detail than reading material

in science. Some of these details
will be.significantly related to the
main ideal others will be included
as interesting sidelights or

_ digro.siotjAry embel 1 is.hments.

The reeder must be able to identify
the significant details and relate,
them to the main idea. Without
this ability the reader will never
'be able to determine if the autior
has adequately substantiated
argument with facts. This aspe:t
of critical reading is quite
itnportant in analyzing. editorials ,
pamphlets, and other printed
material dealing with current
events.

Given a reading exercise in social studies,

significant details and relate the details t

._ 1fl4t/meta/04 note oti inatml.a.6 to atiplatement the devetopment oti the ifate. oi

Fo pneteaiing

FOA hanOtang 44t6ttutetton.

Folc 4tudent4 with ififit.ginat /Leading ab.4..it

FOIE .students who :cute adVaneed /teams



STUDIES

notnuctLonat Objective

Given a reading exercise in social studies, the student will identify the

significant details and relate the details to the main idea.

.. - I

ent the deVetopment oti the alatt. oti

Fon 4tudint6 with nwEg.inat /Leading abi22ty

Tox 44deitt4 who art.c advanced neadeka
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I n4VutaZonat.. Model

Have the students read Exercise SS7 silently.

Ask the students to summarize The-people of Massachusetts were reluctant to return Burns,

the story in one or two a former slave, to the South. Their efforts were in vain,

sentences. and amid violence he was returned to Richmond.'

Ask the students to list the
details which they consider
to be significant.

1., Burns, while living and working in Boston, was arrested

as a jewel WO.
2. Colonel Suttle, his former owner,tricked hiM into

admitting he_was.a_runaway_slave.
3. Commissioner Loring decided Burns must be returned.

4. The people of Boston protested this decision and
attempted, by oratory and by force, to obtain Burns:

5. A plan to purchase Burn's freedom failed.
6. Federal forces arrived to remove Burns. This,they

accomplished amidst sullen protest by the Bostonians.

Discuss with the students their reasons for and the processes by which they separated that which

was significant from that which was extraneous elaboration included by the author simply for the

sake of making the story more interestihg.

Point out to the students that .numbers and dates can also be significant details. For reinforce-

1

ment of this idea, have the students read Exercise SS8 and answer the accompanying assessments of

comprehension.

1 Discuss with the students the significance of their answers to questions 3, 4, and 6.

1

t

FOIL htudenta who 4peak Eng.tUiz a4 a zecohd Zanguage
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RELATING.DETAILS TO MAIN IDEA

Eva-Nation

tly.
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Determine if the student can
discriminate which details in a
social studies passage are
significant and indicate that he
understands how these details
complement the main-idea

Fon indiv.iduatizing buftution
and/on ion home 4tu4y

posttuting

=see.

90
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

ImstnuctionatRati.onate
Imstnuctiona Objective

Identifying the emphasis placed upon certain

facts or concepts will aid the reader in

determining those.aspects "of his subject that

the author considers to be important and will

contribute to-his awareness of the-i-ntehded

effect of the author.

Emphasis, is-achieliedrby space devoted to a

Tarticular-aspect-of-a-topici-repetttion-of-
key words or phrases, by use of mechanical

devices such as italics or underlining, and/or

by the use of emphatic language such as

absolutely vital, strictly forbidden, and of

great importance.

In social studies, emotionally charged or

exaggerated terms such as imperiaiistic,
aggressive, hawkish, inhumane, and martyrdom

are frequently employed to emphasize a view-

point.

INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Given a reading exercise in social studies
the order of stress that the author places

lnAtuationa Rationae Inztucuona-Objectixe

38

Identifying the basis that the author has used

in organizing the details will help the reader

co relate the details to the passage in a

meaningful way and will enhance retention of

main ideas.

In social studies, material is commonly

organized by the sequence of historical_events,
geographical progressions, causes and effects,

comparisons and contrasts, personalities and

problems, social substructures, etc.

Given a reading exercise in social studie5
the logical outline or progression of thot



OCIAL STUDIES
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SOCIAL STUDIES

I

InztiLuct.A.onctt Objec-tive

Given a reading exercise in social studies, the reader will be able to approximate

the order of stress that the author places upon the details or arguments.presented.

Inztituctionat Objeaive

,

author has used Given a reading exercise in social studies, the student-will be able to determine

help the reader, the logical -outline or progression of thought followed by the author.
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storical events,
ses and'effects,
sonal iti es and

, etc.



I naJw.c.,ti.onat Mo

Have the students read Exercise SS9 silently.

Ask:

What is the organization of the
material?

In terms of amount of material alone,
which type of country receives
emphasis in this exercise?

Is any are-a, in particular emphasized?

How?

What point regarding Black Africa does
the author stress and what means of
stress does he use?

0

is

1 atumito rzat Model-

Comparison of developed countries (paragraph 1)
with underdeveloped countries (paragraphs 2-4).

Underdeveloped countries

BlacrAfrtct
By extended example

The people of Black Africa are not'inferior or

less intelligent. The'emphatic expression,
Not at aZZ

Have the students-read-Exercise SS10-silent1y.-

Ask the students to-list the dates -in-the 1880
order in which they appear in the Exercise;- 1887

1894

1898

1959

A

Point out that chronological orgtnization is frequently used by authors of

material.

Ask the students if they detect any other
organization which repeats itself a number
of times in this exercise.

93

hi stori cal

Cause and effect. Each historical event is
prefaced with,a reason why it came to pass'.

I I
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tly.

ntly.

Comparison of developed'countries (paragraph 1)
with underdeveloped countries (paragraphs 2-4).

Underdevel oped countries

Black Africa
By extended example

The people of Black Africa are not inferior or
less intelligent. The emphatic expression,

Not Tt aZZ

IDENTIFYING EMPHASES

Evoluct-ti..on

Determine if the student can
_approximate the degree of stress
that the author places on certain
detail s

a

IDENTIFyING BASIS FOR ORGANIZATION

EvO2Ltatton

1880 1898
. 1887 19 59

1894

is frequently used by authors of historical

Cause and effect. Each historical event is
prefaced with a 'i^eason why it came to pass.

Det-ermi-ne-if the Itudentc-an

i dent' fy- the -various-kinds of

organizations-used -by-authors of
reading-material in social studies

39
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Instnuctionai. Rati.ona.e.

Being able to discriminate facts from
opinions is particularly important in
interpreting reading material dealing
with social issues, for the author of
s.uch materials frequently writes for
the purpose of prqmoting a particular
viewpoint. The reader should there-,
fore be aware of the influence that
the author is intending ta exert
either by being prejudiced in terms of
the facts he chooses to report and
those he chooses to ignore, or by
interjecting his own statements which
are not verifiable.

-0

InotAuctionat Objective

Given a reading exercise -in social studie
particular viewpoint, the student will di
are verifiable and those which are not.

InatiuL2ok'4 note o6. ma.teitiats aupptement the deuetopnent o6 the 4h,i,U. o

Fox pteteati.ng FOIL atudenta with maitginat loading abitity

FOIL tein6ohe2ng instituction

and/ox ion..1wme. _

FOIL po.stteating
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AL STUDIES

1n4tnuctionat Objecti.ve.

4

rom Given a reading exercise in social' itudies which obviously intends to promote a
in particular viewpoint, the student will discriminate between the statements which

i ng ard verifiable and those which are not.
of

1 ar

f

i ch

3tenie.nt the devetopnent oi the' 412472 oti

4tude.nt6 with maxginat teadi.49 abady

Fot 4tude.n.t6 who aim advanced Modem

Fon-444ent6-who_4peangti.ok4reoindeztnguag
_ .

- - - _____ - - '
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In.stituc,tio nat. Medd

Have, the students' read through Exercise SS11 silently.

Ask the students to cfrcle descriptive terms whiCh Amazing

might be questioned as to their accuracy or breadth Great increase

of general ization'.
Readily attended
Great eacrifices

,
Encourage the students' to react critically to these terms by asking themselves such questions

as:

Amazing to whomand why?

How much of an actual increase is considered great?

How was the student's readiness to attend determined?

What sacrifices were considered great?

Ask the students to underline the statement which No people ever accepted the blessings of

would be difficult to verify,
education with-more enthusiasm than the

Filipinoa.

Encourage the students to formulate questions regarding Governor Frank Murphy's statement.

Ask the students to identify statements which they In 1935, there were 7,300 public, Schools

assume coOd be verified from other sources.
Our rate of illiteracy...etc.

Ask the,students if the author attempted to No -- the statements that the Filipinos

support all of his statements with facts,
became more enlightened, more sports-
minded, and more democratic are not

supported by any facts.

Ask the students to suggest-facts'Which-have7beerr-avee
ed-147-the7-au-thei-beeAuse suoll-facts-7--

might not,-support-his-viewpoint

97



DISCRIMINATING FACTS FROM OPINIONS

Evatuatio n

silently.

which Amazing
breadth Great increase

Readily attended
Great sacrifices

:o these terms by asking themselves such questions

iered great?

nd determined?

which No people ever accepted the blessings of

education with more enthusiasm than the

Filipinos.

s regarding Governor Frank Murphy's statement.

h they In 1935, there were 7,300 public schools

...etc.
Our rate of illiteracy . . . etc .

No -- the statements that the Filipinos
became more enlightened, more sports-
minded, and more democratic are not
supported by any facts.

e bee overlooked-by the authorbecaus-e-suttr-facts-7

Determine if the student can:

Identifidescriptive terms Which
should be critically assessed

Discriminate between verifiable
statements (facts) and those'
which are not verifiable

41
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

.In.at.A.tiaZonat. Rat-Zonate

Inferring the author's attitude
toward his topic will enable the
reader to make a more accurate
and critital assessment of the
text. Often, as i n edi tori al s ,

the author is quite frank in stating
how he feels about his topic; in
other types of social studies
material s the wri ter' s attitudes

'are conveyed in a more subtle
manner. This-latter approach
challenges the reader to.make
inferences based on innuendoes and
the author's use of favorable or
unfavorable descripti ons.

42

UthIleZZOnat Objective

Given a reading exercise in social
toward his topic, the student will
author's attitude and be able to su
him to make his inference.

In4tuteto/124 note. o matethtea to zuppeement the devetopnent oic the 412,itt ci

Fan. piceteatiitg

Porwr-printiitgbratucctimi
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L STUDIES

iblnatituronat Objective

Given a reading exercise in social studies in which the author reveals his attitude
toward his topic, the student will make-a reasonablY accurate estimate of the
author's attitude and be able to support his answer by citing the clues which led

him to make his inference.

upgement the deve2oprent oti the zhAtt

FoIt ztude.nts utith maitginat 'Leading abaa-ty

Fon--2stadentscohcrwte. advancedn=1m
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Inzticuctioncte Modet

Ask ihe studenteto read Exercise SS12 carefully for the purpose of detecting:

1. What the topic is1 Reasons why people imigrate to the United States

2. How the author feels about Most imigrants have good reasons for coming to

the topi c the United States

Ask the students to list the clues they used in reaching their conclusions. .

0
By the use of such phrases as America... a refuge from tyranny and ...seeking sanctuary in
the United States coupled with a description of the religious persecution, political
opprepircon and economic hardship that the immigrants were fleeing, the author conveys- his

feelings of being in Sympathy with these people.

In addition, by ascribing to the immigrant such all-American attributes as love of
freeclan, the author is indirectly showing that he approves of their motives.

Fon audentz who speali Engtah a4 a zezond Language

i
t

'.

I odewhoamthp ./
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12 carefully for the purpose of detecting:

Reasons why peciple immigrate to the United States

Most immigrants have good reasons for coming to

the United States

they used in reaching their conclusions.

a... a refuge from tyranny and ...seeking sanctuary in

scription of the religious persecution, political
at the iMmigrants were fleeing,the author conveys his

these people.

igrant such all-American attributes as love of

howing that he approves of their motives.

ser.ond tanguage.

liLty 91tou.p

INFERRING AUTHOR'S ATTITUDE TOWARD TOPIC

Evattuition

Determine if the student can:

Infer the attitude conveyed by
an author toward his topic

Cite the clues he used in making

his inference

F04 individualizing in4tAu42ion
and/o4 04 home 4tudy

-Fox-po4tte4i4ng.____

1f;, 2

:Mt*
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INTERPRETING REAPING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

In4trtucti.onat Ratiomzee

Historical events, as well as current
affairs, can be described from various
perspectives. Often a writer's
nationality, ethnic origin,or political

or religious persuasion will determine

the facts he chooses to present as well

as the terms in which he couches these

facts.

After mastering the ability to dis-
criminate facts from.opinions and to
infer the effects the author intends
ta achieve, the'reader is then ready
to make a comparison of texts that
present divergent views about a common

subject.

Being able to make these comparisons
will enable the reader to be able to
establish a broader base*of infor-
mation from which he will be able to
form more critical judgments of his
awn regarding the suhject.

InAtfurzti.onat Objecf.ve.

Given several reading exerci
common subject, the student
of the authors and to expres
he will be able to substanti
emotional pleas,and/or incor

InAttactoe4 not o matertiatz to tappeement the devetopment oi the atite oti

Fot ptetezt.ing Fot Atudentz with mAginat te

44
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CIAL STUDIES

InAtitucti.ona.f. Objeci-ive

rrent Given several reading exercises that present various facts and viewpoints on a

arious cannon subject, the student will be able to detect the agreements and disagreements

of the authors and to express his own critical opinion of the subject. In addition,

litical he wili be able to'libstantiate his opinion by citing strengths, weaknesses,
termine emotional pleas, and/or inconsistencies found in each author's text. ,

as well
these

d to
ends
eady
at
comrnon

sons
e to
r-
e to
his

upptement the devetopne.nt o6 the 4IzZet o6
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Inzttue,tionat Modet

Begin with a brief survey of what the students already know regarding the controversies over

women's rights, abortion, the war in Southeast Asia, or capital punishment. Undoubtedly,

those who volunteer information will also interject their feelings about the subject.

Capitalize on this to shod that social issues which concern us directly are prone to

evoke an emotional response.

Point out that these responses often find their way into print through editorials,

pamphlets, and magazine articles. In such cases the authors are obviously attempting to

win adherents to their points of view. The critical reader needs to be aware of this.

Have the students read Rachel Carson's article in Exercise SS13.

Ask the students to:

Determine Carson's attitude toward
the use of insecticides and to
substantiate their answers by quoting

from the text.

Identify those statements of Carson's
which they consider to be facts and
those which they consider to be
opinions.

Identi fy and discuss terms which they
consider Carson chose to impart an
emotional tone to her article.

Carson has taken the position that insecticides
are extremely hazardous to humans and that their

dangers have not been given due recognition.
(Any of the examples of tragedies, which could
have been prevented had the hazards been known,
coul d be ci ted. )

_

Facts: Most of article
Opinions: Limited to:

DDT...is considered the least toxic of these
chemicals and many people aaewne they may use
it freely and without few, of harm. Commercial
advertising encourages thie can fortable attitude.
The alleged "safety' of malathion...

The use of emotional words is strikingly absent from

Carson's writing. The serious and scientific tone
of this article is created by her adhering for the
most part to the historical or technical facts which

she presents without exaggeration.

Repeat this procedure with the remaining three articles of this Exercise.

Ask the students to:

Cite ways in which the authors of
these four articles agree and/or
disagree.

Agree:

E$

Carson says that DOT has dangerous residual effects.
Parathion is initially more hazardous but
decomposes in a relatively stiort time. Ihe.
New York Times editorial of August 23d emphatically

FiterpriTirr should be banned altogether.

4



t the students already know regarding the controversies over
r in Southeast Asia, or capital punishment. Undoubtedly,

will also interject their feelings about the subject.

social issues which concern us directly are prone to

ften find their way into print through editorials,
. In such cases the authors are obviously attempting to
view. The critical reader needs to be aware of this.

rson's article in Exercise SS13.

ward Carson has taken the position that insecticides
are extremely hazardous to humans and that their

quoting dangers have not been given due recognition.
(Any of the examples of tragedies, which could
have been prevented had' the hazards been known,
could be cited.)

arson's Facts: Most of article
s and Opinions: Limited to:
e DDT...ie considered the least toxic of these

chemicals And many people aeeurne they may uae

it freely and without fear of harm. Commercial
advertising 'encourages this canfortable attitude.
The alleged "safety" of malathion...

eh they The use of emotional words is strikingly absent from

t. an Carson's writing. The serious and scientific tone
of thit article is created by her adhering for the ,

most part to the historical-or technical facts which
she presents without exaggeration.

emaining three articles of this Exercise.

COMPARING DIVERGENT TEXTS

.Evatization

Determine if the student can:

e Detect agreements and disagree-
, ments among authors writing on
a comon subject

of Agree: Carson says that DDT has dangerous residual effects.

or Parathion is initially more hazardous but
decomposes in a relatively short time.
New York Times editorial of August 23d. emphatically
7iterthal5bY should be banned altogether.

Judge the degree of objectivity
and subjectivity of the authors

Based on their readings, form,
express, and defend an opinion
on a controversial social
issue

45
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Fon i.ndivittuatizilig in.s.auction
and/on Son home 4tudy

Fon pozttezting

INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

InztruLc.ti.onat. Rat2onate

Charts, bar graphs, line graphs, and pie ,

graphs are often interspersed in reading
maerial in social studies to clarify or
to explain in greater detail concepts such
as variances of amounts overtime, distri-
bution of a quantity, or interrelationships.

Fon 4.tudentd who apeak Engt..i.oh

Fon atudents who ane membass o6

In.s.t.u.c.tional 014ex2ime

Given a reading Exercise in soci
the student will be able to gati
be able to derive generalizatior
tration.

In4timeton'4 riae ,015 matmi.a.t.4 to zupptement the deve.topment oi .the 41ZA22 oi
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uct-Lon

L IN SOCIAL STUDIES

graphs, and pie
rsed in reading
s to clarify or
ail concepts such
vertime, distri-
interrelationships.

on

FO k tude.a.4 who speak Eng-LA az. a acond tanguage

Foit tudents who a/Le. membem o6 a Apeci.V.c. minon,ity gnoup

InatiaLeti.onat Objective

Given a reading Exercise in social studies that contains graphic illustrations,
the student will be able to gather from the illustration specific facts and will

be able to derive generalizations or trends intended to be conveyed by the illus-
tration.

tappeement the devetopment o 6 the hitt o6

Fo/t atudents with nrLnginat /Leading abit.ity

Fon atudents who ace advanced keadem
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In.sttuctionat Modet

Disagree: Though emphasizing the cautions that should
be observed in using insecticides, the
editorial staff of Vegetable Gardening seem
to be endorsing their use.

Determine whi ch author stated his Most factual: Carson
viewpoint most factually and which Most emotional: The New York times editorial of August
stated his viewPoint most emotionally. -.1767o171371e7Tng to make an appeal

powerful enough to effect a change.

Encourage the students to form, express, and defend `an opinion on the use of insecticides.

Itustumtionat Moda

Distribute Exercise SS14.

Ask:

Does the title of this chart
indicate a trend?

Are there any qualifications placed
on the type of homes owned?

What is the major division of this
chart?

What time interval separates the
horizontal bars?

What does the length of a bar
indicate?

Yes. Increasing number of homes owned.

Yes. Nonfarm

lfeft side: homes owned
Right side: kites rented

10 years

Corppared with the scale at the bottom of the chrt,
it would indicate quantity. (Note that the
numbers on the scale indicate millions.)

1 r
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Disagree: Though emphasizingthe cautions that should
be observed in using insecticides, the
editorial staff of Vegetable Gardening seem
to be endorsing their use.

Most factual: Carson
Most emotional: The New York Times editorial of itigust 23d

TroEMTETiTegking to make an appeal
powerful enough'to effect a change.

, and defend an opinion on the use of insecticides.'

Yes. Increasing number of homes owned.

Yes. Nonfarm

Left side: homes owned

Right side: homes rented

10 years

Compared with the scale at the bottom of the chart,

it would indicate quantity. (Note that the

numbers on the scale indicate minims.)

COMPARING DIVERGENT TEXTS
(continued)

Euatuation

COMPREHENDING CHARTS AND GRAPHS

Evatuation

Determine if the student can:

Extract essential facts from
graphs, lige graphs, pie

graphs, and charts

Derive from graphic illus-
trations generalizaticms
regarding trends and rela-
tionships

10 47



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Fox -indiv4.duaLizing inztnue.ti.on Fox ztudentz who 4pe/0z Engtah az a 4econd

and/ox sox home audy

Fox pozttezting Fox ztudents who ate niembem o a zpeatic.

In.stxuox' 4 note oIS mateitiats to zupptement the deveeopnent othe zkite otf
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CIAL STUDIES
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Inaitue-ti.onat Modet

Explain how, with a perpendicular straight edge, a reasonably accurate estimate of quantities

may be obtained even when the bar does not measure the exact points on the scale. For

example, the bar representing the number of homes owned in 1920 extends only about three-fotirth !

of the way to the point .on the scale marked 10. Therefore, the student must figure three-fourtl
of 10 million or approximately 7 1/2 million.

Distribute Exercise SS15.

Explain that this is essentially a vertical bar graph with the centers of the top of the column

connected with a continuous line.

Explain further that there are actually,two sets of vertical bars on this graph; one representi

unit .labor costs (solid) and the other prices (line of dots).

Distribute Exercise SS16.

Ask:

What is the ffajor division of this
graphic?

Where the budget dollar of the Federal Government come
from and where it qoes.

Explain that these are commonly referred to as pie charts and that one "pie" represents one

complete unit or 100 percent (id this case one dollar), and that "slices" of the pie are

proportionate in size to the quantity they represent. This quantity is usually so labeled.

Distribute Exercise SS17.

Explain that this chart is intended to depict the autonomous, subordinate,and superior relation

ships of a large corporation. Explain further that the heavy lines connecting the boxes

represent relationships and that the line of descending superiority is usually ordered from the

top of the chart to the bottom. Boxes located on the same horizontal plane represent positions

of equal status.

I:13



COMPREHENDING CHARTS AND GRAPHS
(continued)

Evatwzaon

straight edge, a reasonably accurate estimate of quantities
does not measure the exact points on the scale. For

number of homes owned in 1920 extends only about three-fourths
le marked 10. Therefore, the student must figure three-fourths
/2 million.

vertical bar graph with the centers of the top of the, columns

iially two sets of vertical bars on this graph; one representing
Ither prices (line of dots).

is Where the budget dollar of the Federal Government comes
from and where it goes.

ferred to as pie charts and that one "pie" represents one
his case one dollar), and that "slices" of the pie are
ity they represent. This quantity is usually so labeled.

d to depict the autonomous, subordinate,and superior relation-
olain further that the heavy lines connecting the boxes
he line of descending superiority is usually ordered from the
oxes located on the same horizontal plane represent positions
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SOCIAL STUDIES

InAtnuctixnat Rationate InAttuctionat Objecave

Political cartoons are intended
to communicate, by the use of a
"compressed" illustration, a
particular viewpoint toward a
contemporary social figure and/or
issue. The viewpoint expressed
is usually critical.

Compression of idea is achieved
by the use of symbols, stereo-
types, representative objects,
exaggerations, generalities, and
characterizations.

Given a political cartoon which relates to the
will be able to explain the issue involved and

artist.

Inzthucto/04 note o6 nba2exial6 to auppitement the devetopment o6 the aitt o6

FOA pLete4t.ing
FOIL atudelita with mang.inat /Leading

F04 nan6oncing inatAuction
Fon audents dto ane advanced noadeu



IAL STUDIES

1 tts ttuctic tiat Obi ec.t.4.ve

Given a political cartoon which relates to the current social scene, the student

will be able to explain the issue involved and the viewpoint exprrssed by the

artist.

upptereAt the dcvcLcn c the skill o4

Fet s furl erlz tt h retAg inat tcadiAg y

Fot students who aite advanced Aeadets
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InhVutaional Mcdet

Distribute Exercise SS19.

Ask the students to list the
features of this cartoon which
they feel have been included
by the artist for a specific

purpose.

tl_arge complex computer
Worried express ions
lleadline on newspaper
Caption

Ask the students to use these clues as a means of determining the concern that the artist

is attempting to illustrate.

Analyse Exercises SS18 and SS20 in similiar manner.

Fo't Atudents ato Apeak EngLizh az a second language

Fon students who ate muthva o a speci6i.c. wnU gtoup
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qe complex computer
ried expressions
dline on newspaper
tion

a means of determining the concern that the artist

iliar manner.

ccond tanguage

, c rainatity peup

UNDERSTANDING POLITICAL CARTOONS

Evatuation

Determine i f the student can:

identify significant clues
provided by artists rf
political cartoons

Use these artist's clues to
determine the social issue
which he intends to highlight

Explain the viewpoint expressed
by the artist

FCA individuatizing instituction

and/cot OA. home study

Fot postte.sting
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

The
&mon
entitted....
Using characteristic roots and affixes and structural similarities found in technical

hegira
on
page.-

terms
54 . .

Using context clues
56 . .

General vocabulary used in a special sense 60 . .

Special ized vocabulary
62

Identifying the main idea by direct statement 64 .

Inferring the main idea
66 .

Relating details to main idea
68

Relating details to details
70 .

Identifying emphases and relating illustrations to the text 70

Identifying basis for organization
74

Inferring scientific generalizations
76 . .

Relating maps and diagrams to the text
78 .

Relating graphs to the text
80 .

Relating tables to the text
82 . .

Relating chemical formulas to the text 84 . .

S4

1.

2.

((23I

3. (1)

4. (3)

5. (3)

6. (4)

7.

8. M
9. (4)

10. (3)

11. (4)
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5.
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7.
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(2)
(1)
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(1)
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3.
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4.
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5.
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8.
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10.
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IU SCIENCE

11.

begina and i.6 baaed beginning

on upon lica ding on

page.... exeuize.... page....

d affixes and structural similarities found in technical
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INTERPRETING REAOING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

Reading material in science will confront the student in a High
School Equivalency program with a variety of unique problems.
The sfudents may have some of the concepts needed for compre7
hension of the text; they may lack other important concepts;
or the concepts they have may be erroneous. Therefore, it will

be necessary for the instructor to make a distinction between
those students who are unable to comprehend reading materials
in science because of their lack of background in this area
and those students who are unable to interpret reading material
in science and to make associations within the text.

Knowledge of technical jargon and general vocabulary used in a
special scientific sense is essential to adequately comprehend
reading material in science. These terms which are not a part
of the speaking or listening vocabulary of the student wfl
seriously impede his comprehension. In stopping to use
extunsive word analysis skills, context clues, the glossarY,
or the dictionary, the reader may-lose the author's train
of thought.

Flexibility of rate is important in science. The student will
often find it advantageous to skim the passage very quickly to
get some idea of the main concern of the passage. He will then
often find it necessary to read slowly for the varying
comprehension tasks.

Comprehension of the reading materials in science will
prdbably not call on the complete inventory of reading
skills that has been given in the general chapter on reading.
It will usually not be necessary to identify the perceived
reader of the passage; the usual effect of the passage in
science is to inform the reader. It is in the grey area, when
science becomes a means of persuading a particular audience to
have some point of view (as in much of the contemporarY
writing on ecology),that students need to be concerned with
audiended-efea. High school equivalency students
probably will not need to use these skflls in their
interpretation of reading material in science.

Other tasks of comprehension may, however, be very important.
The student must always be able to identify the main ideas
or main statement of the passage. He must always be able to

identify the manner or means which develop the main ideas.
The sample passages that follow illustrate the development
of just one or two learning objectives. However, the

student will never have just the one or two objectives,
since the student will always have to be sure of relating the

main statement to details,
basis for the sequencing c
comprehension skills may c
tation of science material

In addition, students shou
to format common to scient
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1 NTRODUCTI ON

main statement to details, of the sequencing of details, and of the
basis for the sequencing of details in each passage.. The other
comprehension skills may or may not be called upon in the interpre-
tation of science materials.

In addition, students should have practice in applying their skills
to format common to scientific writing: graphs, maps, charts,

diagrams, fonnulas, and equations. Students may also need practice
in using their comprehension skills to infer scientific
generalizations underlying main ideas and details, to apply
generalizations to other situations, or to compare two passages for
the purpose of identifying differences of emphasis and variances
in facts.

The SQ3R (Survey, question, Read, Recite, Review) method of reading
is a high Tevel study skill aid aids in 'Increasing concentration and
comprehension and in developing the organizational skills of note-
taking and outlining. It is a useful technique for studying any
text-type reading assignment in any subject area. It is suggested

that the instructor review the following steps with the students.

1. Survey: Survey the assignment to get a general overview of the
content and main points. Glance rapidly over
A. title
B. introductory paragraph
C. last paragraph or surinary of the selection
D. headings and subheadings
E. pictures, graphs, charts,arld their captions
F. any questions at the beginning or end of the chapter

2. Question: Turn the first heading into a question. This will arouse

curiosity and set the purpose for reading. The question formulated
will aid in comprehension in that the important points will stand
out while the explanatory detail is recognized as such.

3. Read: Read to answer-that question: That-is, read to the end of

the first headed section. Rate of reading will depend upon purposes,
the difficulty of the material, and fainiliarity with it. While

reading, make use of cues: italics, boldface type, illustrations,
signal words ("first," "further," etc,), enumerations, and other
printing and content aids.

4. Recite: After reading the first section, test memory and understanding

irnmediately. Look away from the book and try to recite briefly the
answer to the question or questions posed. Use original wording

(parroting the author does not show understanding), and give an
example if possible. Jot notes on the answer to the question set

for the heading. Make them brief -- preferably cue.phrases in

outline form. (Continued on page 55.)

-
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE

Instituctional Rationale

Knowledge of the meanings of roots

and affixes commonly used in science
reading material will increase the
efficiency with which the reader will
be able to interpret the material.

Roots and affixes are important clues
to the meanings of scientific terms.
A particular affix is often used in
the various branches of science with
the same meaning.

Example:

monocotyledon (biology)
monomer (chemistry)

monochromatic (physics)

Words of scientific classification
often contain structural elements
that are similar.

Example:

In classifying epochs,- geologists use
terms that have the conmon element cane.

Mi ocene
Eocene
P1 iocene
Paleocene

54 1 ?3

InstAuctiznat Objectives

Given a root or affix connonly used
with the knowledge of the meanings of
meaning of several words containing tr

Example:

Given that chran means time and meter
to determine the literal meaning of c;

Given that hydro means water, the stui

of hydrometer.

Given a passage containing words with
the student will be able to determine
knowledge of the root and/or; affix an

Given several words containing struct
will be able to:

Identify them as terms of scientif

Determine or approximate the meani

An example of a structural similarity
(ptera) meaning winged.

1 24
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ImstAuctionat Objective4

of roots Given a root or affix comonly used in science reading material, the student will,

In science with the knowledge of the meanings of the roots or affixes, give the literal

ease the meaning of several words containing the same root or affix.

-eader will

oterial. Example:

Given that chron means time and meter means measure, the student shoLA be able

tn determine the literal meaning of chrononeter.

rtant clues
fic terms.
n used in
ience with

fication
lements

rogists USE
element cane.

Given that hydro means water, the student should be able to determine the meaning

of hydr.coeter.

Given a passage containing words with roots and affixes commonly found in science,

the student will be able to determine the meaning of these words through the

knowledge of the root and/or affix and by use of the context.

Given several words containing structural elements that are similar, the student

will be able to:

Identify them as terms of scientific classification

Determine or approximate the meaning of the terms 0

An example of a structural similarity of words used in classicication is pteron

(ptera) meaning winged.
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USING CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS AND AFFIXES AND STRUCTUW

instAuc.tionat Model

Have the students skim Exercises SI and S2 for the purpose of finding comon roots or affixes.

Lists of words such as the following could be placed On the chalkboard and the students

asked to identify the comon element and supply the meanings of the words.

Example: chrono meaning time

chronology
chronic
chronogeneous
chronogenesis

- the science that treats of measuring time

- marked by long duration or frequent recurrence
- appearing at a given chronological age

- the history of the development of a group of organisms

Example: kaddro meaning water

hyirogen

hydrochory
hydrophobia
hydroelectric

- a colorless, odorless, highly flammable gas that combines with oxygen to

form water
- dissemination of seeds or plants by water

- a morbid dread of water
- the production of electricity by water power

Example: ptera meaning winged

lepidoptera - order of insects whose wings are made of scales
hymenoptera - order of insects whose wings are membranous
orthoptera - order of insects whose wings are straight and narrow

Now repeat steps II, III, and IV with each succeeding headed

settift. That IS, Urn the-mxt- treading. into -a--questioni-read to

answer it, recite the answer, jotting down cue phrases in your

outline. Read in this way until the entire assignment is

completed.

5. Review: Review notes at the completion of the study period. Try

to see the relationships between the various ideas. Try to re-

call the material without using notes or referring to the book.

First try to recall the main points, then move on to the sub-

points or details.



VG CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS AND AFFIXES AND STRUCTURAL SIMILARITIES FOUND IN TECHNICAL TERMS

purpose of finding common roots or affixes.
aced on the chalkboard and the students
the meanings of the words.

ring time
ent recurrence
al age
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ng headed
stion, read to
ses in your
ent is
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Evatuation

Determine if the student uses
knowledge of basic.roots and
affixes and context in determining
the meanings of unfamiliar words
in science reading matter

1?6
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE

Inatuctiomat Rationate

Understanding that meanings of bot4
familiar and unfamiliar words can be
revealed by either directly stated

or implied contextual clues can aid

the reader in interpreting reading
material in science.

See the section on General Vocabulary
Development for lessons on each of
the various types of context clues.

InstalActionat Objective

Given several reading passages in scienc.

will be able to state the technical mean
identifying and using either directly st.

The Greeks found that if a piece of
resin, was rubbed with animal fur, it

weight particles of matter. The effe

the Greek word for amber is "elecktro

Benjamin Franklin's famous kite exper
In 1796, Volta produced electricity C

of wet paper between two different pi

Geissler, about the middle of the 19t

flow through space. He sealed a wire

exhausted the air from the tube. Whe

electrical source, there was a discha
was found that rays of some kind came

were first called cathode rays, from

negative.

In 1895 Roentgen showed that these X-
certain chemicals to become flouresce
substances which remained impregnable

Instauctoa's note oi matexiats to supptummt the devetopment o6 the skitt o6

Foa paetesting

Fot teinpuing inst.:motion

Fot individuatizing instauction
and/oa 0 home study

Fot posttesting
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Inztituctional Objeaive

both Given several reading passages in science material , as sampled below, the student

an be will be able to state the technical meanings of familiar and unFamiliar words by

ted identifying and using either directly stated or implied context clues.

aid
ing The Greeks found that if a piece of amber, a yellowish, translucent fossil

resin, was rubbed with animal fur, it acquired the ability to attract 1 i ght-

wei ght particles of matter. The effects came to be called electricity because

the Greek word for amber is "elecktron."

Benjamin Franklin's famous kite experiments with electricity are well known.

bulary In 1796, Volta produced electricity chemically; that is by placing a piece

of of wet paper between two di fferent pieces of metal .

ues .
Geissler, about the middle of the 19th century, showed that electricity could

flow through space. He sealed a wire in each end of a glass tube and

exhausted the air from the tube. When the wires were connected to an

electrical source, there was a discharge through the vacuum in the tube. It

was found that rays of some kind came from the negative wire in the tube. They

were first called cathode rays, from the Greek word "kathodos" which means

negative.

In 1895 Roentgen showed that these X-rays, unknown to him at that time, caused

certain chemicals to become flourescent, and that they could penetrate solid

substances which remained impregnable to other rays.

uppALcir&iit the devetopment o6 the 41z.iti o6

FOIE 6tudent4 with maitginat lteacti.ng abitity

F OIL tudents who alte adanced neadem
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1 itatAnc.ti o nat. Model

Have the students skim Exercise S3 and note those words with which they are not familiar.

Place these unfamiliar words on the board. It is very likely that some of the following

will be among those chosen.

amber

Ask:

Is there a context clue for this word? Yes

Is it directly stated or implied? Directly stated

How is it directly stated? By a modifier in apposition

What does amber mean? A yellowish, translucent fossil resin

chemically

Ask:

Is the meaning of this word revealed Yes

in the passage?

By what? * A directly stated clue that is a restatement

What is a clue to the restatement? The words that is

What does chemically mean in this
sentence?

vacuum

Ask:

The result of placing a piece of wet paper
between two different pieces of metal

Is the meaning of this word revealed Yes

in the passage?

Is it directly stated? No, it is revealed by implication

What is a clue to its meaning?

129

The meaning of the word is given in the
sentence preceding the one containing the
word. The key word tube is mentioned in the
sentence and repeated in the next as a clue
that the same thing is being discussed.



'4)

note tilose word' wi th which they are not fami 1 iar.

rd. It is very likely that some of the following

d? Yes

Directly stated

By a modifier in apposition

A yellowish, tr.omlucent fossil resin

Yes

A directly stated clue that is a restatement

The words that is

The result of placing a piece of wet paper
between two different pieces of metal

Yes

No, it is revealed by implication

The meaning of the word is given in the
sentence preceding the one containing the
word. The key word tube is mentioned in the
sentence and repeated in the next as a clue
that the same thing is being discussed.

USING CONTEXT CLUES

Evatultion

Determine if the student can:

Identify the clues that reveal
meaning

Give the special meanings for
un fami 1 i ar words through t he

use of directly stated clues.

Give the special meanings for
familiar and unfamiliar words
through the use of clues that
imply meaning

57



optABULARV DEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE
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natituctionat Modet

cathock

Ask:

Is the meaning of this word directly Di rectly stated

stated or implied?

How?
By definition - the clue is the word called.

What does cathode mean in this context? Negati ve rays

flourescant

Ask:

Is the meaning of this word revealed No

in the context?

Occasiobally the meanings of technical
terms are not given in the passage.
These can be obtained by consulting a

di cti onary.

impregnable.

Ask:

Is the meaning of this word directly

stated in this context?

No, but it is implied by way of contrast.

What is the meaning of impregnable Not able to be penetrated

in this sentence?

What is the clue that implied contrast?

3 3

The word other implies that there are some

rays that do the opposite of the rays being

discussed, i.e., do not penetrate.



Directly stated

Evaluation

By definition - the clue is the word called.

xt? Negative rays

No

cal

a

No, but it is implied by way of contrast.

Not able to be penetrated

ast? The word other implies that there are some
rays that do the opposite of the rays being

discussed, i.e., do not penetrate.

134

USING CONTEXT CLUES

(continued)
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE

lotstAuctionat Rationae I n t'uct, ona Objective-5

Many common or familiar words when Given a list of common words, the student wil

used in a science context have in addition to common meanings for each word.

special meanings. Knowledge of these
special meanings i3 essential to the Examples:

correct interpretation of reading
material in science, function

cell

Example: solution

As commonly used, integri.ty refers craft

to a quality of character. set

The president felt that he should advantage

appoint cabinet members of high
integrity.

In a scientific context, integrity

could refer to a state or function.
Although the space capsule came down
in heavy seas it maintained its
watertight integrity.

Given a passage similar to the one below, the
.those words which have special scientific meal
common meanings.

Baffling depocits,which geologists named &
and North America. If your home is in Ney
live on or near deposits of this sort. Ma;

thickness of diift; perhaps 200 feet or mot

Drift is not sorted as to size of rock fra4
and boulders are mixed together. Drift ;a1

because rivers sort their burdens and so dc

60



histluctionae Objectives

when Given a list of common words, the student will be able to give scientific meanings
in addition to common meanings for each word.

of these
to the Examples:
ing

function
cell
solution

fers craft
set

uld advantage
lh

grity
tion.

e down

r 4, et
Given a passage similar to the one below, .1., - student will be able to identify
those words which have special scientific theanings in addition to their more
common meanings.

Baffling depooits,which geologists named drift, cover much of northern Europe
and North America. If your home is in New England or the Midwest, you undoubtedly
live on or near deposits of this sort. Maybe your house is built on a ten-foot
thickness of drift; perhaps 200 feet or more of it lie between you and bedrock.

Drift is not sorted as to size of rock fragments. Clay, silt, sand, pebbles
and boulders are mixed together. Drift cannot be a deposit by rivers or seas,
because rivers sort their burdens and so do waves.

.0:1



Ig-Sti7aC-tkellat

List such words as the following on the board. Have the students supply the common meaning

and the scientific meanings.

Common, Usage

A purpose, a ceremony,
an official position

function

cell A dwelling of one room
uccupied by a solitary
person

solutinn An action or process of
solving a problem

Special Use in Science

Any quality, trait,or fact so related to
another that it is dependent upon and
varies with it. In chemistry, it is the
characteristic behavior of a compound due
to the presence of a particular atom.

The smallest aggregate of living matter
capable ,of functioning as an independent

unit

The condition of being dissolved or the
process by which a substance is homo-
geneously mixed with another--especially
liquids

In Exercise S4 there are two familiar wordl which have a special scientific meaning.

Have the students read the exercise silently.

The st4dents should locate the two words which appear to be familiar

and yet do not have the same meaning as used in this passage.

Ask the students:

Does the common meaning of deposit lend any clue to its use in Yes

this context?

Does drift in this passage refer to a line of thought or wind- No

driven snow on the ground surface?

Do these meanings lend any clue to its use in this exercise? Yes

Does the context of the passage reveal the meaning of drift?

Depouit, drift

GENERAL VOCA

Yes -- a layer of mixed
clay, silt, sand,

pebbles and boulders....

Evatuat:

Dete

Id

in

fr
or
th

In
fr

co



r:ENERAL VOCABULARY UHL) IN A SPECIAL SLNSE

ave the students supply the common meaning
_

Special Use in Science

ny quality, trait,or fact so related to
nother that it is dependent upon and
aries with it. In chemistry, it is the
haracteristic behavior of a compound due
o the presence of a particular atom.

he smallest aggregate of living matter
apable of functioning as an independent
ni t

he condition of being dissolved or the
rocass by which a substance is homo-
eneously mixed with another--especially
iquids

have a special scientific meaning.

pear to be fami 1 iar Depooit, drift
his passage.

to its use in

thought or wind-

this exercise?

ning ,of drift?

-,7

Yes

No

l'es

Yes -- a layer of Mixed
clay, silt, sand,
pebbles and boulders.

EvatatUon

DeUrmine if the student can:

Identify words whose meanings
in a science context differ
from the meanings that are
ordinarily associated with
the word

Infer a meaning for these words
from available clues in the
context

61



VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE

1 n4 tAUCtiona,1 Rat-Zonate Inztitu.c.-tionat Objec.tAlve

Increasing the student's technical or Given lists of scientific terms, students wi

special i zed science vocabulary that he related by listing them under topic headings

recognizes on sight will lessen the time
he must devote to using context clues, Exampl e:

procedures of word analysis, or the
dictionary for correctly interpreting electromagnetic spectrum

reading material in science.
al ternating currents

Specialized, technical vocabulary must radio waves

be taught. Yet, it is not possible for television

an instructor to teach the meanings of radar

all the scientific words a student will i nfra-red

meet in this rapidly growing and ever- ul tra-violet

changing content area. Also, not every prima rays

student will need to be taught every cosmic rays

word. Words that are known to some
students wi I l be unknown to others.

For these reasons, techniques and
activities should emphasize individual
needs and self-instruction.

I4tiumtoit'4 note o6 mateniaLs to 4uppeement the devetopment o6 the. 412A,U 06

Fah pheteSting

Fah hail.60AGLIV iothucti.on
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FOIL individuati.zing bystnucti.on Fon 4tudentz who zpeah Engtish az a Aecond
and/on. don. home 4tudy

Fah po4tt esting
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1 uttucti.o nat. ObjeaLve

or Given lists of scientific terms, students will be able to identify those that are

he related by listing them under topic headings.

time
es 9 Exampl e:

ng electromagnetic spectrum anatomy of the

alternating currents cornea

ust radio waves retina

for television photoreceptors

of radar optic nerve

will i nfra-red fovea

er- ul tra-violet vitreous humor

very prima rays
cosmic rays

ual

'ement the devetopment o6 the zkitt oti
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Inatiwcaonat Model.

Students should be encouraged to attend lectures, films, and plays that have some

aspect of-science-as-a-theme-.tibrariesi-musetims,-and-some-civic-organizations
frequently show documentary films on such topics as space, wildlife health and

medicine, marine life, and plant life. Large companies, such as Bell Telephone,
will supply many such films to instructors free of charge or for a minimal fee.
Documentaries, news reports, and panel discussions on television are also good

sources of the technical science vocabulary. Newspapers, scientific bulletins

and pamphlets, and some of the popular magazines are examples of available
reading material which will contain much of this specifie vocabulary.

Encourage students to note terms with which they are not familiar and check on
their meanings by using a dictionary or glossary. In addition, they should feel

free to ask to have specific terms explained in class.

Assign a specific topic and ask students tc? find newspaper or magazine articles

dealing with this topic. Anticipate and present many of the technical terms

which are comonly used in reference to this topic. Discuss the articles making

sure that the special terms are used in the discussion. Distinctions between

terms having somewhat similar meanings should be clarified.

Show a film pertaining to one of the sciences: Ask the students to note any

terms that they do not- understand and at the end of the film to hand in a list

of these terms. Put these on an overhead projector. Have the class arrive- at

their meanings by discussion and the use of a dictionary.

Place words denoting scientific categories across the top of the chalkboard.
Using an overhead projector expose mixed lists of scientific words appropriate
to the categories on the chal kboard. Ask the students to categorize .the mi xed

lists.
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SPECIALI ZED VOCABULARY

The instructor should encourage
self-evaluation.

Students should determine if they:

Regularly participate in outside
class activities which contrib-
ute to an increase in their
techni cal vocabul ary

Note those words whose meanings
are unfamiliar or obscure

Attempt to clarify these mean-
ings by using a dictionary or
consulting the instructor

The instructor determines if the

student:

Uses technical terms correctly
when_discussing.or_reporting .

on a particular topic

Uses context clues to determine
meanings of unfamiliar words
whenever it is possible

Can identify related scientific
terms
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

Inatituctionat Rationate,,
Im4ticuct-Zona2 Objective

Identifying the main idea when
it is directly stated by the
author will help the reader to
establish a purpose for reading
the selection, to frame questions
he anticipates the selection will
answer, and to retain the infor-
mation conveyed.

Given a reading exercise in sc
it is contained in a direct st

InAstAuctoe,s note. o mate/UAL4 to auppeement the devetopment oil the Ashite oti
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Given a reading exercise in science the student will identify the main idea when
it is contained in a direct statement.
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Inaitucti.onat Model

HavetifetTdentsreal-Exer-c-ise-S5--rapitil_y-.--Ask_ifthere_i_s_:any_indication_-that
statement is really true or false.

Ask the student to identify the details that relate to the main idea.

Point out that the next paragraph explains the scientific point of view about temperature
loss.

Point out that paragraph 3 provides additional details and is also a transition to the
opposing point of view that had been suggested in the opening sentence.

Point out that paragraph 4 gives concrete details to show the contradictory views and that
paragraph 5 gives details concerning the truth of the old wives' tale that hot water freezes
faster than cold water.

NEM FYING

Ev

Ask the students to state the conclusion drawn in the last paragraph. (Here the main idea is
directly stated, with the details of what scientific facts or old wives' tales are to be gathered
in the reading of the entire passage.)

Foh. Atudenta who Apeatz Engti.ah at. a zec.ond tanguage

Fort ztudenta who am. mem6eit4 194 a .4pec.i.4ic. minoicZty gnaw)
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IDEUTIFYING THE MAIN IDEA BY DIRECT STATEMEWT

Evatuatton

thereis-any -indicat_ion_that_the_first Deteimine_i_f_the_s_tudent can
recognize the main statement
of another comparable passage

to the main idea. and not confuse it with details

tific point of view about temperature

ls and is also a transition to the
e opening sentence.

show the contradictory views and that
e old wives' tale that hot water freezes

e last paragraph. (Here the main idea is

facts or old wives' tales are to be gathered

gitoup
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

Iutnuctionat Rati.onale Inatituaionat Objective

Being able to infer the main idea when
it is not directly stated by the author
will help the reader to establish a
purpose for reading the selection, to
frame questions he anticipates the
selection will answer, and to retain
the information conveyed.

Given a reading exercise in scienc
idea or main statement of a paragr

InAtnucton'A note oti matuadz to Aupptement the devetopment o6 the ihite o6
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AL IN SCIENCE

Inztkuctionat Objective

main idea when
d by the author
establish a
selection, to
ipates the
nd to retain

Given a reading exercise in science, the student will be able to identify the main
idea or main statement of a paragraph when it is not directly stated.
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In4tAuctionat Modee
Evan

Have the students:

Read rapidly the first paragraph of Exercise S6.

Examine carefully the first sentence of the paragraph for clues to the main idea.

Examine the sentences following for their relationship to the first sentence.

Formulate one main statement that will unify the paragraph.

The clues to the main idea occur in the first sentence. One of the most frequent causes

of mutation.... Such a sentence usually sets up the idea that causes ofmutations will be

discussed. One cause is exposure to high-energy radiation. From the author's use of one

cause, the reader can infer that there must be more than one cause since the words used

for only one cause would be the cause.

Examination of the following sentences reveals the next sentence is about high-energy

radiation. The sentence has two subjects, cosmic rays from out,er space and radiation from

radioactive elements. The verb is may cause. Natural mutations is the direct object

of the verb.

The third sentence is not concerned with natural mutations. The sentence begins They. What

is meant by they? Is it natural mutations? It cannot be nature but must mean mutations

since the rest of the sentence says that mutations can be produced experimentally in a

variety of ways. That there are two categories of mutations becomes apparent in the next

sentence where the word artificial is-introducedArtificial mutations are said to

have effects on both nunber and rate of mutations.

The close scrutiny of the text has therefore revealed that one cause of mutations is high-

energY radiation. There are two kinds of high-energy radiation: natural and artificial.

The fifth sentence introduces a new idea. Temperature increase is said to be used to increase

rate of mutations. Temperature increase is not the same as high-energy radiation, either

natural or artificial. Yet, temperature increase is said to affect the rate of mutations.

Tliere seems to be another cause of mutations. The last sentence in the paragraph begins,

Certain chemicals'have been used to prodUce mutations.... Again, chemicals are not high-

energy radiation. Thus, there must be.another cause of mutations.

The structure of the paragraph is then: there are several causes of mutations; one cause

of mutations is e0osure to high-energy radiation; a second cause is temperature increase;

and a third cause is the use of certain chemicals.

549
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xerci se S6 .

of the paragraph for clues to the main idea.

eir relationship to the first sentence.

1 unify the paragraph.'
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another cause of mutations.

there are several causes of_mutations; one cause
radiation; a second cause is temperature increase;

chemicals.
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INFERRING THE MAIN IDEA

EvatuatLon

Determine if the student can
recognize the main idea when
it is not directly stated
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INTERPRET/NG READING MATERIAL IN SCI ENCE

InAtAuctiona RaVoltate Instnacti.onat Objec,tive

One characteristic of reading material
in science is that it is written very
succinctly; details are included only
as they are needed to elaborate on or
clarify the main idea. It is, there-
fore, often eSsential for the reader
to understand how the detai 1 s rel ate

to the main idea in order for the
details to have any meaning. -

-In additibli;-the maTn idea is subject
to distortion or misinterpretation
when even one detail is overlooked.

Practice in relating to main ideas
will help make the reader aware of
the importance of this skill.

Given a reading exercise in science,
in a paragraph to the main idea or pu

InAtnucton'A note o6 mateniato to Auppeement the devetopnent:.o6 the shill o6
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Given a reading exercise in science, the student will be able to relate the details
in a paragraph to the main idea or purpose in the paragraph.
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Inotiumti.ono2 Mode!.

Have the students read rapidly the paragraph beginning, These birds thrive in a region of

diversified land use... of Exercise S7.

Ask the 'students to have a temporary main idea in mind and then return for a slow reading

to examine the details, their organization, and their relationship to the main idea.

The first rapid reading should have told the students that this paragraph is concerned

with the relationship of farming to the population of quail.

With the second slow reading, the students should see that the first three sentences of

the-paragraph-give-deta-i-ls--to-support-the-idea-that-the-quai-l-popul-atibn-hasincreased
_._

rapidly under favorable farming conditions, i.e., when farms are diversified and the

land supports different activities, such as growing'corn, grain, grass used for pasture

purposes, and native hardwood trees. Small fields that are close together and

separated by fence rows made of shrubs or small trees are especially good for the bob- :

white quail. The early settlers had such farms,and the uail then increased in numbers.

The details that tell what farm conditions are bad for the_ bobwhite quail are introduced

in the sentence: This favorable trend was reversed.... The details to support this

reversal are then cited. Farms that had large areas in a single crop were made possible

when plam were mecha4zed.

Notice that the students must infer what the favorable conditions were when plows were

not mechanized, or when farms were plowed in some other way. Those details are not given.

Other details concerning large areas devOted to a single crop are then given: Timberland

was cleared and fence rows were narrowed or removed. The student should here note the

contrast tO the previous favorable details, that fence rows and trees were present,_ but

nbw they have been cleared. Clean farming is added as another cause of the decline of

quail population.

The paragraph concludes with another contrast in details, this time in geographical area.

The bobwhite is not a major game bird in northern Illinois because of the harmful farming

practices and severe winters. In southern Illinois, the la.nd cannot so easily be

cultivated lb the same way as the northern area, and so southern Illinois has more

bobwhite quail.

The details.then add up to a main idea that certain kinds of faming conditions are good

for bobwhite quail, and others are poor. Early diversified farming was good, present

southern Illinois is rather good, but the large, clean farms of northern Illinois provide

poor- living conditions for the bobwhite quail. .
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RELATING VETAILS TO MAIN IDEA

Evaluation

Determine if the student can:

Relate the details of one
-
paragraph in a meaningful
way to the main idea of
anather_paragrapkin the
same text
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Use the details of the
paragraph to form an accurate
and-comprehenstve-pi-cture of
the main idea of the exercise
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

In4tituctionat Rationale

Relating the details of one paragraph
to the details in another paragraph
of the same reading passage is often
essential for the reader to grasp
boththemainibtent of the passage,
the_purpose of the author in including
certain ,details, and even the meaning
,of the singular details.

so

I n.stitursti.ona.e Ob ective

-
Given a reading exercise in science, the studE
of details from one paragraph to another park

INTERPRETING REAPING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

1m42ractiona2 Rationale

70

Identifying the emphasis placed upon certain
facts or concepts Will aid the reader in de-
termining those aspectt of his 'subject that,

the author considers to be important and will
contribute to the reader's awareness of the
intended 'effect of, the author.

Emphasis is achieved by, space devoted to a-
-particular aspect of a topic, by repetition
of key words_and phrases, by use of`mechanical
devices such as italics or underlining, and/or
by the Use of emphatic langua0 such as
absolutely vital, strictly forbidden, and of

great importance .

t...51....1111q.e..0401A.W.4-!4 . P..... ,
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InAtituctionat Objecti.ve

Given a reading exercise in science, the stu

degree of stress that the author places upon
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Given a reading exercise in science, the student will make important associations
of details from one paragraph to another paragraph within the same exercise.
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Given a reading exercise in science, the student will be able to approximate the
degree of stress that the author places Upon the details.
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Inaticucti.onat Model.

Have the students read the last paragraph of Exercise S7.

Ask the students:

What is the main idea of this
paragraph?

What details are presented in
_ this paragraph to support this

i dea?

Ideal environmental conditions for bobwhite quacl do
not exist in Illinois.

Under ideal environmental conditions 1 acre will

support one bobwhite quail; in Illinois it takes 5

acres to support one-quail.

Have students now read the selection from beginning to end, relating the details of each para-

graph to the main idea and details of the last paragraph. Students should paraphrase the idea

as it is developed.

In4titu.ctkonat Modet

The students should read the first paragraph of Exercise S8.

Ask:

Does this paragraph suggest an
outline of the remainder, of the

exercise?

The students should read the

Ask:

Yes

_ 1. eZectrical energy
2. chemical energy
3. mechanical energy
4heat and light energy

second paragraph.

Does this paragraph stress
something other than forms of
energy?

The sfudents should read the third-paragraph.

IVENTIFYING EMPHASES A
0

Yes - how one fgrm of energy may be changed into another.

157
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RELATING DETAILS TO DETAILS

Evatiation

Determine if the student can
make the intended relationships
between the details of a
paragraph

/".

IDENTIFYING EMPHASES AND RELATING I LLUSTRATIONS TO THE TEXT

e form cifenergy may be changed into another.

Evaluation,

Determine if the student can
approximate the degree of
stress that the author places
on certain details
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INTERPRETING READING,MATERIAL IN SCIENCE
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IN SCIENCE.'
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InztAuc-tionece Modet

Ask:

What aspect of the topic is stressed in

this paragraph?

Does this paragraph stress another aspect

of the topic or does it extenC the infor-

mation of a previous paragraph?

IDENTIFYING EMPHASES AND

Radiant energy

It extends paragraph 3 by explaining the

source of radiant energy.

What two subaspects of radiant energy Heat energy

are-introduced-in the fourth-paragraph?- Light energy

The students should read the remainder of the

Ask:

Which of the two subaspects is expanded
upon in the fifth, sixth, and-seventh

paragraphs and in the accompanying
illustration?

In terms of the amount of space, what
subaspects seem to be emphasized?

What is the main idea of paragraph 7?

Is this idea repeated in the accompanying

illustration?

Explain the sequence of e-Vents in the

illustration. Note that the action moves

from left to right -- the conventional

direction for material prfnted in English.

What.devices has the artist used to depict

heat and temperature change?

Is this idea extended or clarified in the

illustration?

exercise.

Heat energy

Heat energy

If a hot object is placed in contact with a

cold object, heat will flow from the hot

object to the cold one.

Yes -- the caption repeats it.

1. filocks apart-and at different temperatures

2. Blocks together

3. Blocks.the same temperatdre, showing heat

transfer

Mavy lineS-
Line in thermometer

Clarified

161
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IDENTIFYING EMPHASES AND RELATING ILLUSTRATIONS TO THE TEXT
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Evatation

Determine if the student can
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source of radiant energy.
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

Int) trate-a° flat Rat-Zonate Inatutetivnat Objec,ti.ve

Identifying the basis that the author has
used in organizing the details will help
the reader to relate the details within
the passage in a meaningful way and will
enhance retention of main ideas.

In science, material is often organized 4

by structural components, causes and effects,
sequence of events, or comparisons and contrasts.

Given a reading exercise in sc
logical outl ine or progression

Int.butc-ton'4 riote o6 maten-i.a.Z6 to 4upptemext the devetopment o6 the 41z,LU .o6
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titucti.onat Objective

Given a reading exercise in r.cience, the student will be able to determine the
logical outline or progression of thought followed by the author.
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In6t.A.uctionai. ModeJL

Have the students note the title of Exercise S9.

Have the students survey the exercise.

Ask the Students:

What organs of digestion are
mentioned?

mouth !mall intestine
esophagus pancreas
etanach liver

Is there any basis to the Yes -- sequence of anatomy involved in digestiorrs

order of the paragraphs?

Could information on each of Yes -- into structure and function

the organs be subdivided?

Are the details related to the Yes the first being produced inside the

three juices that act_ in the intestine; the second and third outside

small intestine also ordered?

FOIL students who speak Engti.ah az a second tanguage

Fon. studiTiiiho axe membVta oi a speakific mknoaty ghoup
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Exercise S9.

mouth email intestine
esophagus pancreas
stomach Ziver

Yes -- sequence of anatomy involved in digestion

Yes --,into structure and function

Yes -- the first being produced inside the

intestine; the second and third outside

econd tanguage

IDENTIFYING BASIS FOR ORGANIZATION

Evatua.tton

Determine if 'the student can
identify various kinds of
organizations used by ,authors
of' reading material in science

For,. in4tALLCZI.0
and/cut. 6cot. home Atudy

eak644-mcnonkty:giTgA-

v.

Fon poztteatAAg
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

Inztimationat Rationate Inztiutettoncd. Objective.

Comprehending reading material in
science frequently requires that
the reader.be able to infer, from
his background in science and
'frau context clues, certain
scientific genetalizations.

Given a reading exercise in scienc
concept, the reader will be able t

impl ied.

11
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1 nz trule-ti:o nal. Objes.tive

Given a reading exercise in science that 6ssumes knowledge of a broad scientific

concept, the reader will be able to infer the scientific generalization which is

impl i ed.

uppeement the. devaopneitt oi -the. Atau oi

Foit.-4students with- ma/ cginatA. eaclingabitity
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Iyaticuc-ti.onat. Modet

Have the students read the entire Exercise S10.

Ask the students:

What is the main purpose of this exercise?

What two aspects of the topic seem to be
presented in some detail?

What statements deal with weight and
graVitational effeCtT

p.

From these facts, it might be inferred
that weight is a measure of

To describe the circumstances surrounding
man's first steps on the moon

The moon's surface _

The weight of Armstrong's 'equipment

...Communications .system,-weighing 84 pounds

on Earth, 14 on th-# Moon: .. -

...the boot weighs 4 pounds, 9 ounces on
Earth, but on thp Moon, 12 ounces.

...gravity environment one-sixth that of

the Earth,
,

The foece of gravity, --

Fox <students who <speak EngLi...sh as a ze.e.ona tanguage.

Fon 4tudent..4 who cae mitibeit.6 o a spee4:45,i.

\
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To describe the ci rcumstances surrounding
man's first steps on the moon

The moon's surface
The weight of ArmstrOng's equipment

...comunications system weighing 84 pounds
on Earth, 14 on tile Moorz...

...the boot weighs 4 pounds, 9 ounces on
Earth, but on the Moon, 12 ounces.

....gravity environment one-sixth that of
the Earth

The force of grivity

INFERRING SCIENTIFIC GENERALIZATIONS

Eva2u.ation

Determine if the student can
make valid generalizations

t based on his background in
science plus his reading of the
text

5

Fox individualizing bustic.acti.on

and/on On home- ,study .

y git.ou.p Fox po.6,tte4ttng
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

inattizationol Rationate IratAuctiona Objecave

Correlating information contained in maps
and diagrams with the text is essential
tolcomprehending the type of reading
material in science which intersperses
these visuals in developing the topic.

1)14011x-to/Li4

Fok pteteati.ng-

a

44,

Given a reading exercise in science
contribute to the sequential developq
relate each visual to the informatiori
in such a manner as to make a coherer

note o matertiatz to zupptement the deveeopment ol6 the hkite

Foh Atudenta with matginat /Leading o

Fot tOttiote,ing in4thuction

78''

Foh Atudenta who au advanced teadeA
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RIAL IN SCIENCE

n contained in maps
text is essential
ype of reading
ich intersperses
oping the topic.

InatuetiDnal Objective

Given a reading exercise in science thaecontains maps and/orldiagrams that
contribute to the sequential development of the topic, the stOdent will be able to
relate each visual to the information contained in the respective steps of the text
in such a manner as to make a coherent interpretation of the total exercise.

to Acqoptoremt the,devetopment o6 the AUL oi

tri

A

FOIL 4t.1.1dent6 with rnaitginat /Leading abitity

Fon. Atudents who a/Le advaneed ruadva
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I naluati.onat Mode).

r,

Have the students survey the entire Exercise-11.

Ask: -----------

For what purpose was Figure 1 included? To illustrate the track of a recent
eclipse

For what purpose was Figure 2 included? To illustrate why the moon, which is
smaller than the sun, can completely
oblitei.ate it

For what purpose were Figures 3 and 4

included? I

For what puripose was Figure 5 included?

Explain how a solar leclipse occurs and
why total solar eclipses occur so rarely.

To illustrate why the earth, moon,
and sun must be on the same plane
for a solar eclipse to occur

To illustrate why the moon's orbit
effects solar eclipses

Solar eClipses occur when the moon
moves in front of the sun, blocking
the sun from view.

The orbits of the moon and earth
seldom coincide in such a way that
the moon obliterates the sun.

Fox 4tudents who 4pe.ak Engti.,6 h CO a 4 ec.ond tangu.age

RELATING

Etratuati.

Deter
relat
diagr
on th
devel

Fox 4tude.n.t.6 who ate men6eit4 o 6 a 4,pec.i.ge mi.noxity gtoup
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To illustrate the track of a recent
eclipse

To illustrate why the moon, which is
smaller than the sun, can completely
obliterate it

To illustrate why the earth, moon,
and sun must be on the same plane
for a solar eclipse to occur

To illustrate why the moon's orbit
effects solar eclipses

Solar eclipses occur when the moon
moves in front of the sun, blocking
the sun from view.

The orbits of the moon and earth
seldom coincide in such a way that
the moon obliterates the sun.

RELATING MAPS Aha) DIAGRAMS TO THE TEXT

Evatuation

Determine if the student can
relate a series of maps and/or
diagrams,to a text which depends
on this relationship for its
development

Fok individuatizing inztttueti.on
and/ot 6oit home atudy

Fon. po.5tt4t i_ng

71 79



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

I nztrateti.onta RaVonate Instruultionat Objective

Correlating information contained in graphs

with the text is essential to comprehending

the type of reading material in science

which intersperses these visuals in develop-

i no the topi c.

Given a reading exercise in science that

development of the topic, the student wil
Anformation contained in the text.

Dist/we-toes note o rnateit.ict.t.6 to supptement .the devetopnent o6 .the 4124.0 0 6

80
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CE

InstAuctionat. Objecti.ve

in graphs Given a reading exercise in science that contains graphs which contribute to the

rehending development of the topic, the student will be able to relate each visual to the

ience information contained in the text.

n develop-

gement the devetopnent o the atz-LU

For; 4tudents with maitg.i.nat !Leading abit-ity

Fon. atudents who arce advanced neadeft4
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Instutetionat

Exercise S12 is of general interest. It contains little scientific vocabulary or technical

explanation and is therefore fairly easy to interpret. Thus, students should be encouraged

to read it through rather rapidly and determine the reason for the inclusion of the graphs.

Ask:

What visuals accompany the text? Etar granhs of game populations and a map of

acres in the National Wildlife Systems.

What information is cannon to both A comparisoi of conditions in the 1930's to

visuals? conditions in the 1960's.

What does such a- comoarisiin show? nds -- growth or declines.

Why were the visuals included?

Note:

To substantiate statements made in the text.

...we have made dramatic progress in the
science of game management. FederaZ refuges
have more than 30 million acres....

In addition to interpreting horizontal bar graphs, students should also learn to interpret

vertical bar graphs and line graphs.

Fon. atident6 who zpeah Engtah as a amond Zanguage

Fo« students who arte menthem oti a apeciga nano/Lily gkoup
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1

It contains little scientific vocabulary or technical
?asy to interpret. Thus, students should be encouraged
detemine the reason for the inclusion of the graphs.

Bar granhs of game populations and a map of
acres in the National Wildlife Systems.

A comparisoi of conditions in the 1930's to
conditions in the 19601s.

Trends growth or-declines.

_
To substantiate statements made in the text.
...we have made dranatic progress in the
science of game management. Federal refuges

have more than 30 million acres....

I bar graphs, students should also learn to interpret

RELATING GRAPHS TO THE TEXT

Evatuation

Determine if the student can
relate graphs to the text which
they are intended to supplement

-.cud tanguage FOIL individuatizing inAtitue.tion
and/ok 6olt home ztudy

:61.c rninonLty gltoup FolL postte.sting



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

Inatuictional Rationale

Correlating information contained --i n

tables with the text is essential to
comprehending the type of reading
material in science which intersperses
these visuals in developing or
summarizing the topic.

Ina.tnu.ctional Ob je.ctive

Given a reading exercise in science t
development of the topic or sunmariz
the student will be able to relate ea

the text.

Inatituc.ton'a note oS mateniat.z auppeement .the development oS..the Alate 06

82
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NCE

ItutuatiPnat Objectime

in Given a reading exercise In science that contains tables. which contribute to the

to development of the topic or sunmarize statistical information regarding the topic,

the student will be able to relate each visual to the information contained in

rses the text.

peement the devetopment o6 the 412.412 06

,F04 Atudenta mith mmainalyteading abitity

FOIL Atudento who ake advanced. keadeics.
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Inztitucti.onta Model

-Have the students survey Exercise S13.

Ask:

What is the main toptc of the exercise?

What visuals are used to develop the topic?

Why is the chart inserted after the second
paragraph rather than at the end of the

arti cle?

Charts_of_the_ethylene_and_acettlene
series are not included though these
series are mentioned in the third
paragraph. Explain why./

Why is the structural formula of benzene
the only one included?:-

Note:

The molecular structure of hvdr

Chart of hydrocarbons of the me
Diagram of the compound benzene

It relates only to the methane
hydrocarbons which are discusse
this naragraph.

_t h e_mol ecular_farmul f_

Crilin and CnH2n-2, and the clue
formulas refer to a series, the

though not being able to comple
charts, should be able to proje
general format.

It is mentioned as being unique
is hexagonal.

It may need to be pointed out to the students that a chart such as is included i
may be read top to bottom, the molecular formulas halting been arranged from simn

complex; or from left to right,the information regarding one compound having bee
according to name, molecular formula, strUctural formula, and state of matter.

r

181



se S13.

exerci.se?

lop the topic?

er the second
end of the

ety-lene

h these
hird.

of benzene

RELATING TABLES TO THE TEXT

Evatuat-Lon

Determine if the student can
relate tables to the text which
they are intended to supplement

The molecular structure of hydrocarbons

Chart of hydrocarbons of the methane series
Diagram of the comnound benzene

It relates only to the methane series of
hydrocarbons which are discussed only in
this paragraph. .

Gi-ven-the-mo-l-ecularformula-of-these-series,
CnH2n and CnH2n-2, and the clue that these
formulas _refer to a aeries, the reader,
though not being able to complete sinilar
charts, should be able to project their
general format.

It is mentioned as being unique in that it
is homgonal.

o the students that a chart such as is included in this exercise
molecular, fonpulas tfaving been arranged from simplest to most
the informatidn regarding one compound having been arranged
rmula, structur I formula, and state of matter.

181
IR2
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN SCIENCE

Inztnuaionat Rattona

Relating 'chemical symbbls, formulas,
and equations to the text which they
are intended to supplement is
essential to comprehending the, type
of reading material in science which
intersperses these abbreviations in
developing the topic.

I no titue-ti.o nal Ob eati.ve

Given a reading exercise in scie
equations which contribute to.th
able to relate the chemical abbr

In4strtucton.'4 note o6 mateitioi6 to zupptement the devetopment o6 the 4rate o6

FOIL pketeating FOIL atudenta wi.th mcaginat n..eact

Folt. ILanlioncing inaVutction

FOIL individuaLizing bust/mat-ion
and/o/E 604 home atudy

po4tte4.t.ing
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CD

Inatuctionat Objective

Given a reading exercise ln science that contains chemical symbols, formulas, and
equations which contribute to the development of.the topic, the student will be

co
able to relate the-chemical abbreviations to.the_text.

l6ement the devetopment oji the 4h,itt

Fot 4tudenta with matginat teading abiLity

FdtAtudenta who arLe advanced teadetz
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InztAuctionat Modet.

Have the students read the entire Exercise S14.

Ask:

What is the topic? Salts

How is the topic developed? 1. Composition of salts -- positive ions from a
base; negative ions from an acid

2. Salts result from neutralization of the base
and the acid.

3. Four kinds of chemical reactions yield salt

a. Reaction between a base and an acid --

example supplied
b. Reaction-between an active metal and an

acid -- example supplied
c. Direct combination of a metal and a non-

metal -- example supplied
d. Chemical reaction between a base and a

salt -- example supplied

Why are chemical equations To provide examples of how salt is derived

included?

What do the chemical symbols H represents one atom of hydrogen.

represent? Cu represents one atom of copper.

What do the chemical formulas H20 represents one molecule of a compound; in this

represent? case waten

What do the chemical equations A chemical reaction may be represented by placing the

represent? formulas or symbols of the reacting subsIances (react-

ants) on the left and those of the products on the
right of the sign 4- .

Example: HC1 + NaOH NaC1 + H20

(Reactants) (Products)

What do the symbols represent? : 4- means give or yield.
+ on reactants side of the equation means reacts with.

+ on products side of the equation means and.

Why is the chart included in this To supply information about the utility of common salts

exercise?



ition of salts -- positive ions from a
negative ions from an acid
result from neutral i zati in of the base

e acid.
inds of chemical reactions yield salt
action between a base and an acid --
ample suppl ied

action between an active metal and an

id -- exarple suppl ied
irect combination of a metal and a non-

tal -- example suppl ied
iemical reaction between a base and a

-- example suppl ied

examples of how sal t is deri ved

ts one atom of hydrogen.
.nts one atom of copper.

ents one molecule of a corrpound; in this

ter.

reaction ray be represented by placing the
rr symbols of the reacting substances (react-
'he left and those of the products on the
he sign - .

HC1 + flaCH

(Reactants)

NaC1 + H20
.(Products)

.!ive or yield

ctints side of the equation means reacts with.
iucts side of the ecivation means and

infomation about the utility of common salts

RELA.T1MG CHE1f1C4L FOVULAS TO THE TEXT

Evatuntior.

Ceterrine if the student can
relate chemical syrribols,
formulas, and equations to
the text which they are
intended to supplement

04' Qrt) ES



IhrTfRPRETIN'r; LITEPATZSI - VCCASULAPV

Utz. bet-

ioscc cr

cgti tied. ... .

Using context to infer reanings implied by the author through connotations 88

Change of word meanings over tiTe

Using context to determine meanings of words that are antiquated

Using context to infer the meanings of words of unusual dialects

Identifying figures of speech

90 .

92 .

92

96 .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

L2

(3)

(2)

(1)

(4)

(1)

(3)

(1)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

apostrophe
personi f i cation
simile
simile
onorroatopeia

metaphor
person i ficati pn
hyperbole
irony
metaphor
epigram
al 1 iteration

assonance
simile
simile
hyperbole
personification
personi fi cation

allegpry
personi fi cation

14

1 .
2.

, 3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

17 .
18 .
19.

20.

personi fication

all iteration

assonance
rhyme

alliteration

alliteration
personification
simile

rhyme

metaphor
metaphor
alliteration and metapt
alliteration
alliteration
simile

metaphor
rhyme

onomatopoeia
allegory

allegory

86 1s7
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ostrophe 1.

rsoni fication 2.

wile 3.

.ni 1 e 4 .

omatopei a 5.
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.rsonification 7.
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Terbole 16.

.rsonification 17 .

irsonification 18.
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO ASS ESS.M E VT OF COLIPREWENS ON

personi fication
al 1 iteration

assonance
rhyme
alliteration
al 1 iteration

personification
simi 1 e

rhyme
metaphor
metaphor
al 1 iterati on and metaphor

al 1 iteration

all iteration
simi 1 e

metaphor
rhyme
onomatopoeia
allegory
allegory
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN LITERATURE

I nz Maio nal Rationale

88

The identification of the connotative
meanings of words will s-rve as clues
fran which the author's ntended
meaning for familiar woros may be
inferred.

Very frequently in literature, the
author ignores the narrow or literal
meaning of words and invlies or
suggests different meanings. These
meanings will not usually be found in

a dictionary. Their connotations are
greatly dependent on the pas'..
language experiences of the reader
and the clues of context provided by
the author.

Words used to describe something
pleasant or favorable will have
positive connotations and words
used to describe something unpleasant
or unfavorable will have negative
connotations.

191

Inatiaactionat Objective

Given a selection from literature, s
identify those words for which the al

No one had the guts to raise a riO
bazaars alone, somebody would probl
police officer,I was an obvious to;
do so...

For,at that time, I had already mad
and the sooner I chucked up my jobj

Walter: (Sighing and looking at h
that boy doing in that bathroom
gettimg up earlier. I can't be
around in there.

Ruth: (Turning on him) Oh, no, he

such thing! It ain't hi% fault
'cause he got a bunch of crazy
mouths in what is supposed to be

Walter: That's what you mad about.

with my friends just couldn't be



InztAuctionat ObjectAlue

otive Given a selection from literature, similar to the excerpts below, the student will

'hies ,

identify those words for which the author did not intend their literal meaning.

No one had the guts to raise a riot, but if a European woman went through the
bazaars alone, somebody would probably spit betel juice over her dress. As a

police officer,I was an obvious target and was baited whenever it seemed safe to

he do so...

Dral
For,at that time, I had already made up my mind that imperialism was an evil thing

ese and the sooner I chucked up my job and got out of it the better...

nd in

s are

er

d by ft

lsant Walter: (Sighing and looking at his watch) Oh, me. (He waits) Now what is

that boy doing in that bathroom all this time? He just going to have to st4,rt

getting up earlier. I can't be being late to work on account' of him fooling

around in there.

Ruth: (Turning on him) Oh,no,he ain't going to be getting up no earlier no

such thing! It ain't his fault that he can't get to bed no earlier nights

'cause he got a bunch of crazy goodr.-for-nothing clowns sitting up running their

mouths in what is supposed to be his bedroom after ten o'clock at night.

Walter: That's what yOu mad about, ain't it? The things I want to talk about

with my friends just couldn't be important in your mind, could they?

592



I nstoyis,yortat Model

Have the students read Exercise L7.

Ask:

What words are being used in a
sense other than literal?

From the context, infer the
author's intended meaning of
the words identified above.

Have the students read Exercise L21.

Ask the students to find the words
that seem to have a connotative
meaning when used as a phrase.

Ask the students to determine
the meanings of these phrases
from the context.

Guts
Rais e

Target
Baited
Chucked up

Guts
Raise
Target
Bai ted

Chucked .up -

USING CONTEXT TO INFER MEANINGS IMPL

alx

- courage or nerve
- to start or initiate
- an object of attention
- tormented or provoked
to give up or leave

A bunch
Crazy-good-for-nothing clowns
Running their mouths

A bunch - a group, more than two.
Crazy-good-for-nothing clowns - Ruth is referring

to Walter and his friends. The phrase intimates

how she feels about them. It has a negative
connotation.

Running their mouths - is a way of referring to a
lengthy conversation. By phrasing it in this way,
its connotation is negative.



USING CONTEXT TO INFER MEANINGS IMPLIED BY THE AUTHOR THROUGH CONNOTATIONS

- courage or nerve
- to start or initiate
- an object of attention

- tormented or provoked

p - to give up or leave

1-for-nothing clams
neir mouths

a group, more than two.
i-for-nothing clowns - Ruth is referring
er and his friends. The phrase intimates
feels about them. It has a negative
tion.

heir mouths - is a way of referring to a
conversation. By phrasing it in this way,
notation is negative.

Evatuati.on

Detenmine if the.student can:

Identify those words in a
passage which are not being
used in their literal or
narrow sense

Inferthe connotative meanings
of these words from clues
available in the context

r.
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN LITERATURE-

1 nz tkucti.o nal Rativ nate

90

The identification of those words whose
meanings have changed over time will
enable the reader to read a selection
with the meaning implied by the author.

Time and use change the meanings of
words. Some of those changes are slight
while others may be complete.

Older works such as those of Coleridge
contain many of these words. For example,

silly meant plain or rustic in his time.
In our time; it may mean stupid or
excessively mirthful. Many common words such

as dig or cool have meanings today

entirely unrelated to their meanings even
10 years ago.

05

InatAuctionat Objective

Given a literary selection written
identify those words whose meaning
meanings from the context.

Are you to turn and ask thus.
Her husband's presence only, ca
Of joy into the Duchess' icheek:
Fra Pandolf chanced to say."Her
Over my lady's wrist too much, c
Must never hope to reproduce thE
Half-flush that dies along her
Was courtesy, she thought, and i
For calling up that spot of joy
A heart--how shall I say?--too !

Too easily impressed; she like If
She looked on, and her looks we(
Sir, 'twas all one! My favour
The dropping of the daylight in

....Who'd stoop to blame
This sort of trifling? Even ha
In speech--(which I have not)--
Quite clear to'such an one, and
Or that in you disgusts me; her
There exceed the mark"

....Will't please you rise? We

The company below, then. I rep

The Count your master's known m
Is ample warrant that no just p
Of mine for dowry will be disal



(IRE

InstAuctionat Objective

rds whose Given a literary selection written more than 50 years ago, the reader will

e will identify those words whose meanings have changed over time and infer their original

lection meanings from the context.
e author.

Are you to turn and ask thus. Sir, 'twas not

gs of Her husband's presence only, called that spot

are slight Of joy into the Duchess' cheek: perhaps
Fra Pandolf chanced to say "Her mantle laps
Over my lady's wrist too much, or "Paint

oleridge Must never hope to reproduce the faint

For example, Half-flush that dies along her throat": such stuff

his time. Was courtesy, she thought, and cause enough

d or For calling up that spot of Joy. She had

mmon words such A heart--how shall I say?--too soon made glad,

,oday Too easily impressed; she like whate'er

Anings even She looked on, and her looks went everywhere.
Sir, 'twas all one! My favour at her breast,
The dropping of the daylight in the West....

....Who'd stoop to blame
This sort of trifling? Even had you skill
In speech--(which I have not)--to make your will
Quite clear to such an one, and say "Just this
Or that in you disgusts me; here you miss or
There exceed the mark"--

....Will't please you rise? We'll meet
The company below, then. I repeat,

The Count your master's known munificence
Is ample warrant that no just pretence
Of mine for doWry will be disallowed.

.Q6



lnztAuctionat Modet

Have the students read the poem from which the excerpts found under Instructional Objectives

have been taken. (L30)

Ask the students to skim
these excerpts to find
those words which ob-
viously had meanings when
the poem was written which
are not commonly used now.

Have tne students infer
from conte-t the original
meanings of the previously
identified words.

If students have difficulty
suggest that they use the
dictionary. Occasionally,
they should use the
dictionary simply for
verification.

Mantle
Favour
Trifling
Will't
Warrant
Munificence
Pretense

Mantie - A mantle is a cape; the term, however, is rarely
used to describe this article of clothing today.

Favour - To seek or give favour is again a term once used
to imply the bestowing of esteem or affection, usually on

, one lower in rank..

Trifling - An old-fashioned term, meaning to diminish or

to make insignificant (Example; She trifled with my

affections.)

Will't - A cAraction meaning will it. No longer used today

Warrant - The word appears to have a meaning completely
unrelated to today's usage. According to the dictionary,

warrant once meant a pledge or a guarantee. In this case, the

Count's known geperosity is a guarantee.

MUnificence - The word means lavish generosity and is used
rarely in common speech.

Pretense - The common meaning for pretense is a simulation

or a sham; in this case, however, it means a claim.
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CHANGE OF WORV MEANINGS OVER TIME

Evailuati on

e excerpts found under Instructional Objectives Determine i f the student can:

le is a cape; the term, however, is rarely
e this article of clothing today.

k or give favour is again a term once used
stowing of esteem or affection, usually on
nk.

1d-fashioned term, meaning to diminish or
ficant (Example: She trifled with my

raction meaning wiZZ it. No longer used today

ord appears to have a meaning completely
day's usage. According to the dictionary,
ant a pledge or a guarantee. In this case, the
enerosity is a guarantee.

he word means lavish generosity and is used
n speech.

comon meaning for pretense is a simulation
his case, however, it means a claim.

Identify those words in a
passage whose meanings have
changed over time

Infer the original meanings
of the words from the clues
available in the context
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATIIRE

/natAuct(Ionat Rat4.ono2e.

The identification of words that are
no thnger used in contemporary
language and the use of context will
enable the reader to make a more
accurate inference of the author ' s
intended meaning.

It is necessary that the students
recognize that there are words that

occur frequently in the literature
of the past that no longer have mean-
ing 'in contemporary language. Yet,
these must be interpreted if the
reader is to get the full meaning of
a selection. Sometimes the context
will reveal the former meanings of
these words, and other times it will
be necessary to consult an unabridged
dictionary.

INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE

InathueZionaZ Rati.onate

92

The identification of words of unusual
dialects and the use of context will
enable the reader to make a more
accurate inference of the author's
intended meaning.

InatAuc-tionaZ Objective

Given a selection from the litersture wri
will identify those words which have becr
infer their former meanings from clues.

....But to myself they turned (since I

The curtain I have drawn .for you, but
And seemed as they would ask me, if tt
How such a glance came there; so, not
Are you to turn and ask thus....

....Even had you skill
In speech(which I have not)to mak(
Quite clear to such an one, and say ",
Or that in you disgusts me; here you ri
Or there exceed the mark"and if she
Herself be lessoned so, nor plainly 5(

Her wits to yours, forsooth, and made

....Nay, we'll go

Together down, Sir!....

Inatituai,onat Objeaive

Given a selection from th9 literature wt.'
will identify those words which are a pas
from the context.
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- 7 - - - ---1

Given 0 selection from the literature written more than 50 years ago, the reader
will identify those words which have become antiquated with the passage of time and
infer their former meanings from clues.

....But to myself they turned (since none puts by
The curtain I have drawn for you, but I)
And seemed as they would ask me, if they durst,
How such a glance came there; so, not the first
Are you to turn and ask thus....

....Even had yoL skill
In speech--(which I have not)--to make your will
Quite clear to such an one, and say "Just this
Or that in you disgusts me; here you miss
Or there exceed the mark"--and if she let
Herself be lessoned so, nor plainly set
Her wits to yours, forsooth, and made excuse,

....Nay, we'll go
Together down, Sirl

InAtmuo,tiona Objective

Given a selection from the literature written in an unusual dialect, the student
will identify those words which are a part of that dialect and infer their meanings

from the context.
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Inotiuictional Model

USING CONTEXT TO VE

Have the students reread Exercise L30 from which the excerpts foundander the Instructional

Objective have been taken.

Ask the students to skim these
excerpts to find those words
that are no longer used in
contemporary language.

From the context, have the
students infer the possible
meanings for these words.
Whenever this is not possible,
encourage the students to
consult the dictionary. .

Inatituctionat, Modet

Duret

Foreooth
Nay

Duret - In the context, the author refers to people want
to ask their host a question which appears to be rather
personal. The clause containing this word is set off by

commas as a side thought or an interjection. The reader

could almost imagine that the clause reads "if they had

nerve." This is verified by the dictionary which define

durst as an archaic past tense of dare.

Fonsooth - In the context, this word is set off by COMM

It is actually not necessary to the meaning of the sente
and the sentence yields no clue to its meaning. A check

with the dictionary shows that forsooth was used for
emphasis meaning in truth, certainly, or indeed.

Nay - This antiquated tem is better known since it is s
used in parliamentary procedure. It means no.

USING CONTEXT TO Its

Have the students read the entire poem from which the excerpt found-under Instructional

Objective has been taken. (L31)

Ask them to skim the excerpt
to find unusual words which
appear to be of a different
dialect.

Hae - Din'd
Ye - Gat

- Fain
Boil'd - Wald
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USING CONTEXT TO DETERMINE MEANINGS OF WORDS THAT ARE ANTIQUATED

ise L30 from which the excerpts found under the Instructional

Durot
Forsooth
Nay

Durst - In the context, the author refers to people wanting
to ask their host a question which appears to be rather

personal. The clause containing this word is set off by

commas as a side thought or an interjection. The reader
could almost imagine that the clause reads "if they had the
nerve." This is verified by the dictionary which defines

durst as an archaic past tense of dare.

Forsooth - In the context, this word is set off by commas.
It is actually not necessary to the meaning of the sentence,
and the sentence yields no clue to its meaning. A check

with the dictionary shows that forsooth was used for
emphasis meaning in truth, certainly, or indeed.

Nay - This antiquated term is better known since it is still
Used in parliamentary procedure. It means no.

Evaluation

Determine if the student can:

Identify those words in a
selection which have become
antiquated with the passage
of time

Infer the former meanings of
these words from the clues
available in the context

USING CONTEXT ,TO INFER THE MEANINGS OF WORDS OF UNUSUAL DIALECTS

f.e _poem_ from which the excerpt found under Instructional

Hae - Din'd
Ye - Gat
Wi' - Fain
Boil'd - Wald

21

Evaltuati.on

Determine if the student can
identify those words in a
selection which are unique to
a particular area, region, or
people
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE
(continued)

I nstAuctio nat Rationate.

t, Whenever it is not possible to infer
meanings for these words, it might
be helpful to consult an unabridged
dictionary. The dictionary will be
useful in determining the meaning
of words that were once part of the
English language but are now
considered to be archai c. Most of
these archaic words are found in an
unabridged dictionary,and it might
be noted that some of these words,
though not a part of the English
language spoken by contemporary
America, my be in current use in
other Engl ish-speaking groups .

Instiuccti.onat Objective

Lord Randal

"0 where hae ye been, Lord Randal,

0 where hae ye been, my handsome
"I hae been to the wild wood; moth
For I'm weary wi ' hunting, and r

"Where gat ye your dinner, Lord Ra
Where gat ye your dinner, my han

"I din'd wi ' my true-love; mother,
For Pm weary wi hunting, and fa

"What gat ye to your dinner, Lord I
What gat ye to your dinner, my h

"I gat eels boil'd in broth; mothe
For I'm weary wi ' hunting, and f

Instiu.tetot's note. o6 matet,iats to auppeement the deve2oprie.nt o 6 the. .stait 06

FOIL pnetest.ing FOn. students with matginat /Leading ab

FOn. iteth6on.ang in4tituct,Zon

Foit individuatizing inst)uuLtiun
and/ot 6olt home study

Foit posttesting

Eon. students who ane. advanced madem

Fon. students who speak Engti.sh as a 4

FOIL students who cute membem o6 a ape



1 LITERATURE
(continued)

lnatAuct.i.onal Objective

to infer Lord Randal

mi ght

bridged "0 where hae ye been, Lord Randal, my son?
wi 1 1 be 0 where hae ye been, my handsome young man?"
aning "I hae been to the wild wood; mother, make my bed soon,
of the For I'm weary wi' hunting, and fain wald lie down."

ost of "Where gat ye your dinner, Lord Randal, my son?

d in an Where gat ye your dinner, my handsome young man?"
might "I din'd wi' my true-love; mother, make my bed soon,
words, For I'm weary wi hunting, and fain wald lie down."

1 ish

ary "What gat ye to your dinner, Lord Randal, my son?
se i n What gat ye to your dinner, my handsome young man?"
s. "I gat eels boil 'd in broth; mother, make ray bed soon,

For I'm weary wi' hunting, and fain wald lie down."

to zupptement the deveLopnent oti the ahitt o6

ton

F04 atudents with magina /Leading abitity

Foit atudegts who a/Le advanced iteadem

Folt atudemt4 who apectlz Engtiah aa a aecond tanguage

Fo/t atudenta who aite me:0)ms o6 a ape.cic minotity g/toup
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tt.5 titt Model

Have the students
infer the possible
meanings for these
words from their
use in-the context.

Whenever this is
not possible,in-
struct them to
consult an un-
abridged dictionary.

If this has not
already been done,
discuss the use of
the apostrophe to
replace letters
that are not pro-
nounced in a word
of a given dialect.

USING CONTEXT TO INFER THE M

&Le - The context of this word in the first two lines seems to require
that it means have. The dictionary verifies this.

Ye - This is familiar to many English-speaking people because of its
frequent use in hymns. Although ye is considered the archaic form of
you, it is"still used in some dialects of the English language.

WI' - This is an example of the apostrophe being used to replace the
th sound which is not pronounced. From the context, one can easily

infer that the word has the same meaning as with.

Boil'd - In this word, the apostrophe replaces e. Leaving out the e

doesn't present any problem in obtaining meaning. The presence of

dinner and broth verify that the word is boiled.

Din'd - The word is more difficult to recognize than boiled. In this

case the context helps. Where and dinner are the clues which would lead
the reader to anticipate that dined would be in the answer. This is

verified by the use of wi' my true love following din'd.

Gat - According to the dictionary, gat was, at one time, the past tense

of get. In the context in which it is used twice, its meaning is more
like that which would be associated with the past tense of have. The

first time it is used, it would have been interpreted to mean Where did
you have your dinner? The second time, it seems that What gat ye to...
has the same meaning as What did you have for... It appears that both

hae and gat have similar meanings in this dialect.

Fain - The context does not reveal the meaning of this word. The dic-

tionary shows it to be an archaic word meaning pleased, happy, desirous,
constrained, or compelled. When it is first used in the poem, the con-
text suggests that its meaning is close to desirous. Fain wald can be

interpreted as want to. As the poem progresses to the last line, the
reader perceives that the meaning of fain wald more nearly means
compelled. The connotation has a sense of urgency.

Wald - This word is not in the dictionary. From the context, the
reader can infer that it has a meaning close to that which would be
associated with would. However, as we have noted above, would does not
have to be in the translation.



USING CONTLXT TO INFER THE MEANINGS OF WORVS OF UNUSUAL VIALLCIS
(continued)

?xt of this word in the first two lines seems to require
zve. The dictionary verifies this.

Amiliar to many English-speaking people because of its
1 hymns. Although ye is considered the archaic form of

1 useil in some dialects of the English language.

example of the apostrophe being used to replace the
is not pronounced. From the context, one can easily
,word has .the same meaning as with.

s word, the apostrophe replaces e. Leaving out the e
any problem in obtaining meaning. The presence of
h verify that the word is boiled.

d is more difficult to recognize than boiled. In this

t helps. Where and dinner are the clues which would lead
iticipate that dined would be in the answer. This is
use of Wit my true love following din'd.

) to the dictionary, gat was, at one time, the past tense
context in which it is used twice, its meaning is more

I would be associated with the past tense of have. The
s used, it would have been interpreted to mean Where did
linner? The second time, it seems that what gat ye to...
aning as What did you have Pr... It appears that both
re similar meanings in this dialect.

text does not reveal the meaning of this word. The dic-
t to be an archaic word meaning pleased, happy, desirous,
r. compelled. When it is first used in the poem, the con-
that its meaning i, close to desirous.. Fain wald can be
Jant to. As the poem progresses to the last line, the

that the meaning of fain wald more nearly means
? connotation has a sense of urgency.

d is not in the dictionary. From the context, the
?r that it has a meaning close to that which would be
would. However, as we have noted above, would does not

the translation.

t.)

Eval!uat4.01:

Determine if the student can:

Infer the meanings of these
words from the clues available
in the context

Verify meanings of words from
unusual dialects by consulting
an unabridged dictionary
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE

Insttuctanai RaVonate InztAuctionai Objective

Identifying specific writing
devices will aid the reader
in detennining the meanings
and effects an author intends
to achieve.

Certain devices develop
comparisons, others utilize
connotations, while others
provide certain types of
musical emphasis.

Given a literary selection, the st
contains and will provide a reasor
intended to achieve by using them.

InstAuctoe-s note or; fnate)t,ixd-.5 to -suprXement -the development o6 _the skill
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TERATURE

11ILtAucti.onat. Object,i.ve.

Given a literary selection, the student will identify any figures of speech that it
contains and will provide a reasonable explanation of the effect the author
intended to achieve by using them.

uppeement the. deuetopment o the 6izZe2

Fo't tudemtis with mivtginat /tending abitZty

Fot atude.ritz who aite advanced Iteademz

FO/t Students who zpealz Engtish az a zec.ond tanguage.

Fot studeAtz who cue menthem 06 a specitiie. minotity gicoup



1n4tiatetionat Modet

Distribute Exercise U.
-

Discuss each figure of speech.

Discuss the problems of communication everyone faces in describing an unknown.

Example:

Unknowns can only be understood in terms of a known. If a man does not understand
the word green but does understand the concept grass, the speaker may compare green

to grass. Green as grass is a simile.

If the speaker or writer wishes to describe the poor habits of an unknown person, he
may compare that individual to a pig. He may say that John eats like a pig. He does

not mean that John literally eats on all fours or has a snout. He means that John's

habits are distasteful.

John eats like a pig. Simile

John is a pig. Metaphor

The metaphor is a stronger comparison since it omits like or as. The writer may

coment:

John snorted atme.

This is an implied metaphor since the word snorted carries connotations of animal

activi ty.

Read some proverbial comparisons to the class.

Exampl es :

Black as a black cat in the dark
So crooked that he could hide behind a corkscrew
Fascinating as a loose tooth
Handy as a pocket in the back of a shirt

Prepare a sheet of incomplete similes and ask the class to complete.

Examples:.

As slow as
As fast as
As black as
As white as

As cheap as
As sweet as
As tall as

AS short as

2' 9



everyone faces in describing an unknown.

in terms of a known. If a man does not understand
id. the concept grass, the speaker may compare green
i mile.

o describe the poor habits of an unknown person, he
pig. He may say that John eats like a pig. He does

on all fours or has a snout. He means that John's

rison since it omits like or as. The writer may

! the word snorted carries connotations of animal
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a shirt

s and ask the class to complete.

As cheap as
As sweet as
As tall as
As short as

IVENTIFYING FIGURES OF SPEECH

Evatuation

Determine if the student can:

Identify figures of speech

Explain the nonliteral meanings
of figures of speech

Explain the effects an author
intended to achieve by use of
certain figures of speech

Note:

For additional practice in
identifying figures of speech,
use Exercises L3 and L4.
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1 nz titacti.o nat Model

98

Discuss:_the_use_of _similes_,_Anetaphors-,-:_atc.-Litt_stience,:advertising,pop_s,ongs,etc,LL__

Example: Space Terminology

The 'space craft names and terms connote certain characteristics.

Apol lo -

Gemini -

silo
umbilical cord -

the strength and speed symbolic of the Greek God
the astrological twins; a two manned vehicle

- storage tank compared to farmer's storage barn
fuel line compared to life 1 ine connecting mother and child

Discuss continuing metaphor as used in the Bible.

Example:

The Lord is my shepherd,
I shall not want
He leadeth me to lie down
In green pastures...

In a nomadic society depending on herding for survival, the idea of a shepherd tending

flock was clarity itself. The nonliteral meaning is accurate; the literal is absurd.

Have the students read Exercise L2 silently.

Ask:

In the song, Silver Moon, is the idea that

the moon is made of a precious metal?

I What is the idea?

Is the speaker happy?

What is his feeling?

In what sense is every road a highway of
goodbye?

211

That the moon is shining and white

No

Lonel iness - lost lover

People are always leaving somewhere



IDENTIFYING FIGURES OF SPEECH
(continued)

EvaucttAlon

metaphors. etc. in science_ advertisingt_PQR sq90,etc.

YY

nd terms connote certain characteristics.

strength and speed symbolic of the Greek God
astrological twins; a two manned vehicle
ge tank compared to farmer's storage barn
line compared to lifeline connecting mother and child

as used in the Bible.

wn

nding on herding for survival, the idea of a shepherd tending his
The nonliteral meaning is accurate; the literal is absurd.

cise L2 silently.

is the idea that No

cious metal?

ad a highway of

That Clf.: moon is shining and white

No

Loneliness - lost lover

People are always leaving somewhere

0
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I NTERPRETING LITERATURE - NONF I CTI ON
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INTERPRETING LITERATURE (NONFICTION AND FICTION)

Understanding Prose Selections

Allwriting-falls into two-main categories: prose-and-poetry.

Prose is the expression of either real or imaginary experiences

without the meter or rhythm which is distinctive of poetry.

Prose works fall into two categories: fiction and nonfiction.

Fiction is the tyne of literature which deals with imaginary

events and imaginary characters. Fiction is

usually characterized by narrative style and includes the

novel, the romance, and the short story.

Nonfiction includes al 1 prose except fiction and includes

works of biography, history, science, travel, drama, essays,

etc. Nonfiction style is often expository, explanatory, or

interpretati ve

Examples of fiction:

Novel
Gone With the Wind by Margaret Mitchell

Romance
MPn of Iron by Howard Pyle

Short Story
The Ransom of Red Chief by 0. Henry

ExaMples of nonfiction:

Biography
Madame Curie by Eva Curie

His tory
Story of Mankind by Hendrick Van Loon

Travel
Innocents Abroad by Mark Twain

Science
The Sea Around Us by Rachel Carson

100

Drama
Harvey by Mary Ellen Chase
he Doll's House by Henrik Ibsen

215

Essay
The Thurber Carnivi

Miscellaneous
Myths and Folklore

The Novel and the Short

The students should be i

beginning their study 01
the definitions be reviE

The novel is a work of s
usually involves the de\
incidents which form a 5.

events.

The short story is a wor
usually involves the prc
single situation which c
and short stories fall i

setting.

Romantic or escape ficti
in a manner quite removE
by Miguel de Cervantes a
Historical fiction uses
Northwest Passage. by Ker

Stephen Vincent Benet.

Realistic fiction tel ls
Examples are Main Streei
Hemingway.

Psychological fiction dE
life. Examples are Winc
Death by Sherwood Anairs

Adventure fiction stress
Examples are Treasure Is
Boat by Stephen Crane.

Sociological fiction deE
alcoholism, prison condi
Charles Dickens, Uncle 1
Real Thing by Henry JamE
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INTRODUCTORY MATERI AL

Essay
The Thurber Carnival by James Thurber

Miscel I aneous

Myths and Folklore by Henry Christ

The Novel and the Short Story

The students should be introduced to the following definitions before

beginning their study of nonfiction. It is further suggested that
the definitions be reviewea as part of the introduction to fiction.

The novel is a work of substantial length (30,000-500,000 words) and
usually involves the development of several characters involved in
incidents which form a sequence of continued and sometimes complex
events.

Tiw short story is a work of lesser length (1,500-10,000 words) and
usually involves the problem of one main character dealing with a
single situation which occurs,in a short space of time. Both novels
and short stories fall into categories depending on theme, plot, and
setting.

Romantic or escape fiction deals with love, fantasy, suspense, etc.,
in a manner quite removed from everyday life. Examples are Don Quixote

by Miguel de Cervantes and r3:12 Van Winkle by Washington Irving.
Historical fiction uses a frnework7TaZtual events. Examples are
Northwest Passage by Kenneth Roberts and A Tooth for Paul Revere by
Stephen Vincent Benet.

Realistic fiction tells a true to life story of ordinary human behavior.
Examples are Main Street by Sinclair Lewis and The Killers by Ernest
Hemingway.

Psychological fiction deals with the internal motivations of human
Loon life. Examples are Wings of tile Dove by Henry James and Brother

Death by Sherwood Anderson.

Adventure fiction stresses exciting incidents of physical action.
Examples are Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson and The Open
Boat by Stephen Crane.

Sociological fiction deals with such problems as slavery, dope addiction,
alcoholism, prison conditions, etc. Examples are Oliver Twist by
Charles Dickens, Uncle Tom's Cabin by Harriet BeechiFTiowe and The
Real Thing by Henry James.

on
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IWERPRETING LITERATURE (NONFICTION AND FICTION)

Elements of Fiction
In4tAuctoe4 note oti ma

614iCt

All prose fiction includes the elements of theme, setting,

characterization, plot, and conflict.

The theme is the main idea of any work. Example:

The theme of Uncle Tom's Cabin deals with the evils of slavery.

The setting involves the time, place, and social background of

the characters. Example:
The setting of Gone With the Wind is the white man's South at

the time of theTT:415r.

The plot is the sequence of events which comprise the story. The

high point of the plot is the climax wilich is followed by a

denodement or final outcome.

Chamicteriaation is the skill of developing the imaginary people

through whose lives the author develops his theme. In the novel,

details of characterization are many; in the short story, details

are few.

Conflict is the problem element of a novel or short story, the

tension developed as a character tries to overcome the forces

surrounding him. Examples:
Man against man - war
Man against nature - tornado, blizzard
Man against society minotity.discrimination

Man against himself - alcoholism
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TION) INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL
(contblued)
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INTERPRETING READING AATERIAL IN LITERATURE (NONFICTION)

Inzttat,Uonat Rat.i.onate InAtAuctionat Objective

Recognizing the literal
meaning in nonfiction
is primary to making
subsequent inferences.

Given a reading exercise in nonf
literal meaning in his own words

InstAuctoes note oti matetLats to suppeement the development o4 the lzLU (14

102

Foh phete4sti119

FO/t win4ote-i.ng

FOA individuatizing instAuction
and/ot 4ot home study

FoIi pozttating

219

FOA students with maAgiAat teadil

FM students who ake advanced hei

Fon. stadent4 who perth Engti,sh

F04 ztadent4 who ate membetz o4 e



TURE (NONFICTION)

InztAuetionat Objerti.ve

Given a reading exercise in nonfiction, the-student will be able to state its
literal meaning in his own words.

ement the devetopment o6 the o6

Folt 4tudent6 coith nriAgtnat /Leading abiLity

Folt 4tudent6 who alte advanced neadena

F011. 4tl1derit6 who apea/z Engaah az a zecond tanguage

F011. 4421.dent4 who ate menthem o a apeatii.c. gnoup

220
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In.stituctionat Model

Have the students read the first paragraph of Exercise L5 silently.

Discuss the significance of numbers in diverse societies. Compare the Chinese who consider

thirteen "lucky" to Europeans who consider the same number "unlucky." Cite the reason as

it appears in the passage.

Have the students read silently
the next four paragraphs and
list on the chalkboard the
variety of meanings attached to

seven.

Seven
Seven
Seven
Seven

_Seven

1 Seven
Seven
Seven
Seven
Seven

Precious Things
Deadly Sins
Wonders of the World
Greek Sages
Liberal Arts
Heavenly Bodies
Elements
Days of Creation
Ages of Man
in Law
in Gambling

Have the students read the next two paragraphs for a discussion

Ask:

What is the Italian word for
forty?

quaranta

What is the isolation period
for a dhease called?

quaranttne

of forty.

Have the students read the last three paragraphs for the discussion of thirteen.

Ask:

What is*a taboo?

What was primitive man's
computer?

Something forbidden

His fingers and feet

What did thirteen represent The unknown
to him?

221



of Exercise L5 silently.

rse societies. Compare the rhinese who consider
the same number "unlucky." cite the reason as

recious Things
eadly Sins
onders of the World
reek Sages
i beral Arts
6dvellITECithes
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ays of Creation
ges of Man
n Law
n Gambling

phs for a discussion of forty.
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raphs for the discussion of thirteen.

ng forbidden

gers and feet
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RECOGNIZING ME LITERAL MEANING

Evatu.atton

Determine if the student can:

State in his own words tile literal
meaning of a reading exercise in
nonfiction

Answer specific fact questions
from a reading exercise in non-
fiction

991 " 7% :*
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INTERPRETING. READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (NONFICTION)

InztAuctionat Rat:Dna-ft I natimetionat. Objective.

Identifying the main idea will _

help the reader to establish a
purpose for reading the
selection, to frame questions
he anticipates the selection
will answer, and to retain
the information conveyed.

\,

INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (NONFICTION)

Given a specific nonfiction selec

stated by the author..

InztAue-tionat Rationate InAticucti.ohat Objective.

104

Identifying the effects that an
author of nonfiction literature
attempts to create and the
devices he employs to achieve
this end will assist the reader
in making a more aecurate
'summary assessment of the total
work.

223

GiVen a specific passage, the stuc
attempts to create and the, device!

t.



TURE (NONFICTION)

I mstAuctionat Objecti.ve

TURE (NONFICTION)

Given a specific nonfiction selection, the student will select the main idea as
stated by the author.

Inatwetionat Objective
t

t - ,

.Given,6 specific passage, the student will be able to list the effects the author
ittempts to areate and the devices he employs, to achieve these effects.



I nzt)utc.tionat Model

Have the students read Exercise L6 silently.

Ask the students to:

Cite the sentences which actually identify the main idea The last two sentences

of the passage.

How long after the actual feat was Hensen honored? 45 years

Was he actually at the Pole before eary? Yes

Who else was there?.
Eskimos

Inatimetionat Model

rtidve the students read the first paragraph of Exercise 17 silently.

Ask:

Where was the 'author stationed? Burma

What did the -peoPle feel for him? Hatred

How did they show their Feelings? Insults, jeers, etc.

What effect does the(author hope to create for the reader? The feeling of being a hated
alien

Have the students read the second paragraph of this Exercise silently.

What effect did the author hope to create by his description Compassion for the Burmese prisoners

of the lockups?
0

What two feel ings Possessed him, and what is the total Hatred for the British - hatred

effect of contradictory emotions? for .the Burmese - Confusion

2?5



Evatuation

IDENTIFYING THE MAIN IDEA

1

ntly.
Detendne if the student can:

1

tify the main idea The last two sentences

sen honored?

ry?

45 years

Yes

Eskimos

State the main idea of a reading

exercise in nonfiction

Select topic sentences, that is,
sentences which sum up the
general meaning of the passage

Evaluation

IDENTIFYING EFFECTS

ph of Exercise 17 silently.
Determine if the student can:

Select lines which provoke
emotional responses

Burma
Categorize these responses

Hatred
according to their intended

effects

Insults, jeers, etc.

reate for the reader? The feeling of being a hated
alien

raph of this Exercise silently.

te by his description Compassion for the Burmese prisoners

t is the total Hatred for the British - hatred
for the Burmese - Confusion

2?5
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE- (NONFICTION)

InA-Vwx-tionat Rationale I wit/ma-Lona. Obj er-ti.ve

c,.

Identifying the details which
support the main idea will
better, enable the reader to
follow the author's develop-
ment of the topic, to retain
the information conveyed,
and to discern the effects
which the author attempts to
create.

INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (NONFICTION)

Given a nonfiction reading exerc
significant details which support

InatAuc,ti.onat Rationale InAtwet.Lonat. Objectiwe

106

Since figures of speech add much
to.a writer's style and depth, an
awareness of these devices will
aid the reader in catching some
of the more subtle and sometimes
more potent impliCations of a
selected passage.

227

Given a nonfiction reading exerc
speech which it contains.



TERATURE (NONFICTION)

I buttir.uc,tio nat. Objec,ave

Given a nonfiction reading exercise, the student will be able to identify the
significant details which support the main idea.

TERATURE (NONFICTION)

I notAuctio nat. Objec.tLv e

Given a nonfiction reading exercise, the student will identify any figures of
speech which it contains.

')



InatAucti.onat Modet

Have the students read Exercise L8 silently.

Ask:

What sort of picture does the author present?

What is her relatthnship to her mother?

What is her attitude toward people?

What clue indicates that she liked people?

Does the author try to make this sound like
an obituary?

Review lesson on-figures of speech. (See Exercise Ll .)

Have the students read Exercise L9 silently.

Ask:

A lively girl on horseback

Friendly

Friendly

She spoke to almost everyone.

No s

Is there a figure of speech in the title? Cruel Crowding is alliterative.

Why are words like _gutter and sloppail effective? They are images.

Point out that the sentence beginning with the words Parkinson's Zaw has almost a rhythm
provided by the balancing of structures and ideas. 'Note pas'sages beginning with Soetc.



ly.

pent?

Ike

xercise Li.)

Y.

A lively girl on horseback

Friendly

Friendly

She spoke to almost everyone.

No

Cruel Crowding is alliterative.

ffective? They are images.

the words Parkinson's Lao havalmost a rkythm
ideas. Note passages beginning with So, etc.

Evatuotion

IDENTIFYING DETAILS

Determine if the student can
cite significant details and
relate them to the main idea

IDENTIFYING FIGURES OF SPEECH

Evaluation

Determine ifthe student can
identify figures of speech and
draw conclusions concerning
their effectiveness

230
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (NONFICTION)

InatAuctionat Rationate InztAuetZonat Objerave

Being able to identify the
sequence of details can aid
the reader in comprehending'
and evaluating the basic
statements being made and

substantiated. '

In addition, noting the
sequence of_details is often
essential to a coherent
interpretation of the exercise.

INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (NONFICTION)

Given a nonfiction reading exercise, i

details and make generalizations concer

Inatimetkonat Rat.Zonate InAtituetZonat Objec.tive

108

Identifying the author's role
enables the reader to judge
the importance of a given
selection and the validity of
the statements made.

231

Given a reading exercise in nonfiction
author and make a judgment about the i



(NONFICTION)

n4tAuctionat Ob j ective

Given a nonfiction reading exercise, the student will list the sequence of important
details and make generalizations concerning their relationship to the main idea.

(NONFICTION)

Inatiute.tio nal Obj ee..tLti e.

Given a reading exercise in nonfiction, the _student will identify the role of the
author and make a judgment about the importance and validity of his statements.

232
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Ina/cue-Zona Mode2

Have the students read Exercise 110 silently.

Ask the students to reconstruct as much of the chronology of
DuBois' life as possible from the clues given in the first
paragraph.

Ask the students to determine from the clue words 8UCC01313iOn

and first where DuBois had decided to accept a position..

414 Inaticuctionat Modet

Have the students read Exercise L11 silently.

Ask,:

Who is Walter Lippmann?

What are his qualifications for writing on this topic?

Born: 1868

Began schooling: 1874
Went to Europe: 1892

Wi lberforcp Uni versi ty

A Washington corretpondent

Familiarity with American
politics gained over a long
period of *time

What protlems ddes heatitline? chapging_pbsi ti on of
America and those evaluatirig
the news

How wá t e newspaper business developed?

213

By trial and error



tly.

f the chronology of
iven in the first

ue words succession
ept a position.

Born: 1868
Began schooling: 1874

Went to Europe: 1892

Wi lberforce Uni versity

ly.

on this topic?

213

A Washington correspo.ndent

Fami 1 i ari ty wi th Ameri can

politics gained over a lon§
period of time

IDENTIFYING SEQUENCE OF DETAILS

Evaluation

Determine if the student can

follow the author's main idea
as developed through the
sequencing of details,

IDENTIFYING AUTHOR'S ROLE

Evaluation

Determine if the student can

relate the role of an author
to his qualifications to write
on a certain topic, and, based
on this relationship, make
judgments concerning the
validity of his statements

changing_position of
America and those evaluating
the news

By trial and error

\

60

109
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE ( ONFICTION)

InztnuaZonat Rationate Inatituatonat ()qv...aye

Recognizing the author's tone
aids the reader in interpreting
the material and contributes to
the reader's awareness of the
intended effect.

Given a reading exercise in nonficti
in the development of tone and descr

Insthketoit'4 note.-oi maw:des-to zupptement the devetopment ot.the ishite oi-

Fon pnete.sting FOIL 4.tudent6 to4*-th man.gtnat. /twang I

FOIL indituktuatizing instrumti.on
arid/On. On. home. <study

Fox ztudents who ani advanc.ed "made

Fon, 4tUdents.who Apeak Engash az a

'po4t2e4.tim

110

235

RM. <students whO ane. menthen,i, oti a 4



E (NaiFICTION)

outiwalonat Objertime.

Given a reading exercise in nonfiction the student will select the words which aid

in the development of tone and describe the intended tone with some accuracy.

titthe deve2opment o6 the.. -4 1viU7o6

Fo'n. 4tudentts with martgino2 tead.ing abLti.ty

Fon. Atudents who an.e. advanced teadva

Fon: 4titcle.nts who 4 peak Eng a4 a ze.c.ond tanguage

Fo't biu.denta who ate membutz ot5 a 4p cticie. minoxity gtoup
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fv.

lutumtionat Modet

Have the students read Exercise L12 silent*.

Discuss the title of the passage.

Ask:

What does eminent mean? Outstanding

Discuss the topic sentence.

Ask:

- To whom is credit given for solving the Florence Nightingale

hospital supply problem?

How much.credit? Total

What phrase is repeated to achieve She atone

this effect?

What device does the author use to keep He calls his subject Mies Nightingale.
his account rather formal?

Whose words are quoted? The purveyor's

What effect is achieved by calling a
man who is essentially a supply clerk
.a purveyor?

'What is the tone of thi pass'age?

Gives the man and the position more prestige

Laudatory

4.4cr I



iding

e Nightingale

ne

RECOGNIZING TONE

Evatuatton

Determine if the student can:

Identify the words of a reading
exercise in nonfiction which
establish tone

Identify the tone of a reading

exercise in nonfiction

his subject Miss Nightingale.

veyor's

he man and the position more prestige

111



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (NONFUTION)

Inatiuw...tionat Rationate Inztitucti'onat Objecti.ve

Identifying the author's bias
enables the reader to assess
the point of view of a
specific passage and to compre-
hend its total-rationale.

Given a specific passage, the studen
attitude toward the material under d

In6tiumton'4 note .oti mateA,Latz to zuppeement the devetopment o6 the 4.hiLe oic

FOIL px.e.t ting Forc4tudent.6 toah manginat. iteading a

Fort /tan icoxcing in6tAucti.on Fon atudentAs who aite advanced n!eadut

Fort ind.i.v.iduathing i..natitucti.on
and/ot On home. ztady

Fort 4tudent3 who zpeak Enatizh az a

FOIL poztt eat&tg

112

1011.1.1.

239

Fon 4tudent4 who ane membeA4 o1 5 a at



URE (NONFICTION)

In4tuona2 Obje.c..ave

Given a specific passasje, the student will be able to determine the author's
attitude toward the material under discussion.

anent the devetopmext 0,6 the 41,itt 06

FOA. 4tudent6 with maitginat n.eacting abiLity

Fon. 4tudent.4 who axe. advanc.ed neadez6

Fon. itudent4 who 4pealz Engash eta a 4 econd ta.ngaage

Fon. 4tudent4 who an..e. menthem oi a 4pea4 e. minegaty gnoup



0

tuctionat. Modet

ir

Have the students read Exercise L13 silently.

Ask:I

Does Faulkner show his awareness of Yes

aintemporary worId conditions?

'Cite the sentence. There is Only the question - when will I be blown

up ?

What is tlie only COnflict he feels is The human heart in conflict with itself
worth writing about?

What does he imply in this statement? That man has a heart or conscience

Which emotion does he feel is valid - Love

love or lust?

Is his philosophy "eat drink and be No

merry - for tomorrow we will die?"

Which virtue does he hope tO encourage? Coui'age

'How does he describe the role of poet The prop of society the reminder the conscience
or writer?

What other point of,4iew on this Sub- That there is no hope
ject might have Faulkner taken? That society is doomed

That momentary self-satisfaction is
worthwhile (Answers will vary.)



IDENTIFYING BIAS

Evatuation

ntly. Determine if the student ca :

Make a general evaluation of
an author's bias

Yes

Point out the specific sub-
' stantiating details

There is only the question - when will I be blown

uP?

The human heart in conflict with itself

That man has a heart or conscience

Love

No

Courage

The prop of society - the reminder - the conscience

That there is no hOpe
That society is doomed
That momentary self-satisfaction is
worthwhile (Answers will vary.)

or

5:1



INTERPRETING LITERATURE - FICTION

The
teAson
enUtted...

pi

Identifying theme
1'

Identifying setting
1

Inferring characterization
1:

Identifying conflict
1.

Identifying point of viey

L14 L15 L16 L17 L18
,

1. (3) 1. (4) 1. (3) 1. (3) 1. (3)

2. 4 2. (1 2. (1) 2. (2 2. (1)

3. 2

3

3 3. (2) 3. (3 3. (2)

4. 4. 4. (2) 4. (2 4. (2)

5. [21 5. (4 5. (4

6. (1) 6. (4)

7. (1)



-

begino
on
page....

and to bazed
upon neacUng
exacize....

beginning
on
page. ...

116 114 251

118 115 252

120 116 253

122 LI 7 254

124 118 255

CORRECT RESPONSES TO ASSESSMENT OF COMPREHENSION

244
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215

INTERPRETING LITERATURE - FICTION,

Fok pit.ete.sti.ng

Fon. /Lein onzing inatAuct,Zon

Fok ixdividuaLizing in6tiumtton
and/olt. 6ort home <study

FOIL poAttuti.ng

246
115
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (FICTION)

InAtAuctionat Ret-tionate InztAucti.onat Objecti.ve

The theme of a fictional work is the
central issue or emotion that is ,

developed. Identifying the theme
will help the reader to unify the
details of the work and to bring a
coherence to the writer's intent.

Given a selection from
pr edomi nant theme.

Inaticueton'a note o6 matvaas zupptement -the devetopnent o6 the 412,itt o6

116

Fon pit-tutting Forrztudents with mcvulinat nead

./^

Fon ne,intionc-i.ng inatAuction Fon Atudenta who ane advanced

Fo/L ndvcduaLLzn9 inavuiction Fon atm:lents who .apeak Engtah
and/on 6on home atudy

Fon putted:sting Fon atudenta who cute membero or

247
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1 A.

LITERATURE (FICTION)

i s the

i s

heme
the
ng a
pnt.

lututca nat Objective

4

Given a selection from fictional 1 iterature, the reader wi 1 1 determine the

predominant theme.

zuppeement the devetopment o the WU. o

Foh 4tudent2 with maAginat heading aby

Fon at:Ideate who cute advanced neada4

_Fon-4tadenta_wha_arenb Eng.e.irl_4.4_4_4g.concl--tanguage

Fon 4t1Ldent4 who arm membela o a apeci. Eric minonity gun*



Trustkuctionat Modet

Have the students read Exercise L14

Discuss the setting for
the story. .

Discuss the action taking
place.

Ask:

What is the trumpeter's argument
in pleading for his life?

Did the soldiers consider him
gu i 1 tl ess? Why?

With whom do you agree? Why?

What is the purpose of
including the moral?

-In what other instances can
actions be stimulated by others
who may not be participating in
such actions?

silently.

Battlefield at the end
of the battle

The soldiers are about to execute
trumpeter of the defeated army.

That he did not kill a single person.
All he did was to blow his trumpet.

No, they said that it was his braying
instrument that incited the others to kill.

To sum up the principle illustrated

Inzt/Lucton 4 note og mate/Giatz to 4upptement the devetopment o the ataLe 0 4

FOIL Atudents with moginat /Leading ab.iLity

Foit atudenta who ane advanced keadem

Fon. 4tudent4 who 4peatz EngUsh az a aecond tanguage

Fon. Atudents who ane mentbe/th o a apealci.c minonity gkoup



tly.

attlefield at the end
f the battle

The soldiers are about to execute
he trumpeter of the defeated army.

That he did not kill a single person.
All he did was to blow his trumpet.

No, they_said_that_it was his braying
instrument that incited the others to kill.

To sum up the principle illustrated

IDENTIFYING THEME

Evatuati.on

Determine if the student Can:

Identify themes

Relate the moral or theme made
by an 4uthor to larger problem

the development o'6 the shat oç

d Language

maotity gtoup

Fot p4e2e4t2n9

Fot Aeintiotang inatiumtipn

Fot individuatizing inaVract-ton
and/ot tiot home audy

Fot poztteating



INTERPRETING REAVING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (FICTION)

Inatituationat Rati.onate

Identifying the time, place,
background, and other significant
details of the setting will aid
the reader in establishing the
frame of reference so essential
to an accurate assessment of the
author' s meaning.

"

Inztuctionat Objectivez

Given a selection from fictional literature, 1

the details which lend themselves to basic unc

Gi-ven a selection from fictional literature, 1
as described by.the author and relate the impc
intent.

In.6tAuc...toe4 note o mate/LA:at-a to zupptement the. devetoment o6 the 4/2,112

Fon. p&eteating FOIL atude.nts with manatnat /Leading abiLiZi

118

Fon. tt.a.ntionting inatnuctIon

251

FOIL atudents who ane advanced madem

252



TURE (FICTION)

.Inatimetional ObjeetiNea

Given a selection from fictional literature, the student will be able to evaluate
the ddtails which lend themselves to basic understanding.

Given a selection from fictional literature, the student will identify the setting
as described by the author and relate the importance of the setting to thwuthor's
i ntent.

went the devetopnent o6 the akite o6

Fon atude.nta with mangbtat neading abaity

Fon atudents who am advatteed noadem

252



I putrucc-ao nat. Modee

Have the students read Exercise

List the conveniences and
luxuries in the house.

To what is life in Brooklyn
contrasted?

Why was Sidney a worry to his
parents?

What words describe the school?

In the midst of all this, how
does Sidney seem? .

L15 silently.

Golden oak bookcase
Golden oak desk
Shield shaped mirror
Tin tub
Gaslights
Bathroom

Life on the Vermont farm

Evidently slow and not accepted at school

Slick bustle

Out-of-place

Fox Atudento who mouth Engtah a4 a zecond tanguage

Fox AtudentA who me membezs o a zpecigc. minonity gAoup

253
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k bookcase
lk desk

aped mirror

he Vermont farm

slow and not accepted at school
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ace

IDENTIFYING SETTING

Evaluation

Determine if the student can:

Identify the significant details
of the setting

Relate the setting to the
author's intent

uage FO/C individuati.ung inabluaZon
and/o/c Sok home Atudy

ti-ty grtoup FOIL po4.t.teating

-254 119



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (FICT/ON)

Inatntic-tionat Ratipnate Inarwctiano2 Objec.tive'

Since interpretation of
character is often the
key to the complete com-
prehension of a work of
fiction, the reader needs
to regard the thoughts,
speeches,and actions of
personalities as vital
clues to characterization. -

Given a selection from fictional literature, the
,Audgments of the. characters presented from their

or from-the author's implications. >

In4tnucton.4 note o6 matmiat4 to 4uppZement the deveeopment o6 the 41ite o6

, Fon pnetuting Fon 4tudent4 cath maxginae /Leading abitity

Fon ne2n6oAzing butnuction Fon 4:Adult-6 who ane advanced neadem
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Fon poatteating
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ATURE (FICTION)

Ins Vuictio rat C b fcctive

Given a selection from fictional literature, the student will .be able to make

judgments of the characters presented from their own thoughts, statements, actions,
or frcm the author's imolications.

crefit the dev etc en .hc kW'

Fet st.adents with mat.airat keadi.no at,

Fot s tither t ! .ho ate advanced koad(17-5

Fel students Ow speak E1gt2It az a second banguage

F ot s tudents who ate In urb ets o a SpeCi.c mirotily gAcup

gr 1 P
-1f.).



nz tAuctic tat gedci

Discuss the fact that fiction, being narrative, depends upon reader interpretation of
action, thoughts, dialog, and author implication.

Since the characters are often personifications of problems or attitudes, stress the
fact that it is necessary to have a complete understanding of these fictional personalities.

Canfrare the means by which we make judgients of real people to the ways by which we
judge fictional characters, i.e., by action, lack of action, by'speech, by thoughts, etc.

Have the students read Exercise 116 silently.

Ask:

What three characters are
introduced in this Exercise?

What element of character
do Lockwood and Heathcliff
have in carrion?

How does the author develop
these characterizations?

The narrator: fir. Lockwood
fir. ileathcliff
Joseph

A desire for seclusion

The speech and the mannerisms of Heathcliff
are obvious clues to his character. Lockwood's
interpretation of Heathcliff's speech arp
mannerisms and his satisfaction in finding
this neighbor to be annoyed at having to
socialize implies that he (Lockwood), whfle
being outwardly of a sociable nature, also
wishes to be left alone.

Have the students identify the clues used by the author in developing each
characterizationincluding Joseph.
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ications of problems or attitudes, stress the
zlete understanding of these fictional personalities.

ents of real people to the ways by which we
:ion, lack of action, by speech, by thoughts, etc.

-ntly.

narrator: ?Ir. Lockwood
Heathcl iff

-eph

esire for seclusion

speech and the mannerisms of Heathcliff
obvious clues to his character. Lockwood's

_erpretation of Heathcliff's speech and
inerisms and his satisfaction in finding
is neighbor to be annoyed at having to
_ialize irplies that he (Lockwood), while
ng outwardly of a sociable nature, also
hes to be left alone.

_d by the author in developing each

PJFERRM CHARACTERI ZAT I ON

Evaillatien

Determine if the student can
make judgments concerning the
characters from dialog, action
thoughts, and other clues pro-
vided by the author

258 121



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL 1N LITERATURE (FICTION)

Insttuctionat Ratio nate 1 ra tuctio nat 06 j ective

Fictional writing moves toward
the resolution of a conflict.
Identifying this conflict early
in the reading is essential to
following the action.

Given a selection from fictional
the conflict which the action mus

Inzttuetet'z note c6 mate_AiaLs to unatement the devetopnent oi the skitt o6

122

Fot pketez ting

Fut teinio!lc.ing 4:M tlixtion
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IN LITERATURE (FICTION)

rd
t.
rly
to

1 MS tiLlati4 na Objective

Given a selection from fictional literature, the reader will be able to identify

the conflict which the action must move toward resolving.

to u rpf: anent the devetopne.nt ()lc the. oi

Ft:A <students with maiLginat 'Leading abitity

Fat <students tch, aim advanced 4eadvui
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InatAuctionat Model

Discuss the variety of conflicts with which a character may become involved.

Man vs. man
Man vs. society
Man vs. nature
Man vs. super )atural
Man vs. himse f

Have the students read Exercise 117 silently.

Ask:

How much money did the girl $1.87

have?

What time of year was it? Christmas

What actiOn did Della take? She cried.

Why did she need money? To buy Jim a present

What is the conflict? This is the individual vs. circumstances.

What is she facing? Poverty

Fok ztudentz who zpeak Engtizh az a 4econd Zanguage

Fot ztuderts who ate membeA4 o6 a zpecigzmillotity gtoup



which a character may become involved.

lently.

S1.87

Christmas

She cried.

To buy Jim a present

This is the individual vs. circumstances.

Poverty

1

IDENTIFYING CONFLICT

Evaluation

Determine if the student can

identify the conflict which
must be resolved

:cond tanguag e Fon. individualizing ins ucothti n
and/ort 6o& home study

L6i

minptily c;rtoup Fort 'Oast-Wang
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (FICTION)

Inaituctionat Rationale Instituctionat Objective

Understanding the point of view
is basic to comprehending the
nature of a specific work;
therefore, identifying and
describing the position and
function of the narrator is of
primary concern.

Given a selection from fictional literature
the narrator's position and role.

Inzttucton'a note o6 matexiaLs to auppternent the devetopnent o6 the zhilt o6

124

Fot pneteating

Fot Aeinpaeing inztruation

Fot individualizing iitstimr....tZon
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ERATURE (FICTION)

Inatituctioned Objective

Given a selection from fictional literature, the student will identify and describe
the narrator's position and role.

ement the deveeoment o6 the skit/ o6

Foft students mi-th mvtginat eading abitity

Fot students who cute advanced itendas

Fot student6 who speak Engti,sh as a second tanguage

students who afte membefts o6 a speci6ic mi.notity p.oup



butfuatisnat Modet

Show the class examples of the three points of view used in narrative writing.

Examples:

First person participant:

I was the first /712n to volunteer.

First person observer:

I watched as Harry Armstrong volunteered.

Third person omniscient:

Harry Armstrong hoped to prove the case-against yeZZow fever.

Explain that the second person "you" is never used in narrative writing.

Stress the fact that the reader must determine the role of the narrator in order to judge

the point of view being presented.

Have the stmdents read Exercise 118 silently.

Who is the narrator? Montresor

Identify the man. A murderer

Who is his victim? Fortunato

How is he killing the man? Walling him in

Why does the author use the To increase the horror

first person participant To bring the reader nearer to the crime

point of view?



rt

ts of view used in narrative writing.

?red.

:28e against yellow fever.

t.ver used in narrative writing.

Mine the role of the narrator in order to judge

tly .

se the horror
:he reader nearer to the crime

IDENTIFYING POINT OF VIEW

Evatua.tion

Determine if the student can
identify and describe the
narrator's position and role

125
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The student planning to take the test of General Educational
Development should be able to:

Use the terminology, of drama correctly

Identify commonly developed plot structures

Identify the common dramatic forms

Exercise L19, the Vocabulary of Drama, should be distributed to
the students, reviewed iy the instructor with the students, and
retained for future rel epce. Being familiar with the
terminology of drama w1Vencourage classroom discussion and
thus reinforce and ex td d the meanings of words often confronted
in this section of the GED test.

Exercise L20, Mot Structure, should also be distributed to the
students, reviewed by the instructor with the students, and
retained for future reference. An effort should be made on
the part of the instructor to use contemporary works to
illustrate those basic elements of drama which have exigted
in the past andAtill exist today. Perhaps the students would
benefit from the experience of taking aftlassical work of drama
and attempting to place it in a contemporary setting.

1DEN

1n4ttuelon.' .6 note o mc

st-titt o6

Fon. p/Letezting

'FOn: nein6oncing in41

Fon. .inclividucLUzing
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FOIL ztudenta who co,

Fon. 4 tud en.t.6 who 4 pi

FOIL 4tudent6 who ail.
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (DRAMA)

InstAuctionat Rationate Instituctiona2 Objective

Identifying expository or
explanatory details will
aid the reader in deter-
mining the problem the
playwright wishes to
present and will contrib-
ute to the reader's
awareness of the time,
place, and frame of
reference.

Given an expository passage frail a play, thl
time, place, problem, and other significant

bustAucton.'s note o6 mateitAats to supptement the devetopnent o6 the sk-ilt o6

. 128
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ERATURE (DRAMA).

.4)

In.stucc.tionat Objective

Given an expository passage fran a play, the student will be able to identify the
time, place, problem, and other significant circumstantial details of the story.

ipeement the devetopmeat o6 the 41?..i22 06

Fon. 4tudent6 with maAginat 'Leading ab.i.aty

Fok 4tudent6 who aite advanced keadeirds
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I r..sttuctianat Modet

Begin with a review of the contents of the expository section of a play. Stress its relation-

ship to the total problem.

Have the students read Exercise 121 and then ask:

What section of a play is The first part of Act I

expository?

What other sections may
aid the exposi tion?

What facts are included
as expositions?

Ask the students to list the
problem frustrating the
Younger family.

Does their surname convey
any idea?

How does each character
personify a particular
social problem?

Ask the students to list the
conflicts within the family..

List of characters
Description of setting

Who? The Younger family
What? Inadequate housing

When? Now
Where? Chicago Southside
Why? Col or-segregation

Housing
Money
Opportunity
Education

Most of the characters represent the opinions of the

so-called younger generation.

Mother - housing
Daughter-in-law - family
Son - opportunity
Daughter - identity
Child - education

Mother vs. son over family responsibility
Mother vs. daughter over beliefs
Mother vs. daughter-in-law over attitudes

4:73



IDENTIFYING EXPOSITORY DETAILS

Evatuation

ository section of a play. Stress its relation- Determine if the student can:

Identify the details which
explain the conflict of the
story

part of Act I
Relate these details to the
total problem under analysis

aracters
n of setting Comprehend the relationship

of time, place, people,and

Younger family events

dequate housing

sk:

icago Southside
r-segregation

e characters represent the opinions of the
younger generation.

ousing
n-law - family
rtunity
identity

ucation

son over family responsibility
daughter over beliefs
daughter-in-law over attitudes

"74 129



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN IITERATURE (VRAMA)

1oVcactionat Rationale In.stAuctionat Objective

Since drama is completely
dependent upon dialog
and action, interpretation
of both is necessary for
complete comprehension of
the problems personified
by the various characters.

This characterization is
revealed not only by what
individuals say and how they
say it, but also by the manner
in which they address each

other.

Given a passage from a play, the stu
dialog the types of personality tr

(I

InztAuctoe4 note olimatetiat4 to 4uppEement the devetopment o4 the 4k.itt o4

Fon. ptetesting
Fon. 4tudent4 wtht maAginat heading abit

130
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ki I IT ERAT (IRE (VRMA)

I ns.titticti.onat Objective

Given a passage from a play, the student will be able to infer from the character's

dialog the types of personality traits he or she possesses.

er

.to auppeement the deveto pme.nt o the .tL2 o6

Foit ztudents with manginat iteacang abiUty

Fon Atudeas who cote advanced neadeit4
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INFERRING

lthstitimti.onat Model. Evo

Discuss the judgments we can make from listening to an individual's speech.

List the various clues to personality and background obtainable from listening to dialog.

Nationality
Section
Education
Speech problems
Confidence
Lack of confidence
Social position

Have students read Exercise L22 silently.

Assign roles.

Allow students to read their parts through without interruption--then elicit responses to

questions like those below:

Would the Youngers have a No

distinct southern accent? They've lived in Chicago for some time.

Why or why not?

Why would the daughter-in-law She is tired.

speak slowly?

Why does Walter lack He doesn't have the kind of job he would like.

confidence?

Why is Walter's sister more She is better educated.

verbal?

What kind of person is Ruth? Long-suffering, tired, pretty, frustrated, devoted,

motherly

What kind of person is Walter? Frustrated, proud, weak, hopeful at times, dreaming

Wliat sort of child is their Sweet, unaware, naive, protected

son?

Ask students to reread the same portion, this time attempting through their expression to

portray their assumed character.

r:"TAI
A



INFERRING CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH DIALOG

Evatuativn

listening to an individual 's speech . Determine i f the student can:

and background obtainable from listening to dialog,

tly.

rough without interruption--then elicit responses to

o .

hey've lived in Chicago for some time.

e is tired.

e doesn't have the kind of job he would like.

he is better educated.

ong-suffering, tired, pretty, frustrated, devoted,
oth2rly

rustrated, proud, weak, hopeful at times, dreaming

weet, unaware, naive, protected

on, this time attempting through their expression to

277
r,

List the characteristics assigned
to various personalities

Determine the problems these
people personify

Make judgments as to how these
particular people will deal
with their particular situations

Comprehend the relationship
between what people say and what
they are

131



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (DRAMA)

InztAuctionat Rationat e Inatuw,tionat ObjectAve

Being able to detect opposing
points of view in drama is
essential in that the entire
purpose of the dialog and
the actions is to develop
and resolve conflict.

Without a sense of what the
conflict is, the reader may
feel that the play lacks
coherence and may, therefore,
fail to comprehend the author's
bas i c intent.

Given a dramatic passage,the student will detc
identify the characters which support divergen
their arguments and actions to their points of

InatActeton'A note oti mate)uida to 4upptement the devetopment o the zhilt.

132
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TERATURE (DRAMA)

I na titucti.o nal Objec.tLve

Given a dramatic passage,the student will detect the conflict or conflicts presented,
identify the characters which support divergent positions, and be able to relate
their arguments and actions to their points of view.

appeement the devetopment o the 411Let o4

FO/t tudent6 with maitginat kead,ing ab-iLity

FO/t atudents who a/Le advanced keadubs
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INTERPRETING Vi

InztAucti.onat Moda

_ Assi gn .roles so . that . s tudents __may . read _Exerci se L23..al oud. .

Ask:

What causes the mother to
slap Beneatha's face?

What are the other unspoken
conflicts between them?

Upon what does the mother's
rule of the fami ly rest?

Beneatha's atheistic statements--heresy

The old versus the young
The uneducated versus the educated
The parent versus the child

Her faith--her authority

Fox 4.tudent6 who zpeak bigtizit az a 4e.c.ond Language.

Fon 4.tudents who a/c.e membeitz o4 a tipec.26.i.c. minonity 9/Loup



read Exercise. L23_ aloud,.

INTERPRETING DIALOG AS A MEANS OF PRESENTING CONFLICT

Evatuation

Determine if the student can:

Beneatha s athei stic statements--heresy

The old versus the young
Thn uneducated versus the educated
The parent versus the child

HPr fai th--her authority

zecond tanguage

pe44.4. mtnon,ity gitoup

Identify the conflict

Associate characters and
divergent points of view

Relate actions and arguments
to divergent points of view

Anticipate resolutions and
compromises

Fon indivicluatiztng inztAucilon
and/on 6c.'t home ztudy

Fon. poatutimg
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INTERPRETING REAV14G MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (DRAMA)

I nztiumtional. RaVonate InztAue,tionat Ob ject.i.ye

Since the dramatic sol i 1 oquy

is a device used by the play-
wright to reveal a character's
innermost feelings, the reader
must be able to recognize and
analyze such selections for
comprehension of mood and
content.

Identifying the mood presented
by a monolog or so 1 i 1 oquy wi 11

aid the reader in his awareness
of the overall effect the play
attempts to achieve.

Given a particular mo-nolog, a student will pe able

and his general attitude toward the situation being

Inatnucton' 4 note o6 mateAiat to zuppeement the deveeopnea o6 the. zkite o6
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ITERATURE (DRAMA)

I tatituCti.0 nat. a jecta.ve

1

Given a particular monolog, a student will be able to infer the speaker's mood
and his general attitude toward the situation being presented.

ippeement the devetopne.mt o the Alzite

Fon. 4tudents with maitginae /Leading abiLity
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In6titucti.onat Model.

Redefine monolog and soliloquy and discuss the dramatic purposes of each. Remind the

studenthat tfigkind ofipeechii-Tike a person Oiling his thoughts--a sort of
confessional.

Ask a student who reads well to do the Tomorrow soliloquy from Macbeth, Exercise L24.

Ask:

What mood is evoked by
Macbeth's speech?

Despai r
Frustrati on

What meaning does 1 ife have None
for him?

How does he make you .feel By comparing it to a play
life is unreal?

How does he make you feel Tale told by an idiot
life is madness?

Why is dusty an appropriate Ashes to ashes-dust to dust from funeral service
modifier for death?

The repetition of o's in the o is a low mournful sound.
first line adds to the feel-
ing of gloom. Why?

What is this device called? Assonance

t- .,

2S45



INFERRING MOOD FROM MONOLOG OR SOLI LOQUV

Evatuati.on

id discuss the dramatic purposes of each. Remind the Determine if the student can:
rclike a person sharing hitthoughtsa sort of

the Tomorrow soliloquy from Macbeth, Exercise L24.

spair
ustration

ne

comparing it to a play

e told by an idiot

hes to ashes-dust to dust from funeral service

is a low mournful sound.

sonance

Select the passages which are
monologs or soliloquys

Interpret the mood of a speaker
from his soliloquy

Select lines to substantiate
judgments

t- nt_-,
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (DRAMA)

Ibuticuctionae, Rationale inuc,tonaL Ob ecave

Since all drama moves toward
a climax decision, the reader

should be aware of that moment
and be able to interpret its
implications. Without this

ability to interpret, much of
the understanding of the play

is lost.

Given a passage from a play, the s
and see which course of events wil

l4tJuu1.to/L'4 note og matut,iat4 zuppeement the devetopment o6 the AiLe o6

136
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ERIAL IN LITERATURE (DRAMA)

InztAuctionat. Objective

_ _ _ _ _

toward Given a passage from a play, the student is able to identify the climax decision

e reader and see which course of events will follow.

at moment
ret its

ut this
, much of
the play

gii,tatz to 4uppeement the development a4 the 41-ate 06

iuction

2R7

Fon 4tudents with mangina 'Lead.* abitity
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luthaetanat Modee

Allow pupils to read the climax scene from Exercise L25.

Elicit comments concerning the situation by atkin:

Which character does the Walter

talking for the family?

What new role in the Head of the house

family is indicated?

Why does Mr. Lindner offer To keep blacks out of the neighborhood

to purchase their new
house?

Does Mr. Lindner feel the Yes

Youngers should understand
his position?

Does he understand theirs? No

Why does Mama defer to He is determined, manlike, decisive

Walter's judgment? She sees being passive doesn't help.

Foa .stademts who <speak Engtizh az a zecond tanguage

Fon 4tudent:4 who ane membenz o6 a 4peci6ie minonity ghoup



om Exercise L25.

by asking:

the house

blacks out of the neighborhood

etennined,.Manlike, decisive
s being passive doesn't help.

tunguage

minotLty giwup

R9 9

Eva2uaaon

IDENTIFYING CLIMAX DECISION

Determine if the student can:

Identify climax decisions

Relate the events that lead up
to a climax decision

Anticipate the course of events
that follow a climax decision

FoJE individualizing inztiumtion
homebtudy

Fon po4t...te4t4ng

290 137
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INTERPRETING LITERATURE - POETRy

The
te64on on

entitled. . page

Identifying poetic forms (Introductory Background Material) 140

Identifying poetic form (the Ballad) 144

Identifying poetic form (the Sonhet) . 146

Understanding literal meaning 148

Identi fyi ng setti ng 150

Identifying characterization 152

Following the sequence of events 154'

Identifying theme 154

Identifying poet's intent 156

Identifying the main premise in argumentative poetry 158

Identifying speakers 160

Identifying images . 162

Identifying sound devices. . .
166

Identifying comparative 'devices 168

Identifying grammatical devices used in a spe6ial manner . 170
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'POETRY
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

Inztituctionat Rationate

Identifying the characteristic
elements of a variety of poetic
forms will aid the readerin
anticipating both the mood and
the content of the selection.

Inztfule..,tionat Objeaive

Given a variety of specific poems,
category of. poetic form and will c'

the work postesses..

Inztituctoez note oi mateitiatz to zupptement the devetopnent oi the 412,i.te o6

Fon pitetezt-ing Fon. ztadentz with martginat n.eadtng
_
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LITERATURE (POETRY)

ic
tic r'.

.InisticuttAlonat. Object,Lve

Given a variety of specific poems, the student will assign each work to a specific
category of poetic form and will cite the characteristics of that category which
the work possesses.

to zuppLement the. develorment oi the. Asizite oi

Fon. 4;tudent6 mith manginat niading ailLato :
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int,vate-ei.onat, Model.

IDENTIFYING POETIC F

Introduce material by defining the basic types of poetry. Although poems may vary in length,

form, language, metrical devices, and so forth, they are traditionally divided into three-

general categories: dramatic, narrative, and.lyric.

Dramatic poetry contains all of the elements of a play, i.e., character, piot, and dialog.

Verse plays are designed for presentation_ in the theater but may still be read as literature.

Anderson - Elizabeth the Queen
-

Shakespeare - Macbeth

Dramatic monoZog is the speech of one person or character who tells a dramatic story.

Browning - My Last Duchess (See Exercise L30)

Lowell - Patterns

Narrative poetry tells a story.

Ballads are narratives based on folk stories ot. legends. Modern poets, writing ballads,

utilize traditional characteristics and devicef,.

Keats - La BeZZe Dome Sans Merci.
Coleridge - The Rime of the Ancient Mariner

rIton.---Casey-Jones
Anon. - Jesse James
Anon. - Casey at the Bat

Epics tell of the exploits of a gt^eat hero, a man who becomes a symbol for a great people or

a great nation.
Homer - Iliad
Vergil - Aeneid
Longfel 1 ow - Hiawatha

Romances tell stories of the ideals of romantic love, chivalry, etc.

SUitt - Lady of the Lake
Tennyson.,- Idylls of the Xing

Lyric poetry marked by its brevity, its musical quality, andits'lintensity of mood. Althougl

most poetry has these qualities, this category includes. such specific forms as the sonnet, the,

ode, the elegy, the hymn, the epigram, the song, etc.

Sonnets are the best,known of the lyric forms and apPear in several structures. The Shakes-.

pearian sonnet consists of 14 lines in iambic pentameter arranged in three quatrains,or

stanzas of four lines folloWed by a couplet. The rhyme scheme is: abab cdc& efef gg.

Shakespeare - Sbnnets
Browning, E.. B. - How Do I Love Thee?

4 2q7
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IDENTIFYING POETIC FORMS (INTRODUCTORY BACKGROUND MATERIAL)

e basic types of poetry. Although poems may vary in length,

and so forth, they are traditionally divided into three

rrative, and..1yric.

the elements of a play, i.e., character, plot, and dialog.

presentation in the theater but may still be read as literature.'

een

,

ech of one person or character who tells a dramatic story.
(See Exercise L30)

on folk stories or le9ends. Modern poets, writing ballads,

istics and devices.
Merci
Ancient Mariner

a great hero, a man who becomes a symbol for a great. people or

ideals of romantic love, chivalry, etc.

ng

revity, its musical quality, and its intensity of mood. Although

s, this category includes. such specific forms as the sonnet, the

pigram, the song, etc:

the lyric forms and appear in several structures. The Shakes-

lines in iambic pentameter arranged_ in uathree qtrains or
d by a couplet. The rhyme schenieri: abab cdcd efef gg.

Loim Thee?

.

Evatu.ati.o n

Determine if the student can:

Assign specific poems to
speci fic categories

List characteristics of specific
poems as related to specific
categories

Explain the poem's meaning in
'relation to its structure

141
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)
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ERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

uulato to 4upptenient the deveeopment o the 412.i.U.
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InaticuctAlonal Model

Odes celebrate a great event or pay tribute to a personality.

Poe - To Helen
Shelley - To a West Wind
Tate - Ode to the Confederate Dead

Songs are short simple expressions of emotion.
Browning - Pippa Passes
Rossetti - Who Has Seen the Wind?

Elegies are laments for the dead.
Gray - Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard

Distribute mimeographed copies of definitions and discuss them.

Have the students read as many of the poems as possible.

IDENTIFYING POETIC FO

For additional practice ni--ing-p lc forms, use such paperback anthologies as:

Poetry of Relevance, ed. by Homer Hogan.
Contemporary American Poetry, ed. by H. Lincoln Foster.

IttStitl2a49414 note og matvaas aupptement' the ckvetopnent otf the zkiit oti

Foit atadents with mw g1.n e.ading abttity

Foit atudents who wz.e. advanc.ed teadem

Foit Atudents who ouch EngLi.ah as -a iecond 2anguage
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IDENTIFYING POETIC FORKS (INTRODUCTORY BACKGROUND MATERIAL)
(contimued)

te Jo a personal

tion.

hyard

and discuss them.

s possible.

forms, use such paperback anthologies as:

coln Foster.

devetoprnent 06 the 41-ti.22 o6

nguage

tonZty gitoup

Evatuati.ort

Fon. ..imdivi.ctuatizing inatitact.6on
and/on. 60A, home 4t12dy

Fon. poztteit.i.ng
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INTERPRETING READING MATER/AL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

mstilact-i-onat Rati.onate ildtimeti.onat. Objeati.ve

Identifying the characteristics bf

the ballad form will- enable the

reader to anticipate the mood,
development, and intent of the
selection. Recognition of the form

will aid the interpretative process
since there is a relationship between
the structure and the intended meaning

ofthe_ work.

Given a specific ballad, the student Will recc
structure to the point of view and the subject

/nzticuc,toez note oti mat miats zuppeement the devetopnent oti the 4(2.1.,te

Foit. p)Leteaing

FOIL /Lantimeing inAtiatet,i.on

'FOIL ztudent6 (.44:th manainat /.1.e.ading abitity

FOlt. itudy.to who ,.a/r..e. advanced iteadeA4

Fo't individualizing i!Lstituc.tiJon FOIL ztadents who ',speak Engti4ha6 a zecond

--.-...-
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MTURE (POETRY)

a n

ng

4

InAtJukai.onat Objet.ave

Given a specific ballad, the student will recognize the form and relate the

structure to the point of view and the subject matter content.

,tement the devetopnent oil :the ziat.E oi

Fox 4,tudent6 with manginat nutting ability

Fon Atudents who ane advanced keadem
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Ikutituct,Lonat Model

Enumerate' the characteristics of the ballad on the chalkboard.

1. Tells a story
2. -Made to be sung
3. Many times anonymous
4. Passed on by word of mouth
5. Usually composed of four line stanzas
6. Written in simple language
7. Written in direct style

Read-several b-all-ads-to class-.-

' Use available recordings.

Distribute Exercise L26.

Cite the event on which ballad is based.

Ask':

How many lines are there in each stanza? 4

What type of language is used? Conrnon, everyday

What did the mother refuse to let the Go downtown

child do? Take part in a freedom march

Whaedid she allow her to do? , Go to church choir practice

What did the mother fear? Clubs, hoses, dogs, guns, jail, etc.

What' ki 1 led-the chi-1 d? An explosion

e



IDENTIFYING POETIC FORM (THE BALLAD)

f the ballad on the chalkboard.

line stanzas

is based.

ach stanza? 4

Conlon, every y

let the Go downtown
Take part in a.fr

J

or.5

edom march

Go to church choir ractice

Clubs, hoses, dogs, s, jail, etc.

Anexplosion

Evatuation

Detentfine, if the student can:

I denti fy ball ads

List the characteristics of the
ballad

Anticipate point of view.and
subject matter content



IUTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

nat./ma-Lona Rationate In4time2ionat

Identifying the sonnet form and
its major characteristics can aid
the reader in following the
logical progression of the poet's

reasoning.

Given a specific sonnet, tl
characteristics, and folio!

In4ticuct0e4 note oS mateia.414 4uppeement the devetopnent oS the hiau o

Fon. pn.e.tezti.ng

Fon, neinSoneing 4.Astiutct2on

FOIE. indx:viduatizing i.nztituetion
and/on.. Son. home 4.t.u.dy

Fon: 4tudent4 w.ith mco.g.inaf

FDA htudettta who ci.A.e; advai

Fon 4tudent4. who 4peak En;

Fon. poztteztiq
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L IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

rm and
can aid

he

e poet's

In.6.0uw2i.ona2 Objeaive

Given a specific sonnet, the student can identify it as such, list its general

characteristics, and follow the line of the poet's reasoning.

to 4uppeente.nt the deveeapneht oi the alate o

Fon 4tucient6 with maAginat neadi.ng abiUty

Fox 4.tudent6 who ane advanc.ed nui.dbiz
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Inztituctionat. Modet

List the characteristics of the traditional sonhet forms on the chalkboard.

1. Contains 14 lines
2. Treats a single idea or emotion

3. The Italian or Petrarchan sonnet is composed of an octave (eight lines) and a sesiet

(six lines). Its rhyme scheme is abba abbe ede dad.
4. The Shakespearian sonnet contains three quatrairm (four lines) and a couPlet (two.lines)

The rhyme scheme is abab cdcd efef gg.
5. The rhythm 'is usually iambic pentameter. (Pentameter means five feet; an iambic. foot

contains one unstressed and one stressed beat.)

Example:-u-u-u-u-
Wheun I/have fears/that I/may cease/to be

Do a class analysis of the Millay sonnet (Exercise 127) to trace the progression of logic.
.

To whom is the poem addressed?

Describe this god.

0

What is the poet telling Cupiii?

At what. point does her attitude become
cl ear?

Why has she been challenging him?

Cupid

A marksman with bows and arrows said to

encourage love

That he is harmless - that he is not so great -

that she is still free despite his barrage

Last two lines

So that he will pUnish her and strike her with t

arrow she craves

/.
Stressthe_ifact_that_the_last_two-Litnes_of a_Sonnet lead 'to a logical but.often unexpected

conclusimn.

- +!.. 10.- /



sonnet forms on the chalkboard.

mposed 'of an octave (eight lines) and a sestet

ha abba ede dad.
e quatrains (four lines) rand a couplet (tvio lines),

r. (Pentameter means five feet; an iambic foot

ssed beat.)

u -
/to be

xercise L27) to trace the progression, of logic.

Cupid

A marksman with bows and arrows said to

encourage love

That he is harmless - that he is not so great -
that she is still free despite his barrage

Last two lines

So that he will punish her and strike her with the
arrow she craves

s.o.nnet lead to a :Logical but often unexpected

IDENTIFYING POETIC FOIN (THE SONNET)

Evatuation

Detennine if the student can:
I. -

Identify specific poems as

sonnets

List the general characteristics
of specific sonnets

Follow the development of the
idea in a single sonnet

310 147



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

Inztituctionat. Rati.onate

Understanding the literal meaning
of a poem is, quite obviously, the
first step to assessing a poet's

i intent. The poet's choice of words
r-and his use of punctuation and
grammatical construction provide
basic aids to this understanding.

Iputitactiond. Objective

Given a poetic passage, the stu
proper sequence, the-facts of t

InatAuctoe,s note oil materazts to zupptement the deveeopment o 6 the ,IskiLe

FOIL paeteLting FOIL ,studenta wi-th owt.ginoi. 'tea
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IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

eaning
ly, the
oet's
of words
and
ovide
nding.

InzaAuctionat. Objeaive

Given a poetic passage, the student will be able to t 1 , in his awn words and in

proper sequence, the facts of the passage.

to 4uppeement the devetopment o6 the 4h,at
/

Fot 4tudent4 tath manginat teading abi4ty

Fot 4tudent6 who ate advanced teadeiu



Instruietionat Model.

Have the students read Exercise 128.

Ask:

To what kind of creature does The ant

this .pbem apparently apply?

When the ant ran into the moth,
did he show emotion?

What action might the ant take? He might turn the case over to one of the hive's enquiry

squad.

How is this caring for_the dead Departmental

classified?

Determine if the students understand the activity denoted by it in the last couplet.

Fat students who zpea.lz Engasit at, a see.ond tanguage

Folc 4tudent6 who cute membem o6 a 4perj..114:tminon2ty gAoup
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UNDERSTANDING LITERAL MEANING

Evatuation

Determine if the student can
explain the literal meaning
of a poem

ant

might turn the case over to one of the hive's enquiry

ad.

tTeditmenta

e activity denoted by it in the last couplet.

nd tanguage Foit individuatizing utWutctot
and/ok lion home ztudy

minotZty poup Fok po4Ue4timg
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

Iltstrukctionai Rationale

Identifying time, place, background,
and other significant deiails' of the
setting will aid the reader in
establishing the frame of reference
so essential to an accurate assessment
of the poet's meaning.

Itustumtionat 01) j ecliv e4

Given a speciiic poetic select
which lend themselves to basic

Given a poetic passage, the stu
poet and relate its importance

Inatiluctorez note o mateuaL o zuppternent the devetopne.nt o the alyiU o6
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RIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

e, background,
details of the
eader in
of reference

urate assessment

In.st4uctiDnat Objec.t.Lvez

Given a specific poetic selection, the student will be able to evaluate the details
which lend themselves to basic understanding.

Given a poetic passage, the student will identify the setting as described by the
poet and relate its importance to the poet's intent.

oiatz .to zupptement the devetopnent o6 the ahitt oi5

Fo students with maAg-ixat /Leading abiLity

ction Fort aude.n.t.s who cute advanced Acacia



I nanuetiono2 Model.

Have the students read silently Exercise L29.

Ask:

What words are repeated 'in the Charter 'd
fi rst stanza? Mark

What names indicate the location London
of the area? Thames

What words are repeated in stanza Cry

3? Every

--What are mind---forgra manacles/ Chains madeby. the mind
Chains- which imprison-the mind-

What word in the last two lines Blood
Implies destruction?

What two scenes are being
portrayed?

The city - an outer scene
People's problems - an inner scene

Folt. 4.tudent4 who 4peak Engtah at, a 4econd anguage

F04 4StudentS who ake membva oi a apeciii.e minok.ay poup

I.
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IDENTIFYING SETTING

EvatwatOn

rcise L29. Determine if the student can:

Identify the significant details
of the setting

chortor'd
Mark Relate the setting to the poet's

intent
London
Thames

Cry
Every

ChaiiTirrae by the miiid
Chains which imprison the mind

Blood

The city - an outer scene
People's problems - an inner scene

Fo& JncUvA4uo.t2ng inztimetan
a econd language and/o& So& home atudy

minolaty poup Fo& poatteatiat4;''

317
. al8 151
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

InAtitualonal Rationale.

Much of the subtle understanding
of a piece of literature depends
upon sensing types of personalities
developed by the poet--including the
I often used by the narrator or
first-person character.

InAtimetionat

Given a poetic gel ection, the'student
the personalities which the pOet is 'ati

InatAuctoez note. o6 matmiats zuppeement the. devetopment o6 the 44,2 o

Fon pnete.ating Fon atuderaz with rranginat /Leading aim;
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IN LITERATURE (POETRY )

anding
epends
pnal i ti es

'Riding the

or or

Ina tituctio nat Ob may e.

Given a poetic selection, the student will be able to make inferences concerning
the personalities which the poet is attempting to develop.

a to Auppeement the. deveto pm e.nt o the. 4hat o

Fox 4 &dents with neur.ginati itearlimg ab.i.Uty

Folt Atudenta who cute advanced 4.eadem
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4n4t44.4.ctconat Model

*Have the students read Exercise L30 silently.

Define a dramatic monolog as the speech of one character -- designed to portray a specific
series of events, and a specific personality.

Ask:

What kind of man is the Duke? Arrogant, cruel, murderous

What kind of person was his last Sweet, humble, easily pleased
Dwhess?

In what period is this action
taking place?

Renaissance

To whom is the story being told? Envoy from a nobleman

What is the purpose of this man's
visit?

Have the students reread the poem for total effect.

Arranging a new marriage

Fon <students who <speak Engt.i.ah a.6 a ze.cond Language.

--.1

Fon 4tudent4 who one membena oif a 4pee-4 ie. mnoJi..ty gnoup



ently.

of one character -- designed to portray a specific
ility.

Arrogant, cruel, murderous

Sweet, humble, easily pleased

Renaissance

Envoy from a nobleman

Arranging a new marriage

otal effect.

IVENTIFYING CHARACTERIZATION

Evatuation

Determine if the student can

describe personalities as
developed in poetry

1

u nd tanguage FolL indtviduatizing instAuction
and/o4 6o4 home ,study

mi.noiaig,sgttoup Folt. poztte.sting
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10:METING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

butuw.tilnixe RatiowIte

Observing the sequence of events
in a poem will help the reader to
follow the devq1-045wt of the
poet's message/and will help
'him to make certain cause and effect
Issociations intended by the poet.

INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

but/met-Zona Objective

-

Given a poetic passage, the
'--iiitended cause and effect as

natituc-tio not Rationate.

The theme of a poem refers to the
central issue or emotion that is

being developed. Identifying the

theme will help the reader to unify
the details of the poem and to
develop a coherent picture of the

poet's intent.

154 323

Inatnuctiona Objective

Given a poetic passage, the



LITERATURE (POETRY)

1n4tuctionat Objective

nts !Given a poetic passage, the student will identify the sequence of events and make

r to intended cause and effect associations.

effect
poe

LTTERATURE (POETRY)

the
is

the
unify

f the

InAtituctionat Objective

Given a poetic passage, the student will be able to identify the dominant theme.

3?4



InztAuctiortat Modet

Have the students read Exercise L31 silently.

Discuss the events which have happened prior
to the opening of the poem.

Ask:

Why* is the young man more than physically
ill?

Who was thegirl who gave him dinner?

To whan has he come home?

Discuss why this poem is virtually a

post-mortem.

InatAuctionat Modet

I.

Mar went hunting.
Grew tired
Dined with his love
Dogs who ate with him died:
He is dying.

He has been betrayed.

His true love

His ThOthér

Events are after the fact of the murder.

Have the students read silently Exercise L32.

Ask:

WhY does the, title date the poem?

What kind of language does the poet use?

For what does-sh-efeel we should be thankful?

With what fact must we live?

Cite the lines using the phrase, It Put

i

Thanksgiving in our time has been in November.

Ordinary-informal

To have had him for 3Years

His murder

Have the students reread the poem for total effect.

1_

3?5



lently.

pri or

cal ly

se L32.

Man went hunting.
Grew tired
Dined with his love
Dogs who ate with him died.
He is dying.

He has been betrayed.

His true love

His mother

Events are after the fact of the murder.

Thanksgiving in our time has been in November.

ase? Crdinary-informal

thankful? To have had him for 3 years

His murder

Wt

otal effect.

0

FOLLOWING THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

Evatuattcn

Determine i f the student can:

Cite the order of events as
presented

Make necessary cause and effect
associations between the events

IDEFITIFYING THEME

Evatuation

Determine if the student can
i_hentify the central issue or
emotion of a poem

155



IMTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITER,TURE (POE-Tpv)

rs tAu ctionat Rationate Ins trzuctionat Ob jecti.ve.

In poetry, a light tone may mask
a seridus message, while a
formal tone may be a cover for
fun. Therefore, it becomes
essential for the reader to be
aware of the intention which
may lie beneath the literal
meaning.

Given a poetic reading, the student t,

message and grasp the meaning which t

ris trzuctot' s note oi mateitiats to t ea the devetorment o6 th e. shill. oti

ptetesting Fok students with maAginat. keading
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1,4 LITERATURE (POETRY)

mask

for

be

Ins tisUctic rat Objective

Given a poetic reading, the student will be able to delve beneath the literal
message and grasp the meaning which the poet intends to convey.

to supptement the develop-lent 06 the sk-at

Fat students with makginal. "Leading ability

Fc"t students who am advanced "Leadas

tion Fot students who speak English as a second tanguage

Fon_ students who ate rnembeius e6 a sper.4164:c minotity gaoup



ImatAuctiDnat Modet

Have the students read Exercise L33.

Ask:

What is the subject of the poem?

What is the theme of the poem?

Richard Cory - a rich cultured gentleman

Envy - death - suicide

Whu envied Richard Cory? Why? we did - for his material possessions.

Did we ever get to knot him well? No

Did we consider ourselves his equal? No

Who were we? Poor workere

What is the author's tone? Quiet - subdued

Are we prepared for the last two No

lines?

Does the author lead us to an No

understanding of Richard:

What does the author show us The maturity to see our lives as worthwhile

that we lack?

Have the students go through the poem We worked - he didn't.

line by line and list the items which He lived well - we didn't.

contrast our lives to his.
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oAchard Cory - a rich cultured gentleman

nvy - death - suicide

did - for his traterial possessions.

worker*

Quiet - subdued

The maturity to see our lives as worthwhile

4e worked - he didn't.
e lived well - we didn't.

h29

IDENTIFYING POET'S INTENT

Evaluation

Determine if the student can
make a reasonable judgnent of
the intent of a poem

830
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INTERPRETING REAPING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRV)

Inatituctionat Rationale IntitItuctionat Objective

Identifying the basic arguments
in an argumentative poen should
enable the studen to make
judgments concern ng the main

premise.

Given a poetic selection, the student wi

-

InstAuctoe4 note oi mite/U.4a to supptement the devetopne.nt oi the alzif2 otc

Fort paetediting

Foft aeintconcing inattuction

158
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Faft audents with martginat heading abiti

11

Fah A tudents who cute advanced headua

, I,32



LITERATURE (POETRY)

.s-

d

InattucAtiamat Objective

Given a poetic selection, the student will be able to cite the poet's main premise.

zuppternent Vie devetopnent oi the skill

FOA student4 with ryttog.Outt /Leading abitity

FOA 4tudent4 who au itdvaneed fteadeti



InatAuctionat Modet

IDENTIFV1h

Have the students read silently

Ask:

Who makes the statement that
mercy is twice blest.

Where does she imply mercy
comes from?

What adjectives might describe
mercy as she defines it?

Under what circumstances may
justice become God-like?

Exercise 134.

The speaker

Heaven

gentle

blest

mighty
becoming
awesome
kingly

Godly

When it is merciful

Fot ztudents who apeak Engtah as a second tanguage

Fot stude'as uko a membeAs o6 d speci6ic minotity 0.0Up

0'1 (1
0'1..1



IDENTIFYING THE MAIN PREMISE 1N ARGUMENTATIVE POETRY

EvOcation

Determine if the student can
present the author's argument
in his own words

FON. individualizing ins tituction
and/ot Pk home <study

Fat poattesting
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

ItustAuctionat Rationate Inatituctionat Objec.tive

Since poems often involve more
than one speaker, it is necessary
for the reader to relate each
item of conversation with the
proper speaker in order to follow
the poem's development coherently.

Given a poem tne student will dete
and, if it is a dialog, be able to
item of conversation.

InstAuctoe4 note o6 matetiatz to 4upptement the devetopnent o6 the 4kitt o6

Fot pAete4ting

Fot Aeinliotang instAuction

Fot individuatizing instrutaiDn
and/ot Sot home 4tudy

Fot posttesting

160 rt r
(1-ej

Fot 4tudent6 with martginat teadino

Fot 4tL4ents uho ate advanced tead

Fot 4tudent4 who 4pea1 Engtizh as

Fot 4tudent4 who ate membem cS a ,



1AL IN IITERATURE (POETRY)

InatAuctionat Objective

ve more Given a poem the student will determine whether it is a monolog or a dialog;

necessary and, if it is a dialog, be able to associate a character of the poem with each

e each item of conversation.

th the
to follow
Aherently.

cats to zupptement the devetopnent 06 the AUL 06

F04 4bide 11-tel Lath maitginat heading abitity

tion FIVt 4tudent4 who ahe advanced maxims

ttuctAlon Fah 4tiuLQJIts who 4peaiz Engtah a,s a zecond tanguag e

FOk tudents who ahe membet,..6 06 a 4peci.f4 minoltity gtoup



F.

Inetnuctionat Model.

Have the students read Exercise 135 silently.

Ask:

How many speakers appear in the
poem?

Identify the first speaker.

Identify the second speaker.

How does their speech indicate
a difference in personality?

Does the narrator sympathize with
his neighbor?

Does he agree with him?

Is he intolerant of him?

Who says Good fences make good
neighbors?

Describe this ctatement.

Who says Before I built a wall
I'd ask to know....

Describe this statement.

Two

The apple farmer

His neighbor - the man who grows fir trees

Narrator is imaginative, changeable, revolutionary.
Respondent is laconic, set in his ways.

Yes

No

No

The neighbor

Trite - platitude

The narrator

An attempt at a joke
Wry humor
Awareness of intent to offend

A play on the word
A pun
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IDENTIFYING SPEAKERS

Al

Evaluation

ntly. Determine if the student can:

, Identify the number of speakers

Two

The apple farmer

His neighbor - the man who grows fir trees

Narrator is imaginative, changeable, revolutionary.
Respondent is laconic, set in his ways.

Yes

No

No

The nei ghbor

Trite - platitude

The narrator

An attempt at a joke
Wry humor
Awareness of intent to offend
A play on the word
A pun

Associate a character of the
poem with each item of
conversation

t)9
161
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN IERATURE (POETRY)

bust/act-Zona Rati.onate InztAuc.tionat Qbjective.

Identifying the images used in
a poem aids the reader in
analyzing plain sense meaning
and in identifying mood.

Given a specific poem, the reader can ana
specify which senses are being brought ini

boticucton'a note o6 matvaatz to aupptement the devetopment o6 the 4h4.0 o6

'IFon pnetesting Folt .4tudents with manginat /Leading abititt

Fon ncilt6oncing inatituction Fon <students who ane advanced neadem

Fon 4Indiv.iduaLizing 411.6tAuctixn
and/on icon home ztudy lik4114

Fon <students who apeatz EngUsh az a zecono

Fon poatteating Fon <students who ane memben4 o6 a 4peci.6ic



iITERATURE (POETRY)

I naticuctionat Objective

, Given a specific poem, the reader can analyze the devices of imagery used and
specify which senses are being brought into play to convey mood and message.

suppeement the development o the alatt o6

Fort 4tucients with maAginett. keading abaity

Fort Atude.nta who arte advanced n.e.adezs

Fort otudenta who apeate Eng-LA az a aecond tanguage

Foh atudents who arte,membena o a 4pee.i.64..c mincor.Lty gh.oup
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lottuctiDnat Moda

Define imagery as an appeal to the senses.

Discuss the variety of functions our senses perform.

List specific items on the chalkboard.

We can see

We can hear

We can taste

A

We can feel

color movement
line depth

size light and dark

shape texture

pitch

tone

volune

si 1 ence

sourness
sal ti ness

bl andness

oil iness

size

shape
texture

heat

cold

Discuss whether the senses overlap.

Why do we call sadness the blues?
Why do advertisers talk about the gray sickness?
What do we mean by gay or sad colors?
Do certain words evoke sense impressions?

List some taste words, buttery
steak
crunchy
lemon

orange

Cite popular song titles which use images.

Exampl es:

. Blue Moon: color



rform.

rk

cos?

v

Evahation

IDENTIFYING IMAGES

Detemine if the student can:

Identify specific images

Be specific about which senses
are being involved

Relate the sensory information
to the effect which is intended
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IDENTI FYING IMAGES

(contimed)

164

tituctip nal Model.

Orange-Colored Skies:
Peppermint Twist :

Tall, Tan, Terrific :

Li 1 actime

Love Is Blue
Jel lyrol 1 81 ues

Select a color and make

Example: Gray

Sight

mouse

Sound

foghorn

color
taste, movement, and color
size and color
color and scent
color
color and taste

an association chart on the chalkboard.

Taste

stal e

cigarette

Touch

pussy-

willow

Ask the class to name product names which use sensory words (images)

which emotions are involved.

Blue Dot Duz
Ivory Soap
White Rain Shampoo
Softex

- color and shape
- color and texture
- color, shape, and texture
- texture

Smell

damp cellar

and ask them to spPcify

List on the chalkboard the reasons for a poet using imagery.

To present a sharp precise picture.
To use the language of cormon speech
To employ the exact word, not the merely decorative word
To produce poetry that is hard and clear, not blurred and indefinite

To strive for concentration, avoiding all unnecessary words and phrases

To avoid generalities

Do a line by line analysis of Exercise L36 with the class.

Ask:

Is it helpful to identify Badroulbadour? Yes

Does the title identify the speaker? Yes

Who is the speaker? A worm

What are the worms doing? Eating
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/.

color
taste, movement, and color
size and color
color and scent
color
color and taste

n association chart on the chalkboard.

Taste Touch Smell

stal e pussy- damp cellar

cigarette willow

duct names which use sensory words (images) and ask them to spPcify

ed.

color and shape
color and texture
color, shape, and texture
texture

e reasons for a poet using imagery.

i se pi cture

common speech
d, not the merely decorative word
is hard and clear, not blurred and indefinite
Ition, avoiding all unnecessary words and phrases

s of Exercise L36 with the class.

fy Badroulbadour? Yes

( the speaker? Yes

A worm

g? Eating

t;3

Evatuation



1 n tkuctia nat. Mode!

.What are dead bodies often called? Worm food

What specific parts of the body are Eyes

mentioned? Lashes
Lids
Fingers
Hand

Cheek
Feet
Lips

What,is the pUrpose: of being so specific? To induce an image

What sound device iS bundle of the book? Alliteration

What figure of speech is we her chariot? Metaphor

What sound device is out of the tanb? Assonance

InAtAucto/04 note o mateni424 to wptement the devetopment o6 the akitt o6

Fon. 4tudent4 with martginat Aead,ing abitity

Fon. 6tudent6 who arm advanced rtec4eit.6

Fon. .student6 who 6peak Engt.i6h a6 a 6econd Language

Fok audent6 who ake.membeith ol6 a 6pecig2 mind/city wtoup



d?

are

specific?

1:e body?

2hariot?

Worm food

Eyes
Lashes
Lids
Fingers
Hand
Cheek
Feet
Lips

To induce an image

Alliteration

Metaphor

-Assonance

pEemtnt the development o4 the 4kili o4

feu

a second tanguage

spec4ic minolaty ghoup

IDENTIFYING IMAGES
(continued)

Evaluation

Fon pnetesting

Fon neintioncing instnuction

Fon ilidividwatizing inAtAuction
and/on 4on home <study

Fon. poattesting
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

Instuictiona2 Rationale I nz tituctionat Objective

Identifying sound devices
and becoming aware of their
intent will enable the reader
to appreciate the writer's
craft more fully and to be
more perceptive of the effects
which the writer is attempting

to achieve.

Given a select poem, the student w
which have been arrunged in a mann
effects created by the communicati

Inst./wet:Ws note. o6 mateitiats to suppeement the development o6 the skif2 o6

1'66

FOR pitetesting FOR students with manginat keadLng

FOR Re.in6okcin9 instAucti.on FOR students who ate advanced Rea(

FOR .butiv.i4uati.zing inatituction Fon tudents who speak Engti.sh as
and/oR 6011 home study

FOR posttesting FOR students who au membete o6 a
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TURE (POETRY)

Inatiutelio nal Objectiye
. _

Given a select poem, the student will be able to detect the patterns of sounds
which have been arranged in a manner intended to crette effects other than the
effects created by the communication of ideas.

ement the devetoment o the sk.itt o6

F h Students cuLtit maAginat tteadi..ng

Fon students who atte advanced headeit.6

Rot students who speak Engt,izh az a zecond tanguage

FoIt students who (me menbet6 o a zpecAlliic rnino&ity gtoup



Ipi.t.ituctiortat Modet

Review definitions of assonance, alliteration, and onomatopoeia. (See Exercise Ll .)

Ask class for examples of:

Assonance : lost soul

Alliteration: Piter Viper picked a peck of pickled peppers

Onomatopoeia: hiss, boom, bang

Encourage students to bri g in examples from ads, pop songs, etc. (See Exercise 14)

Discuss euphonious and, ca ophonous.

Euphonious - pleasing to ear
Cacophonous - displeasing to ear

Have the students read Exercise L37 softly to themselves.

Ask:

Which sounds relate to sadness? The low sounds

Which vowels are the lowest? o - u:

List words which imitate sounds. meow
bow-wow

Is rhyme euphonious or Euphonious

cacophonous?

Which of the two names below is
euphonious; which is cacophonous?
Tom Jones
Englebert Humperdinck

Give examples of alliterative names. Hubert Humphrey
Cassius Clay

Tom Jones - Euphonious
Englebert Humperdinck - Cacophonous
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IDENTIFYING SOUND DEVICES

Evaluatio n

ration, and onomatopoeia. (See Exercise Ll.) -Determine if the-student can:

lea of pickled peppers

from ads, pop songs, etc. See Exercise L4)

ftly to themsel ves .

The low sounds

0 - U

meow
bow-wow

-Euphonious

Tom Jones - Euphonious
Englebert Humperdinck - Cacophonous

Hubert Humphrey
Cassi us Cl ay

Identify patterns of sounds
used to create effects by non-
verbal means

Explain the relationship between
sounds and moods
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

I ratiuw.,tionat Rationate In.statctionat. Objective

Comparative devices often aid in
the development and reinforcement
of the theme of the poem.

Given a poetic passage, the studen
their meanings and connotation.

Inzticucton's note. o6 mateitiatz tO suppeement the devetopment o6 the zh.itt o6

Fon met uting ztudents wLth maitginat /Leading

168

Fo'L htht6cmcing inst./um-am ztudents. who me advanc.ed mad

Fon. individuaLizing .i.nzt.nucti.on ztudents who zpeah EnaLizh
and/oit. tioA. home Atudy

Fon. pozttezting 4.tudent.6 who ane membem o6 a

85



1TE1ATURE (POETRY)

i14 Vuationat Objective

_ ...__.

n --Given a poetic passage, fhT-s-fidi ent vTill cite the comparisons contained and eilTrain
nt their meanings and connotations.

..., ,

suppeement the devetopnent oti the shift of

FOIL tuderits with mang-inat /Leading abLaty

FOlt .students who one advanced keadem

-
Fon .6.tudents who speak Engtah aa a second tanguage

Fon. .students who ane membenz oil a apecrillid minon.ity gnoup
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InatAuctionat Modet

Refer ta_thelesson on figures_of speech-_for a review_ of the_devices utilizing comparison.

Have the students read Exercise L38.

Ask the students to list the items
to which Shakespeare compares life.

WaZking shadow
Poor player
Briejecandle
Tale told by an idiot

1naticuctoie6 note o6 matekiatas to zupptement the devetopment oi the zhia o6

FOIL 4.tuduits with maitginat. /Leading abiLity

Foit. Atudenta who cute. advanc.ed iteadem

Foit. Atudents who zpeak Engtish aa a zeeond tanguage.

Foit. 4tudent6 who me membez6 oi a mincth,ity gitoup

I.

orqo
klstt

'.1



IDENTIFYING COMPARATIVE DEVICE.S

Evaluation

review of the devices utilizing comparison.

7 shadow
.ayer
6andle

rid by an idiot

teme.eopme.nt o6 the .sh-itt o6

Nage.

ohity ghoup

Determine if the stUdent can
explatnthedifference-between
a simile and a metaphor

F0k put ezting

F0k kan6oke2n9 inetuketion

F0k incti.viduaLi.zing iit.stcuction
and/ot 6oit home .study

Fon.,po4tteattng
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INTERPRETING REAPING MATERIAL IN LITERATURE (POETRY)

Ins.tAuctionat Rati.onate

Siffathe key to interpretatio-fi
of poetry often depends upon
interpreting granmatical devices
used in a special manner, it is.
necessary for the reader to follow
such clues to meaning as punctuation
and syntax.

InstAuctionat Object.i.vea

Given a poem.the student will use grammatical
selecti on.

Given a poem, the student will utilize the pu
manner, the graninatical devices provided by t
the poem.

Inztnuctot's note GIS maten,i.aL6 to supptement the devetopnent o the skiff o6

170

.ft-42.4r.fP.f.".14r.fr!-+ntA 2f. _1,71 "

Fon. 0.e-te6ting

Fok nanSoncing instute-tion

F on inctividuati.zing tut/we-tin n
and/on Son. home study

Fon. poztteattng

et

PA .
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Fok itud eat, with manginat. neading atLitity

Fon dtude.nts who cute advanc.ed neadem

Fok students who Apeala Engthh a.s a d eco nd

Fok stude.nts who aim memben4 oS a speagc. m.

,
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TRATURE (POETRY)

In4tkwtAonaZ Objee2.i.ve6

Given a poem.the student will use grammatical clues just as he would with a prose
selecti on.

Given a poem, the student will utilize the punctuation, and, where used in a special
manner, the granmatical devices provided by the poet as clues to the meaning of

ion the poem.

.4.gement the devetopnent.o4 the 412,itt o

ztadentz with martginat Iteathing abitity

Fol. At/dents who aite advanced iteadem

Foit 4tudent.4 who .speah Engtiah as a zeciond Language

Foil. At/dents who aim membvta oti a spedtiic minoit,ity pot*



IDENTIFYING GRAIA

I futhucti.onat Model

__Have the:students reackExercise_L39.silently._

Discuss the fact that in verse, the line ending does not always indicate the end of\a
sentence. Stress thelfact that punctuation serves the same purpose in poetry that it
does in prose.

Mention the fact that since many poets begin all lines with capital letters these
afford no reliable clue to sense meaning.

Have the students read Exercise 139 silently.

Ask:

What mark of punctuation
ndicates the end of a
sentence?

Where does the first state-
ment in this poem end?

Where does the second state-
ment end?

A period

Third line

)

Sixth line

What punctuation is omitted Quotation marks
in lines 6-7?

What is the subject of the ;Bitch in line 14
verb-summong-in-line-15?

In line 10, does the fact that No

Dogs is capitalized indicate
that this is the beginning of
a sentence?

What is the subject of that The moon
particular sentence?
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IDENTIFYING GRAMMATICAL DEVICES USED IN A SPECIAL MANNER

Evatuation

y. Determine_i_f_the_studentiv

ding does not always indicate the end of a
serves the same purpose in poetry that it

all lines with capital letters these

marks

line 14

tr,

Aware that a sentence or a
thought does not necessarily
coincide with the line ending

Aware that grammatical devices,
periods, commas, colons, and
other punctuation marks are used
by authors to impart meaning or
achieve special_effects.
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INTERPRETING READING MATERIALS IN MATH INTERPRETING PROBLEM ST

The begiio The Natake o6 Reading 4

ReadinOn-mathemat-i<
bility. All reading
mental taculties must
is to be achieved.

te44011

entilted7T.--

Oil

page.... .

Interpreting problem statements in mathematics 172

General vocabulary used in a special sense 174

Specialized vocabulary 176

Interpreting symbols 178

it* fr t.vt,*

172

Exactness. The read(

mathematics means. h

little or no room fo
the act of reading m

Orderliness. The re
times,allow for a ce

CORRECT RESPONSES TO ASSESSMENT OF COMPREHENSION the reading of mathe

M1

1. (1)

2. (4)

3. 1

4. 1

5.

9

8.

.

10.

11, 2

12. 3

13. 1

14. 3

1
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1

17.

8.

359
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1. Reading the
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MATH INTERPRETING PROBLEM STATEMENTS IN MATHEMATICS

begin4 The. Natuite, o Rending in Mathematies

on
page.... Reading,in mathematics requires exactness, orderliness and flexi-

bility. All reading is a thought process; and in mathematics the

mathematic s . . 172 mental faculties must always be alert and active if comprehension

is to be achieved.

al sense

NT OF COMPREHENSION

19. (4)

20. (3)

21. (2)

22. (4)

23. (4)

24. (2)

25. (1)

26. (2)

27. (2)

28. (4)

23(93..

31. (3i

32. (4)

(1)

34. (1)

35. (3)

36. (2)

174

Exactness. The reader must know exactly what each term used in

176 mathematics means. Most symbols-have an exact meaning. There is

little or no room for conjecturei-connotation-,-or-assumption- in

178 the 'act of reading mathematics-materials-.
_

Orderliness, The reading of short stories or light novels may, at

times, allow for a certain amount of skipping or skiming, but not

the reading of mathematics. Problems must be read with attention

to every word. There are no shortcuts. ,No sentences nor words may

be skipped; every diagram, chart, table, Ar example must be studied

carefully. Applications of procedures to problems must be carefully
sequenced stepby-step from beginning to end, whether these steps

are taken mentally or in written form.

Flexibility. General or- recreational material s and some exposi tory

or explanatory miterialS" are approached in a !flannel-- whIth-IllOws

the reader to read acroiS the line and dovm the page without

interruption. But if graphic materials (charts, diagrams, tables,
and the like) accompany the text, after the student has read the
verbal materials up--to a--Fertain point; his attention must go from
the printed word to the related graphic material, then back to the

printed word, and so on. The same is true' if examples are included.
This manner of _reading must be achieved' without losing the thread
of the problem at hand and without errors in recognition or compre-
hension of a word, equation, or Nure.

Pub.eem So.evag: Some Genvat Conzidenationz

Approach to Reading Problems

Teachers of mathematics are primarily concerned with the abiltty

of the students to read, understand, and _solve problems, and every

teacher of mathematics undoubtedly had developed, for himself or
-for his-students, an approach to the reading And solving of

mathematical problems. The following steps are probably included

in this approach either in part or in entirety.

1. Reading_ the;_problem to get a mental picture,

2. Rereading to determine what is sought

3. Rereading to determine what given facts to use



4. Deciding what computational steps to take
5. Estimating the answer
6. Computing the answer
7. Comparing the result with the estimate
8. Rereading to make sure that what has been done is what the

problem asks
9. Checking the computation

Rate of Reading

Besides requiring a specific plan or approach to the reading of
mathematics problems, the form in which mathematics problems are
written and the purposes for reading call for a different rate
of reading than that which is used with narrative or expository
material. Mathematics material demands slow, methodical, word-
by-word reading, and regressions are invited.

Purposes for Reading

In reading problems, there should be not just one or two
readings, but possibly four, five; or six. Each reading might
have edifferent purpose.. As stated above, the student may read

o_verall picture;_he_may_read--agai-n-to-determine-whet--is-
sought; he may read a third time to determine what given facts
to use; and he may read a fourth time to make sure he has
answered the question the problem asked. The teacher of
mathematics is aware of the necessity for all these readings.
It is up to him to insure_that the student also is aware of
the various purposes for his readings. This might be done by
listing the steps on the chalkboard and guiding the pupils in
their reading of a problem step-by-step.

Background for Reading

In addition to the control of rate and recognition of purpose,
teachers are concerned about the conceptual and experinental
background the student brings to the concept of unit at hand.
The quality and depth of this background may be determined by
an exploratory discussion or by a pretest prior to the
introduction of the new concept.

Vocabulcwy

During an exploratory discussion, the- teaCher also may become
aware of the quality and quantity of vocabulary the student has
at his command. Vocabulary refers not only to the technical
language of mathematics but also to the evbryday words necessary

to basic functioning. II
the mathemati cal synbol s

which are expressed in wl
vocabulary of mathematic !
vocabulary follow.

The teacher needs to be
standing has four levels
which he hears, detennin
repeated hearing of the
vocabulary. Later, he mi
vocabulary, learning to I
appropriate situations.
word when he sees it in
its significance in the
Ord in his own writing.
differ from student to si
times in judging the proc
vocabulary, and in helpir

Comprehension

Re la ti ve-to---probl enrsal vi

comprehend what is writtE
the relevant and irreleva
and unnecessary; and to s
solution. This last skil
to recognize the main ide
having recognized them, u
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to read, understandand._
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Reading Materials in Scie
in Social -Studies.

The objectives of the rea
achieved best by having t
reading aspects of the pr
computational aspects for

Additional. suggestions ma
Department publication Da,
Mathematics Classes.



teps to take
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r approach to the reading of
hich mathematics problems are
g call for a different rate
with narrative or expository
nds sl ow, methodical, word-

e i nvi ted .

e not just one or two
or six. Each reading might
above, the student may read

-again to deter:aline what is
determi ne what- given facts
e to make sure he has
ked. The teacher of
pfor all these readings.
tudent also is aware of
s. This might be done by
and guiding the pupils in
tep.

nd recognition of purpose,
ceptual and experimental
concept of unit at hand.
ound may be determined by
etest prior to the

e teacher also may become

vocabulary the student has
ot only to the technical

the everyday words necessary

to basic functioning. In addition to the English words, there are
.thi mathematical synbols, signs,. abbreviations, and equations
which are expressed in words and form an integral part ofthe
vocabulary of mathematics. Lessons for developiri§ Mathematical
vocabulary follow.

The teacher needs to be aware that a student's vocabulary under-
standing has four levels. First,he may be aware of a new word
which he hears, dete-ftining i fs me- ening from context, and with
repeated hearing of the word, making it a part of his listening
vocabulary. Later, he may. add this word .to his own speaking.
vocabulary, learning to pronounce it correctly,and to use it in
appropriate situations. Next, he may and should recognize the
word when he sees it in print, and will understand its meaning and
its significance in the content. Finally, he is able to use the
word in his own writing. These levels of vocabulary attainment
differ from student to student. The teacher is involved at all
times in judging the progress being-made in the acquisition of
vocabulary, and in helping all students at each level.

Comprehension

Relative-to-problem solving is thd ability of the student to
comprehend what is written sufficiently to slifferentiate between
the relevant and i rrel evant; factual and i nferential ; necessary
and unnecessary; and to select those parts required for the
solution. This last skill is based on the ability of the student
to recdgnize the main idea and necessary supporting details and
having recognized them, understand their relationship to each
other and the relationship of the parts to the whole.'

Contributing to this understanding is the ability of the student
to read, understand,_and-useAraphic-,and-tabular-materials
accompanying the text. This skill is covered in Interpreting
Reading Materials in Science and Interpreting Reading Materials
in Social Studies.

The objectives of the reading instruction in mathematics May be
achieved best by having the students first practice only the
reading aspects of the problem, clearly separating out the
computational aspects for subsequent learning. -

Additional suggestions may be found in the State Education
Department publication Improving Reading - Study Skills in
Mathematics Classes.

...
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN MATH

In4tAuc-tiona2 Rationale.

9

Many comon or familiar words when
used in a mathematical context have
special meanings. Knowledge of these
special meanings is essential to the
correct interpretation of reading
materials in math.

Many Words that may appear familiar
will present problems in a. I

mathematical context if .the student
is not aware of their special mean-
ings. The difficulty occurs because
these meanings are rarely revealed
in the context.

Example:

Degree, as canmonly used, refers to
the-amount-9f_strength_of_an_attribute.
The degree Of hostility that existed
between thertWo parties made it
impossible for them to work together.

In a mathematical context, degree
refers to one 360th of a circumference
of a circle or an interval used in
measuring tem perature.
The thermometer, regi sterecL one degree

be loW) zero.

I-ntnticuetionat Ob_feeble.

Given several math problems, .students.

that, according to the context, diffi
will list these words and determine 1
a.math,text, a glossary of math -term

Examples:-

Jim had a grade of 88% on a test
Is 25 a factor or a product?
How many item; were correct?

Express in exponeneal form seven

Find the rate_ of interest when till

6 months is_$12.



ATH

Inatitue2i4no2 Objeai.ve.

words when Given several math problems, students will identify those words that have meanings

ontext have that, according to the context, differ from the more general use of the words. They

edge of these will list these words and determine their mathematical meanings through the use of

ntial to the a math text, a glossary of inath tenns, or a dictionary.

f reading
Examples:

ar fami 1 i ar Jim had a grade of 88% on a test of 25 items.

a Is 25 a factor or a product?
the student How many items were correct?
ecial mean-
curs because
y 'reveal ed

,- refers to
f-an-attribute.
that existed
made it
ork together.

t, degree
circumference

al used in _

d one degree

Express in exponential form seven raised to the fifth power.

a63

0
Find the rate of :interest when the principal is WO and the interest for-

6 months is $12.



Inittuai.onat Modet

Present each exercise to be read. Ask the students to underline the words which -appear to
be familiar and yet do not have the same meanings in this math context that one would'
ordinarily associate with them.

Ask:

In the first problem, what are the
two otherwise familiar words that
must have a special meaning in math?

Define these terms in their mathe-
matickldefinitions. Use umath
text or a di cti onarY

Factor - commonly, an element that contributes
to produce a result

Product - Commonly, anything *produced as by,
growth, thought, or labor

Factor - any one of two or more numbers which
are multiplied together to form a product.

Product - the result obtained by taking one.

1

nuMber as many times as .there are units in.

the other

In the second problem there are two
'common words used in a special math
sense. Identify these words. ,-

Define these terms in their mathe-
matical meaning, using a math text
or a di eti onary .

.What two words in the thIFFOrolilem
must_have speci al math maani ngs i n
additiO0 to-their more merlon
meani ngs?

Define these terms mathematically
using a math text or a dictionary.

411.

- commonly means to cause to rise- up

_Power - commonly means a controlling influence_
over others

To raise to a power in math means to multiply-
one number by itself a certain number of
times, i.e., 53 is five raised to the third .

power which means 5 x 5 x 5

Interest commonly a special attention to
some object ot..conCern

Principa,- commonlY , one Who presides .oVer

a school

Interest - money paid for-- the use of motley

Principal - the money borrowed for which
interest is paid



e students to underline the words which appear to
meanings in this math context that one would

Factor - commonly, an element that contributes
to produce a result

Product - commonly, anything produced as by,
growth , thought, or labor

Factor - any one of two or more numbers which
are multiplied together to form. a product

Product - the result obtained by taking one
number as many times as there are-units in
the other

GENERAL VOCABULARY USED 114 A SPECIAL SENSE

Evahatton

Determine if the student can:

_ Identify, words whose meanings
in the math context differ
-from .the meanings he
ordinarily associates with the
words

Determine the meanings for
these words through the use of
a math text, a glossary of math -
terms, or a dictionary

Raised - commonly means to cause to rise up

Power - commonly 'means a controlling influence
over others

To raise to a power in math means to multiply
one'fiumber by itself a certain number of
times, i.e.,. 53 is five raised to the third
power which means 5 x 5 x 5

Interest - commonly a special attention to
.some object or concern

Principal - canmonly, one who presides over
a school

Interest - money paid for the use of money

Principal - the money, borrowed for which
interest is paid

366 175.
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN MATH

I nAtAuct-Zonat, Ratio nate

176

Increasing the student's technical or
speci al ized math vocabulary _that he

recognizes on sight will lessen the
time he must devote to using context
clues, procedures of word analysis,

or the dictionary in correctly
interpreting reading material in math.

Words that ar-e--specific to math must

be taught. Math instructors must
directly teach the meanings of all
ue math terms the student will meet

in each of the -mathematical areas in
which the student will receive
instruction.

Generally, math books reveal the
meanings of special math terms
through-the--use-of di rectly

stated definitions.

Inztuattonat ObjetLve4

Given a passage from a math texl
specialized math terms'through

context.

Exampl e:

A comon fractiem is defined as
Hence, it must be represented b.)
equal parts into which the unit
number of these equal parts whi(
denaninator and -the numerator,

tr

Given a math problem, or exerci .

will apply his knowledge of, the

exercise.

Exampl e:

- a67

If 2 is addedto each of the nui
does- the fraction -increase: 3,



14.014,

l

InstAuctienat Objectives

nical or Given a passage from a math text, the student will determine meanings of unfamiliar

hat_ he specialtzed math terms through the use of directly stated definitions in the

en the context.

context
lysis, Example:

in math. A common fraction is defined.as one' or more of the equal integral parts of a unit.

Hence, it must be represented by two numerals: a numeral denoting the number of

th must equal parts into which the unit is divided, and another nOmeral indicating the

must number of these equal parts which are,taken. These two numeials, called the

f all denominator and the numerator, respectively, are the terms of a fraction.

i 1 1 meet

reas in

the
is

.1

Given a math problem, or exercise containing specialized .vocabulary, the stueent

will apply his knowledge of the math terms in order to solve the problem, or

exercise. -v-,--

Example:.

If 2 is added to each ofthe numerators of the following fractions, by how much

does the fraction increase: ;, 1., P -

vf,

868

t

41.



ln4t1wetona2 Modet

1=.

Have the students read the first example under Instructional Objectives.

Have the Students identify the three
mathematical terns whose meanings are
revealed in the context.

Ask:

How are the meanings of these
terms revealed?

Give the directly stated definition
for each term.

Fraction
Numerator
-Denominator

By directly stated definitions ,

Fraction - one or more of the equal integral parts
of a unit

Denominator - a numeral denoting the number of
equal parts into which the unit is divided

Numerator - a numeral denoting the number of
equal parts which are taken

Have'the students read the second example under

Ask: ,

The meaning of one mathematical
term in this exercise is vital
to its solution.. What is the term?

What does numerator mean?

Into how many equal parts is
divided?

What is 7 called?

5
7

Instructional Objectives.

Numerator

The number of equal parts which are taken

7

The denominator

s.sma . NM .1

being taken?

What is the 5 called?

To which number will the 2 be
added?

The numerator

The 5

1,4.4 IOW,



t example under Instructional Objectives.

three
gs are

Fraction
Numerator
Denominator

By_ directly stated definitions

nition Fractipn - one or more of the equal integral
of a unit

Denominator
equal parts

Numerator -
equal parts

parts

- a numeral denoting the number of
into which the unit is divided

a numeral denoting the number of
which are taken

nd example under Instructional Objectives.

al

term?

5
7

Numerator

The number of equal parts which are taken

7

The'danominator

5

The numerator

The 5

SPECiALIZED VOCABULARY

Evatuation

Determine if the student uses
directly,stated context clues
to determine meaning for
mathematical terms presented
in a math text

Determine if the student applies
his knowledge of the meanings of
math terms to solving math prob-
lems or exercises

177



INTERPRETING READING MATERIAL IN MATHEMATICS

Dutriuctionat Rat-Zonate

1

When mathematical statements or questions
need to be written in an abbreviated form,
a system of symbolic notation is used to
denote processes (0, quantities (5),
WIAtiostips( .)Tconcepts(+),
constructs (L), and units of measurement
(°). Like written languages, the symbols
used are arbitrarily chosen and stand for
nothing more than what it is agreed they

stand for. Knowledge of the meanings of
these symbols is essential to encoding
and decoding mathematical statements and
mathematical problems, solving-the
problems,and encoding the answers as

required.

1n4-taxa-Lona Objectime4

Given a mathematical statement or problem w
symbols; the student will be able to verbal

Example:

Read this mathematical stateme6E-1-2VX=

...-

Given a mathematical statement or problem
student will be able to encode it using As

applicable.

Example:

Write the following statement using mathemi

The square root of 25 is 5.
Three raised to the third power equals 27.

Note: The objectives require mastery of el
include mastery of computational sk.



Inz.Vin4tioncte Objecti.ve6

ions Given a mathematical statement or problem which has been encoded using mathematical

form, symbols, the student will be able to verbalize the statement or problem.

to
Example:

ent Read this mathematical statement: 12 4- 3 = 4

ols

for

hey

of Given a mathematical statement or problem which is expressed in words only, the
student will be able to encode it using as many mathematical symbols as are

and appl icable.

Example:

Write the following statement using mathematical symbols:

The square root of 25 is 5.
Three raised to the third power equals 27.

Note: The objectives require mastery of encoding and decoding skills and do not

include mastery of computational skill-S.

MOP t I IP



Instiamtionat Moda

Coment on and demonstrate:

The four processes of computation (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division)

The use of place values, fractions, exponents, and decimal points, in writing
quanti ti es

Mathematical relationships (equals, smaller than, larger than)

Ma themati cal concepts (infi nity, approximate)

Mathematical constructs (angles, areas)

Units of measurement (degrees, inches)

ft,

Familiarize the students with the symbols comonly used to encode the above in
an abbreviated form.

Provide the students with practice in:

Encoding and decoding thathematical statements and problems presented both
verbally and in writing

Inwto/t'4 not o. matexiata .6uppeement the development o the zkite 'o6

Fott atudents with 4:flat xeadin:g ability
. .

FOX- dent6 who--axe-advanced-xeadva

ir

I Fox ,students who apeah Engtizh az a 4ec6nd anguage.

Fo,t atudent...6 who axefflembexa 06 a aper,i4i.c minoitity gh.Dup

373
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ddition, subtraction, multiplication, and division)

exponents, and decimal Points, in writing

smaller than, larger than)

roximate)

as)

s)

mbols comonly used to encode the above in

statements and problems presented both

ement the devetopment o6 the 412,i.te o6

biLay

INTERPRETING SYMBOLS

Evatuation

By Using Exercise Ml, determine
if the student can encode and
decode mathemati cal symbol s

eaond tanguage

eatcio. gtoup

Fon pneteati.ng

-

Pon nei-n6ort.e.i.rtg irust&tetion

4

Fon incti.viduaLtzilig inztitucti.on
and/on tccot. home 4 tudy

Fon po4tte.4.taig

374
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TO OBTAIN FINANCING FUNDS

To obtain financing funds to build expensi ve facilities like city
halls, libraries, new streets, and sewer systems, cities frequently
borrow, from private sources of investmerrt, capital by issuing
bonds or notes promising to pay back the money in agreed-upon
installments. This kind of'financing is called a bond issue, or
revenue bonds.. The'combined annual costs of paying off the ,

money borrowed (the principal) and the charges for the use of the
money (the interest) are usually paid, out of additions to the
property tax. Some facilities, howeVer, can befinanced by loans
that are paid off from fees charged for the use:of the facilities.
Water supply-and-sewerage syttems may be financed in this manner
and be paid for _by billing the user regularly in accordance with
the amount of water he uses. Costs for p-roviding, on and off-
street parking facilities are met by the parking meter revenues.
Other services and facilities, such as the collection of garbage
and trash,may be financed,.by self-paying, or self-liquidating,
means.

Although huge sums of money are, invOlved in-such ventures, it is
important to realize that self.diquidating cperations-payfor
themselves only-rarely can a penny:of _revenue from a parking
System.be used for anything else but parking facilities; the same
applies to any others. Self-liquidating- programs dO not take
any other tax revenues, nor do they add anything to the general

, revenue, of the community. Remove these programs from the tax
picture; and the heed for revenue from' other sources is in no

'way reduced.

Some local governments prefer to finance capital costs without
borrowing, 151.it by paying outof tax revenues collected each year.
This method, called "pay-as..:you=go," Saves what could be

....____sub.stant_W_interes±._QQA.t.i.L.k.u.t har ly the-facilities 5.

.1

A44,244mera o6 Comt

1. This passage is intended to have ti

10. persuaded that cities should pi
used .i"

2. persuaded that there is one.'prc
facil iti es

3. persuaded that city financing,
4. informed of ways that cities u!

2. In an effort to resolve this probli
ments, cities must frequently reso

1. investing money collected from
2. loaning money at high interest
3. borrowing capital from private
4. imposing special 'taxes

3. The interest on loans is customari

_1. funds left over from the previ
2. taxes on special items
3. monies donated_by stockbrokers
4. additions to the property tax

4. Self-liquidating means

1. self-paying
2. unsettled
3. unpaid
4. delayed

An example-of-a-servfce-c-lassified

badly Tie-eded improvements. nis- pri,ciya ls-o-has-terto-false
economies as when a city -postpones ne ded facilities and later
buys them at a much higher price:

1. mail and parcel post delivery
2. 'collection of garbage and tras
3. snow removal
4. police and fire protection ser
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TO 013TAIN FINANCING FUNDS1/2 V1

A44e,64171ea 06 Comp/II/tension

1. This passage.is intended to havd the reader be

1. persuaded that cities should pay for facilities as they ai4e

used
2. persuaded that there is one proper way of financing city

facil i ti es

3. persuaded that city financing is complex
4. informed of ways that cities use to finance facilities

2. .In an effort to resolve this problem of financing needed improve-
ments, cities must frequently resort to

1:- inifisting money collected from.property taxes('

2. 1 oaning money at hi gh interest. rates

3. borrowing capital from private sources of 'investment

4. imposing sp'ecial taxes

3. The interest on loans is customarily repaid by ,

1. funds left over from the previous budgetyear
2. taxes on special. items

3. monies donated by stockbrokers
additions to the property tax

4. Sel f+.1 iquislating means

1. sel f-paying

2. unsettled
3. unpaid

4. delayed

An-example-of-a---service--classified-under--the-heading-of-self-

___liquidating_is_ _

-s-71-ed to false-
_

ities and later' 1. mail and parcel post delivery
2. collection of garbage and trash
3. snow remval
4. police and firc protection service

T-18
t
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V1 TO OBTAIN FINANCING FUNDS 2/2

6. Funds collected from facilities which are self-liquidating may

1. be added Co the general fund to reduce the problems of financing
special programs

2. notthe used for any other purpose
3. be 'used for special building prograis
4. ,be applied to special incentive awards for city employees

. Rather than borrow money to finance their needs, some cities prefer to

1. petition the Federal Government for special grants
2. el imi nate al 1 new buil ding -programs completely
3. postpone improvements indefinitely
4. use th "pay-as-you-go" method

The "pay-as-you-go," method of financing funds often results in

1. an increase in services and facilities
2. a limitation of new facilities and a delay in needed

improvements
3. a need for imposing additional taxes
4. atdecrease in self-liquidating services

182



A Pnete.st on Common Pae6ixe4

In each word, circle the -prefix and underline its meaning.

I.' interstate
o:

after

2. cooperate

in

3. nonpayment

with

4. predict

before

5. circumnavigate

in

6. permit--

through

7. antifreeze

around

8. .posterior

before-

mislead

against

10. excerpt

betdeen

11. discard

apart

.s

12. reMember

within between 1 'apart turn

13. submerge

not through with before

14. transport

against between not across

15. select

through after for among

16. absorb

around under after from

17. avert

around aside fp-r for

18. binocular

before against right across

19. conftde

-after ft;o1-M wrong itPr
_

20 deposit

across

out

against

not

apart

wrong

wrong

under

between

with
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P1te..6,bee..6

underl ine its meaning.

between

through

between

after

under

as i de

agai nst

rom

not

apart

wrong

t
380
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12 . remeMbe r

apart turn ou t agai n before

13 . submerge

with before between not under

14 . transport

not across agai n within through

15 . select

for among within aside not

16. -absorb"'

a fter from for as i de in

1 . avert /
for for with from to '

18. binocular

I

ri ght across again two through

19 confide

wrong , with 77=77frud agalna _apart

20. deposit

wrong with for down in

under /

1//
between
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SS1 WORLD WAR I 112

FIVE CENTURIES IN AMERICA

Donaldf. Drummond

Though some Americans - mainly perSons of German nd Austrian.

descent - had always sympathind with the Central Powers,...mosti

of our`people favored democratic Britain and France., It seemed
to many,that a British and French vtctory would ble a mictory for

democracy everywhere. Added to this feeling waSithe anger aroused

by the submarine dispute. When a few more shipsiwere sunk, Wilson

decided to wait, no longer.

merchant ships, and th
When the British vesse
the loss of more than
wave of horror and ang
her ways, and Wilson k
that America should pr
mination. Meantime, V
to keep the United Sta
to an end. All throug
belligerents to state
organization of the po

Appearing before Congress on April 2, 1917, the Presidentasked
for a declaration of war, He pointed'out that United States ships

had been destroyed and that United States citizens had been killed.
He said that the time had come to defend our rights, for _the
rights of all free people were An danger. "The world must be made

safe for democracy," Wilson declared."... We-have no selfish ends
to serve.... We are but one of the champions of the ri5hts of man-

kind. We shall be satisfied when those rights have been made as
secure as the faith and freedom of nations can make them." Congress

did as the President requested. War was declared on April 6, 1917.

THE POCKET HISTORY OF THE U.S.

Allan Nevins and Henry Steele CoMmager

These two considerations - sympathy for the Allts, fear of the

consequences of German victory - were-in the end decisive in con-

trolling Americari policy. Economic considerations re-enforced
sentimental and political ones. The American people loaned huge
sums-of-money-to-ari-tain-and France,--Ameri can-induct ry-rapidly

-geared:itself- to-Anglo-French-war-needs, supplmg enormous

Early in 1917 the Germ
six months and that Am
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United States in a war
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and her might for
happiness and the

. her, she can do n

On Good Friday, April

quan,ities of guns, shells, high explosives, and other materiils,

.
and reaping heavy profits. American banks acted as purchasing

agents for the Allies, floated Allied loans, and established
Allied credits in the-United States. American agriculture, re-

covering from a sharp prewar depression, found ready and profitable

markets for cotton, wheat, and pork in England and France. Trade .

with the Central Powers, meantime, was negligible, and the British
blockade effectively controlled trade with neutrals as well.

Yet it was not these economic considerations that persuaded Wilson

and'the American people of the necessity of war, but rather the

German policy of 'frightfulness." Submarines were used to sink



NTURIES IN AMERICA

ld F. Drummond

ly persons of German and Austrian
lized with the Central Powers, most
atic Britain and France. It seemed
rench victory would be a victory for
to this feeling was the angeraroused

Then a few more ships were sunk, Wilson

merchant ships, and they could not save the lives of crew or passengers.
When the British veSsel Lzaitania was sent to the bottom in 1915 with
the loss of more than eleven hundred lives, 128 of them American, a
wave of horror and anger swept the country. Germany promised to mend

her Ways,-and Wilson kept the nation at peace, but those who believed

that America-should prepare for war increased in numbers and deter.-

mination. Meantime, Wilson himself had come to see that the only way
to keep the United States out of the war was to bring the war itself

to an end. All through 1916 he worked heroically to persuade the
belligerents to state their war aims and to pave the way for the

organization of the postwar world.

April 2, 1917, the President asked
e pointed out that United States ships
United States citizens had been killed.
me to defend our rights, for the
re in danger. "The world must be made
declared."... We have no selfish ends
of the champions of the rights of man-
when those rights have been made as
dom of nations can make them." Congress

ed. War was declared on April 6, 1917.

HISTORY OF THE U.S.

and Henry Steele Commager

sympathy for the Allies, fear of the
ory - were in the end decisive in con-
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lled trade with neutrals as well.

Early in 1917 the Germans, sure that they could-Starve E4§1aTid out in
six months and Ahat American help could not become effective in that
time, announced the reopening of unrestricted submarine warfare.
Within a few weeks eight American vessels were sent to the bottom, and

the nation was aroused by the revelation of a plot to involve the

'United 'States in a war with Mexico and Japan. The preservation of

both honor and peace had become "an impossible and contradictory thing,"

and on April 2, Wilson appeared before the Congress and asked for a
declaration of a state of war:

It is a fearful thing to lead this great peaceful people into
war, into-the-most -terrible-and disastrous-of-all-wars, civili-

zation itself seeming to be in the balance. But.the right is

more precious than peace, and we shall fight for the things which

we have always carried nearest our hearts, - for democracy, for

the right of those who submit to authority to have a voice in
their awn Governments, for the rights and liberties of small
nations, for a universal dominion of right by such a concert of
free peoples as shall bring peace and safety to all nations, and

make the world,itself at last free. To such a task We can
dedicate our lives and our fortunes, everything that we are and

a. ave.,....w.Effilthe_prEe_cd:Inose_whia_knmt_th

ic considerations that persuaded Wilson
the necessity of"war, but rather the
ess." Submarines were used to sink

.the:_dAyAias=come:whevAmerica=is-,priviieged-tospendher,b100-d_=,
and her might for the princiPles that 'gave-her birth-and----
.happiness and the peace which She havtreatured. God helping

her, she''can dono other. -J

On Good Friday, April 6, 1917, the United States'went to war.
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A64 eisament o6 Compkelten.s.ion

1. Drummond's passage most probably was written by

1. an Austrian
2. an Ameri can
3. an Englishman
4. a Frenchman

2. According to Drummond's passage, the reason President Wilson
urged America's entrance into World War I was

1. economics
2. the request of England and France
3. that the democratic way of life was endangered
4. the threat of submarine warfare

6.

3. According to Nevins and Cormrager's passage one primary reason
the United States entered World War I was

1. German acts of brutality
2. the.urging of England and France
3. trade with neutral nations
4. the British blockade

4. President Wilson's plan to keep the U.S. out of war was to

1. increase aid to England and France
2. assist in the British blockade
3. keep American ships off the high seas
4. try to bring the war to an end through negotiation

5. From Nevins and Commager's passage, it can be inferred
Germany planned to starve England into submission by

1. unrestricted submarine warfare
2. destroying the British blockade
3. declaring war on the United States
4. restricting England's exports

6. In Drunnond's passage, the term Central Powers most probably means

1. Britain and France
2. Britain and the United States
3. Germany and its allies
4. Britain and its allies

34

7. One of the most outstandinc
World War I was

1. the plot to involve thE
2. the sinking of the Lusi
3. the decl arat ion of war
4. the sinking of the Tita



WORLD WAR I 2/2 SS1

,t-o6 Comptehemion

robably was written by 7. One of the most outstanding instances of German brutality in
World War I was

assage, the reason President Wilson
into World "War I was

d and France"
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°ranger's passage one primary reason
World War I was
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1. the plot to involve.the U.S. in war with Mexico
2. the sinking of the Lusitania
3. the declaration of war on the U.S.
4. the sinking of the Titanic
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SS2 A DEBTOR NATION 1 /1

Up to 1914, the United States economy r=elied heavily on the help

of foregierflifinirice the building of the farms and factories

that lay at the heart of American economic growth. To build new

industries, railroads, and cities required more capital than

Americans had available. In the same way that a businessman has

to borrow money to get started, America had to borrow the savings

of other countries to begin her industrialization. As growth

proceeded, the need for foreign capital declined because the

United States grew wealthy enough to provide larger and larger

amounts of money for development through its own saving. None-

theless, in 1914 the United States was a net debtor, meaning

that she had borrowed more from abroad than she had invested.

Fran the foreigner's point of view, lending to America was usually

a good investment. There were cases, of course, in which

foreigners bought shares in American enterprises- that subsequently

proved unprofitabl e But America -was -rich-in-mateilal-resources,

and most of the enterprises proved profitable.

From the point of view of a foreigner who had loaned money to

finance some company in the United States, the investment was a

profitable one if the American company paid a satisfactory rate
of interest on the money it had borrowed, and if the loan was

repaid as it came due. This meant, therefore, that the American

economy had to earn foreign money to be able to pay its debt to

foreigners. In other Words, having borrowed money from abroad,
the United States had to sell abroador exportmore than it

bought fran abroador imported. Only then could the United

States earn the foreign money with which to pay its debts. From

the_othen_sidt,_the_fore_ign country, say Britain, had to buy more

from the United States than she sold to the United States so

Americans would be able to earn the British pounds with which to

repay the loans that had been advanced by people in England.

Before 1914 the system worked well under the gold standard, which

made international transfer of funds easy. The particular
interdependence of the major European countries and the United

States encouraged the international sales of goods. The

European countries were ready to buy American food and raw

materials. A tremendous flow of these conmodities went out from
the United States" to Europe and earned for America the money to

pay for the loans that led to the development of the American

econortw.
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Aaaezament o6

1. Up to 1914, the U.S. econcmy ben

1. loaning money to foreign cou

2. receiving financial assistah
3. investing money in foreign e

4. increasing aid to impoverish,

2. Capital was needed in the early-

funds for

1. the building of new industri
2. the War Between the States
3. the development of rural can

_ _ the building_of airports__

3. Capital; in this selection, refe

1. machinery
2. interest on debts
3. loans
4. land

4. A net debtor, in this passage, r

1. loaned less than it expects
2. loaned more than it expects
3. borrowed more than it has in

4. borrowed less than it has in

5. After 1914, as the U.S. econom

1. less need to borrow capital
2. greater need to borrow capit

3. a complete halt of borrowing

4. no change from previous proc

6. In order to repay its loans abro

1. export less than she importe
2. export more than she importe
3. balance imports and exports
4. import more than she exporte
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Aaaeaament 06 Comptehemion

1. Up to 1914, the U.S. economy benefited from

1. loaning money to foreign countries
2. receiving financial assistance from abroad

3. investing money in foreign enterprises

4. increasing aid to impoverished foreign nations

. Capital -wes-needed-in-the-early-growth-of-America-to-prowide
funds for

1. the building of 'new industries, railroads,and cities

2. the War Between the States
3. the development of rural communities
4. the-building of airports

3. capital, in this selection, refers to

1. machinery
2. interest on debts
3. loans
4. land

4. A net debtor, in this, passage, refers to a country which has

1. loaned less than it expects to be repaid
2. loaned more than ft expects to be repaid

3. borrowed more than it has invested

4. borrowed less than it has invested

5. After 1914, as the U.S. econogy grew, there probably was

1. less need to borrow capital from abroad
2. greater need to borrow capital from abroad
3. a complete halt of borrowing capital from abroad

4. no change from previous procedures

6. In order to repay its loans abroad, the U.S. was forced to

1. export less than she imported
2. export more than she imported
3. balance imports and exports
4. import more than she exported



Mining was never a very important activity in English colonial
America, for very good reasons.

First of all; most of America's great mineral deposits lay at
beyond the:colonial frontier: copper and iron around the Great
Lakes, bittiMinous coal in Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia,
lead and zinc in Missouri, mercury, silver, and gold in the Far
West, petroleum and salt in Western Pennsylvania', New York, and
West Virginia.

3. Anthracite coal, was r

1. it was difficult
2. it could not be I

3. calonists.used it

4. colonists did not

4. One mineral which was

Second, the potential uses of some minerals had not been discovered.
For example, until 1860 the principal use for petroleum was in the

, manufacture of patent medicines, not in lighting or th6:production

of power. Anthracite coal was too hard to burn in the heating
devices employed by the colonists. Bituninous coal had not yet

....c.ome_into.generaLuse_in.liroffinaking.

Finally, wood was an excellent substitute for many minerals and it
was freely available. Wood was used as fuel in place of coal; in
building in place of stone and brick; and in the construction-ofj
tools and implements in place of iron. But wood could not replate
iron when resistance to heat or a sharp cutting edge was requireki.
Consequently, iron was one mineral of importance in the colonies.
Glass sand was another, since the use of substitutes for glass
window panes left much to be desired.

Aaaezame,nt os Comptehenbion

1. Choose the answer which best states the main idea of the
selection

1. Why mining was not important in colonial America
2. The principal use of petroleum in colonial America
3. Uses of wood in colonial America
4. The manufacture of glass

2. It can be inferred from this selection that

1. mineral deposits were easily accessible to the colonists

2. mineral deposits were not in great demand by the colonists.

3. there was an abundance of copper and iron in Western
Pennsylvania

4. wood was used in place of iron

L__copper
2. lead
3. i ron

4. uranium

5. As used in the select
_

1. powerful
2. possible
3. frequent
4. unknoWn

6. As used in the select

1. opposition
2. avoidance
3. elasticity
4. reaction
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3. Anthracite coal was not used for fuel by the colonists because

1. it was difficult to burn in the stoves colonists used

2. it. could not be found in any abundance

3. colonists used it for patent medicines instead
4. colonists did not know how to mine .it

4. One mineral which was important to the colonists was

Icopper
2. lead

3. iron

4. uranium

5. As used in the selection the word potential means

;ute for many minerals and it
s fuel in place of coal; in
and in the construction of

But wood could not repla-ce
-p cutting edge was required. 6.

importance in the colonies.
of substitutes for glass

tehenaion

s the main idea of the

in colonial America
n in colonial America
ca

:tion that

ccessible to the colonists
?mat demand by the colonists
)er and iron in Western

1. powerful
2. possitil e

3. frequent
4. unknown

As used in the selection the word reeistanee means

1. opposition
2. avoidande
3. elasticity
4. reaction
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SS4 INDIANS AND THE SPIRITS1 1/1

(

In the affairs of Indii life, there was a set way of doing

things. Often the Indi ns' explanation was that the spirits
had instructed the ancestors of the tribe, long ago. The Indians

followed a nature religlon. "Thiy believed.that the.things they

found around them, animals, trees, rivers, stoms, and the sky

had spirits.

Indians looked upon the forces of nature and animals as brothers.
They did not feel a distinct line of division between man and
other animals, or between man and plants, the earth, or forces of

nature. They believed tbit the spirits could control affairs in
man's life. Indians appealed-to the spirits for aid in hunting,

for cure in ithiess, through various ceremonies and magic.

Religion took "account of fear. When a young warrior felt that a

spirit had shown a special interest in him, often through
appearing in a vision or dream, he felt confident and had more
codrage-to-meet-the-crises-of-war-and--hunt-ing.

One spirit of great importance to the Indians was the god of war.
In the Southeast and among the Iroquois:farther North, the
occasional sacrifice of a warrior through.torture was a part of
Indian life. The ceremony accompanying such a sacrifice was held
in the center of a village, an'd the torture performed by the
wmien with all the tribe watching. When a young man had taken

,

3. From this passage one could
based. on

1. facts and numbers
2. geographical location
3. nature and gods
4. the seasons

4. In this passage, which idea

1. nature
2. slavery
3. sacrificgs
4. war

-5Whidritembelowi s stated-a

1. all Indians participated
2. captured warriors often
3. the most 'important India
4. Indian religion was ofte

6. According to this passage, I

in using scalps as a typ
in a nature religion
the white man as a "grea
that they had little kin

the scalps of enemies in combat, he rose in prestige. Warriors 1.

often brought back to their tribes as prisoners,not only captured 2.

warriors,but also women and children. Such captives often 3.

became slaves, to do the hard work near the camp. 4.

A44e44ment o6 Compuhension

1. Of the following, which best describes the main idea of this
exerci se?

1. the importance of war sacrifices
2. the place of spirits in Indian life
3. Indian-animal kinships
4. the life of an Indian captive

2. In this passage the word prestige means

1. respect
2. huni 1 ity

3. aggressiveness
4. political power
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3. From this passage one could conclude that the Indian religion was
based on

1. facts and numbers
2, geographical location

3. nature and gods
4. the seasons

. In this passage, which idea was discussed first

1. nature
2. sl avery

3. sacrifices
4. war

. -Which- item below-is- stated as-a fact-in this-passage-

1., all Indians participated in human sacrifice
2. captured warriors often became village slaves
3. the most importantqndian god was the god of the sun

4. Indian religion was often based on fear

6. According to this passage, Indians believed

in using scalps as-a-type-of money
in a nature religion
the white man as a "great white spirit"
that they had little kinships with nature

se in prestige. Warriors 1.

prisoners,not only captured 2.

Such captives often 3.

r the camp. 4.

iteherbsion
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There were many reasons why the birth of the United States had a
revolutionary effect in Europe. It seemed to offer dramatic.

The independence of a New Worl as taken to signify the dawn of
proof of what Europeans of the Ed lcjisghtenment already believed..

a New Era. It confirmed the sense of progress and rapid change.
The New American Constitution and Bill of Rights seemed to prove
that European ideas of liberty and equality, of the social con
tract,and the sovereignty of the people, could exist not only in
books but in real life also.

All this inspired.de confident outlook on the future without
which there can be no revolutionary psychology. It is also part
of a revolutionary psychology to have negative attitudes, a sense
of alienation or rejection of the existfng order. This, too,was

produed in Europe by the American Re Volution, especially among
middle-class people, who-were beginning to resent--the super- -;

iority of the aristocracy, and were made more dissatisfied by
what they heard_or_read of America. It can be very unsettling
for any social order and can undennine the basis of political
loya lty,'when a great many people have their minds forever
fixed upon another country which they believe to be free of the
faults of their own, and where they think that their deepest
wishes for their own country are already in process of fulfill-
ment. Whether or not we Americans approve of this sort of
thing today, the truth seens to be that the infant United States
in the critical years which-preceded the French Revolution, had
precisely this effect-upon the existing order in France and
Europe.

Endless examples could be given, of which I shall offer only
two. One concerns L. G. Bourdon, an interpreter at the
French Foreign Office, where he had as a colleague the young
Edmond Gengt. This is the Gengt, always called Citizen Gengt
in American history, 'who so horrified the Federalists a few
years later when he was minister to the United States; we catch
a glimpse of what the young nobleman Gengt, who soon became an
ardent revolutionary, might be absorbing from his middle-class
colleague, Bourdon. In 1786 Bourdon wrote a poem on America.
It abounds in every cliché known to the French Enlightenment*
The Americans are unspoiled children of nature, and at the same
time Philosophers who follow reason and respect humanity; they
enjoy equality, brotherhood, religious freedom, and happiness
Perhaps Bourdon unduly idealized or even misunderstood the
United States. The-point-;-however,is-the-implied-criticism-of--
his own country for_its lack of these qualities which he so
glowingly ascribes to the new land across the sea.

tei9 2
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1. This passage was writter

1. Europeans
2. Americans
3. Asians
4. citizens of any cour

2. The main idea of this pi

1. French writers were
2. Americans formed a E
3. European revolutioni

Re vol uti on

4. many Frenchmen drean

3. The French Citizen Genel

1.- a nobleman_
2. a peasant
3. a member of the mid(
4. a merchant
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THE EFFECTS OF REVOLUTION 1/2 SS5

The other example is that of Mme, Roland. During the French
Revolution she was to figure as an important political hostess.
Before the Revolution she sat at home, writing long letters to her
husband, who was an inspector of manufacturers in the government
service. Mostly she told him the news of servants, babies, food,
visits with neighbors, -and the books she had been reading, but at one_
point,she rose to a high pitch of indignation. _She was annoyed at
the trouble he was having with some of his cofleagues. She was out-
raged that this "vitluous man," as she called her worthy spouse to
his face, or at least in writing, should have to deal with such vile
creatures. She thought the French government "frightful" for not
seeing his merits. The situation was so bad, she said, that she
wished they might flee toOther to the wilderness of Pennsylvania.
Of course Mme. Roland.was too well off to have any real intention of
emigrating.. But it Was harder for her to accept conditions in her
own country when she could have such drearlitof

A44e64inent o6 Compkehen4ion

1. This passage was written for readers who are

1. Europeans
2. Americans
3. Asians
4. citizens of any country

2. The main idea of this passage is that

1. French writers were influenced by the American Revolution
2. Americans formed a Bill of Rights
3. European revolutionaries were influenced by the American

Revolution
4. many Frenchmen dreamed of emigrating to America.

3. The French Citizen Genet was

1

1. a nobleman
, 2. a peasant

3. a member of the middle-class
' 4. a merchant

e
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4. It can be concluded from the passage that Mme. Roland was

1. a world traveler
2. dissatisfied with marriage
3. a local gossip
4. dissatisfied with the French government

5. The word indignation in this passage means

1. fear
2. anger
3. happiness
4. boredom

6. Middle-class Europeans were most affected by the American
Revolution because they

1. resented the authority of the European aristocracy
2. were not getting ehough to eat
3. were unable to own land
4. were, not allowed religious freedom

7. L. G. Bourdon, an interpreter for the French Foreign Office
and a friend of Citizen Genft, was a

190

1. nobleman
2. peasant
3. member of the middle-class
4. soldier
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There was a time, and not so long ago, when most women ap-
proached the age of 40 with fear and trepidation.

Old wives' tales about the horrors of the menopause, the
change of lift, circulated at every tea table. Even doctors,
mostly male, perpetrated the rumors.

In one popular doctor book--in 1927, mind you--I read, among
other distressing things about the menopause:

"The active period offemale sexual life is about 30 to 35
years....She is conscious that while her mate is still vigorous,
she is no longer capable of being his mate....At the menopause
the woman feels her essential femininity departing from her....
There_is.a_Strong_tendency_to the deposit of fat,_particularly
round the buttocks....Mental instability and depression are

-almost-invariable....Sometimes sheis totally shipwrecked."

Such stuff and nonsense!

Today, the modern woman knows that her sexual life can go on
indefinitely. Her femininity lasts forever, though her
reproductive organs no longer function as they did in her 20's.

If there is an excess of fat, it is possibly because she eats
too much and exercises too little.

Mental instability and dePression may be caused by a thousand
things unrelated to the menopause. As for complete "ship-
wreck," the rare and,usually temporary psychoneurosis known as
involutional melancholia.is not attributable to the menopause
alone.

The reasons for this change of attitude about the menopause
are twofold: new and perfected medical care, especially with
the easily administered hormones; and better education about
"female troubles."

Any woman who can read a pagazine or listen to a radio is told
repeatedly that suffering and sadness at this period of life
are unnecessary. Help is at hand.

And any husband or daughter of a woman in the house who is
moping and groaning over her menopausal miseries should take
her by the top of her teased blonde hair straight to a gyne-
cologistzor -the-family-doctor.-

A selfish menopausal woman can
of the family who don't know ha

In emergencies, a psychiatrist
not, a simple explanation of t
pause, plus temporary prescript
promptly.

Maeaamen,t

1. The author is attempting tc

1. women have acted foals,
2. women have no reason to
3. moredoctorthiATRIUr

the menopause
4. men also experience the

2. From the toni-bC-Ahts Exert
author is

1. sympathetic toward wome
menopause

2. not sympathetic toward
the menopause

3. sympathetic-toward-thos
the menopause

4. not in favor of using d
menopause
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A selfish menopausal woman can be a terrible burden to young members
of the family who don't know how to handle the situation.

In emergencies, a psychiatrist may be consulted; but more often than
not, a simple explanation of the whys and wherefores of the meno-
pause, plus temporary prescriptions, will dispel symptoms quite
promptly.

Azscssment c Comptehensi.en

The author is attempting to make the reader feel that

1. women have acted foolishly about this subject
2. women have no reason to fear the menopause
3. more doctors should be trained to recognize the symptoms of

the menopause
4. men also experience the menopause

2. From the tone of this Exercise the reader might infer that the
author is

1.

because she eats
2.

sed by a thousand 3.

omplete "ship-
oneurosis known as 4.

to the menopause

t the menopause
especially with

education about

to a radio is told
s period of life

ie house who is
Ltries should take

raight to a gyne-

sympathetic toward women who blame their melancholia on the
menopause
not sympathetic toward women who blame their melancholia on
the menopause
sympathetic toward those who bust coddle women experiencing
the menopause
rot ir favor of using drugs to relieve the melancholia of the
menopause
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SS7 A.4 WROPULAR LAW P4 BOSTON( 1/2

On the evening of May 24, 1854, Burns, a 24-year-old Negro, left
the Brattle Street clothing store where he had been working for
a month since his escape fran slavery in Virginia. As he passed

the corner of Hanover and Court streets, a man touched him on
the shoulder. "Stop, old boy!" the man said, and then explained
that he was under arrest for having robbed a jewelry store.
Burns halted in bewilderment. Instantly, six or seven men
surrounded the Negro, picked him up by the arms and legs, and
carried him down the middle of the street to the court house.

At the entrance, a United States marshal was waiting with a
drawn sword. The men then hurried the prisoner up several
flights of stairs to a jury roan that was to serve as a cell.
Suddenly Burns realized what had happened: he had been arrested,

not as a jewel thief but as a fugitive slave.

This suspicion was immediately confirmed when Colonel Suttle,
his former avmer, entered the jury roan. "How do you do.Mr.

Burns?" Suttle sarcastically greeted him. "Why did you run

away from me?" The Negro repl ied: "I fell asleep on board
the vessel where I worked, and, before I woke up, she set
sail and carried re off." That was enough: Burns had recog-
nized Suttle and tried to justify his e-scape; in effect, he
had confessed that he was a fugitive slave.

Soon afterwards, turns was taken before Cournicsioner Edward
Loring who was to rule on the case. Accordiny to the law,
Commissioner Loring declared, the case was perfectly plain
and the decision totally inevitable: Burns must be given

over to his former master. Many Bostonians resisted the
Commissioner's decision.

"See to it. . .that Affthony Burns has no master but his God!"
said Wendell Phillips, a lawyer famed for his oratory, as he
addressed a meeting at Faneuil Hall on May 26.

The Rev. Theodore Parker followed Phillips' speech with 9ne still
more passthnate:

"Nell , gentlemen, I say there is one law--slave law, it is every-

where. There is another law, which alsa is a finality; and that

law, it is in your hands and your arms, and you can put that in
execution just when you see fit. Gentlemen, I am a clergyman

and a man of peace; I love peace. But there is a means, and
there is an end; liberty is the end, and sometimes peace is not
the means toward it."
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By this time many at the meeting were ready to launch an attack on the
court house that very night. Phillips !waged to quiet them down,
until suddenly a man at the entrance door shouted: "Mr. Chairman, I
am just informed that a mob of Negroes is in Court Square attenpting
to rescue Burns. I move that we adjourn to Court Square." No one
waited for a vote. The crowd poured out of Faneuil Hall, surged
around the court house,and began to assault it with a battering ram.

The door soon was broken enough fcr two men at the front, the Rev.
Thomas Wentworth Higginson and a nameless Negro, to enter. They
quickly reappeared, cut by the swords and clubs of the defending
officials inside. The mob pressed forward with new anger. Then one
of the marshal's men within the court house fell beside the door with
a mortal stab wound. The crowd now drew back, dismayed by this flow
of blood. They soon dispersed.

Meanwhile, the more peaceful antislavery people had begun negotiating
with Colonel Suttle for the purchase of the captive Negro. Suttle's
price was $1,200 cash. The money was raised and a bill of sale was
about to be drawn up when the United States district attorney
intervened. He objected that the sale should not be made until the
carmissioner had decided the case. He also pointed out that
Massachusetts law fothade selling a man. The bargain fell through.

Now the antislavery forces had only one more chance of saving Burns:
to prevent the federal officers fran getting the fugitive onto the
ship moored in the harbor, one-third of a mile away fran the court
house. Handbills were circulated through the city, urging the
people to 714a tch the Slave Pen!!" Notices were mailed to residents
outside of term: "Sans of the Puritans," the message declared,
"cane to watch the rmoval of Burns with courage arid resolution in
your hearts; but, this time, with only such anns as God gave you."

At 8:30 on the morning of June 2, the troops (which the fearful fed-
eral officials had requested) paraded on Boston Connie. In all
there were 22 canpanies, including two cavalry units, totaling over
1,000 soldiers.

By 11 o'clock, Court Square was packed with sullen Bostonians. Above
them, at the eastern door of the court house, stood a loaded cannon
pointing at the crowd. The tension grew." Finally, at 2 o'clock, the'
troops formed a column and began to march taward the wharf, followed
by Burns in the middle of an armed posse. Thousands of people lined
the route. So did the synbols of their feelings: a black coffin hung
from a window opposite the Old State House, decorated by a banner
reading, "The Funeral of Liberty." Nearby, an American flag was
draped in mourning.
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In the end, however, Burns was put aboard the ship and sent to
Richmond. There he stayed in a cell, his wrists and ankles
shackled, for four months until he was sold to a North Carolina
slaveholder.

Azausrnent oi CoinplehenaiDn

1. Burns was arrested on a charge of

1. being a fugitive slave
2. killing a man
3. public intoxication
4. robbing a jewelry store

2. Burns was tricked into acknitting he was a fugitive slave by

1. Camissioner Loring
2. Wendel 1 Phillips
3. Colonel Suttle
4. Rev. Theodore Parker

3. Suttle was offered $1,200 for Burns by

1. an antislavery group of Boston
2. Thomas Wentworth Higginson
3. a slaveholder in North Carolina
4. Commissioner Loring

4. Many citizens of Boston, upon hearing of %he plan to return
Burns to his fortner miner

1. raised a protest
2. endorsed the action
3. sought to make a profit on the transaction
4. attempted to kill Burns

5. Burns was finally removed from Boston by

1. a sympathetic sea captain
2. federal troops
3. an antislavery group
4. a nameless Negro

3q9
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ssi TWENTIETH CENTURY GROWTH 1/1

Twenty-five percent of all people who have ever lived are'now

alive; in the near future, the percentage may reach fifty.
World population now increases at a rate of 2.2 per second, 132
per minute, 190,000 per day, more than 1.3 million per week,
about 72 million a year, or about one billion in fifteen years.
World population ret.hed one billion about 1800 and two billion

about 1930; in 1975, it will probably pass the four billion mark.

This fantastic explosion of people may well be the most
significant development of the late twentieth centurY.

Knowledge grows at a similar rate. About every ten years, the

total amount of mankind's knowledge doubles. About a million
significant articles now appear each year in more than 15,000'

learned journals printed in hundreds of languages. Like population

growth, the increase in knowledge will transform the modern world.

During this century, the world's population has shifted from rural

to urban areas. Experts predict that by the year 2000, one quarter
of the world's population will live in cities whose population
exceeds 100,000. By 2050, half the world's people will live in

such cities. The 1960 United States census indicated that 70 per-
cent of Americans already lived in urban areas. This great

transition has become possible because scientific knowledge and
mechanization have made farmers so productive. About five percent

of the population of the United States can now feed the entire
nation.

Two sets of figures may help to indicate the growth of technology

in the twentieth century. About half of all the energy used by
mankind throughout history has been consumed Mthin the last
hundred years. And about half of the net3lt mined from the earth
have been remoied since about 1910, a period within the lifetime
of nmost grandparents of today's high school students. No wonder

that change tumbles upon change with bewildering rapidity.

The twentieth century has seen a host of new developments. Movies,

radio, and television have revolutionized communications. Air-

planes have linked every corner of the world. New 490-passenger

jets fly from New York to London in five hours. Rockets link man

to the moon and to planets far in space. Scientists use nuclear

ener§y to power ships !nd manufacture electricity. The computer

is working an electronic revolution in industry. With the dis-

covery of DNA, scientists may be able to control evolution. They

have already transplanted hearts and fitted plastic organs into

human bodies. The list is endless. In 1967, the United States

Government issued almost 70,000 patents to inventors.

194 4' 1
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Assaament cy6

1. Which of the four topics below i

1. population shift
2. population explosion
3. . technological growth
4. knowledge explosion

2. From this passage it is safe to
will consider the twentieth ceni

1. pollution problems
2. international wars

3. fantastic growth
4. computerization

3. In 1930, the world population re

1. six million
2. two billion
3. four billion
4. one billion

4. According to this passage, whicP
ment of the late twentieth cent

1. knowledge explosion
2. nutlear explosion
3. technologftal explosion
4. population explosion

5. According to this passage, pita
because of

1. better communications syst
2. greater agricultural produc
3. better transportation syst
4. greater scientific knowledg

6. From this passage it can be inf
improved since

1. 1816
2. 1920
3. 1800
4. 1910
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kszessmtnt o6 Commehension

1. Which of the four topics below is discussed third in this passage?

1. population shift
2. popuiction explosion
3. technolbgical growth
4. knowledge explosion

2. From this passage it is safe to conclude that future generations
will consider the twentieth century as a period of

1. pollution problems
2. international wars
3. fantastic growth
4. computerization

3. In 1930, the world population reached

1. six million
2. two billion
3. four billion
4. one billion

4. According to this passage, which is the most significant develop-
ment of the late twentieth century?

1. knowledge explosion
2. nuclear explosion
3. technological explosion
4. population explosion

5. According to this passage, greater urbanization has come about
because of .

1. better comiunications systems
2. greater agricultural productivity
3. better transportation systems
4. greater scientific knowledge

6. From this passage it can be inferred that mining techniques have
improved since

1. 1816
2. 1920
3. 1800
4. 1910 42



The countries which are considered developed, rather than under-
developed, are those like the United States, Canada, England, and

others. People who live in these countries, for the most part,
have decent standards of living. This does not mean that these

countries have no poor people. They do. It does mean though that
in these countries, the majority of the people have enough to eat,
adequate clothing, and decent homes. They have these things
because they have the skills and the factories and the farms which
are able to produce the goods and services that .go to make up a
satisfactory standard of living.

Most of the people of the world are poor, however. Particularly

is this true of the people of South-East Asia, Black Africa, and
Latin America. Many people in Black Africa, for example, have no

opportunity to be educated. They have not been able to learn

skills. They live very primitively. For example, they do not
have complex machines, big industries, or houses such as Americans
and Canadians have. This does not mean that as hunan beings they

are inferior. It does not mean they are less intelligent.
Not at all. It does mean that they live in countries where for
various reasons the human and natural resources have not been
developed.

Many of these countries have great potential in hunan skills.
When the people can be educated, they may learn these skills.
But this takes a long time. These countries often have tremendous
natural resources, many of them yet unused or discovered. The

underdeveloped countries lack the technical knowledge of how to
use these resources, the capital for producing goods, and the

skills of development.

It is estimated that at least two-thirds of the world's people live
in areas that are econanically underdeveloped. These people often

live under conditions that trust Americans find hard to believe.
Many of these people lack the goods and services which we have come
to think of as a necessary and expected part of our lives. Many of

these people do not have enough food to eat. Many have no decent

housing. Sane have no homes at all. Many of these areas are
plagued by a variety of diseases which in our country science has
been able to control or to wipe out. Life in many of these countries

is short. People who spend their lives in back-breaking manual
labor, without the help of labor-saving machines, often do not live
as long. In some parts of China, where animals are scarce, human
beings are used instead. The lives of such people are extremely

hard and short.

Aabonbrnent 06

1. The main purpose of this passagt_

1. discuss economics
2. contrast developed and unde
3. compare life in the United
4. discuss the development of

2. The word however in this passag

1. comparison
2. similarity
3. contrast
4. finality

3. From this passage it can be inf

1. is pleading for aid to unde
2. is contrasting underdevelop

countri es

3. is showing the similarities
developed countries

4. is illustrating the goods a
underdeveloped countries

4. From this passage one can concl

1. disregards the potential of
2. deplores the living conditi
3. illustrates the contributio
4. recognizes the great potent

5. In this passage the word potent-

1. undeveloped
2. developed
3. discovered
4. produced
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Assuament otc CompAehenzion

The main purpose of this passage is to

1. discuss economics
2. contrast developed and underdeveloped countries
3. compare life in the United States with that in Canada
4. discuss the development of natural resources

2. The word however in this passage is used to show

1. comparison
2. similarity
3. contrast
4. finality

3. From this passage it can be inferred that the author

1. is pleading for aid to underdeveloped countries
2. is contrasting underdeveloped countries with developed

countries
3. is showing the similarities between developed and under-

developed countries
4. is illustrating the goods and services of both developed and

underdeveloped countries

4. From this passage one can conclude that the author

1. disregards the potential of underdeveloped countries
2. deplores the living conditions in developed countries
3. illustrates the contributions of developed countries
4. recognizes the great potential of underdeveloped countries

5. In this passage the word potential means

1. undeveloped
2. developed
3. discovered
4. produced
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-SSIO HAWAII BECOMES AMERICAN 1/1

American influence in the Hawaiian Islands dates from the early
1800's, when trading ships paused for fresh water and supplies
on the long voyages to China. Missionaries followed. For many

years whaling vessels from New England were a familiar sight in
Hawaiian ports. Then came planters and businessmen.

Americans liked the mild climate of these beautiful islands, where
winter is unknown and summer is pleasantly cool. They established
sugar plantations, raised livestock, learned to grow pineapples and
other fruits, and rapidly took control of business life in the
islands. Hawaii came to depend on the United States for most of
its foreign trade. The Hawaiian government recognized this close
relationship by granting the United States permission to build a
naval base at Pearl Harbor, near Honolulu,--on the island of Oahu.

Hawaii was a monarchy, ruled by a line of native kings and queens.
In 1887 businessmen living in the islands forced the king to adopt
a new constitution which took away most of his power. The king
died a few years later and was succeeded by his sister, Liliuokalani.
Queen Liliuokalani did not like the constitution. Wben she
threatened to set it aside and take authority into her own hands, the
businessmen and planters - mostly Americans - started a revolution.
They made the queen give up her throne, and in 1894,Hawaii was
declared a republic.

The men who controlled the new republic of Hawaii did not desire
independence. Throughout the revolution they had received help and
encouragement from the United States minister, and they lost no
time asking the United States to annex their islands. President
Harrison was willing enough, but Grover Cleveland turned down
the proposal. He not only disliked the idea of acquiring overseas
territory, but he also felt that the United States minister in
Hawaii had acted improperly by aiding the revolutionists.

The result was that Hawaii continued as an independent republic
for the next few years. In 1898, after the United States entered
the war with Spain, Congress voted to annex Hawaii. With President
McKinley's approval, we then took possession of the islands which,
in 1959, became our fiftieth state.
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Assusment

The details in this passage ar

1. most important to least in
2. cause to effect
3. least important to most im
4. chronological

2. Which event caused the annexat
the United States?

1. the Hawaiian revolution
2. Congressional action
3. adoption of the Hawaiian
4. the building of a naval ba

3. The main idea of this passage

1. the influence early trade
2. Hawaii's economic growth
3. the problems created by th
4. the step-by-step developme

4. Prior to the American takeover
by

1. monarchists
2. revolutionaries
3. missionaries
4. businessmen

5. Early in the 1800's, American
for

1. pineapples and other fruit
2. sugar and livestock
3. whale oil and cocoanuts
4. fresh water and supplies

6. On which country did Hawaii d

1. China
2. England
3. the United States
4. Russia
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Assessment 1,6 Comptehension

1. The details in this passage are in the following order

1. most important to least important
2. cause to effect
3. least important to most important
4. chronological

2. Which event caused the annexation of Hawaii as a possession of
the United States?

ve kings and queens.
ed the king to adopt
power. The king 3.

s sister, Liliuokalani.
on. When she.
into her own ands, the
started a revolution.
1894,Hawaii was

iaii did not desire
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ependent republic
ited States entered
vaii. With President
4" the islands which,

1. the Hawaiian revolution
2. Congressional action
3. adoption of the Hawaiian constitution
4. the building of a naval base at Pearl Harbor

The main idea of this passage is to show

1. the influence early traders had on Hawaii's development
2. Hawaii's economic growth
3. the problems created by the Hawaiian revolution
4. the step-by-step development of American influence in Hawaii

4. Prior, to the American takeover, Hawaii was governed the longest

by

14 monarchists
2: revolutionaries
3. missionaries
4. businessmen

5. Early in the 1800's, American ships stopped regularly at Hawaii
for

1. pineapples and other fruits
2. sugar and livestock
3. whale oil and cocoanuts
4. fresh water and supplies

6. On which country did Hawaii depend for most of its foreign trade?

1. China
2. England
3. the United States
4. Russia



Our educational progress during the American period was amazing.
There was a great increase in the number of schools (public and
private) and in enrollment. Our children, thirsting for knowledge,
readily attended classes, and their parents made great sacrifices
to support their schooling. "No people," remarked Governor Frank
Murphy, "ever accepted the blessings of education with more
enthusiasm than the Filipinos." Our government revenues could not
keep pace with the growth of school enrollment, so that every year
thousands of children could not be accommodated in the public
schools for lack of rooms, teachers, and funds. In 1935, there

were 7,330 public schools staffed by 27,855 teachers and with a
i.otal enrollment of 1,220,212; at the same time, there were about
400 private educational institutions with a total enrollment of
97,500.

Our educational progress under America went beyond these cold
figures. Owing to the development of education, our people have
become more literate, more enlightened, more sports-minded, and
more democratic. They have become better citizens of our
fatherland. Our rate of illiteracy, which was 55.8 per cent in
1903, dropped to 51.2 per cent in 1939.

Assusment o6Comptehension

1. This passage was written by

1. an American
2. a Filipino
3. an Englishman
4. an Austrian

2. Which statement below is an opinion?

1. government revenues couZd not keep pace with the growth

of school enrollment
2. in 1935, there were 7,330 public schools

3. our children, thirsting for knowledge, readilp attended

cZasses
4. our rate of illiteracp dropped to 51.2 per cent

3 The main idea of this passage

1. many Americans live in th
2. Filipino schools are over
3. Filipinos have become mor
4. education has benefited t

4. Governor Frank Murphy's stat
blessings of edUcation with r
can be considered

1. a fact
2. an opinion
3. a falsehood
4. incorrect information
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3. The main idea of this passage is that

1. many Americans live in the Philippines
2. Filipino schools are overcrowded
3. Filipinos have become more sportsminded since 1935
4. education has benefited the people of the Philippines

4. Governor Frank Murphy's statement, No people ever accepted the
blessings of education zoith more enthus loam than the Filipinos,
can be considered

1. a fact
2. nn opinion
3. a falsehood
4. incorrect i nforma ti on
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There were probably as many reasons for coming to America as

there were people who came. It was a highly individual decision.

. Yet it can be said that three large forcesreligious persecution,

political oppression and econcmic hardshipprOided the chief
motives for the mass migrations to our shores. They were

responding, in their own way, to the pledge of the Declaration of

Independence: the promise of "life, liberty and the pursuit of

happiness."

The search for freedom of worship has brought people to /*erica
from the days of the Pilgrims to modern times. In our own day,

for example, anti-Semitic and anti-Christian persecution in
Hitler's Gemany and the Communist empire have driven people from
their homes to seek refuge in America. Not all found what they

sought immediately. The Puritans of the Massachusetts Bay Colony,

who drove RogeriWilliams and Anne Hutchinson into the wilderness,

showed as little tolerance fc i. dissenting beliefs as the Anglicans

of England had shown to them. Minoriryfeligious sects, from the
Quakers and Shakers through the Catholics and Jews to the Mormons
and Jehovah's Witnesses, have at various times suffered both
discrimination and hostility in the United States.

But the very diversity of religious belief has made for religious

toleration. In demanding freedom for itself, each sect had

increasingly to pemit freedom for others. The insistence of each

successive wave of inTnigrants upon its right to practice its
religion helped make freedom of worship a central part of the

American creed. People who gambled their lives on the right to

believe in their own God would not lightly surrender that right
in a new society.

The second great force behind immigration has been politica144411144
oppression. America has always been a refuge from tyranny. As a
nation conceived in liberty, it has held out to the world the

promise of respect for the rights of man. Every time a

revolution has failed in Europe, every time a nation has succumbed
to tyranny, men and women who love freedom have assembled their

families and their belongings and set sail across the seas. Nor
has this process come to an end in our own day. The Russian

Revolution, the terrors of Hitler's Germany and Mussolini's Italy,
the Communist suppression of the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, and

the cruel measures of the Castro regime in Cubaall have brought

new thousands seeking sanctuary in the United States.

The economic factor has been more complex than the religious and

political factors. From the very beginning, some have come to
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America in search of riches, some i
because they were bought and sold

Assessment

1. The author considers the actior
fatherl ands often

1. cowardly.
2. trai torous

3. just i fied

4. a burden to the country rer

2. The words mass migrations to oi
writer as

1. a Jew
2. an American
3. a Christian
4. an Englishman

3. The main idea of this passage
sentence of paragraph

1. one

2. two
3. three
4. five

4. According to the author what gr

country ...becauae they were 1

1. the slaves
2. the Pi 1 grims

3. the Jews
4. the Puritans

5.. The force influencing inrnigrat
the least treatment in this pa!

1. recreational opportunities
2. political oppression
3. religious persecution
4. economic hardship
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America in search of riches, some in flight from poverty and some
because they were bought and sold and had no choice.

Asausmatt o6 Complehens.ion

1. The author considers the action of people imigrating from their
fatherlands often

1. cowardly
2. trai torous
3. jt.sti fled

4. a burden to the country receiving the imigrants

2. The words mass migrations to our shores at once identify the

wri ter as

1. a Jew
2. an American
3. a Christian
4. an Englishman

3. The main idea of this passage is best expressed in the topic
sentence of paragraph .

1. one
2. two
3. three
4. five

4. According to the author what group of imigrants came to this
country ...because thpy were bought and sold-and had no choice?

1. the slaves
2. the Pi 1 grims

3. the Jews
4. the Puritans

5. The force influencing imigration to the United States receiving
the least treatment in this passage is

1. recreational opportunities
2. pol i tical oppression
3. religious persecution
4. econanic hardship
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6. Which force influencing immigration to the United States

is developed the most by the author?

1 . recreational opportuni ties
2 . pol i tical oppress ion

3. rel igious persecution

4. economic hardship

7. In this passage the word sanctuary means a

1. place of hardship
2. place of safety

3. place of terror
4. place of worship

8. From some of the expressions the writer of this passage uses,
one can conclude he is explaining American immigration to

1. Americans
2. Engl ishmen

. 3. anyone
4. re 1 i gious dissenters

9. One can conclude that the writer of this passage

1. believes in only religious immigration
2. has a Puritan ancestry
3. feels revolutions are an economic necessity
4. has a strong faith in America as a refuge for the oppressed

of the world
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SILENT SPRING

Rachel Carson

Some 7,000,000 pounds of parathion are now applied to fields and
orchards of the United States - by hand sprayers, motorized
blowers and dusters, and by airplane. The amount used on California
farms alone could, according to one medical authority, "provide a
lethal dose for 5 to 10 times the whole world's population."

One of the few circumstances that save us from extinction by this
means is the fact that parathion and other chemicals of this group
are decomposed rather rapidly. Their residues on the crops to
which they are applied are therefore relatively short-lived com-
pared with the chlorinated hydrocarbons. However, they last long
enough to create hazards and produce consequences that range from
the merely serious to the fatal. In Riverside, California, eleven
out of thirty men picking oranges became violently ill and all but
one had to be hospitalized. Their symptoms were typical of
parathion poisoning. The grove had been sprayed with parathion
some two and a half weeks earlier; the residues that reduced them
to retching, half-blind, semiconscious misery were sixteen to
nineteen days old. And this is not by any means a record for
persistance. Similar mishaps have occurred in groves sprayed a
month earlier, and residues have been found in the peel of oranges
six months after treatment with standard dosages.

The danger to all workers applying the organic phosphorus insecti-
cides in fields, orchards, and vineyards, is so extreme that some
states using these chemicals have established laboratories where
physicians may obtain aid in diagnosis and treatment. Even the
physicians themselves may be in some danger, unless they wear
rubber gloves in handling the victims of poisoning. So may a
laundress washing the clothing of such victims, which may have
absorbed enough parathion to affect her.

Malathion, another of the organic phosphates, is almost as familiar
to the public as DDT, being widely used by gardeners, in household
insecticides, in mosquito spraying, and in such blanket attacks on
insects as the spraying of nearly a million acres of Florida
conTnunities for the Mediterranean fruit fly. It is considered the
least toxic of this group of chemicals and many people assume they
may use it freely and without fear of harm. Commercial advertising
encourages this comfortable attitude.

The alleged "safety" of malathion rests on rather precarious ground,
although - as often happens - this was not discovered until the
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chemical had been in use for several years. Malathion is "safe" only
because the mamalian liver, an organ with extraordinary protective
powers, renders it relatively harmless. The detoxification is
accomplished by one of the enzymes of the liver. lf, however, some-
thing destroys this enzyme or interferes with its action, the person
exposed to malathion receives the full force of the poison.

VEGETABLE GARDENING

By, the editorial staffs of Sunset Books and Sunect lt.tagazine

All of us know someone who used to raise vegetables, but gave up
because "the bugs got em." (Maybe this is you?)

Happily, insect pests are no longer to be regarded with such great
apprehension by home gardeners. In recent years there has been
considerable scientific progress in the development of effective and
easy-to-use sprays and dusts which can be purchased at a moderate cost
from nurseries and garden supply stores.

The two basic types of insecticides are: 1) The contact type, for
controlling sucking insects, such as aphids, and 2) stomach poisons,
which kill the chewina insects, such as caterpillars . Imensely
popular with home gardeners are the multi-purpose sprays and dusts,
which contain insecticides of both types and, sometimes, also include
a fungicide for control of certain diseases.

For your guidance in recognizing insecticide chemicals when you see
their names on labels, here are some of the most comon ones:

Rotenone, pyrethrum: These are relatively nonpoisonous to man and
therefore can be used closer to harvest time than other insecticides.
They control several kinds of sucking and chewing insects.

DDT, DOD, methoxychlor, lindane: Most effective on chewing pests.
These have a long residual effect; check labels to be sure you are
not spraying too close to the harvest date. On some vegetables, they
should not be used after fruit starts to form.

Malathion: An excellent contact spray for sucking insects. Found in
many multi-purpose products. For moh vegetables should not be used
within 3 to 7 days of harvest date (follow label instructions).
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Nicotine sulfate: A contact spray, particularly effective against

aphids and thrips. Found in several multi-purpose sprays.

Chlordane, aldrin, dieldrin, heptachlor: Don't use these on the

edible parts of vegetables - they are primarily soil insecticides

for control of chewing insects. Use them at planting tiffe or when

plants are very young; they will remain effective for several weeks.

After reading the above, it is obvious that vegetables should always

be washed before they are eaten. However, what many home gardeners

do not realize is that not even washing will remove all traces of

chlordane and certain other sprays which must be-used with caution

on the edible parts of vegetables. Always follow directions on the

labels.

Here are several points to bear in mind when you spray:

1. Be careful not to inhale any of the insecticide, and don't

get it in your eyes. Some gardeners use simple face masks,

such as used by painters.

2. Hand-picking of pests when you see them is highly reconmended

(unless this practice makes your stomach do flip-flops).

3. Don't spray too much or too often; here again, follow label

directions.

DEATHS FROM PARATHION

Editorial, 11.Y. Times, August 21, 1970

After he planted his nine acres of tobacco this spring, C'arence

Lee Boyette came to a store here to buy pesticides. He wanted

something to kill the worms that can riddle tobacco leaves - some-

thing like DDT, which he had used for more years than he could

recollect.

The.' man tit tN-store suggested parathion because DDT could not be

used on tobacco if a farmer wanted to qualify for Government price

supports. Parathion went by the local trade name of "Big Bad John,"

and all the farm experts said it was a "sure-fire killer."

And so it was. No budworms or hornworms "worried" his crop, Mr

Boyette said. But his youngest son, Daniel, 7 years old is dead.

Another son,11-year-old Curtis, barely escaped death. They were
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poisoned by parathion.

Several dozen other cases of serious parathion poisoning, mostly

among young people, have occurred across thisjobacco-growing state

this summer. Doctors at Duke University's Poison Control Center

report five fatalities since late July. State health officials are

sure that at least two of the deaths came from expsure in sprayed

tobacco Fields.

Although parathion poisoning is not new, the deadly outbreak this

year represents a classic case of what can happen in an environment-

conscious society when one pesticide is replaced by another, less

familiar one, such as parathion or related organic phosphates.

The problem with DDT is its durability. Being an extremely stable

chemical, it can pass from field to animals to humans sometimes be-

coming more dangerous as its residues accumulate-atong the food

chain.

Parathion decomposes fairly fast, but presents a more immediate

threat. It is 300 times more toxic than DDT, for it is a member of

the same chemical family as the nerve gas that the Army dumped in the

Atlantic Ocean earlier this week.

Dr. Martin P. Hines, director of the epidemiology division of the

North Carolina Board of Health, who is investigating the deaths,

commented: "Only one thing I'm ready to say now is that parathion

is too deadly a pesticirie to be distributed without any type of

control on it."

"The stuff is everywhere," Dr. Hines continued, "and most of it is

not under lock and key. Something should be done at a national level

to restrict the use of such a potent and lethal pesticide."

Symptoms of Poisoning

In fruit and vegetable farms of California, it is not uncommon for

workers coming into contact with the pesticide to faint, become

nauseated or go into convulsions. Six of the nine pesticide poisoning

cases in Dade County, Fla., this year including two fatalities, were

traced to parathion, which is used extensively on vegetables.

"Over the last four or five years," said Dr. John Davies of the

University of Miami School of Medicine, "parathion?has been the

leading insecticide responsible for poisoning and death."
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Parathion can be dangerous for several weeks after it is sprayed on

d crop. Workers going into a sprayed field can breathe vapors from
it or touch the chemical still on the leaf. The skin readily absorbs

parathion. It is most lethal during application by spraying or when
the liquid is spilled.

Scientists from the United States Department of Agriculture visited
the North Carolina tobacco country this week to collect soil and
leaf samples where parathion sickness had occurred. They expect to
report their findings and recommendations in a week or two.

Parathion presents agriculture experts with a problem. They want to

protect the farmer's life, but they also want to protect his
livelihood - the.crops.

"The farmer is told not to use DDT and now if you take parathion away
from him, you've taken his livelihood," Dr. W. Y. Coob, a chemist
with the North Carolina Department of Agriculture, said. "What do

we do? We don't know if there is an acceptable substitute for
parathion."

To Joseph Koonce, county agriculture agent at Kinston, near here,
the problem may be simply that farmers are not haridling the chemical
with proper care. Mr. Koonce said that the jugs of the pesticide
that Mr. Boyette used were labeled as dangerous.

The label on "Big Bad John" reads:

"Poisonous if swallowed, inhaled or absorbed through skin! Rapidly

absorbed through skin! Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing.
Wear natural rubber gloves, protective clothing and goggles."

Mr. Boyette, a burly 38-year-old farmer, concedes that he did not
read the label. "If he had read it," his wife interjected, "he
wouldn't have knowed those big words."

The Boyettes recalled that no one in the family had entered the
sprayed fields until well after a five-day waiting period that is
recommended.

On July 31, after a long day in the field, they said, Daniel ate
supper and went to bed. During the hot humid night, he cried out
for covers. The next morning he was found dead in bed.

Five days later, Curtis fainted at the barn and was rushed to a
hospital in Chapel Hill in time to save his life with injection

of the antidote, atropine. Examinations showed that all the family
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The Boyette- case- has Ted sane health authorities to question whether
the five-day waiting period is sufficient.

NO IMPROVEMENT

Editorial, N.Y. Times, August 23, 1970

The tragic wave of parathion poisonings in the South, mostly of
children, raises some extIrmely pressing questions for the Federal
Government: If the use o`f DDT is to be discouraged or banned
altogether -- as we emphatically believe it should be -- doesn't the
United States owe its cotton, tobacco and fruit growers the most
authoritative advice on safe substitutes? Doesn't it, in fact, owe
them whatever financial aid they may need to make up the difference
in cost?

r
The danger of hard pesticides like DDT is now too well established
to warrant any defense of their continued use. Though less immediately
toxic than parathion and related chemicals, DD:f__ increases its lethal
touch from plant to insect, to fish or bird, toomammal. Building
up in fatty tissue, it has such lingering power that two-thirds of
the DDT man has sprayed since it came into wide use in World War II
is believed to be still active.

Yet farmers are often hard put to it td Make a sudden change. Most
of the substitutes, while far quicker to dissipate, are much more
toxic in the first few days after use. The cost, moreover, may
range from twice to six times as much as DDT, making the switch
sometimes as painful economically as it is physically.

Here is clearly an area where the country can afford neither to
dawdle, as Secretary of Agriculture Hardin seems bent on doing, nor
to rush headlong toward dangers possibly as great. Relieved of some
of its responsibilities by the recent executive reorganization, the
Agriculture Department should find the resources to test and deter-
mine the best substitutes available, including the biological. When
it does, what better use for farm subsidy funds than to help growers
meet added cost, enabling them to save their crops without risk of
1 osing their chi 1 dren?
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Asz e4szmea o6 Compuhenzion

1. Americans are gradually becoming aware of the realization that
pesticides are

1. harmful and can have fatal deadly effects on those who are
exposed to them

2. not harmful as long as antidotes are available to counter-
act the poisonous effects

3. safe to use because the enzymes of the liver perform a
detoxi fi cation process

4. a necessary evil

2. Of the many pesticides in use, the bne acknowledged to have
been used over the longest period of time is

1. parathion
2. malathion
3. pyrethrum
4. DDT

3. The insecticide considered the least toxic is

1. 1 i ndane

2. parathion
3. mal athion

4. pyrethrum

4. The apparently harmless effect of malathion on humans was due
to the fact that

1. it is only sprayed in small amounts
2. the enzymes of the liver detoxify its poisonous effects
3. it decomposes rapidly
4. it was not used as extensively as the other pesticides on

the market

5. Parathio ,
is known by its local trade name as

6. Home gardeners use either or both
geneally referred to as

1. contact type and stomach poisc
2. spray and nonspray
3. wet and dry
4. light and heavy

7. Despite the many poisonous insecti
saved from extinction because

1. fruits and vegetables are car
2. most chemicals used in insecti
3. Americans are an extremely hea
4. few people ,today eat fruits ar

8. Many fatal deaths occur from the
average user does not

1. investigate thoroughly the pot
newly introduced varieties

2. use them at the proper time
3. seek the advice of the local a
4. apply them to crops before sur

9. The problems created by the use cot
have reached such huge proportions
made on

1. a local level

2. a state level
3. a national level
4. farm group level

10. The leading insecticide responsibl
recent years is

1. hookworm 1. rotenone

2. DDT 2. LSD

3. "Big Bad 'John" 3. parathion

4. rotenone 4. mal athion
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generally referred to as

1. contact type and stomach poisons
2. spray and nonspray
3. wet and dry
4. light and heavy

7. Despite the many poisonous insecticides used, humans have been
saved from extinction because'

1. fruits and vegetables are carefully washed before consuming
2. most chemicals used in insecticides decompose rapidly
3. Americans are an., extremely healthy group
4. .few people today eat fruits and vegetables

8. Many fatal deaths occur from the use of pesticides because the
average user does not

1. investigate thoroughly the potential poisonous effects of
newly, introduced varieties

2. use" them at the proper time
3. seek the advice of the local agricultural agent
4. apply them to crops before sunrise

9. The problems created by the use of these poisonous insecticides
have reached_such huge proportions that restrictions must now be
made on

1. a local level
2. a state level
3. a national level
4. farm group level

10. The leading insecticide responsible for poisoning and death in
recent years is

1. rotenone

2. LSD

3. parathion

4. malathion
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11. Obvious symptoms of insecticide poisoning are

1 .----:slegbibe-ss-and-headaches

2. fainting, nausea, and convulsions
3. back and leg pains
4. nervousness

12. The two items from The New York Times both mention the problem of

1. writing simpler instructions with illustrations to
accompany each pesticide

2. finding inekpensive substitutes to replace the poisonous

insecticides
3. persuading the farmers to reject completely the use of

insecticides
4. training for farmers in the proper use of insecticides

13. Durability is a quality of

1. parathion
2. mal athion
3. DDT
4. nerve gas

14. In the passages selected, actual conditions in California were
described by

1. The New York Times editorials of August 21 and 23

2. The-New-York Timm-editorial of-August-21- and Vegetable Gardening

3. Vegetable Gardening and Silent Spring
4, The New York Times editorial of August 21 and Silent Spring
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HOME OWNERSHIP INCREASING
(NON-FARM )

HOMES OWNED HOMES-RENTED

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

MILLIONS OF NONFAR M DWELLING UNITS
1 I

30 20 10 0 o to 20 30

SOUrCe: Dept. of Commerce. Bureau of the Census

As the number of families increases, more families rent homes and
more families buy homes. But the number of homes owned increases
faster than the number rented.

A6ze6zment o Compkeitensizin

1. More homes were rented in 1940 than in

1. 1920, 1930, and 1960
2. 1920, 1930, and 1950
3. 1920, 1930, 1950, and 196b
4. 1960

2. Twice as many homes were owned in 1950 as were owned in

1. 1960
2. 1920
3. 1940
4. 1930

422

3. Home ownership has shc

2. World War II
3. The Great Depressi
4. The Korean War



WELLING UNITS -r
10 20 30

e families rent homes and
of homes owned increases

hemion

in

50 as were owned in

HOME OWNERSHIP INCREASING 111 SS14

3. Home ownership has shown its most marked increase following

1. Warld_War_l___

2. World War II
3. The Great Depression
4. The Korean War

4
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SS15 WAGE PRICE PROFILE 1/1

WAGE-PRICE PROFILE:
THE PERCENTAGE RISE OVER 20 YEARS

...

40%

UN T LABOR
COSTS

.

6 PR CES

20%

.

Mae.sament. o6 Cort.o.eitensan

1. Prices and Unit Labor Costs reached the same level in

1. 1958

2. 1960

3. 1962

4. 1964

2. Unit Labor Costs were higher than Prices in the years spanning

1. 1952-1956
2. 1956-1962
3. 1962-1966
4. 1964-1968
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THE BUDGET DOLLAR OF
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

fiscal Year 1966 EstImate

WHERE II GOMIS FROM

55t
INDIVIDUAL

INCOME

TAXES

WHERE IT GOES

HEALTH

AND

WELFARE

111

26t
CORPORATION

INCOME

TAXES

12t
INTEREST

ON
DEBT

AIL
OTHIRS

fit

41

AGRICULTURE

VETERANS

BENEFITS SPACE

5t

II<
EXCISE AND

OTHER

TAXES

TARIFFS AND
OTHER RECEIPTS

SG<

NATIONAI
SICUltIlY AND
INTERNATIONAL

RELATIONS

SOURCE, U. S. BI !feat/ of the Budget,
Budget of the United States, 1966,

.
A.64es4memt o6 Compkehenzion

1. 45% of the national income is derived from

1. individual income taxes,

2. corporation income taxes
3. individual income taxes,

excise taxes
4. individual income taxes,

tariffs

excise taxes, and tariffs
, excise taxes, and tariffs
corporation income taxes, and

corporation income taxes, and

425

THE BUDGET DOLLAR (

2. The largest amount of the nation.

anTiiilfare
2. national security and intern.
3. space
4. interest on debt

3. The two areas on which an equal
are

1. agricdlture and veterans ben
2. space and agriculture
3. health and welfare and inter.
4. veterans benefits and space

4.. The amount of income received fr .
other taxes equals the amount ex.

1. interest on debt
2. health and welfare
3. space
4. agriculture

5. What is the biggest source of in.

1. tariffs
2. excise taxes
3. -corporation taxes--
4. individual income taxes

6. Thetombined expenditure on agri
equals that of the general categi

1. space
2. health and welfae
3. interest on debt
4. all others

7. The income from individual incom.
expenditure for

1. national security and intern.
2. health and welfare
3. space
4. veterans benefits
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E. 1966.
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taxes, and tariffs
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THE BUDGET DOLLAR OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 1/1 SS16

2. The largest amount of the national income iS expended on

I.health and welfare
2. national security and international relations
3. s pace

4. interest on debt

3. The two areas on which an equal amount of the income is expended
are

1. agriculture and veterans benefits
2. space and agriculture
3. health and welfare and interest on debt
4. veterans benefits and space

4. The amount of income received from the collection of excise and
other taxes equals the amount expended for

1. interest on debt
2. health and wel fare
3. space
4. agri cul ture

5. What is the biggest source of income for the Federal Government?

1. tariffs
2. excise taxes
3. corporation-taxes
4. individual income taxes

6. The combined expenditure on agriculture and veterans' benefits

equals that of the general category entitled

1. space
2. health and welfare
3. interest on debt
4. all others

7. The income from individual income taxes most nearly equals the
expenditure for

1. national security and international relations
2. health and wel fare
3. space
4. veterans benefi ts
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ORGANIZATION CHART OF A TYPICAL LARGE CORPORATION

BONDHOLDERS

1. Provide capital as
lenders

2. Receive fixed mterest
before profits

3. Are repaid on
maturity date

COMMON
STOCKHOLDERS

1. Provide capital as
owners

2. Receive variable
dividends from profits

3. Elect Directors - one
vote to a share

PREFERRED
STOCKHOLDERS

1. Provide capital as
owners

2. Receive fixed
dividends from
profits

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

1. Makes corporation policies
2. Votes dividends on common stock
3. Appoint's officers

PRESIDENT

1. Chief officer
2. Manages business operations

Vice.Presulent

in charge of

PRODUCTION

Production

Departments

Vice-President

in charge of

SALES AND

ADVERTISING

Sales and

Advertising

Departments

Vice-President

and

General Counul

Vice-President

in charge ol

PERSONNEL

Personnel and

Indoshiel

Relations

Department

208

LOW

Depaitmeet

Treasure/

financial and

Ascending
Deportments

427

Secretary

Corporation

Records

Aszezzmewt oti Comp,

. The board of directors is respons

1. the bondhol ders
2. the comon stockholders
3. the preferred stockholders
4. al 1 three - bondholders , comon

stockhol ders

2. Corporati on pol icy i s made by

1. the president
2. the preferred stockholders
3. vice-presi dent and general couns4
4. the board of di rectors_

3. Directors are elected by

1. preferred stockhol ders
2. comon stockhol ders
3. bondhol ders
4. presi dent

4 . Business operations are managed by

1. treasurer
2. secretary--
3. board of directors
4. president

5. Offi cers are appointed by

1. vi ce-presi dent- in-Chihge of persc
2. president
3. board of directors
4. secretary

6. Capi tal, as a loan, i s provided by,

1. bondholders
2. common stockhol ders
3. preferred stockholders
4. board of di rectors

4?8
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YPICAL LARGE CORPORATION

EN

DERS

utal as

table
tom profits
tors - one
ure

PREFERRED
STOCKHOLDERS

1. Provide capital as
owners

2. Receive fixed
dividends from
profits

RECTORS

n policies
n common stock

ENT

less operations

findeM
and

General Counsd

teed
hesitated

Treasurer
a

immcidand
komting

Department*

Secretary

Corporation

Words

I.

A4susment o Comothenzion

. The hoard Of direCtors is-respbhsible directly to

1. the bondholders
2. the common stockholders
3. the preferred stockholders
4. all three - bondholders, common stockholders, and preferred

stockholders

2. Corporation policy is made by

1. the president
2. the preferred stockholders
3. vice-president and general counsel
4. the board of directors

3. Directors are elected by

1. preferred stockholders
2. common stockholders
3. bondholders
4. president

416

4. Business operations are managed by

1. treasurer
2. secretary
3. board of directors
4. president

5. Officers are appointed by

1. vice-president in charge of personnel
2. president
3. board of directors
4. secretary

6. Capital,as a loan,is provided by

1. bondholders
2. common stockholders
3. preferred stockholders
4. board of directors

428



Assmment oti Com?

1. The artist intmded to illustrate

1. even computers make inistakes

2. computers are complex machines

3. automation is causing unemplo
4. it still takes a person to rea

"Tarifftalks."

Assmsment oti Comochmsioo

1. The artist is attempting to illustrate that

1. it takes many different kinds of people to build walls

2. tariffs make it difficult for countries to engage in trade

3. tariffs lead to a much more secure economy

4. the-Uhited States is to blame for unjust tariff laws

lair%

4f4;

OVI4r°4v
0

gati*
0000 41444
3000J000
o00
0002
00

TR,

"it ev Tr'o it cavs our toils are next!"

4?9

"Think this crop is worth savin

Asbes4ment o Com

1. The artist has attempted to show t

1. money being used to build faci
be used instead to build schoo

2. money being used to pay teache
build new-schools

3. grain storage facilities shoul
4. Congress should pass laws proh

classrooms



that

eople to build walls
tries to engage in ti.ade
economy
unjust tari ff laws

TARIFFS 1/1 SS18
anctrarcrirrssi

SNOOLS AS A PRIORITY 1/1 SS20

Mbezzment o4 Compuhenzion

1. The artist intended to illustrate that

1. even computers make mistakes
2, computers are complex machines

3. automation is causing unemployment
4. it still takes a person to read what a computer

"Think this crop is worth saving?"

A66ezament cit5 tompteitendion

1. The artist has attempted to shot; that

prints

J. _money...being usfad trthuildfacilities_for_c_toring...grain_sh641
be used instead to build schools

2. money being used to pay teachers should be used instead to
build new -schools .

3. grain storage facilities 'should-be converted into schools
4. Congress should pass-laws prohibiting overcrdtqding of

cl assrooms

430
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4EIFRFF'LL/?
S2 GREENWICH TIME 1/1
S3 EARLY SCIENT/F/C DISCOVERIES 1/1

Unlike bumblebees, which construct new homes each year, the hive

of honeybees is a permanent establishment, consisting of perhaps

80,000 individuals. Each colony of this species in the Order of

Hymenoptera centers around a single queen, recognizable by her

long abdomen, retractable stinger, and legs devoid of pollen

baskets. The queen has no need of these baskets because it is

not her responsibility to go afield gathering honey.

Several hundred drones, or males, also- live in the hive; they

lack-stingers and have chunky-bodies and large eyes. The__bulk

of the population consists of a laboring class or workers, small

females with hairy bodies, and legs bearing pollen basketsthe

tools of their pollen-gathering duties.

The stinger of a worker bee is not retractable; when a worker

bee stings, its stinger is torn loose and left in the victim,

causing the death of the worker.

The proportion of queens, workers, and drones is carefully

controlled by the bee colony. Unfertilized eggs of queens develop

into drones. Fertilized eggs of queens become queens If fed a

special food--royal jelly. If the fertiliied eggs are fed normally,

they develop into workers.

Greenwich time is obtained simply by carrying a chronometer on the

ship. This is set at Greenwich time and kept running that way, just

as anyone may keep one of the clocks in his house at London time,

Tokyo time, or any other time.

Greenwich time signals are also transmitted over government radio

stations at regular intervals. Local time is obtained most.accurately

at noon, when the sun crosses the meridian. In other words, the

practice is to read the chronometer at local noon and then calculate

the longitude.

For example, if the.ship's chronometer says 8 A.M. at local noon, it

means thirthe-vitr-sttme (12-mon) is four tnDurstater-thalr--

Greenwich time (8 A.M. ), and the ship is therefore at"60°E longitude.

The chronometer is a 24-hour clock. A 12-hour clock would not show

whether the time was A.M. or P.M. at Greenwich.

210
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The Greeks found that if a piece of amber, a yellowish, translucent

fossil resin, Was rubbed with animal fin', it acquired the ability

to attract lightweight particles of matter. The effects came to be

called electricity because the treek word for amber is "elecktron."

Benjamin Franklin's famous kite experiments with electricity are

well known. In 1796, Volta produced electricity chemically; that

is by placing a piece of wet paper between two different pieces of

metal.

Geissier,--abtfut the -Middle-of the 19th century, showed-that----

electricity could flow through space. He sealed a wire in each

end of a glass tube and exhausted thetair from the tube. When the

wires were connected to an electrical source, there was a discharge

through the vacutin in the tube. It was found that rays of some kind

came from the negative wire in the tube. They were first called

cathode rays, from the Greek word "kathodos" which means negative.

In 1895 Roentgen showed that theie x-rays, unknown to him at that

time, caused certain chemicals to become fluorescent, and that they

could penetrate solid substances which remained impregnable to

other rays.



Baffling deposits', which geologists named drift, cover much of

northern Europe and North America. If your home is in New England

or the Midwest, you undoubtedly live on or near deposits of.this

sort. Maybe your house is built on a ten-foot thickness of drift;

perhaps 200 feet or more of it lie between you and bedrock.

Drift is not sorted as to size of rock fragments. Clay, silt,

sand, pebbles, and boulders are mixed together. Drift cannot be

a deposit by rivers or seas, because.rivers sort their burdens,

and so do waves.

Most of the pebbles and boulders in the aRft are urierodea anc:

angular. Some have one or more flat sides. These'shapes are

further evidence that rivers or waves did not deposit the drift.

Pebbles are made spherical aS they are tumbled along in a stream.
Seashore pebbles become thin and wafer-like as they are shoved\

back and forth by waves and Undertow.

Many of the flat-sided boulders in the drift are polished and

scratched. The scratches, called striae, are long and parallel.

Some early geologists suggested that drift might be the untrans-

ported product of weathering. This would explain the lack Of

sorting and the uneroded shapes aif many of the fragments. How

could scratches and polish develop? How could weathering produce

a' variety of rock types from one kind of bedrock?

Furthermore_drift rests abruptly on a fresh, hard bedrock surface,

and bears no chemical relation to it.
.1?

These obseryations made it clear that the drift must have somehow

been transported. It must have "drifted in" from somewhere else.

'At first the idea of an ice age met with great opposition among

scientists. It seemed incredible. But-field work by thousands 'Of

-geologists has shoWn that it is. an Almost inescapable conclUsion.

Their studies which in.c.luded_the.study_ of_ drifts, have given us,

detailed information about the glacial period.

The first advance of -the ice appears to have been about 1.7 million

--SfellirTgoraid-the rtnalretreat7s-coe 1-00007earsagn;Not-tme,
but four times during this interifal, the ice advanced arid

retreated. Layers of soil between the deposits indicate long
intervals of normal climate and Weathering between the successive

ice advances.

In the Northern Hemisphere were three ice sheets. One spread

southward into the United States f
south as Cincinnati and Topeka, co
miles and reaching across all or p

' 6

rs-4, %

/ ''-
/...--- ;

L

Figure 1 The maximum glacial
show-general-direction -of-ice
and Missouri rivers.
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Another, centered in Scandinavia, reached the plains df Germany and
western Russia, and extended across the North Sea to the British
Isles. A third sheet covered part of Siberia. In the Southern
Hemisphere there were smaller ice sheets. In addition, nearly all

the lofty mountains of the world, including those in western United
States, developed Alpine-type glaciers which pushed far below their
present snow lines.

However, evidence shows the recent ice age is not unique. Material
like the-drift has been found consolidated into sedimentary rock
and buried under layers of younger, rock. Again and again ice sheets
formed, advanced, waned, and disappeared. -

The question of just what causes an ice age has never been completely
answered. A ten-degree decrease in present annual temperatures,
continued over a long enough time, .would bring the glaciers back to
their former extent. Such a temperature change can be explained in

terms of natural processes. Higher continents, shifting maHne
currents, or a variation in the amount of energy received from the
sun, may have accomplished it._

rt.

A6464ment o Comptekenzion

1. An untorted glacial deposit is called
e

1. striae
2. dri ft

3. clay..

4. sancr

2. Round smooth pebbles are usually characteristic of deposits
,._formed by

1. drift
2. silt
3. streams
4. waves

4. What evidence indicates Uri

1. drift is not sorted as
2. most of the rock fragmi
3. drift bears no 'chemica

rests
4. drift is made up of a r

and boulders
-
5._The_numbar....of_years...hatweei

their final retreat is abot

1. 4 million years
2. 1.7 1 1 ion years

3. 1.69 mil lion years

4. .01 million years

3. Long parallel scratches in flatTsided boulders in a drift are

1. called striae
2. called bedrock
3. formed by many streams
4. formed by shifting marine-currents

212

6. What evidence indicates thi
weathering existed between

1 . numerous wafer-like pet
2. the presence of bouldei
3. layers of ice between
4. layers of soil between

7. The two major ice sheets tl
the United States were the

V. "Greenland Ice Sheet anl
2. Alpine glaciers and thi
3. Laurentide Ice Sheet ai

4. Cordilleran Glacier-Cor

8. Many geologists think that
the glaciers could advance
Hemisphere could be brough

1. a ten-degree decrease
2. an increase in solar ei
3.--an-accumulatitm-of-41a1
4. ncirmal cl imate and yea.
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i nto sedisientary_rock
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4. What evidence indicates that drift had to be transported?

1. drift is not sorted, as to size of rock fragments
2. most of the rock fragments are uneroded

.

3. drift bears no chemical relation to the bedrock upon which it
rests i

4. drift is made uk of a mixture of clay, silt, sand, pebbles,
and boulders

The number-of-years-between-the-first-advance-of-the-glaciers-and----------
their final retreat is about

has never been completely
annual temperatures,
ing the glaciers back to
ange can be explained in
nts, shifting marine
nergy received from the

1. 4 million years
2. 1.7 million years
3 . . 1.69 mill ion years

4. .01 million years

. What evidence indicates that long intervals of normal climate
weathering existed between the successive ice advances?

1. numerous wafer-like pebbles at the seashore
2. the presence of boulders in drift
3. 1,ayers of ice between drift deposits

enzi.on 4. layers of soil between drift deposits

7. The two major ice sheets that covered most of Canada and part of
the United States 'Were the

1. Greenland Ice Sheet and the Alpine glaciers
2. Alpine glaciers and the Laurentide Ice Sheet
3. Laurentide Ice Sheet and the Cordilleran Glacier Complex

4. Cordilleran Glacier Complex and the Greenland Ice Sheet
teristic of deposits

oulders in a drift are

and

8. Many geologists think -that once again, over a long period of time,
the glaciers could advance. This vast glaciation of the Northern
Hemisphere could be brought about by

1. a ten-degree decrease in present annual temperatures
2. an increase-in solar energy.

accumulatiOn-of..41aviai-dr-ifts

4. normal .climate and weathering

136



9. A change in the present average annual temperatures could be

brought about by

1. elevation of the continents'

2. shifting marine currents
3. variation in the amount of solar energy

4. all three of the above answers

10. Figure 11 shows that Michigan, Wisconsin, and New York

1. stopped,the flow of ice

2. aye located about where the flow of ice stopped in these

areas
3. are locations that were covered by ice at one time

4. mark thn extreme southern advance of the Laurentide Ice

Sheet

11 Figure 1; shows that the Greenland Ice sheet flowed

1. south
2. north
3. west
4. in all directions

lot
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SS-HOT-WATER FREEZES-F_ASTE122__1_14

Hot water freezes faster than cold water.

So goes an old wives' tale. It seems contrary to both scientific

and comon sense. Lookeclat scientifically, equal amounts of water
at different temperatures contain different amounts of heat.
Exposed to colder surroundings, both water samples will lose heat

at the same rate. So the cooler sample will remain cooler until it

freezes.

east-that s the theory. Bu r. eorge . e , o e

National Research Council of Canada, decided to put the tale to the

test recently. Was science in hot water, or was the tale a lot of

hot air?

He found that if water samples were in covered buckets things go as
science and common sense predict. The cooler water freezes first.
However, if the buckets are uncovered, the hotter one does freeze

faster!

Why? Because the hot water evaporates faster than the cold.water.
Suppose you have two 100-pound samples of water, one at 100 C and

the other at 20° C.-As the 100° sample-cools-to freezing, 25
pounds of water are lost by evaporation. But very little of the

20° sample evaporates in the same space of time. So there is less

water to freeze in the hot sample, and it cools and freezes faster.

Thus, both science and the old wives' tale are correct. Why not

try.the experiment yourself?

A44664ment otf Compice.henzion

1.. Equal amounts of water at different temperatures

1. always freeze
2. contain different amounts of heat
a.. contain the same amount-of heat

4. must-be-pl-aeed-4-n-eovered-buckets-before-freezing7

2. Dr._George S. Kell's experiment provides us with evidence that
ti

1. old wives' tales are full of hot air

2. science is in hot water
both science and this old wives' tale may be correct

4. experimentation is contrary tO both scientific and common sense
214
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3. If all the buckets
condition would pro

1. a covered bucket
2. an uncovered buc
3. a covered bucket
4. an uncovered buc

4. In the covered buck
coo er until it was

1. both samples lost
2. the cooler sample
3. the hottel sample
4. it was predicted'

5. This passage points

1. are never correct
2. depend upon commc
3. cannot be tested
4. may be true

6. The uncovered hot wz
becauke

1. the hot water wE

2. a certain amount
3. there was less WE

4. both samples lost

7. The amount of ice fc
100° C was

1. 200 pounds
2. 100 pounds
3. 75 pounds
4. 25 pounds

will

1. evaporate slower-
2. freeze faster thi
3. freeze only when
4. evaporate in a cc
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Fically, equal amounts of water
fferent amounts of heat.
water samples will lose heat
le will remain cooler until it

George S. Kell , of the
decided to put the tale to the
ter, or was the tale a lot of

n covered buckets things go as
e cooler water freezes first.
, the hotter one does freeze

s faster than the coldowater.

s of water, one at 100 C and

le cools to freezing, 25
on. But very- little of the

ce of time. So there is less
d it cools and freezes faster.

tale are correct. Why not

nmthemion

nt temperatures

3. If all the buckets contained 100-pound samples of water, which
condition would produce the least amount of ice?

1. a covered bucket at 100° C
2. an uncovered bucket at 100° C
3. a covered bucket at 20° C
4. an uncovered bucket at 20° C

4. In the covered buckets.,__the_cnn1Pr samp.l_e_awater remained
cooler until it was completely frozen because

1. both samples lost heat at the same rate
2. the cooler sample possessed more heat
3. the hotter sample contained more water
4. it was predicted by common ,sense

5. This passage points out that some old, seemingly unfounded beliefs

'1. are never correct
2. depend upon common sense
3. tannot be tested
4. may he true

6. The uncovered hot water froze faster than the cooler sample
because

1. the hot water was full of hot air
2.'-a certain amount of the hot water evaporated
3. there was less water in the cooler sample-
4.. both samples lost heat

7.The amount of iCe formed from the uncovered sample of water at
100° C was

1. ?00 pounds
2. 100 pounds
3. 75 pounds

heat 4. 25 pounds
at

*ets--before freezing -S-..---Kell-found-that-under-certain- conditions-hot-water

will
wovides Os with evidence that

1. evaporate sloWer than cold water
hot air 2. freeze faster than cold water

3. freeze only when covered
4. evaporate in a covered bucketne tale may be correct

p both scientific and coninon sense
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One of the most frequent causes of mutations, which are sudden

variations in heredity, is exposure to high-energy radiation.
Cosmic rays from outer space and radiation from radioactive elements

may cause natural mutations. They can also be produced experimen-

tally by exposure to X-rays, gamma rays, beta particles, and

ultraviolet light. Biologists,have used artificial sources of
radiation to increase both the number and the rate of mutations in

organisms under experimental conditions. Temperature increase has

also been used to increase the rate at which mutations occur. Cer-

tain chemicals-have-been-used -to-produce-mutationsT-among these are
formaldehyde, nitrous acid, peroxide, and mustard gas.

The first proof that radiation causes mutations came from research

conducted by Herman J.-Muller in 1927. Muller was one of the

graduate students who worked with Morgan and Bridges at Columbia
University in the early studies of inheritance in Drosophila,
commonly known as the fruit fly. This insect is a member of the

order Diptera. While at the University of Texas, MUller conducted

a series of experiments to establish the fact that radiation can

cause mutations and that their rate can be increased with artificial

radiation. As he had in his earlier work, Muller used.Drosophila in

his investigations. His work, for which he received lhe Nobel Prize
in medicine and physiology in 1946, represents one of the most
significant advances in genetits.

Prior to Muller's work,.geneticists had unsuccessfully.tried many
methods of producing mutations artificially. They had experimented

with temperature changes, variation in light conditions, different

diets, and other factors on various animals, including Drosophila.
One thing these other investigators probably overlooked that MUller

considered was a condition under which a gene mutated. Consider that

a pair of genes, normal for an organism and lying cloie to each other

in correspdnding positions on corresponding chromosomes, would both

be equally affected by chemical changes in the cell or by changes in 5

an environmental condition such as temperature. Suddenly, one gene

of the pair mutates, while the other remains unchanged. What could'

change one gene and not the other? The most likelycause of such a

pin-point effect would be high-energy radiation. It was to prove

this itlea that Muller began his series of experiments. Muller

reasoned, further, that lethal mutations would be the most likely to 4. cause mutations

In an exiieriment desil
radiation on Drosophi
held constant except

1. diet
2. temperature

Aase,s

1. The type of artificial
used by an experiment

1. visible light ene
2. X-rays
3. cosmic rays
4. heat energy

2. The number and rate
in,organisms by.exposU

1. variations in HO
2. changes in temperl
3. different diets

4. radiation

3. An increase in the mut
radiation was first dO

1. Mendel
2. Muller
3. Morgan
4. Bridges

4. A lethal mutation is n

1. a gene
2. a chromosothe
3. the life expectan(
4. the environmental

. Seed companies have bf
mustard gas in an efff

1. prevent disease
2. kill insects
3. promote germinatil
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1. The type of artificial high-energy radiation most likely to be
used by 'an experimental geneticist is (are)

1. visible light energy
2. X-rays
3. cosmic rays
4. heat energy

. The number and rate of mutations have been increased experimentally
in organisms by exposure to

1. variations in light conditions
2. changes in temperature
3. different diets
4. radiation

3. An increase in the mutation rate through the use of artificial
radiation was first demonstrated hy

1. Mendel
2. Muller
3. Morgan
4. Bridges

4. A lethal mutation is most likely brought'about by a change in

1. a gene
2. a chromosome
3. the life expectancy bf an organism
4. the environmental conditions

5.-- Seed companies have been using chemicals such as colchicine and
' mustard gas in an effort to

1. prevent disease
_2. kill insects
3. promote germination
4. cause mutations

A

MN.

6. In-an experiment designed to study the effects of high-energy
-radiation on Drosophila, all environmental conditions-must be
held constant except

1. diet
2. temperature

. gamma rays
4. visible light

r. 441
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S6 MUTATIONS 2/2

7.. One of a pair of genes mdy mutate when exposed fo varying

amounts of

cosmic rays, ultraviolet radiation,or X-rays

2. ultraviolet radiation, beta radiation.or heat

3. light, X-rays, or atomic energy
4. light, heat, or X-rays

8. During the early 1900's, geneticists were unsuccessful in
producing mutations artificially because

1. they did not understand what was involved in producing
a mutation

2. radiation was not discovered until 1946
3. DrosoPhila were not produced by Muller until 1927
4. up to that time, all mutations were lethal
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The Bobwhite quail, a native of Illinois, is a relatively small,
ground-dwel 1 i ng , 'chicken-like bi rd whi ch existed- in subs tanti al
numbers when the first white settlers arrived. The pioneers did
not hunt quail for sport. Amunition for the fireaniis of those
days'wes both expensive and scarce and was used un large animals
(buffalo, deer, and elk) which returned the greatest amount of.
food for the time, effort, and money'expended. During this
early period, many quail were caught in traps but-the birds were
not important as game until the late 1800's when the advent of
the shotgun and hunting dogs made "bird" hunting a popular sport.

The Bobwhite is found in every county in Illinois but occurs in
greatest numbers in the southern one-third of the state. Quail
cannot survive in climates featuring extended periods of low
temperatures and deep snow, and in northern Illinois are existing
near the margin of their possible range.

These birds thrive in a region of diversified land use. In certain
regions, farms consist of small fields-, some devoted to the pro-
duction of corn and other grain crops, others seeded to 'permanent
pasture grasses, and still other areas allowed to remain in 'native
hardwood timber. When such fields are located closb together and
are separated by brushy fencerows, living conditions are ideal for
the Bobwhite quail. The farming operations of the early settlers
created this type-of environMent and the quail population increased
rapidly. This favorable trend was reversed with the beginning of
mechanized agriculture which increased the,amount of land which
could be put under the plow in a single seison and'made it possible
to farm large tracts of land devoted to a single crop. Timberland
was cleared, and fencerows were narrowed or removed-to provide
additional cultivatable farm land. To these factors was added the
mania for so-called clean farming. Quail disappeared as their
habitat was deStroyed.

Advers.C.farmi ng_p_ractices.,_11-cOmEined_with_sev_er.e__Wifit-etlweathen,...hav.e.._
eliminated-the- Bobwhite-as a major game bird-in most-of-northern
Illinois, especially in the prairie regions. .In the southern part
of the state, particularly from Jefferson County southward; the
topography of the land does not lend itself to intensive agricul-
tural us4 and this area continues to support the highest quail
populations in Illinois.

Quails are primarily granivorous in their feeding habits, therefore,
the seeds of various grasses and.legumes comprise the bulk of their
diet. During the sumer, insects, mostly beetles anctgrasshoppers,
are eaten by them in considerable quantity along with soft fruits,
such as mulberry; blackberry, cherry, dogwood, and sassafras. In
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1HE BOBWHITE QUAIL 1/2 S7

is a Tel ati vely smal 1 , fall and winter the birds feed almost exclusively upon seeds. The more
xisted in substantial important grass consumed is foxtail. The birds seem to be particularly
ved. The pioneers.did' fond of legumes such as partridge pea, Korean lespedeza, and beggar-
the firearms of those ticks. Both the greater and lesser ragweed are high ,on the list of
used on large animals preferred foods. Corn, sorghum, and soybeans are the most important

e greatest amount of cultivated crops which furnish substantial quantities of food for
ded. DUring this quail. Like other upland game birds, Bobwhite does not need open
aps but -the birds were water for drinking purposes. Except during periods of extreme drought,
s when the advent of sufficient moisture is obtained from insects, fleshy fruit, and
u,nting a popular' sport. succulent vegetation. .,

linois but occurs in The Bobwhite is an extremely alert bird but frequently falls Victim to \
of the 'state. Quail attacks by predatory birds and animals.: It has become popular to-

ded periods of low condemn the entire hawk family as quill -predators but this is far from
n Illinois are xisting true.. Most hawks are too slow and clumsy to catch a healthy Bobwhite.

Only the Cooper's atuj sharii-shinned hawks are able to catch quail in
appreciable numbers,and their victims are often the careless or

ied land use. n certairi diseased individuals. Foxes become important predators only when the
,

e devoted to Oe pro- birds are faked to occupy an insecure environment: , Free' ranging
ers seeded to permanent dogs and cats probably destroy more birds than all other predators

ed to remain fin native combined. Skunks and opossums qualify.as quail enemies through their
ted close together and ability to locate nests and consume the eggs. Some snakes show a
onditions arelideal for fondness for eggs and young-chicks. _

of the early settlers
ail population increased Rainstorms and snowstorms, while not usually considered as enemies,
with the beginning of nevertheless exert some i nfluence on quail mortal ity. Flash floods

amount of land which often destroy nests or drown young chicks. Deep-snows which cover ,

son and made it possible the birds' food supply for lengthy periods Cause starvation or force
ingle crop. Timberland the quail into exposed situations where they become vulnerable to
removed to provide predation.
e factors was added-the
isappeared as their By far the most important enemy of the Bobwhite is man. His use of

the land and the resulting destruction of desirable quail habitat
. has contributed_more_to_thedecline_of_quail_populations_than any

.vere_wInter--weather-r-have----others-ingle-factor.
.c1 in most of-northern ..

. In the southern part If nature imposed no checks on then, quail, like all other animals,
ounty southward, the would soon reach astronomical numbers. The quantity and quality of
to intensive agricul- the environment limits the number of birds which any given area can

t the highest quail support. This is the biological principle which justifies quail
hunting for sport, provided only the surplus birds are taken. In
addition to the limitations imposed by the environment, the birds

eeding habits, therefore, themselves are adverse to overcrowding. It' is generally accepted
mprise the bulk of their that 'an average of one bird per acre is the maximum population which
eetl es and grasshoppers, ideal habitat will support. In fllinois the average is probably
along with soft fruits, nearer one bird to every five acres.
od, and sassafras. In
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S7 'THE BOBWHITE Mil 2/2

A.64e44ment oi Compitellenziint

1. Which condition is not favorable to the survival of the

bobwhite quail?

1, land being cultivated for diversified crops

2. clean farming
3. areas of hardwood timber

4. the type of farming done by the ear1y .settlers

2. Which has contributed most to the decline of the bobwhite

population?

1. rainstoms and snowstorms
2. skunks and opossums
3. hawks and foxes
4. man's use of land

3. Granivorous means

1. seed-eating

`2. greedy

3. choosy

4. seasonal

4. What is the Maximum populatton of bobwhite that might be

supported on 10 acres of farmland-in Jefferson County;Illinois?-

1. 5

3,. 20

4/. 50

5. Which was-not-mentioned-as-a-part_of_the_cus_tomary_diet_of_the
-15615/111-te?

7. Fence rows n

1. exclusi+

2. in larg(

3. in tint(

4. between

1.

2.

3.

4.

blackberries

corn
beggar tick
beech nuts

6. Skunks, opossums,and'some snakes qualify

1 . thThbwhi te
2. ranging dogs

3., the Cooper's hawk
4. the sharp-shinned ..hawk
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Energy .is present in the universe in several forms. You are
probably acquainted with some of these forms, such as electrical
energy, chemical energy, mechanical energy, and heat and light
energy.

Not only can energy exist in a variety of.forms, but one form of
energy may be changed into another. Thus, for example, chemical
energy, resulting from reacting materials in a battery, is changed
into electrical energy. When the flashlight is being used,
electrical energy is converted into heat and light.. The electrical
energy of the battery could be used to turn a small motor and
supply mechanical energy. Or the electric dnergy of the battery
could-be used-to operate a buzzer, or bell ,--and supply sound-energy.

So far we have spoken only about energy in objects.; In contrast to
chemical energy which is 'associated with matter there exists an
energy which is called radiant energy. This pure energy can exist
totally by itself, independent of matter. It does not have mass
and does not occupy space. We picture this energy as being rays
or waves.

Our greatest source of radiant energy is the sun. The energy from
the sun travels through empty space to the earth in several forms.
Some we can see and feel, and some w'e cannot detect by the senses.
Examples pf radiant energy twhich we cannot,detect by the senses are
X-rays arid radio-waves. The energy whictr we can see we call light;
-that which we can feel we call heat.

When heat is put into a body, the molecules of the. material move
more rapidly. In this:Manner heat energy is converted into
kinetic energy of motion. This motion of molecules caused by-heat
is disordered, that is, it lacks direction of any 'kind. The
molecules move 'in al 1 directions, banging into each other mil 1 ions
of-times-a-second.

If a hot object is pliced in con
flow from the hot- object to the
object will drop and the tempera.
Heat will continue to be transfe
objectt is the same. Orice the' tl
longer pass frOm one-object to al
Second LW of Thermodynamics. S,

Flg. A: Heat will flow from a hot
the two objects Is the same.

, -

A44e44me.nt

1. In Figure A, the-metal-objec

1. also increased in temper
underwent-a-decrease4n-

.37---Feiiiirilied7Et-the same teffi
4. cannot _be_determinedTempera-ture--is-a-MeaSure-of-the-disordered-motion_-ccf_molecul_es..______

The more rapid the-motion of the mole ules the higher the temperature.
The slower the motion of the molecules the lower the temperature.
If the motion of molecules in ati object ere to cease, the ,

temperature thioretically would be absob4e zero. When the Motion
of the molecules of a material slows down and the temperature
drops, we say that the object loses heat. Of course, the heat
energy does .not disappear, because energy cannot be-destroyed.
Heat is passed along to another object, or it ,is changed to a
different form of energy; The fact that energy cannot be'
destroyed is cal led the Piret Lob) of Thermodynamics. Thermodynamics
is the science that deals with the study of heat.
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2. In Figure A, the temperature
determined through the' use a
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If a hot object is placed in contact with a cold object, heat will
flow from the hot object to the cold one. The temperature of the hot

--object will drop and the temperature of the cold object will rise.
Heat will continue to be transferred until the temperature of the two
objects is the same. Once the temperatures are the same, heat can no
longer pass from ono object to another. This principle is called the

Second Law of Thermodynamics. See Figure A.

Flg. A: Heat will flow from a hot object to a cool one until the temperature of
the two objects Is the same.

A44e44ment o6 Compkehenzion

1. In Figure A, the metal object that gained heaf,

1. also increased in temperature
2,--underwent-a decrease in-temperature
3. --rentriartt-ar-the same temperature

motion of_molecules.
the.higher the temperature.
lower the temperature.

e to cease, the
zero. When 1he motion

nd the temperature
Of course, the heat
annot be destroyed.
it-is changed to a
ergy cannot be
ynamics. Thermodynamics
heat.

4. cannot-beitarnirined .

3

. In Figure A, the temperature change of both
determined through the use of a

1. thermometer
2. battery

,

3. buzzer

4. small motor

metal blocks was
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S8 HEAT ENERGY 2/2

3. 'When a person Swims in a lake which has a water temperature

of 55° Fahrenheit, the person

-will gain heat
2. will lose heat
3. will be able.to detect X-rays
4. is not affected.by the Laws of Thermodynamics

The' electrical energy of a-battery

1. can be destroyed outside the battery

2. cannot'be changed in form

3. is an example of radiant energy

4. is a product of chemical reactions within the battery

5. Two forms Of radiant energy which we are able to detect with

our senses are

1. X-rays and radio waves
2. sound and heat
3. light and heat
4. light and X-rays

6. Our greatest source of radiant energy

1. is about 93 million miles away
2. is similar to a battery
3. cannot be detected by man's senses
4.. does not generate heat energy .

7. The above passage primarily is concerned with which form of

energy?

1-1.:dhemidb1
/ 2. electrical

3. heat
4. mechanical

.8. Theoretically, when the temperature of an object reaches

absolute.zero
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1. enerqy is destroyed
2. the molecules of that object cease to move

3. the temperature of the object can no longer be increased

4. the motion of the molecules become disordered

40.0
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Saliva, which is mixed with food during chewing, is secreted by
three pairs of glands located-in the sides of the face and:under
tht jaw. These masses of iecial cells, which produce the
saliva, contain ducts, or little tubes, through which the saliva
flows into the mouth.

Saliva contains an enzyme which can digest starch. However,
food does not remain in the mouth long enough for much
digestion to take place, and -once in the stomach, saliva cannot
continue working for very long. But saliva does moisten food
to prevent it from adhering to the teeth and to ease its
passage down the throat during swallowing.

When food is swallowed, it passes down the esophagus. The
esophagus is the tube leading from the throat to the stomach.
Food-is pushed along as circular fibers of muscle tissue in the
esophagus wall contract.

There are two parts to the body cavity in man and other mammals.
There is the chest cavity and, below it, the abdominal cavity.
These two parts of the body are separated by a tough muscular
partition called the diaphragm. The digestive organs are
located in the abdominal cavity.

Food is stored in a pear-shaped, fnuscularisac. Without the
stomach, a whole meal could not be eaten at one sitting. The
stomach liKing contains a multitude of tiny glands which pour 0

out a clear yellow liquid called gastric juice which mixes with
the food. This juice contains an acid which softens fibers in
the food and kills many bacteria and an enzyme which acts on
proteins.

As the,muscles in the stomach wall keep contracting and
relaxing, the-food-exed-withTgastric-juicebreaks-up-into
smaller ana smaller pieces. It then passes into Me smafl
intestine,-a little at a time, taking about two hours to leave
the stomach completely empty.

The main digestive organ is the small intestine which is a
tube about three-fourths inches across and about 22 feet long.
Several hours are required for the digesting food to pass
through it.

There are-three juices which act on food while it is in the

small intestine. Intestinal juice is produced by the

intestine lining. Pancreatic-juice flows -in through a duct
from the pancreas, an important gland lying just behind the
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1. Saliva flows from the salivary
cavity

1. cranial
2. oral

3. abdominal
4. chest

2. The digestion of a cracker begi

. salivary:gland
2. liver
3. pancreas
4. oral cavity

3. The two parts of man's body cav

1. oral and abdominal
2. abdominal and cranial
3. chest and abdominal
4. oral and chest
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DIGESTION 1/2 S9

stomach. This-duct-enters-the smell intestine near where it joins-
the stomach. Bile, which is a juice produced by the liver, also
enters the'intestine at this same place.

The liver -- a large glandlike organ in the upper and back part of
the abdomen -- is constantly producing bile which is stored in a sac
Called the gall bladder. As the food leaves the stomach, the gall
bladder empties its bile through the bile duct. Because the bile
duct and the pancreatic duct come together as they reach the
intestine, their juices enter it simultaneously.

Bile Separateslat into very tiny droplets, making it more easily
attacked by fat digesting enzymes from the pancreas. Both
pancreatic and intestinal juices contain several enzymes which, acting
together, digest all of the food types. Then muscular movements in
the intestine wall stir the food and move it along slowly. By the
time the fOOd reaches the endof the small intestine, all digestion
is complete:i

40*

A66e.66ment oi Comptehen6ion

Saliva flows froM the salivary glands through ducts into this
cavity

1. cranial

2. oral

3. abdominal
4. chest.

2. The digestion of a cracker begins in the

1. salivary gland
2. -1iver
3. pancreas

4. )Yral cavity

3. The two parts of man's body cavity are

/1. oral and abdominal
/ 2. abdominal and cranial

/ 3. chest and abdominal
4. oral and chest

4
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S9 V1GESTION 2/2

4. An upset stomach can result from overproduction of

1. gastric juice
2. bile

3. saliva

4. intestinal juice

5. What factor enables the small intestine

of man's digestion/

1. the small intestine' is 22 feet long

2. muscular movements stir and move the food along slowly

3. three digestive juices act.on.food within the small

intestine
4. all_the above -

to carry on most

6. Three digestive juices are produced outside the organs which

act on food. Two of these juices are

1. bile and intestinal juice

2. intestinal juice and pancreatic juice

3. saliva and bile
4. gastric juice and saliva

. The presence of a gall stone would most likely upset the

of-

1. lipids

2. fibers
3. bacteria
4. proteins

8. This passage is concerned mainly with

te

10. The esophagus is

1. the most important di
2. a pear-shaped muscul
3. aftube through which

stomach
4. one of the enzymes w

11. A function of the liver

1. to store bile -

2. to produce the diges
bladder

3. to break down the fo
small intestine

4. to separate fat into

12. Which is the most approp
digestive system?

1. stomach, diaphragm, .

2. esophagus, mouth, stc

3. mouth, esophagus, stc
4. small intestine, stop

1. _the stomach as-the primary, organ of digestion

2. the digestive organs and their functions

3. how digestion is facilitated by saliva in the mouth

4. the'length of time it takes food to pass through each organ

9. The diaphragm separates

1. the stomach from the liver

2. the liver from the gall bladder.

3. the small iftestine.from the stomach,

4. the chest davity from the abdominal cavity
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10. The esophagus is

1. the most important' digestive organ
2. a pear-shaped muscular sac
3. a tube through which food passes _from the throat to the

stomach
4. one of the.enzymes which digests food

_11. A function of the liver mentioned in the passage is

1. to store bile
2., to produce the digestive juice which is stored in the gall

bladder
3. to break down the food particles before they enter the

small intestine
4. to separate fat into tiny droplets

12. Which is the most,appropriate sequence pertaining to the

digestive system?

1. stomach, diaphragm, small intestine, esophagus

2. esophagus, mouth, stomach, small intestine
3. mouth, esophagus, stomach, small intestine

4. small intestine, stomach, esophagus, mouth

organ of digestion
heir functions ,

ed by saliva in the mouth
s food to pass through each organ

adder
he stomach
abdominal cavity



Note:

The following passage is taken from The Log of Apollo 11 on the day

man first set foot on the moon. The date is July 20, 1969.
Armstrong and Aldrin have landed the Lunar Module (LM), code-named
Eagle, and are proceeding to complete their mission.

6:00 p.m. - With everything in order, Armstrong radios a
recoonnendation that theY plan to-start the EVA (Extra Vehicular
Activity), earlier than originally scheduled, at about 9:00 EDT.
Mission Control replies: "We will support you anytime."

10:39 p.m. - Later than proposed at 6:00 p.m., but more than five
hours ahead of the original schedule, Armstrong opens the LM hatch
and squeezes through the opening. It is a slow process. -Strapped

to his shoulders is -a- portabl e.1 ife support-and- communications
system-weighing 84-pounds on-Earth,--14-on the Moon,_with provision
for pressurization;-oXygen requirements and removal of carbon

dioxi de.

Armstrong moves slowly down the 10-foot, nine-step ladder. On

reaching the second step, he pulls a "D-ring," within easy reach,
deploying a television camera, so arranged on the LM that it will
depict him to Earth as he proceeds fran that point.

Down the ladder he moves and halts on the last step. "I'm at the

foot of the ladder," he reports. "The LM footpads are only
depressed in the surface about one or two inches. .the surface
appears to be very, very finegrained, as you get close to it, it's

almost like a powder."

10:56 p.m. - Armstrong puts his left foot to the Moon. It is the

first time in history that man has ever stepped on anything that has
not existed on or originated from the Earth.

"That's one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind,"

Armstrong radios. Aldrin is taking photographs from inside the

spacecraft.

The first print made by the weight of man on the Moon is that of a
lunar boot which resembles an oversized galosh. Its soles are of

silicon rubber and its 14-layer sidewalls of aluminized plastic.
Specially designed for super-insulation, it protects against
abrasion and has reduced friction to facilitate donning. On Earth,

it weights four pounds, nine ounces, on the Moon, 12 ounces.

Armstrong surveys his surroundings for a while and then moves out,
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'testing himself in a gravity environment one-sixth of that on Earth.
"The surface is fine and powdery," he says. "I can pick it up

loosely with my toe. It does adhere in fine layers like powdered
charcoal to the sole and sides of my boots. I only go in a small

fraction of an inch. Maybe an eighth of an inch, but I can see the
footprints of my boots and the treads in the fine sandy particles."

"There seems to be no difficulty in moving around as we spspected.
It's even perhaps easier than the simulations. . . ."

Feeling more confident, Annstrong begins making a preliminary
collection of soil samples close to the landing craft... This is done
with a bag on the end of a pole.

"This is very interesting," he coments. "It's a very hard surface,
but it appears to be very cohesive material of -the same sort... . It

has a stark-beauty-all its- own. It's-like much- of-the high desert

of the United States."

He collects a small bagful of soil and stores it-in a pocket on the
left leg of his space suit. This is done early, according to plan,
to make sure some of the Moon surface is returned to Earth in case
the mission has to be cut short.

A6 4 ee41flea 06 Comptehe.nsion

1. Eagle is the code-name for the

1. EVA

2. EDT
3. LM
4. D-rino

2. One of Armstrong's lunar boots weighs four pounds,nine ounces
on Earth; yet on the Moon, it weighed 12 ounces. The explanation

for this observation is that

1. the Moon's gravitational attraction is less than that of the
Earth

2. the boot was worn down by abrasion
3. the entire boot was made of aluninized.plastic
4. the boot needed to be pressurized on the Moon but not on

Earth

4 55
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3. The portable life support and coninunications system only
weighed 14 pounds on the Moon, while on Earth the same
equipment weighs 84 pounds. This difference in weight occurs
because the Moon's gravity

1. is six times that of the Earth
2. is one-sixth that of the Earth
3. is the same as that of the Earth
4. has not existed on or originated from the Earth

4. On Earth an astronaut weighs 174 pounds; on the Moon his
weight would be

1. 1044 pounds
2. 174 pounds

3. 145-pounds
4. 29 pounds

5. Armstrong said, "That's one small step for a man, one giant
leap for mankind," when he stepped on the surface of the
Moon on July 20, 1969 at

1. 6:00 p.m.
2. 9:00 EDT
3. 10:39 p.m.

4. 10:56 p:m.

6. Eagle's footpads were depressed in
about

1. an eighth of an inch
2. one or two inches
3. one foot

4. two feet

the surface of the Moon

7. If all the rungs of the LM ladder were equally spaced, then
the distance between the fourth and fifth rungs would be
about

1. 10 feet
2. g feet
3. 1 foot
4. 2 inches

224
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8. Samples of lunar soil were collect

1. an oversized galosh
2. a silicon rubber sole
3. a D-ring
4. a bag on the end of a pole

9. Armstrong described the lunar suri

1. like powdered charcoal
2. very finegrained
3. very cohesive
4. all of the above

10. This passage is mainly concerned v
_

1. relating one of the most excit
achievements;

2. giving the details of the enti

3. comparing the surface of the 1,
4. describing equipment astronaut
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8. Samples of lunar soil were collected with

1. an oversized galosh
2. a silicon rubber sole
3. a 0-ring

4. a bag on the end of a pole

9. Armstrong described the lunar surface as being

1. like powdered charcoal
2. very finegrained
3. very cohesive

4. all of the above

1 . This passage_is mainly concerned with

1. relating one of the most e'xiting events of one of man's great

achievements

2. giving the details of the entire flight of Apollo 11

3. comparing the surface of the Moon with that of Apollo 11
4. describing equipment astronauts use for EVA



On Marcn 7, 1970, there was a total eclipse of the sun. People .

living along the East Coast of the United States were able to
see this spectaCular celestial event. People outside the total
eclipse path were able to see a partial eclipse-of the sun.
(See Figure 1.)
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SOLAR ECLIPSES 1/3 S11

There will be only one more visible in the United States during the
remainder of this century. It will occur on February 26, 1979, and
will cross the extreme northwest United States, central Canada, and
over'-H-adson Bay. Relatively few people will iee it.

At any given location on the earth, total solar eclipses occur
infrequently. For example, in the New York area the_ last total solar
eclipse was seen on January 24, 1925; and the neAt one visible from
that region will occur on April 8, 12024.

The moon, which is much smaller than the sun, can blot out the sun
because both the moon and the sun appear to be the same size when
viewed from the earth. This-happens because of the fact that, although
the diameter of the sun is 400 times greater than the diameter of the
moon, the sun is just aboui 400 times farther from us than the moon.
(See Figure 2.)

Di ameter Diameter
of the Moon of the Sun

tairatIETER_ 2,160 miles /864,000 miles
°to *tau ,400

Distancg to Moon Distance to Sun
(Mean) 94,542,800 miles

238,857 miles (Mean 92,300,000)

Figure 2

,
To have a solar eclipse the moon must be in the new moon phase -- it
must be located between the earth and sun. The moon is between the
,earth.-and,sun once in every 291/2 days, but solar eclipses may occur
only two times a year. If the sun, moon, and earth were all on the
same plane, an eclipse would be possible once a month. But the moon's

orbit around the earth is tilted slightly to earth's orbit around
the sun; therefore the sun, moon, and earth are in line only twice a
year during the new moon phase (See Figures 3, 4, and 5). But an
eclipse does not result every time the sun, moon, and earth are in
line because the moon's shadow may not reach the earth.
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.

FIGURE 3. When the sun, earth,
and moon are on the same plane,
a solar eclipse may occur.
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The mean distance of the moon from the earth is 238,857 miles. And
the mean length of the shadow of the moon is 232,100 miles. Obviously,
for the most part, the shadow does not reach the earth. Actually,
thedistance between the earth and Moon varies by about 35,000 miles
in a month -- the apogee (farthest distance) being about 256,000 miles
and the perigee (closest approach) being about 221,000 miles.

A641244sme.nt oi Compnehen.sion

1. Which diagrams' show the moon and the shadow of the moon reaching
the surface of the earth?

OSSIBLE)

ORBIT IS EXAGGERATED )

re 5

1. 1 and 2
Z.-2 and_3
3. 3 and 4
4. 4 and 5

2. In Figure 1, this city was within the path of the total eclipse

1. Savannah
2. Jacksonville
3. St. Andrews
4. Sal ina Cruz

3. Judging from Fi,gure 1,_which city experienced more of a partial
eclipse than Greenwood?

1. Savannah
2. Charleston
3. Tallahassee
4. Newark

4. Why will few people see the solar eclipse in 1979?

1. The eclipse will occur at night.
2. The path of the eclipse will not pass over any land mass.
3. The population density is rather low in the area covered by

the ecl ipse.
4. The shadow of the earth will blot out the moon resulting in

extremely poor visibility.
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5. A total eclipse is predicted for the New York area 11. The di fference between th

1. in 1979
2. in 2024
3. every 291/2 days
4. twice a year

6. A total solar eclipse could occur when

1. the sun; moon, and earth are in line
2. the moon is 5 degrees below the orbit of the earth
3. the earth's shadow falls upon the moon
4. the sun and the moon are the same size

7. Referring to Fi gure 2, the moon can completely blot out
the-sun-because-the-angle-size of-both the-sun- and-the
moon is about 9

1. one half of one degree
2. 400 times §-reater than the earth
3. 238,857 miles
4. 2,160 miles

8. From the earth, the moon and the sun appear to be the
same size because

1. the moon revolves around the earth every 291/2 days
2. the moon and the sun 'are the same size
3. apparent size is reduced with distance
4. the diameter of_the earth is 400 times greater than

the moon

.9. Figure 5 shows

\, 1 . a 1 unar ecl ipse
2. a solar eclipse is always possible
3. the position of the moon each month of the year
4. the moon's orbit in relation to the plane of the

earth's orbit

10. If the length of the moon's s6adow was 200,000 miles, then

1. an eclipse would occur every 291/2-days'
2. a total eclipse of the sun would occur only when the

earth, moon, and sun are properly alined
3. a total solar eclipse could not occur
4. the eclipse track on the earth would be 21,000 miles long

1. 256,000 miles
2. 238 ,857 mi 1 es
3. 221;000 mi les
4. 35,000 miles
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S12 WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 1/2

Like the miner's canary, wildlife is a sensitive indicator of a

healthy human environment.

We are concerned for wildlife, not as sentimentalists or hunters
or fishermen, but as humans who know that the presence of
healthy wildlife means we are sharing'a healthy environment.

Unfortunately, some 40 species of birds and mamnials have been
lost in the U.S. in the last 150 years. Presently 89 more are

on the "Endangered Species List."

An ominous omen indeed for the fUture of man!

Being lower on the food chain, wildlife feels the effects of
pollution first. Dirty water kills millions of fish every

year. Habitat losses destroy homes and breeding grounds for

Draining and filling of_ wetlands reduces waterfowl production.
Increased use of pestiCides is having a harmful effect on the
breeding potential of our birds of prey and possibly other
forms of life, including humans.

The wildlife picture, because of continuing loss of habitat,
is not very bright.. Most duck species are in trouble. How-

ever, we have made dramatic progress in the science of game
management. For example, we have more deer than any time in
history, and most other big game populations are healthy.

(See Figure 1.)

White-Tailed Deer:

1937 -- 13.2 million

1967 -- 7.75 million

Mule Deer:

[1937 -- 1.27 million 1

1967 -- 1.5 million

Elk:

1937 -- 118,000 (Oregon)

1967 -- 56,500 (Oregon) ]

[11937 -- 4,471 (Arizona)

11967 -- 9,250 (Arizona)

228

Black Bears:

1937 -- 13,000 (W4shington)

1967 20,000 (Washington) I

Grizzly Bears:

1937 1,100

1967 -- 850

Bison:

1_11937 -- 4,100

1967 -- 25,000
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Small game such as rabbits, pheasants, squirrels, quail, grouse and

doves are thriving.

For half a century, wildlife managers have been buying land for refuges,
game lands, sanctuaries and shooting preserves. Federal refuges have
more than 30 million acres located in all North American life zones.
(See Picture 2.)

Acres In the National
Wildlife Refuge System

1937-11.482.374
1950 17.420,746
1960 17,945,706
1965-29.271,359
)964 30.554.340

Figure 2

State agencies have acquired millions more. These islands, preserving

essential habitat, are safeguarding America's wildlife heritage.

Little money has been spent for long range-fish management, so the
future of our aquatic.wildlife is not very secure.

Ocean species, in particular, are under increasing threat especially
from loss of estuarian breeding grounds damaged by pollution,
dredging and filling.

Currently, and in the past, hunters and fishermen have paid the
freight for most wildlife conservation efforts. As the burden
increases, the general public will have to assume more of the
financial responsibility, particularly for the management of non-game

species.

The future is not very hopeful. The continued jump in human popula-
tion inevitably will elbow aside more and more of our wildlife
through the loss of habitat.
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1. Figure 2 shows that over a period of 32 years, the amount of
land in the National Wildlife Refuge System was increased by

1. 30,554,340 acres
2. 19,071,966 acres
3. 17,788,985 acres
4. 11,482,374 acres

2. In Figure 2, the region of the country that has a larger
number of wildlife refuges than any other region listed is
the

1. Northwest
2. Northeast
3. Southwest
4. Southeast

3. The only animal shown in Figure 1 that has decreased in
number is the

1. Mule-Deer
2. Blaci Bear
3. Grizzly Pear
4. Bison

4. The animal shown in Figu-e 1 that has enjoyed a population
growth of more than 600 percent is the

1. Bison
2. White-Ta i led Deer
3. Elk
4. Grizzly Bear

5. In Figure 1, the elk in Oregon have increased b 4hout a
factor of

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

6. According to the informal
of the large gane populal
be one of the main cause

the human population
2. the long range fish r
3. the total financial 5
4. shown in Figure 2
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1. 30
2. 40
3. 89
4. 150
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9. Wildlife in the United Si
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According to the inforratfon in the passage and in Figure 1, most
of the large game populations have increased. A factor that may

be one of the main causes for this inerease is

1. the human population explosion
2. the long range fish management program
3. the total financial support of the general public
4. shown in Figure 2

The number of species of birds and mammals in the United States
that have become extinct since 1820 is about

1. 30

2. 40

3. 89
4. 150

Generally, wildlife feels the effects of pollution first because

1. wildlife managers have been buying land for refuges
2. pesticides cannot ham htxnans
3. wildlife is a Sensitive indicator of a healthy enviroment

4. wildlife is lower on the food chain -

o
Wildlife in the United States faces a bleak future because of
the projected loss of habitat. This decrease in habitat will

be directly related to

1. the human population explosion
2. the increase of wildlife refuges
3. America's wildlife heritage
4. increases in public financing
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Hydrocarbons are organic compounds containing only carbon and hydro-

gen atoms. Many thousands of such carbon compounds are known.

Since carton atoms are capable of Sharing electrons with each other,

they tend to form long chains. The gas methane (CH4) is the

simplest hydrocarbon, having only one carbon atom. Methane is the

first in a series of hydrocarbons called the methzme or the paraffin
series. The general fonnulS for any merber canpound of this series

is CnH2e+2, where n stands for the nunter, of carbon Weis. A series

of hydrocarbons contains compounds that are structurally related and

may have similar chemical or physical properties. As one continues

in such a series, the number of carbon atoms increases and the

molecular weight also increases. The low-molecular weight merbers

of the methane series are gases; the intermediate-weight members

are liquids; the heavier members are solids. The following table
lists some of the canpounds that are members of the methane series.

SOME MEMBERS OF THE METHANE SERIES

Name

Molecular
Formula

C.02.+ 2 Structural Formal,
State of
Matter

Methane CH,
H

HCH
H

Gas

Ethane CM,
H H

H-6--6H
e 1 1

H H
Gas

Propane C,141,

14 if III

H--6-CVH
k 11 H

Gas

nwfaire C414,.

Htl Hlif
H-4F-4---FH

HHHH
Gas

Pentane CsHir
Hnflif H

He-cc---c-4H
114HHHH

Liquid

t

Other series of structurally relate(
series with a general formula of Cni
a general formula of CnM2n-2. In ei

the carbon atcrns are united in a chi
however, because the carbon atoms am
(hexagonal) ring. Compounds of the
or aromatic canpounds. Benzene (C6I

series of hydrocarbons and its stru(

follars:

IcL
Benzene CI

Assessment 04 (

1. The structural formula HC--H
that is

1... 4 OS
2, named methane
3. a member of the paraffin sel
4. all of the above answers

2. Thi hydrocarbon propane is a

1. member of the ethylene serii

2. member of the acetylene ser
3. gas

4. liquid
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er of carbon atoms. A series
t are structurally related and
properties. As one con:inues
atoms increases and the
low-molecular weight merrbers
intermediate-weight mexbers
solids. The following table

rs of the methane series.

NE SERIES

State of
Miff's

Gas

111 H

H

H H
H H H

Gas

Gas

Gas

11 I:I 1.1

11 11 1-1

kud

Other series of structurally related hydrocarbons include the ethylene
series with a general formula of CnH2n, and the acetylene series with

a general formsla of CnIi2n-2. In each of these series of hydrocarbons,

the carbon atoms are united in a chain. The benzene series is unique,

however, because the carbon atoms are united in a six-sided
(hexagonal) ring. Compounds of the benzene series are known as ring
or aromatic coxpounds. Benzene (C6H6) is the simplest member of this

series of hydrocarbons and its structural formula is written as

fol lows:

Benzene C6H6

el

Assessment oic CompkehensiDn

If

The structural formula HCH represents a moletule of a compound
that is

1. a gas
2. named methane
3. a member of the paraffin series
4. all of the above answers

2. The hydrocarbon propane is a

1. member of the ethylene series
2. merber of the acetylene series
3. gas

4. liquid
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3. Ethane and butane are similar in that both compounds

1. physically exist in the same state of matter under normal

conditions
2. have the same molecular formula
3. are matters of the ethylene series

4. have the same nurrber of carbon atoms

4. Acetylene (C2/12) and ethane (C2H6) are similar in_ that each

contains two carbon atoms, yet each camiound belongs to a

different

1. hydrocarbon series
2. methane series
3. ethylene series

4. acetylene series

5. Hexane (C6H14) and benzene (C6H6) differ fran each other

1. btcause only benzene is a hydrocarbon

2. because benzene is not an organic compound

3. in the nuaber of carbon atoms found in molecules of

each canpound
4. in their Structural configuration

6. A 4-carbon compound of the acetylene series has a molecular

formula of

1. C4H4
2. C4H6
3. C4H8
4. C4H10__

7. Propylene has a molecular formula C3H6. It ¶ a member of the

series called

1. methane
2. ethylene
3. acetylene
4. benzene

8. Solid hydrocarbon such as nonadecane (C19H40), generally are

compounds with

1. low molecular weights
2. high molecular weights

3. six sides
4. hexagonal rings

9. Propane is chemica

1. methane
2. ethylene
3. acetylene
4. benzene

10. The simiest comPo
CnH2n is

1. methane
2. ethylene
3. acetylene
4. benzene

11. The simplest membe

1. methane
2. ethane
3. butane
4. pentane

12. Carbon atoms can I

1. are organic cc
2. can share elec
3.- are-hydrotarbc
4. can form a he;
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9. Propane is chemically and physically most similar to

1. methane
2. ethylene

3. acetylene
4. benzene

10. The simplest compound of the series that has a general formula of

CnH2n is

1. methane
2. ethylene
3. acetylene
4. benzene

11. The simplest member of the paraffin series is

1.

2.

3.

4.

methane

ethane
butane

pentane

12. Carbon atoms can form long chain compounds because carbon atoms

1. are organic compounds
2. can share electrons
3. are hydrocarbons
4. can fom a hexagonal ring

40

C.
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S14 SALTS 1/2

Salts are crystalline substances composed of positive and negative
ions. These ions are usually positive metal ions from a base and
negative non-metallic ions from an acid. Salts may also be de-
fined as, the crystalline products formed as the result of a
neutralization reaction of an acid and a base. ,Ordinary table
salt is chieflif the salt sodium chloride (NaC1). Sodium chloride
is only one example of the many salts that exist.

Salts may be prepared as a result of a number of chemical re-
actions, some of which are:

1. Neutralization. A solution is neutral when it possesses
neither acid nor basic properties and has a pH of 7.
Neutralization is the reaction between an acid and a base
to produce water and a salt. The resulting solution is
said to be neutral when the number of hydrogen ions equals
the number of hydroxyl ions.

Here are two examples of neutralization reactions:

HC1

(acid)

HNO3
(acid)

NaOH NaC1

(base) (a salt)

(Double Replacement)

NaOH NaNO3
(base) (a sal t)

NaNO3=sodium nitrate

(Doubl e Repl acement)

3. Direct Combination of a M
this method of salt produ

Cu
(metal)

CuC12=

(Chemical

4. Chemical Reaction Between
resul ts in the formation

2NaOH
(base)

CuSO4

(a sa

CuSO4

Na2S0

H20 (Doub

(water)
The following table lists some

H20
(water)

_

2. Reaction Bebieen an Active Metal and an Acid. In order for
this reaction to take place, the metal must be above hydrogen Sodium bicarbonate Mai

in the-ecti vity--(elestromotive).-series-of-metals. .When- the- .-------.-(NarIC03)-...-----_ ----cal
metal is above hydrogen, it is more active than hydrogen and
thus will replace all (o

232

Some Important Salts

Sodium chloride
(NaC1)

Tal

sa

to

Sodium carbonate
(Na2CO3)

Mai

pc

4r3)
Zn

(act ve (a salt)
metal)

ZnSO4=zinc sul fate

(Single Replacement)

part) of the hydrogen in the acid.

ZnSO4 H2

(hydrogen)

472

Sodium nitrate
(NaNO3)

Mai

ex,

Magnesium sulfate
(NMI)

A

Copper sul fate
(CuSO4)-

1.1v

of
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(water)

H20
(water)
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3. Direct Combination of a Metal and a Non-metal. An example of
this method'of salt production is the following:

Cu C12 CuC12
(metal) (non-metal) (a salt)

CuC12=copper chloride

(Chemical Combination - Synthesis)

4. Chemical Reaction Between a Base and a, Salt. This
results in the formation of a different base and a

2NaOH

(base)
Cu504 Cu(OH)2'
(a salt) (base)

CuSO4=copper sul fate

Na2504=sodi urn sul fate

(Double Replacement)

The follcwing table lists some of the comon salts and their uses.

reaction
salt.

+ Na2S0A
(a salt)

Some Important Salts Uses

Sodium chloride
(NaC1)

Table salt, manufacture of other sodium
salts, and hydrochloric acid, essential
for life.

Sodium carbonate
(Na2CO3)

Manufacture of glass and washing
powders.

Sodium bicarbonate
(NaHCO3).

Manufacture of baking soda, used in
__carbon-dioxide-fi re-extinguishers:

e active than hydrogen and
the hydrogen in the acid.

SO4 H2
salt) (hydrogen)

ate

cement)

Sodium nitrate
(NaNO3)

Manufacture of fertilizers and
explosives.

Magnesium sulfate
(MgSO4)

A laxative (Epsom salts).

Copper sulfate
(CuSO4)

Used in copper plating, and manufacture
of fungicides.
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Asamsment o6 Compnehension

1. ZnC12 is the chemical formula for this compound 7. In single replacement rea
an acid if the metal is

1. sodium chloride
2. zinc sulfate

1. more active than hydr

3. zinc chloride
2. less active than hydr

4. sodium nitrate 3. an acid
4. a base

2. KOH HNO3 4 603 H20

The above equation represents a type of reaction called

1 . singl e repl acement

2 . double repl acement

3. synthesis
4. decomposition

3. This salt is found in many products that are used to increase

plant growth

1. NaNO3
2. NaC1
3. HNO3
4. H2SO4

4. The formula NaHCO3 represents sodium

1 . chl ori de

2. carbonate
3. bicarbonate
4. nitrate

8. In chemical reactions, ME

1. negative ions
2 . positi ve ions

3. hydrogen ions
4. hydroxyl ions

9. NaC1 is a chemical

1. salt
2. acid
3. base
4. ion

10. Most chemical salts are r

1. acids
2. bases
3. positive and negativl

4. sodiun and chlorine

11. Chemical salts may be pri

. As a result of this reaction, the solution would not have a 1. an active metal midi,

riebtral pH
_ __ __ ___ . . _ 2. a metal and a non-me

3. a base and a salt

1. HC1 + NaOH .÷- NaC1 + H20 4. all of the above ansi

2. HNO3 + NaOH -* NaNO3 + H20

3. 2NaOH + CuSO4 -4- Cu(OH)2 + Na2SO4

4. CU + C12 - CuCl 2

6. Which food is the least acidic?

1. limes with a pH of about 2

2. apples with a pH of about 3

3. tomatoes with a pH of about 4

4. peas with a pH of about 6
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7. In single replacement reactions, a metal will replace hydrogen in

an acid if the metal is

1. more active than hydrogen
2. less active than hydrogen
3. an acid
4. a base

8. In chemical reactions, metals generally form

1. negative ions
2. positive ions
3. hydrogen ions
4. hydroxyl ions

9. NaC1 is a chemical

1. salt
2. acid
3. base
4. ion

10. Most chemical salts are composed of

1. acids
2. bases
3. positive and negative ions
4. sodium and chlorine ions

.

11, Chemial salts may be prepared by a chemical reaction between

an active metal and an acid
a metal and a non-metal
a base and a salt
all of the above answers

olution would not have a 1.

2.

3.

20 4.

H20
+ Na2SO4
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LI PRCLIMIMARY LESSON, LITERARY DEVICES 1/3

Figures of speech occur in all types of writing for the purpise
of conveying images and ideas which are vivid, suggestive, and

connotative. The basis of many figures of speech lies in com-
parison, the author's linking of the known with the unknown,

the abstract with the definitive.

Examples:

Simile - A comparison utilizing the words like or as

Example:

My love is like a red, red rose.

Metaphor - A comparison omitting like or as

Example:

It is the East, and Juliet is the sun.

Extended Metaphor - A comparison, omitting like or as, and de-
veloped at considerable length through a series of consistent
details.

Example:

All the world's a stage
And all the men and women merely players,
They have their exits and their entrances,
And one man in his time plays many parts...

William Shakespeare
As You Like It

Mired Metaphor - An inconsistent comparison

Example:

He is cooling his heels in the melting sun.

Implied Metaphor - A comparison which lies in the interpretation
of words Chosen to describe a particular situation.

Example:

The child galloped down the street. [Since galloped
normally describes the gait of a horse, there is a comparison
implied in the choice of this word.]

234
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Hyperbole - A comparative dev

Example:

She was arowned in t,

Some figures of speech utiliz,

Examples.:

Orymoron - The use of contrad

Example:

Daniel Webster was c,

Metonyny - An association dev
specifics for some hroader tol

Example:

I have nothing to of'

synecdoche 7 Use of a word wh'
. _

whole

Example:

Man, he just bought t

Imagery - The use of non-absti
(sight, sound, touch, taste,

Example:

Lilacs/false blue, wf
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Hyperbole - A comparative device utilizing exaggeration

Example:

She was drowned in tears.

Some figures of speech utilize word associations to develop ideas.

Examples:

Oxymoron - The use of contradictory words to convey dual ideas

Example:

Daniel Webster was called The Little Giant.

Metonymy - An association device which substitutes the names of
specifics for some broader concepts

Example:

I have nothing to offer but blood, sweat,and tears.
Churchill

-----
Synecdoche - Use of a word which denotes a part as a syMbtl for the
whole

Example:

Man, he just bought himself a set of wheels.

Imagery - The use of non-abstract words which appeal to the senses
(sight, sound, touch, taste, smell, size, motion, thermal, etc.)

Example:

Lilacs/false blue, white, color of lilacs/
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Ceetain devices utilize the sounds of words to add to the mood or

tempo of the statement.

Alliteration - The repetition of the initial letter of several

words in close proximity to each other

Examples:

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.

Sighted sub; sank same.

Assonance - Repetition of vowel sounds in medial or final
positions in several words in close proximity to each other

Example:

Silver Bells!,

Silver Bells!
How they tinkle, tinkle, tinkle.
In the icy air of night.

Poe

Onomatopoeia - The use of words which suggest the action being

described

Examples:

Example:

There was 0

Feminine rhyme re
is on the first s

Example:

Nothing say

S1 ant: rhyme refer

patterns but whic

Example:

wind/mill

True rhyme refers

Exampl e:

even/steven

TIME VEVI CES

Poreshadowing - The

Boom, bang, eeek, slurp tells events to come

Puna - The humorous use of words to suggest different meanings or EXampl e:

applications of words having the same or nearly the same sound

but different meanings The wine wa
narrow stre

Examples: spilled. I

and many na

You tell 'em, hair, how it feels to belong. joker...scr
muddy wine-

Before I'd 'build a wall I'd ask to know...
to whom I was like to give offence. The time wa

Frost on the stre

Rhyme - is the development of similar sound patterns.
Flashback - The inte

Mascul i ne rhyme refers to simi 1 arity in final accented an account of previo

syl labl es. account

478
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Example:

There was a cat/who ate a rat.

Feminine rhyme refers to a two syllable pattern where the accent
is on the first syllable.

Example:

Nothing says loving, like something from the oven

Slaqt rhyme refers to linking words which have,similar letter
patterns but which do not have the same sound.

Example:

wind/mill

,True rhyme refers to words which contain almost identical sounds.

Example:

even/steven

TIME DEVICES

Foreshadowing - The introduction of a scene which in some way fore-

ilurp tells events to come

ords to suggest different meanings or
the same or nearly the same sound

, how it feels to belong.

wall I'd ask to know...
like to give offence. The time was to cane, when that wine too should be spilled

Frost on- the street stones...
Charles Dickens

Example:

The wine was red wine and had stainekthe ground of the
narrow street in Saint Antoine, in PaNIS where it was
spilled. It had stained many hands, too, and many faces,
and many naked feet and many wooden shoes...and one tall
joker...scrawled upon a wala with his fingers dipped in
muddy wine-lees BLOOD.

f similar sound patterns.

similarity in final accented

478

Flashback - The interrupting of the course of action to interpolate
an account of previous events; more drematic than a chronological
account

4'79
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LI PRELIMINARY LESSON, LITERAW.DEVICES 3/3

Example:

It was now lunch time and they were all sitting under

the double green fly.of the dining tent pretending

that nothing had happened.
Ernest Hemingway

OTHER DEVICES

Apostrophe - The addressing of an object or concept

Example:

0 Death, where is thy sting?

Personification - The attributing of human qualities to animals,

abstractions, or inanimate objects

Example:

The lazy sun shone down indolently.

Irony - A figure of speech where the meaning is opposite to the

literal text. Often used in mockery or satire.

Example:

What has the gray-haired prisoner done?

Has murder stained his hands with gore?
Not so; his crime's a fouler one--
God made the old man poor.

John Greenleaf Whittier

Epigram -.A short, witty saying, usually true.

Example:

'Tis education forms the common mind;
Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined.



SILVER MOON

Michael Nesmith

See the lay windmill slowly turning
Cutting up the marble canyons of the sky
See the dust around my feet go churning
Moving the winds down the highway of goodbye.
Standing in the lonely night of the silver rcon
With the unexpected destination of my hoffe
Now I must go, go,and let go.

Half the thoughts I'm thinking speak in sighs
As that same old wave of loneliness returns
As I can see you when I close my eyes

Speaking very softly as you turn.

A44usment oi CompAeheiusion

1. The,windnill slowly turning is

1. a metaphor
2. a simile
3. an image
4. a synecdoche ,

2. The old wave of loneliness contains a sound device known as

1. alliteration
2. assonance
3. identical rhyme
.4. cacophony

3. Speak in sighs is an example of

1. alliteration
2. assonance
3. identical rhyme
4. cacophony

81"1

at

4. Calling a windmill

1. mixed metaphor
2. apostrophe
3. hyperbole
4. personificatior

5. Now I must go, go,,

1. repetition for
2. personification
3. hyperbole
4. cacophony

6. Turning-churning is

1. alliteration
2. p.ue rhyme
3. feminine rhyne
4. alternate rhyme

7. The silver moon is

1. an image
2. a hyperbole
3. an alliterative
4. a simile



ling

the sky

urning
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he silver rx,on
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Compuhuusion

ntains a sound device known as

4. Calling a windmill lazy is

1. mixed metaphor
2. apostrophe
3. hyperbole
4. personification

5. Now I must go, go, let yo, is an example of

1. repetition for effect
2. personification
3. hyperbole

4. cacophony

6. naming-churning is an example of

1.. alliteratton.
2. true rhyme
3. feminine rhyme
4. alternate rhyme

7. The ailvimmoon is

1. an image
2. a hyperbole

3. an alliterative device
4. a simile

AR

SILVER MOON 1/1 L2
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L3 SIMILE, TWISTER 1 /1

SIMILE

My passion is as mustard strong;
The twait

I sit all sober sad;
As twine

Drunk as a piper all day long,
'Twixt tl

Or like a March-hare mad.
He, twirl

Round as a hoop the bumpers flow;
When a T

I drink, yet can't forget 'her;
For the

For, though as drunk as David's sow,
But if o

I love her still the better. The twin

Pert as a pear-monger I'd be, Untwirli

If Molly were but kind;
He twi rl

Cool as a cucumber could see
The, twi

The rest of womankind.
He twi tc

As soft as pap her kisses are,
Methinks I taste them yet;
Brown as a berry is her hair,

Oh, you

Her eyes as black as jet:
But a pe

As smooth as glass, as white as curds,
Her pretty hand invites;
Sharp as a needle are her words;

Do you c

Her wit, like pepper, bites:
My heart
With you

Full as an egg was I with glee;
And your

And happy as a king.
Good Lord! how all men envy'd me! You are

She lov'd like any thing.
If we ca
Lettuce
Weed makBut false as hell! she, like the wind,

Chang'd, as her sex must do;
Though seeming as the turtle kind,
And like the gospel true.

I, melancholy as a cat,
And kept awake to weep;
But she, insensible of that,
Sound as a top can sleep.

Sure as a gun, she'll drop a tear,
And sigh, perhaps, and wish,

When I am rotten as a pear,
And mute as any fish.
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TWISTER

The twain that, in twining, before in the twine

As twines were intwisted; he now doth untwine;

'Twixt the twain inter-twisting a twine more between,

He, twirling his twister, makes a twist of the twine.

When a Twister a-twisting will twist him a twist,

For the twisting of his twist, he three twines doth intwist;

But if one of the twines of the twist do untwist,

The twine that untwisteth, untwisteth the twist.

Untwirling the twine that untwisteth between,
He twirls, with his twister, the two in a twine;

The, twice having twisted the twines of the twine,

He twitcheth, the twice he had twined, in twain.

II

Oh, you may drive a horse to water,
But a pencil must be lead.

hite as curds, III

r words; Do you carrot all for me?

ites:
My heart beets for you,
With your turnip nose

h glee; And your radish face.

nvy'd me!

9.

like the wind,
t do;

rtle kind,

e.

hat,

p.

op a tear,
wish,

ar,

You ere a peach.
If we canteloupe
Lettuce marry;
Weed make ,a swell pear.

Anonymous



Bela) you will find literary examples in each of which one or more
figwes of speech are employed. Name,the figure of speech in each

instance.

1. Eternal Spirit of the ChainleSs Mind!
Brightest in-dungeons-,-Liberty! thou art,...

2. Low, low, breathe and blow,
7 Wind of the western sea!

3. (Referring to theoskylark)

The pale purple even
Melts around thy flight;
Like a star of heaven,
In the broad daylight

4. He shall come down like rain upon the mown grass.

5. Rats!

By drowning their speaking
With shrieking and squeaking
In fifty different sharps and flats

6. The fog came in on little cat feet.

7. Love's arms were wreathed about the neck of Hope.

8. She was drowned-in teart.

9. How kind of him to remind me of my many failures!

10. His eyes were coals 0 fire:

11. Honor or shame from no condition rise,
Act well your part, there all honor lies.

12. The sea waves sobbed with sorrow.

13. And the muttering grew to a grumbling;
And the grumbling grew to a mighty rumbling;
And out of the houses the rats came tumbling.

14. Red as a rose was she.

15. It is as sport to a fool to do wickedness,
And so is wisdom to a man of disternment.

495

16. What hands are here?
Will all great Neptuc
Clean from my hand?
The multitudinous sea
Making the green one

17. Life's but a walking

18. Tell me, Noon, thou r
Pilgrim of Heaven's h
In what depth of nigh
Seekest thou repose

19. God brought a vine ou

20. The waves are dancing

Below you will find excerr
more figUres of speech ara
each instance.

1. Call Roto-Rooter and

2. Macleah's whitened sc

3. Short pants, long par

4. The new ready-to-wear

5. Stop smogging.
Start smoking Lark

6. Santa Claus lives on

7. Hush Puppies

8. It doesn't taste liku

9. Ten little losers,
standing in a line.
One bought our magazi
Then there were nin(

10. Fostoria is fashion

11. :Saturday morning is t

noisy crowds.
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16. What hands are here? ha! they pluck out mine eyes.
Will all great Neptune's ocean wash this blood
Clean from my hand? No, this my hand will rather
The multitudinous seas incarnadine,
Making the green one red.

17. Life's but a walking shadow.

18. Tell me, Noon, thou pale and gray
Pilgrim of Heaven's homeless way,
In what depth of night or day
Seekest thou repose now?

19. God brought a vine out of Egypt and planted it in Palestine.

20. The waves are dancing fast and bright.

Below you will find excerpts from advertising in each of which one or
more figures of speech are employed. Name the figure of speech in

each instance.

1. Call Roto-Rooter and away go troubles down the drain.

2. Maclean's whitened so well it worried me.

3. Short pants, long pants, from Paris - ready to wear here and now

4. The new ready-to-wear from over there.

5. Stop smngging.
Start smoking Lark

6. _Santa Claus lives on Sesame Street, too.

7. Hush Puppies

8. It doesn't taste like a sacrifice.

. 9. Ten little losers,
standing in a line.

One bought our magazine
Then there were nine.

10. Fostoria is fashion

11. Saturday morning is the supermarket and car wash and laundry and
noisy crowds.
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12. battani is boots and bags and belts'and sandals.

13: Suddenly slim

14. Maryland 100's...Made for Menthol

15. As fresh as a daisy.

16. To live,
To laugh.
To forget time.
Cointreau

L 3 minutes from pack to stack

18. Slurp!

19. Wake up your dining room!

20. Japan...where technology sits down to the tea ceremony
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SUPERSTITION: THE REMNANTS OF MAGIC

_Gary Jennings

Although almost all societies have attached special significance
to the various numerical digits and combinations of digits, they
have seldom agreed on which are the "good" numbers and which are
the "bad." For example, the Chinese have long considered thirteen
a lucky number. They used .to measure time by a lunar calendar,
and because the moon goes through thirteen cycles a year, the
Chinese year consisted of thirteen months.

Whether considered good or bad, seven has always been one of the
important numbers. The Orientals honored the Seven Precious
Things (gold, silver, rubies, emeraldc; crystal, amber, and
agate). In the Western world the ancients like to lump all sorts
of things together in groups of seventhe Seven Wonders of the
World, the Seven Sages of the Greeks, and the Seven Liberal Arts.

The early religious leaders lamented mankind's Seven Deadly Sins
and looked forward to a Seventh Heaven (its highest level).
Early astronomer s. refused to believe there could be more than
Seven Heavenly Bodies (the tun, the moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn). Early mariners charted the Seven Seas.

Seven was also a meaningful figure to the medieval sorcerers
and alchemists. They thought it a "strong" number because it
was made up, they said, of the four elements of the human body
(fTeth, bOñëT bloed, arid-sot-at) , aridthUthred-Of the-hUMen
soul (passion, desire, and reason). But the number's importance
to ordinary people is more likely based on the story of
creation, in which God rested on the seventh day and called it
blessed.

Shakespeare divided the human life span into the Seven Ages of
Man. The number seven even sets limits to laws'; to this day
certain crimes cannot be prosecuted and certain debts are not
collectable if action is not taken on them within seven years.
And the number persists in such superstitions as the broken
mirror's seven years of bad luck, and lucky seven of dice
games, and the lifelong luck that's supposed to follow a man who
is the seventh son of a seventh son.

The number forty appears again and again in the Bible. Noah's

rainstorm lasted forty days and forty nights. The Israelites
who fled fi.om Egypt wandered in the wilderness for forty years.
Moses spent forty days and nights on Mt. Sinai, copying down
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the Lord's Ten Comandments. The number's seeming significance so
impressed the medieval Europeans that they assigned it a rather odd
job,
In those days plagues and other epidemics had become so frequent that
in the 1600's the port cities of Europe micie all incoming ships
anchor outside the harbor and wait there until it was certain that
they weren't bringing a new disease in with them. Nobody knew how
long a ,hip should have to wait, so they arbitrarily applied the
Biblical number of forty; if none of the people aboard ship showed
sign of sickness after forty days, the ship was allowed to dock and
the passengers to go ashore.

The practice was first instituted in Italy, and the Italian word for
forty is quaranta, so the isolation period became know as "quarantine."
The practice is still observed, not only for travelers, but for
individual cases of infectious diseases. The isolation nO longer
lasts a tedious forty days; it varies ripW, according to local laws.

But of all the numbers, poor thirteen7pl.parry the heaviest weight
of superstition. You know the taboo;. .d.riciake chances on the
thirteenth day of the month, especia11,SfAf1r0 Friday; never seat
thirteen at table; etc. And you knoW.'ho***Ailtels, apartment
houses, and even office buildings haiektiOithitieenth floor.

_iti?:'
Most Christians believe that the nunibet44.;:-thiraVbr dates from the
Last Supper, when Christ dined with just before
the final betrayal. Jews associate t,teji: ,Iiifi,'With a legend thatliafter the-thirteen chiefs of-the-tri ,... . ael-enjoyed the first
Feast of Passover, the tribe of the youifgiSt.chief, Benjamin, was
wiped out in battle.

4: -.:4
Actually the number' s unpopularity is far: older than either of these
traditions. It began back in prehistoile:A0 the first men learned
to cm. . They did this with the only ciinpqter they had: their ten
fingers and two feet; they didn't count toes, These added up to
twelve. Beyond twelve was the incalculable' unknown, which man didn' t
like to think about. He still doesn't..4i

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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T. In this selection, the authzrelatiorateso-nthe--si-gnifita nce
certain societies have placed on

1;vc
1. their holy days

2. the flood story

3. numbers

4. letters

2. Seven was a meaningful number.to

1. Medieval sorcerers
2. Noah on his ark

3 . I tal ian doctors

4. Chinese calendar

3. Seven is important

1.

2.

3.

4.

Whist

roulette
dice
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and alchemists

4. The four elemen
bone, and

1. Tassion
2. flesh

3. reason

4. corpuscle

n body are spirit, blood,

-$ '.:.:).::-..' '..,-.1.,'
5. The poet who spoke r,;,.i.:"V..even Ages of Man was

1 . Dante
ti .,1*.

2. Milton
3. Confucius

4. Shakespeare ' *r

6. Counting beyond twelve led prehistoric man to
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1. the decimal system
2. counting his toes

3. the unknown
4. multiplication
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MATTHEW A. HENSON, EXPLORER

Langston Hughes

2. The idea of tht

By April 5 they were tnirty-five miles from the Pole. Peary with

his mutilated feet was then fifty-three years, and Matt was no

longer young either. Could it be that at last their dream of so
Many years would-come true? That night only the Eskimos slept-
uninterested in seeking a new spot of ice in this world of ice

they had known all their lives. Henson and Peary could not

sleep for the excitement of it. A part of Matt's Job as trail-

blazer was to build an igloo of ice at each stopping 'point so
that when Peary got there they could rest until time to start

again. On the day when Henson, forging ahead, finally arrived
at a point where North no longer existed, he knew he had reached

the Pole. With Ootah's assistance, there he began to build an

igloo. Forty-five minutes later, with Eskimos and a team of dogs,

Peary arrived. To Matt Henson, Peary gave the honor of planting
the American flag at the North Pole while he stood in salute. It

was April 6, 1909.

Eleven yeari later Admiral Peary died, but Matt Henson lived to

be eighty-eight years old. He passed away in New York City in

1955. In tribute to his long series of explorations, Matt Henson
received a Congressional Medal, a gold medal from the Chicago
Geographical Society, a loving cupfrom the Bronx Chamber of
Commerce, and a building has been named after him at Dillard

University. On the occasion of the forty-fifth anniversary of
the Discovery of the North Pole, President Eisenhower honored
Matt Henson at-the-White-House.

otszeatement o6 Compnehenaion

1. The article fails to mention that Matthew Henson was

;
1. a Congressional medal winner
2. a black man-
3. a trail blazer
4. a middle-aged man
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2. The idea of this particular selection is to

1. pay tribute to Admiral Peary's bravery

2;7-to:acknowledge-an-ann i versay of porlar-exploratton

3. to give a lesserknown explorer 'some overdue credit

4. to explain polar flights

3. Henson knew he was at the Pole by

1. the extreme drop in temperature
2. the Eskimos' telling him
3. the marker at the spot
4. the fact that he could only go south

4. Peary actually arrived at the Pole about

1 3 days later
2. 45 minutes later
3. a day later
4. a month later

died, but Matt Henson lived to 5. The expedition moved toward the Pole in the

assed away-ln. New York- Ci ty in

ries of explorations, Matt Henson
a gold medal from the Chicago
:up from the Bronx Chamber of
n named after him at Dillard
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, President Eisenhower honored 6. The fact that Henson was Peary's personal servant is

1. Spring
2. Summer
3. Winter
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that Matthew Henson was

Inner

1 . omi tted

2. stressed
3. hinted at
4. evaluated

7 . The author wants the reader to understand that this trip was

1. a one-man venture
2. not-a one-man venture,
3...an Eskimo triumph
4. an English adventure
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SHOOTING AN ELEPHANT

George Orwell

In Moulmein, in lower.Burma, I was hated by large numbers of
people--the only time in my life that I have been important
enough for this to happen to me. I was subdivisional police
officer of the town, and in an aimless, petty kind of Way an
anti-European feeling was very bitter. No one had the guts to

raise a riot, but if a European woman wept through the bazaars
alone somebody would probably spit betel Juice over her dress.
As a police officer I was an obvious target..and was baited whenever
it seemed safe to do so. When a nimble Burman tripped me up on the

football field and the referee'(another Burman) looked the other
way, the crowd yelled with hideous laughter. This happened more

than once. In the end the sneering yellow faces of young men
that met me everywhere, the insults hooted after me when I was
at a safe distance, got badly on mynerves. The young'Buddhist

priests were the worst of all. There were several thousands of
them in the town and none'of them seemed to have anything to do
except stand on street corners and jeer at Europeans.

All- this was- perplexing--and-upsettingFor-at-that-time I had
already made up my mind that imperialism was an evil thing and the
sooner I chucked up my job and got out of it the better.
Theoretically--and secretly, of course--I was all for the Burmese

1. George Orwell is

1. Burmese
2. Scotch
3. Irish

4. British

2. During his time in

1. happy
2. ambitious '-

3. Upset
4. .apathetic

3. The Karrator wants

4

1.
2.
3.

4.

confused react
gui 1 t

'fear
compassion

and all against their oppressors, he British. 1 As for the 'job I

was doing, I hated 't more bitterly than I can 'perhaps make clear.'

In a job like that.you see the dirty work of the Empire at close

quarters;---The wretched-prisoners-huddling-in-the-stinking-cages of
the lockups, the gray, cowed faces of the long-term convicts, the
scarred buttocks of men who had been flogged with bamboos--all
these oppressed me with an intolerable sense of guilt. But I

could get nothing into perspective. I was young and ill-educated

and I had to think cut my problems in the utter silence that is
imposed on eVery Englishman in the East. F did not know that the

British Empire is dying, still less did I know that it is a great
deal better than the younger. empires that are going to supplant it.

All I knew was that I was stuck between my hatred of the empire ,

I served and my rage against the evil-spirited 1 i ttle beasts who

tried to make my Job impossible. With one part of my mind I
thought of the British Raj as an unbreakable tyranny, as something
clamped down, in saecnaa shecuiorum, upon the will of prostrate
peoples; with another part I thought that the greatest joy in the
world would be to drive a bayonet into a Buddhist priest's guts.
Feelings like these are the normal by-.product of imperialism; ask
any Anglo-Indian official, if you can catch him off duty.
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4. The reactions of t

1. violence
2. diverse impuls
3. whimtical emot

4. senselessness.
-77

5. The narrator obvic

1. Burmese common
2. British common
3. the empire bui
4. the empire pui

. The people's feel i

1. love
2. hate
3. friendship
4. apathyr...-
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Burmese
Scotch
Irish

British

2. During his time in service, the narrator was

1. happy
2. ambiti ous

3. upset
4. apathetic

3. The narrator wants the

1. confused reactions
2. guilt
3. fear
4. compassion

reader to share his

4. The 'reactions of the narrator

often

are a result of his own

1 . viol ence

2. diverse impulses
3. whims i cal emotions

4. senselessness

5. The narrator obviously sided with

1. Burmese common man
2. British common man

3. the empire builders of England
4. the empire builders of Bunna

_

the

6. The people's feelings toward the author were those of

1. love
2. hate
3. friendship
4. apathy'
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MARY WHITE

William Allen White

3. She was

The last hour of her life was typical of its happiness. She came

home from a day's work at school, topped off by a hard grind with

the copy on the high school annual, and felt that a ride would

refresh her. She climbed into her khakis, chattering to her
mother about the work she was doing, and hurried to get her horse

and be out on the dirt roads for the country air and the radiant

green fields of the,spring. As she rode through the town on an

easy gallop, she kept waving at passers-by. She knew everyone in

town. For a decade the little figure with the long pigtail and
the red hair ribbon had been familiar on the streets of Emporia,
and she got in the way of speaking to those who nodded at her.

She passed the Kerrs, walking the horse, in front of the Normal

Library, and waved at them; passed another friend a few hundred
feet further on, and waved at her.: The horse was walking, and as,

she turned into North Merchant Street, she took off her cowboy

hat, and the horse swung into a lope. She passed the Tripletts

and waved her cowboy hat at them, still moving gaily north on

Merchant Street. A Gazette carrier passed--a high school boy
friend--and she waved at him, but with her bridle hand; the horse
veered quickly, plunged into the parking lot where a low-hanging
limb faced her, and, while she still looked back waving, the

blow came. But she did not fall from the horse; she slipped off,
dazeti a bit, staggered, and fall, in a faint. She never quite

recovered consciousness.

A44 esame.nt 0 Cdmpnehenzion

1 . Wi 11 iam Al len Whi te presents the 1 ast hour of his daughter's

life as filled with

1. sadness
2. happiness
3. hospital scenes
4. tragedy

2. His recollections give details which form a picture of

1. a sad death ,

2. a bookish lady
3. an active girl
4. a boycrazy kid

1. small of stature
2. big- boned

3. tall

4. husky.

4. The picture contains such det

1. jeans, a green ribbon, a
2. riding clothes, sombrero,
3. overalls, cowboy hat, sho

4. khakis, cowboy hat, red h

5. She worked on the high school

1. newspaper
2. magazine
3. book store
4. annual
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DIRT, GRIME, AND CRUEL CROWDING

Eric Sevareid

One way to go quietly insane is to think hard about the concept of

eternity. Another way, for anyone living in a megalopolis like

New York, is to think hard about "progress." The eerie sensation

comes over one that true progress reached the end of its cable

some years ago and is now recoiling upon us, an unstoppable

juggernaut smashing masses of human beings back toward medieval

conditions of life.

The streets are littered with cigarette and cigar butts, paper

wrappings, particles of food, and dog droppings. How long before

they become indistinguishable from the gutters of medieval towns

when slop pails were emptied from the second-story windows?

Thousands of New York women no longer attend evening services in

their churches. They fear assault as they walk the few steps

from bus or subway station to their apartment houses. The era

of the medieval footpad had returned, and, as in the Dark Ages,

the cry for help brings no assistance, for even grown men'know

they would be cut down before the police could arrive.

A thousand years ago in Europe, Ares of houses and shops were

demolished and their inhabitants forced elsewhere so that great

cathedrals could be bui,lt. For decades the building process

soaked up all available skilled labor; for decades the towns-

people stepped around pits in the streets, clambered over ropes
-and-piles-of-timberi-breathed-mortar dust,-and-slept-and-woke
to the crashing noise of construction.

The cathedrals, when finished, stood half-empty six days a week

but most of them had beauty.

Today, the ugly office skyscrapers go up, shops and graceful

homes are obliterated, their inhabitants forced away, and year

after year New Yorkers step around the pits, stumble through

the wooden catwalks, breathe the fine mist of dust, absorb the

hammering noise night and day, and telephone in vain for

carpenter or plumber.

'And the skyscrapers stand empty two days and'seven nights a

week. This is progress,

At the rush,hoUr, men outrun old women for the available Cab;

the strong bodily crush back the weak for a place to stand in
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suffocating bus or subway car, no less destructive of human dignity

than a cattle wagon in the time of Peter the Great. When the buses

and subwal cars begani.they_reffesente0_progress,. Great parking.

garages are built, immediately filled with cars; the traffic remains

as before, and that is progress. The renowned New York constructionist,
Robert Moses, builds hundreds of miles of access highways, and they

are at once crammed bumper to bumper With automobiles as long as
locomotives, carrying an average of about two human beings apiece.

Parkinson's general law applies here,too, for vehicles will always
increase in direct proportion to the increase in spaces to hold them.

So skyscrapers and boxlike apartment houses will increase as:the.money

to build them increases. So footpads will increase as the number of

possible victims increases.

But it's progress.

The secret, terrible fact is that progress, in all measurable terms
of human effort, grace, and self-respect, ended some years ago in the

great ant-hill cities. The juggernaut of time and 'effort has turned

around and is now destroying the recent progressive past.

A44a4ment etc Compftehenzion

1. The comparison of progress to a juggernaut is

1. alliteration
2. hyperbole
3. metaphor
4. simile

2. The details in paragraph #2 are

1. alliterative
2. metaphors
3. similes
4. a series of images

3. The phrase crashing noise of construction contains the sound
device known as

1. alliteration
2. assonance
3. simile
4. onomatopoeia
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agate). In ihe Western world the ancients-like to lump all sorts
of things together in groups of seventhe Seven Wonders of the
World, the Seven Sages of the Greeks, and the Seven Liberal Arts.

The early religious leaders lamented mankind's Seven Deadly Sins
and looked tomard to a Seventh Heaven (its highest level).
Early astronaners refused to believe there could be more than
Seven Heavenly Bpdies (the tun, the moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn). Early mariners charted the Seven Seas.

Seven was also a meaningful figure to the medieval sorcerers
and alchemists. They thought it a "strong" number because it
was made up, they said, of the four elements of the human body

--(-fTesh, -bone, blood-, and spit-10 , an-cr -th-eTttife--e--Of-the-li-i-inidri-
soul (passion, desire, and reason). But the number's importance
to ordinary people is more likely based on the story of
creation, in which God rested on the seventh day and called it
blessed.

Shakespeare divided the human life span into the Seven Ages of
Man. The number seven even sets limits to laws;; to this day
certain crimes cannot be prosecuted and certain debts are not
collectable if action is not taken on them within seven years.
And the number persists in such superstitions as the broken
mirror's seven years of bad luck, and lucky seven of dice
games, and the lifelong luck that's supposed to follow a man who
is the seventh son of a seventh son.

The_number_forty appears again and again in the Bible. Noah's
rainstorm 'Lasted forty days and forty_ flights. The Israelites
who fled fr;om Egypt wandered in the wilderness for forty years.
Moses spent forty days and nights on Mt. Sinai, copying down
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THE TALENTED TENTH

Arna Bontemps

In the sumer of 1894 a young map of twenty-six, a natural

scholar and an aristocrat ,in appearance, returned to the
United States wearing gloves and carrying a cane like the

German University students among whom he had just spent

two years. Fisk and Harvard had given him degrees before

he went abroad, and in each place his professors had marked

him as one of the,.brightest of the bright. As a student he

had written brilliantly for the Pisk Herald. At Harvard, he

had won highest awards. Twenty years of attending schools

in America and Europe had been a series of triunphs for
W.E. Burghardt Du Bois. Now he was ready for a job.

In quick succession he received offers from Wilberforce
University in Ohio and Lincoln Institute in Missouri. Then

came a telegram from Tuskegee: "Can give mathematics if

terms suit. Will you accept? Booker T. Washington." But

Du Bois had already accepted the first offer. He never went

to Tuskegee as a teacher. Nevertheless, his name became

associated in another way with that ofdts-distinquished
founder. Du Bois saw the South and the condition of the Negro
in America through different eyes, and the program he offered
his people was unlike the plan laid down by Booker T.

Washington. In some ways, the two were in conflict.

Aaaeasment o6 Compnehenzion

1. Du Bois had diStinguished himself as a(n)

1. fashionable dresser
2. opponent to Booker T. Washington

3. gifted scholar
4. translator of the German- language

2. Upon returning from Eu

1. first, a posj-tion
Lincol n Ins t i tute;

2. first, a position
Wilberforce; and t

3. a job writing for,
4. a position at Harv

. The name of Du -Boisls
'.1ashington because of

1. his long tenure at
2. his admiration for
3. their common goal
4. their lack of agre

. Evidently, Du Bois was

1. agricultural techn
2. mathematics
3. philosophy
4. cultural history
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The practice is still observed, not only for travelers, but for
individual cases of infectious diseases. The isolation nO longer
lasts a tedious forty days; it varies qov: according to local laws.

But of all the numbers, poor thirteen*Vvry the heaviest weight
of superstition. You know the tabooi;: liktqake chances on the
thirteenth day of the month, especiallY.,4fir:S4 Friday; never seat
thirteen at table; etc. And you knOiiWmankAotels, apartment
houses, and even office buildings havc:no

V.wo
Most Christians believe that the nutilbenN35.'d
Last Supper, when Christ dined with tht
the final betrayal. Jews associate VW

iteenth floor.

FILM:ED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

aior dates from the
,apostles just before

beiNi th a legend that
-after-the-thirteen-chiefs -of-the-tri ael-enjoyed -the-first-

Feast of Passover, the tribe of the ypipfge%tchief, Benjamin, was
wiped out in battle.

Actually the number's unpopularity is fat caer than either of these
traditions. It began back in prehistobl,*hety the first men learned
to cot. . They did this with the only coMpitter they had: their ten
fingers and two feet; they didn't count toes: These added up to
twelve. Beyond twelve was the incalculabte'unknown, which man didn't
like to think about. He still doesn't.::;21:',::.:-
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hed himself as a(n)

T. Washington

German language

2. Upon returning from Europe, 'bu BOis was offetled

1. first, a position at Wilberforce; second, a position at
Lincoln Institute; and third, a position at Tuskegee

2. first, a position at Tuskegee; second, a position at
Wilberforce; and third, a position at Lincoln Institute

3. a job writing for the Fisk Herald
4. a position at Harvard

3. The name-of Du-Bois-is often associated with that of Booker

1.1ashington because of

1. his long tenure it Tuskegee

2. his admiration for a fellow colleague

3. their common goals
4. their, lack of agreement

4. Evidently, Du B6is was qualified to teach

1. agricultural technology
2. mathematics
3. philosophy
4. cultural history.
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4. Chinese calendar makers

3. Seven is importane

1. whist
2. roulette
3. dice
4. poker

4. The four elemen n body are spirit, blood,

bone, and

1, _passion

2. flesh
3. reason
4. corpuscle

.

even Ages of Man was.

1. Dante
2. Mi 1 ton

3 . Confuci us

4. Shakespeare

. Counting beyond twel ve ed

1. the decimal system
2. counting his toes

3. the unknown
4. mul tipl i cation
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L I I THE JOB OF ME WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT 1/1

THE JOB OF THE WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT clear up or amplify this

Walter Lippmann

The job of a Washington correspondent has changed and developed and
grown in my own lifetime, and if I had to sum up in one sentence
what has happened, it would be that the Washington correspondent
.has had to teach himself to be not only a recorder of facts and a
chronicler of events but also a writer of notes and essays in
-contemporary history. Nobody invented or consciously proposed this
development of..the newspaper business. It has been brought about
gradually by trial and error in the course of a generation.

I think that the turning point was the Great. Depression of 1929
and the revolution and the wars which followed it. Long before .

1929 there were, of course, signed articles, issays, criticisms,
colunns of comment in prose and in verse, and expressions of
personal opinion. But the modern Washington correspondentwhich
includes the news analyst and the columnistis a product of the
world-wide Depression, of the social upheaval which followed it,
and of !lie_ inininence of war during the 1930's.

The unending -§eries of emergencies and crises which followed the
econanic collapse of 1929 and the wars of our generation have given
to what goes on in Washington and in foreign lands an urgent impor-
tance. After 1929, the federal-goverment assumed a role in the
life of every American and in the destiny of the world which was
radically new. The American people were not prepared for this
role. The kind of journalism we practice today was born out of
the needs of our ageout of the need of our people to make
momentous decisions about war and peace, decisions about the
.world-wide revolutions among tile backward peoples, decisions about
the consequence of the technological transformation of our own
way of life in this country. The Oeneration to which I belong
has had to find its way through an uncharted wilderness. There
was no book written before 1930, nor .has any been written since
then which is a full guide to the world we write about. We have

gl d eo bt se rs o uf

s

w s f

the Administration. of WoodroW Wilton-.before.thil Cinintry became
involved in World War I. These press .conferencas were so small
that they were held in the President's office, with the corres-
pondents standing about, three or four deep around his desk. When

the conference ended, the President would sit back in his chair,.
and those who wanted to do so would stay on a bit, asking him to
248 .

A,s,s

Walter Lippmann hai

1. a tea salesman
,

2. a European repor1
3. a Washington cori
4. an ex-patriate

2. He feels that his woi

1. 70's-
2. 30's
3. 40's
4. 50'.s

3. He began his career 1

1. T. Rposevelt
2.. F. D. Roosevelt
3. W. Wilson
4. H. Hoover

4. He feels that he was

1. a Columbian jung
2. an Arctic region
3. an uncharted wili
4. a known world

5. Lippmann tries to ek

1. changing role of
2. stabil ity of his
3. ladk -of organize
4. formal education
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EMINENT VICTORIANS

Lytton Strachey

Eventually the whole business of purveying to the hospitals was,

in effect, carried out by Miss Nightingale. She, alone, it seemed,

whatdver the contingency, knew where to lay her hands on what was
wanted; she alone possessed the art of circumventing the
pernicious influences.of official etiquette. On one occasion

27,000 Shirts, sent cnit at her insistence by the Home Government,
arrived, were landed, and were only waiting to be unpacked. But

the official. "Parveyor" intervened: "he could not unpack them,"

he said, "without a Board." Miss Nightingale. pleaded in vain;

thesick and wounded lay half-naked, shivering for want of
clothing; -and three weeks elapsed befcire the Board released the

shirts. A little later, on a similar occasion,.Miss Nightingale '

... ordered a Government consignment to be forcibly opened,

while the "Purveyor" -stood by, wringing his hands in departmental

. agony.

444 ea,sment si Compkeliena.i.on

1. The tone of the author reveals his attitude towart,i Miss

Nightingale, his feelings of

1. amazement and chagrin
2. admiration and respect
3. prejudice and apathy
4. frustration and fright

2. The use of a phrase like she alone gives thereader an iClea

of Miss Nightingale's

1. loneliness
2. conceit

3. feminini ty

4. uniqueness
f.

3. Describing the influences of official etiquette as-pernicious
reciells the authors awareness or the

1. dangers of red tape .

2. efficiency of command, procedure

3. lack of blood plasma
fema)e liberation movement

4. The description of the sick an
serves as

1. an introduction of sexual
2. weather material
3. historic documentation
4. contrast to bureaucratic 1

5, The Purveyor seems concerned c

1.

2.

3.

4.

htmanity
the men's needs
department procedure
Miss Nightingale's request

a

6. In this selection, the. author'

1. metaphors
2. similes

3. onomatopoeia
4. word choice
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SPEECH OF ,ACCEPTANCE, NOBEL PRIZE FOR LITERATURE

William Faulkner

I feel that this award was not made to me as a man but to my work

a life's work in the agony and sweat of the human spirit, not

far glory and least of all for profit, but to create out of the .

materials of the hunan spirit something whichdid not exist before.

So this award is only mine in trust: It will not be difficult to

find a dedication for the money part of it, commensurate with the

purpose and significance .of its origin. But I would like to do

the same with the acclaim too, by using this moment as a pinnacle

from which I might be listened to by the young' men and women already

dedicated to the same anguish and travail, among whom is already

that one who will some day stand here where I am standing.

Our tragedy-today is a general-and-universal physical fear_so long

sustained by now that we can even bear it. There are no longer

problems of the spirit. There is only the question: when will I be

blown up? Because of this, the young man or woman writing today has

forgotten the-problems of the human heart in confl ict with itself

which alone can make good writing because only that is worth writing

aboirt, worth the agony and the sweat. 1'

.He nust learn them again. He must' teach himself_ that the-basest of

all things is to be afraid; and, teaching himself that, forget it

forever, leaving no room in his workshop for anything but the old

Verities and truths ofthe.heart, the old universal truths lacking

which. any story is ephemeral and dooned-rlove and honor and pity

and pride and compassion and sacrifice. Until he does so he labors-

under a curse. He writes_not_of love but of lust, of defeats in

which nobody loses anything of value, of victories without:hope and

worst of all. without pity or compassion. His grieft grieve on no

universal bones, leaving no scars. He writes not of the heart but

of the glands.

Until he relearns these things he Will .write'as though he stood

among -and-watched the end of man. I decline to accept the en-d of

man. It is -easy-enough to-say that-man -is-immortal simplY 'because

he will endure; that when the_last_ding-dong-of-doom has clanged

and-fa-ded- ror-T-Cti lasta'rthless rock hanging- tideless in the-last

red and dying evening,- ant Pven then there will still .be _one more

sound: that of his puny inexhaustible voice, still talking. I

refuse to accept this. I believe that man will not merely endure:

he will prevail. He is inmortal, not because he alone'among

creatures has an inexhaustible voice, but because he has a soul, a

spirit capable of compassion and sacrifice and endurance. The'
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1. William Faulkner fee

1. capable of nobil

2. incapable of nob

3. 'a 'sex-crazed and

4. doomed

2. He feels that writer

1 are unimportant
2. are money mad
3. are without visi

4. have a duty, to f

3. Ding-dong of dovm 'is

1. assonance, allit
2. simi\le, metaphor

3. rhyme and rhythn

4. rhyme and cacoph

4. The dying evening 11

1. simile
2. metaphor
3. oxymoron
4. personification

5. Faulkner regards tiro

1. a bUrden
< 2. ridiculous

3. impossible
4. a privilege
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but because he has a soul, a
fice and endurance. The

poet's, the writer's duty is to write about these things. It is his

privilege to help man endure by lifting his heart, by reminding him

of the courage anJ honor and hope and pride and compassion and pity

and sacrifice which have been the glory of his past. The poet's

voice need not merely be the record of man, it can be one of the props,

the pillarsto help him endure and prevail.

Ateze,s.sme.n:t o6 Compteite.mion

1. William Faulkner feels that man is

1. capable of nobility
2. incapable of nobility
3. A sex-crazed and militant animal
4. doomed

. He feels that writers-and-poets

1. are unimportant voices
2. are money mad
3. are without vision
4. -have _a duty to ful fill

3. Ding-dong of doom is a phrase containing

1 . assonance, alliteration, and onamatapoeia

2. simile, metaphor, oxymoron
3. rhyme and rhythm
4. rhyme and cacophony

The dying evening is an example of

1. simile
2. metaphor
3. oxymoron
4. personification

. Faulkner regards the poet's role of helping man endure as

2. ridiculous
3; impossible
4. a privilege-
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THE TRUMPETER TAKEN PRISONER

from the Fables of Aesop

Upon the defeat of an army in battle a Trumpeter was taken

prisoner. The soldiers were about to put him to death, when
he cried, "Nay-,-gentlemen, why should you kill me? I do not

fight," said he; "I only blow this instrument, and surely that
cannot harm you. This hand of mine is guiltless of a_ single

life." "Yes," *replied the soldiers; "but with that braying
instrument of yours you incite others, and you must share the
same fate as they."

"Words may be deeds.?

Amiv oCompehn4Lon

1. The theme of this story deals with

2.

1. how to kill a musician
2. soldiering in the Middle Ages
3. the realities of war
4. peace at any price

The trumpeter's argument was based on' the fact that he was a

1. bad musician
2. good musician
3. good soldier
4. noncombatant

3. The soldiers found him guilty of

1. bad muiicianship
2. inspiring others to action

3. murdering a comrade
4. killing their donkey

4. Calling the trumpet a braying

17aTirtnie.
2. a metaphor
3. an implied metaphor

_ .___ 4. _an oxymoron_

instrument is

5. Stated in other words, th

1. actions speak as loud
2. actions. can be stinul

3. all's fair in love an
4. war is hell

0
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IISONER 5. Stated in other words, the moral means

actions speak as loud as words
actions can be stimulated by others
all's fair in love and war
wa is hell

esop 1.

2.
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him to death, when 4.
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Sinclair Lewis

3. The time is

He was named Sidney, for the sake of elegance, just as his parents

had for elegan6e in their Brooklyn parlor a.golden-oak combination

bookcase, desk, and shield-shaped mirror. But Sidney Dow was

descended from generations of Georges and Johns, of Loreris and 4:

Lukes and Nathans.

He was little esteemed in the slick bustle of his city school. He

_seemed a loutish boy, tall and heavy and slow-spoken, and he was a

worry to his father. For William Dow was an anbitious parent. Born

on a Vermont farm, William felt joyously that he had done well in

the great city, of Brooklyn. He had, in 1885, when Sidney was born,

a real bathroom with a fine tin tub, gas lights,'and a handsome

phaeton with red wheels, instead of the washtub in the kitchen for

Saturday-night baths, the kerosene lamps, and the heavy old buggy

which his father still used in Vermont. Instead of being up at

5:30,- he could loll abed till a quarter of seven, and he almost

never, he chuckled in gratification at his progress, was in his

office before a quarter to eight.

f

........var......"..s.abroact AV'

e luxur of a red-wheeled carriage and late lying did not

indicate that Wi 171a9rralloffe-shrewdness-had-been-cozenecLly_urbAD___
vice, or that he wasiny less solid and respectable than old George,

his own father. He was a deacon in the Universalist Church,,he
still said grace before meals, and he went to the theater only when

Ben Hur was appearing.

A64e44ment O CompkehenAion

. Sidney's parents had a passion

1.

2.

3.

4.

bathtubs
Vermont
Brooklyn
elegance

c.---rhIlillate-tr-ttrir-stury isr
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Brooklyn
MOntpelier
Rome
Dowsville
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3. The time is

1. early 18th century
2. early 19th century
3. late 19th century
4. late 18th century.

4. The electric light was

1. a novelty
2. a gimcrack
3. an idiocy
4. not yet in use

5. Father was proud of his

1. Stanley Steamer
2. Edsel Eight
3. red wagon
4. red-wheeled carriage

6. Father had

1. not succumbed to easy living
2. succumbed to easy living
3 longed_foriermant
4. yearned fbr California

7. In this passage there is an air of

1. new affluence
2. great poverty
3. sterile .classicism
4. southern ante-bellum thinking

.14



WUTHERING HEIGHTS

Emily Bronte

I have just returned from a visit to my landlordthe solitary neighbor
that I shall be troubled with. This is -certainly a beautiful country!

In all England, I do not believe that I could have fixed on a situation
so completely removed from the stir of society. A perfect misanthro-

pist's heaven: and Mr. Heathcliff and I are such a suitable pair to

divide the desolation between us. A capital fellow! He little 'imagined

how my heart warmed toward-him when I beheld his black eyes withdraw
so suspiciously under their brows, as I rode up, and when his fingers

sheltered themsel ves, with a jealous resolution, still further in his

waistc t, s I announced my name.

"Mr. Heathcliff!" I said.

A nod was the answer.

"Mr. Lockwood, your new tenant, sir. I do myself the honor of calling

as soon as possible after my arrival, to express the hope that I have

not inconvenienced you by my perseverance in soliciting the occupation

of Thrushcross Grange: I heard yesterday you had had some thoughts"

"Thrushcross Grange is my own, sir,"' he interrupted, wincing. "I should

not allow anyone to inconverfience me, if I could hinder itwalk in!"

The "walk in" was uttered with closed teeth, and expressed the senti-
ment, "Go to the deuce": even the gate over which he leaned manifested

no sympathizing movement to the words; and I think that circumstance

determined me to accept the invitatthn: I felt interested in a man who

seemed more exaggeratedly reserved than mys'elf..

,

When he oilavrmy-horsetsbreast --fairly-pushing--the-barrier, he did put

out his hand to unchain it, And then y._p_receTe'd me'up-the

causeway, calling, as- we-entertdltie court--=''Oos-eph-, take Mr. LockWood's

horse; and bring up some wine."

"Here we have the whole establishment of domestics, I suppose," was
the reflection suggested by this_compound order. "No wonder the grass

grows up-between the flags, and cattle are the only hedge cutters."

Joseph was an elderly, nay, an old man:': very old, perhaps, though hale

and sinewy. "The Lord help us!" he sbliloquized in an undertone of
peevish displeasure, while relieving me of my horse: looking, meantime,

in my face so sourly that I charitably conjectured he must have need

of divine aid to digest his dinner, and his pious ejaculation had no
,
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1. Lockwood's heart warm

1. Heathcliff was hi
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2. Misanthropist refers

1. one who hates peo
2, one who enjoys be

3. one who parnts la
4. a landlord

3. ."Go to the deuce" and
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1. that were spoken
2. that were never s
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4. From this exercise it
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reference to my unexpected advent..

A.64e24me.nt c Compuhenzion

1 . Lockwood ' s heart warmed toaard Heathcl i ff because

1. Heathcliff was his long lost brother
2, the wine he recently drank was beginning to have effects

3. Heathcliff was showing that he prized something Lockwood

also prized
4, 'he was a charitable man and he knew the- gift he was about

to bestow on Heathcliff would eliminate much of his

suffering

2. Misanthropist refers to

1, one who hates people
2. one who enjoys be-mg with people

3, one who paints landscapes
4. a landlord of a large estate

3. "Go to the deuce" and "Here we have the whole establialvnent
of domestics.... " are quoteS

1, that were spoken by Joseph

2, that were never spoken but occurred to-Lockwood in his

thinking

31---that-were-spoken-by-Heathalft
frith-ETiff-on --by-- --__

_

--LotkWood-

4. From this texercise it can be deterMined that

1. Lockwood had been unwilling to rent his estate to

Heathc1iff
2. Heathcliff was not too eager to rent Thrushcross Grange

to Lockwood

3. Heathcliff had to convfnce LoCkwood that Thrushcross

Grange was a desireable place to live

4. Lockwood moved to Thrushwood to take advantage of its

social 1 ife
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THE GIFT OF THE MAGI

0. Henry

One dollar and eighty-seven cents. That Was all. And sixty cents
of it was in 'pennies. Pennies saved one and two at a time by bull-
dozing the grocer and the vegetable man and the butcher until one's
cheeks burned with the silent imputation of parsimony that such
close dealing implied. Three times Della counted it. One dollar
and eighty-seven cents. And the next day would be Christmas.

There was clearly nothing to do but flop down on the shabby little
couch and howl. So Della'did it. Which instigates the moral
reflection thatlife is made up of sobs, sniffles, and smiles, with
sni ffl es predominating .

While the mistress of the home is gradually subsiding fran the
first stage to the second, take a look at the home. A furnished
flat at $8 per week. It did not exactly beggar description, but
it certainly had that word on the lookout for the mendicancy
squad.

In the vestibule below was a letterbox into which no letter would
go, and an electric button from which no mOrtal finger could coax
a ring. Also appertaining thereunto was a card bearing the'name
"Mr. James Dillingham Young."

The "Dillingham". had been flung to the breeze during a former period
of prosperity when its possessor was being paid $30 per week. Now,

when the income was shrunk to $20, the letters of "Dillingham"
looked blull'red, as :though they were thinking seriously of contrac-
ting to a todest and unassuming D. But whenever Mr. James
Di llingharniYoung came home and reached his flat above, he was
called "Jirh" and.greatly hugged by Mrs-. James Dillingham Young,
al ready-i ntroduced-to s-a1-1-very-good.

;

Dellr-fibithed-her-c-rntrattended-to-her-cheeks-with-The_powder
rag. She Istood by the windcw and looked out dully at a 6ray_ cat
walking a gray fence in a gray backyard. Tomorrow would ,be
Christmas Pay, and she had only $1.87 with which to buy Jim a
present. She had been saving every penny she could for months,
with this result. Twenty dollars a week doesn't go far. Expenses

had been greater than"she had calculated. They, always are.
Only $1.87 to-buy a present f6r Jim. Her Jim. Many a happy hour
she had spent planning for something niCe for him. Something
fine and rare and sterling-something just a little bit near to
being worthy of the honor of being owned by Jim.
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4. breaking into a piggy bank
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2. $200 per month
3. $32-$40 per month
4. $80-$90 per month
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Assessment of Comprehension

1. Della counted out her $1.87 and then

1. sat back and smiled
2. called Macy..'s Shopping Service

3. threw herself down and howled
4. got a job at the grocery

Della had managed to save her money by

1. stealing

2. bulldozing the tradesmen
3. moonl ighti ng

4. breaking into a piggy bank

3. The rent on their apartment was

1. $8 per month '

2. $200 per month
3., $32-$40 per month
4. $80-$90 per month

4. The James Dillingham Youngs had once been

1. rich

2. slightly more prosperous
3 slightly less prosperous
4. frugal ,

j
. Della is faced with the problem of

1. too few servants
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6. This problem places her in conflict with

1. hersel f

2. her husband
3. society

4. circumstances
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THE CASK OF AMONTILLADO

Edgar Allan Poe

When at last the clanking had subsided, I resumed the trowel, and
finished without interruption the fifth, the sixth,_ and the

seventh tier. The wall was now nearly upon a level with my breast.
I again paused, and holding the flambeaux' over the mason work,
threw a few feeble rays upon the figure within.

A succession of loud and shrill screams, bursting-suddenly from the
throat of the Chained fonn, seemed to thrust me violently back.
For a brief moment I hesitated, I trembled. Unsheathing my rapier,
I began thtgrope-with it about the recess; but the -thought of an
instant reassured me. I placed my hand upon the solid fabric of

the catacombs and felt satisfied. I reapproached 'the wall; I

replied to the yells of him who clamored. I reechoed, I aided, I

surpassed them in volume and in strength. I did, this, and the

clamorer grew still.

It was now midnight, and my task was drawing to a close. I had

, completed the eighth, the ninth, and the tenth tier. I had
finished a port\ion of the.last and the eleventh; there remained but
a single stone to be fitted and plastered lin. I struggled with its

wei'ght; I placed\ it partially in its destined position.. But now.

there came from t the niche a lcesq laugh that erected the hairs

upon my head. It, as sUcceeded by a sad voice, which I had
difficulty in recog izing as that of the noble Fortunato--.- The -

voice said

jest. We will have man a rich laugh about it at the palazzohe!
"Ha!' ha! halhe! he! very good joke; indeedan excellent

he! helover our wineh ! he! he!"

"The-Amontillad(-)r I-said.

But to these words I heark(
-I called aloud

"Fortunato!"

No answer. I called again

"Fortuna:to!",

No answer still. I thrust

let it fall within. There

bells'. My heart grew sick
made it so. I hastened to

last stone into- ft§-Pesitil
masonry. I re-erected the ci

century no mortal has dist

A64 e.6A

1. The / in this story is

1. Poe
2. 0. Henry
3. a ,character

4. a victim

2. The I character is evil

1. murderer.
2. victim
3. wine maker
-4. poet

.

getting late? Will nOt they b awaiting us at the palazio, the

Lady Fortunato.and the rest? L t us be gone."\
"Yes," I said, "let us be gone."

"For,the.:love of God, Montreeorl"

l!Yes," I said, "for the love of God!"

voice_from=within:_ _ _

1. Mont resor
2. Fortunato
3. Poe
4. Mason

4. The I character is ide

1. Fortunato
2. Montresor
3. Poe
4 . Mason
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44,
But to these wdrds I hearkened in vain for a reply. I grew impatient.

I called aloud

"FortunatoP'-

No answer. I called again

"Fortunato!"

No answer still. I thrust a torch through the remaining aperture and

let it fall within. There came forth in return only a jingling of the

bells. My heart grew sick; it was the dampness of the catacombs that

made it so. I hastened to make an end of my labor. I forced the

last stone into its position; I plastered it up. Against the new

masonry. I re-erected the old rampart of bones. For the half of a

century no mortal has disturbed them. In pace requiescat!

A44e44ment (16 Compuhenzion

. The / in this story is

1. Poe

2. 0. Henry
3. a character
4. a victim

2. The I character is evidently the

3. murderer
2. victim
3. wine maker
4. poet

e

3. The voice from within the wall:is that-of

Amontillado. But is it not
ting us at the palazzo, the 1. Montresor

be gone." 2. Fortunato
3: Poe

4. Mason

4. The I character is identified as

1. Fortunato
2. Montresor

3. Poe
4. Mason
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-

THE VOCABULARY OF DRAMA.

Drama-- a story presented through action and dialogue.

Tragedy - a play in which the main character confronts a problem

which is vastly too large for him to solve. In classical drama,

the main character is a hero (a man of extraordinary,capability
and noble rank) who fights the forces of destiny and lOses.

Comedy - a play in which the main charicter has to make some
adjustment to life. It does not end in disaster or death but

may or may not be humOrous.

Black Comedy - a comedy revolving around certain of life's tragic

events.

Farce - the kind of coMedy which draws its humor from an impossible

situation and broad interpretation.

Satire - a play which pokes bitter fun at life.

Setting - the background of a play: time, place, locale, etc.

Characters
action in a

the play

- Protagonist-the main character who trips tO move the

particular direction
Antagonist-the character opposing the protagonist
Supporting-those who are necessary to the action of

Exposition - the first part of the play which explains the situation

being presented.

Rising Action - the incidents leading to the climax.

lmax-

p.

herlri-gfrpoint-of7the7piar_wher he cogflict7is7Tesolved:

- a second point of resolution, solVing a second .

. . problem: _usually an unsuccessful device.

Falling action (Denotlement) - trie brief discussion following the

climax which sums up events.

Structure - a play moves from exposition through rising action to

..the climax, after which the action falls to conclusion.

Act - the natural divisior
scenes. The plays of the

to 2. The one act play
TV show.

Scene - the division,of al

Episode - a single eventy

Stage business - the actfi
dialogue.

Props - the actual items
stage.

Lighting - the colors use,
Ex. green ee

reddarki
pink gloi
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ing to the climax.

Act - the natural divisions of the play, consisting of one or more
s-cenes. The plays of the 30's ran to 3 acts; the plays of the 70's
to...2. The one act play is particularly suitable for the half hour
TV show.

Scene - .the division of an act:

EPisode - a single event within a scene.

Stage business - the action or pantornine suited to the situation and

dialogue.

Props - the actual items of furniture, bric-a-brac, etc. needed on
stage.

Lighting - the colors used to lend special effects.
Ex. Pgreen-t-eerieness , ghostl iness

reddarkness
pinkglowing beauty
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PLOT STRUCTURE

Drama implies struggle. The uneventful life, pursuing the even
tenor of its way without serious ups or downs, may be happy but

it is not dramatic. Such a life might be graphically represented
by a straight line. Nothing happens and we leave the hero just
where we found him, older perhaps, but otherwise unchanged.

.But suppose something does happen. An inciting force of some kind

driyes this complacent person to action. He tries to gain an end

and is met with opposition. He fights against a rival, or against
his own nature, or against fate. Drama is present at once, and his

line of life shows a steady rise in interest.

Presently affairs reach a crisis. A dedisive step settles his

future fortunes. Its importance may pot be immediately apparent,
but it is a turning point in his fate and his-success or failure
is now inevitable._ The action falli%

Finally the end of the adventure is reached. He has succeeded and

the ending is happy, or he has failed and we have tragedy, perhaps
death. At any rate, his life has been dramatic..

For this reason, one wh
must disover first wha
clashing interests. Ne
step in the progress of
turning point and where
and note the outcome.

0
import.

One conventi on , general l

observed by many of his
unities. The unity of
cover no more than twen
occur in one spot. Wha
messengers. Unity of a
one main plot or focus
the playwright's scope,
them. The third, evide

Modern drama has change
and shortening. It stil

interests. Without str
introduction, complicati
followed. But it is a
clean-cut. Sometimes
has been condensed. Ac
IV and V. A modern pla
there are but two or ev

In recognition of this principle, Shakespearean ,Arama was divided
always into five acts. The first explained the situation Of the
hero and introduced the complication that was to stir him from his

even path. The second act increased difficulties'', tying the action

securely into a knot. Act Three rose to a turning point and began
the falling actibn. The fourth act resolved the difficulties, and
the fifth provided the catastrophe or the happy outcome. Often

just before the end there was a moment of suspense when the hero's
fate hung in the balance. Bvt the turning point ;was always a sure

guide. As it pointed toward success or failure, so must the ending
be.

This division -ii-often-graphically represented thus:

Act I I

Compl i cati on

Act I
Introduction

Act III
Crisis

Act IV
Resolution

Act V

. Outcome

Many of the old stage c
the unities are entirel
Elizabethan, do not sui
aside, which were such
thought, are seldom use
unchanged.
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For this reason,,one who wishes to understand a Shakespearean play
must discoOr first what the task is to be attempted and what are the
clashing interests. Next, he must watch each act td" learn what definite
step in_the progress of the play is made; he must decide what is the
turning point and where itoccurs; he must trace the.falling action
and note the outCome. Only so may he appreciate the full dramatic
import.

One convention, generally ignored by Shakespeare, but carefully
observed by manylof his contemporaries, is known as that of the three
unities. ,The unity oftime provided-that the action of the play should
cover no more than twenty four,hours. Unity of place made all action
occur in one spot.--Whatever could-not-so occur must-be related by
messengers. Unity of action forbade the introduction of more than
one main plot ori focus of interest. As the first two greatly limited
the playwright'slscope, we are grateful to Shakespeare for disregarding
them. The third, evidently, is still in force..

Modern drama haS changed principally in the matter of simplification
and shortening. It still recognizes the necessity of contending
interests. Without struggle, there is ne*play.',The old outline of
introduction, complication, crisis, resolution, outcome, is still
followed. But It is a bit more casual; the ,edges are not quite so
clean-cut. Sometimes it is difficult to follow. Moreover the action

has been condehsed. Acts I and II have been combined, as have Acts
IV and V. A mddern play of more than three acts is rare; and often
there are but two or even one.

Many of the old stage conventions have disappeared. The first two of
the unities are entirely outmoded./Long speeches, so dear to the
Elizabethan, do not suit the modern taste. The soliloquy and the
aside, which Were such conveniel3t ways of showing the actor's inmost
thought, are seldom used. But he essential element of conflict is
unchanged.

d-thus:

Act IV
Resolution

.Act V
Outcome

CI,1
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A RAISIN IN THE SUN

Lorraine Hansberry

ACT I

i SCENE ONE

The -YOUNGER living room:would be a comfortable and well-ordered
room if it were not for a number of indestructible contradictions

-to this state of being. Its furniahinge are-typical and undis-

tinguished and their primary feature now is that they have:
clearly had to accommodate the living of too many people for too
many"yeara and-they are tired. -Still, we can see that.at some

time, a time probably no longer remembered by the family (except
perhaps fbr MAMA).the fUrnishinga of this room were actually

,
selected with care and love and even hopeand brought to this
apartment and arranged with taste and pride.

That was a long time ago. Now the once loved pattern of the --

.couch upholstery has to fight to show itseW from under acres of°
cracheidbilies and couch covers which have themselves finally

come to be more important than the upholstery. And here a.table

or a chair has.been moved to disguise the worn places in the

carpetLbut the carpet has fbught back by_showing its weariness,
with depressing uniformity, elsewhere on ite surface:

Weariness has, in fact, won in this room Everything haa been

polished, washed, sat on, used, scrubbed too often.. Al/pre-
tenses but living,itself have long since vanished from the .

very atmosphere of this room.
. ,

Moreover,fa section of this room, for it is not really a room
unto itself, though the landlord's lease would-make it seem so,

slopes_backward_to-provide-asmatl-kitchen_areawhere_the
lamitTprepares_thr.7nrettlir:thilt.--aire7getten_irrthe7living-Toortr_
proper, which muSt also serve aa a-dining room. -The single

window that has been provided for these "two" rooms is located

in this kitchen area. The sole natural light the fernily may

enjoy, in the course of a day is only that which fights ita way
through this little window.

At /eft, a door leads to a bedroom which' is shared by MAMA and

her daughter, BENEATHA. At right, opposite, is a second room

(which in the beginning of the life of this apartment waa probably
a breakfast room) which serves aa a bedrobm for WALTER and his

wife, RUTH.

258"
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Time: Sometime b

Place: Chicago's

At Rise: 'It is m
the make-down bed
bedroom at right,
the-dbor behind h
passes her sleepi
the window she, ra
comes in feebly.
She calla to the

RUTH is about thi
exceptionally so,
that she exPected,
her face. In a f
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She crimes to he

RUTH: Come on no
in a stupor of s
only person in t
handsome little
and almost blind
droderi and a c/
outside ha// and
same floor. RUT

and calla in'to
Lemme see you do
better get up fr
(She waits again)
next_thing._you_

r=there7and7you4117
And b-erlate too!
it's time for.yo
,starts to go int
husband has begwl
returms to the kl
and runs her fins
effort and ties 6
right opens and A
which are rwmplec
his middle thirti
speech habitsar
indictment)
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Time: Somefime ioetween World War II and the present.

Place: ChiCago's Southside.

At Rise: It is morning dark in the living room: TRAVIS .is asleep on
the make-down bed at center. An alarm-Cloak _sounds from within the ;
bedroom at right, and presently RUTH -enters from that room and closet
the door behind her.. She crosses s.lepily toward the window. As-she
asses her sleeping son she reaches down and shakes him a little. At

the window she raises the shade and a dusky Southside morning light
comes in feebly. She fills *a pot with water and puts it on to boil'.
She calls to tile boy, 'Icetween yarns, in a slightly muffled voice..

-
<

RUTH is about thirty. We can see thar she was a pretty girl, even -

exceptionally so, but-now it is 'apparent that life has been little
that she expected, and disappointmerit has already begun to hang in
her face. In a few years,;before thirty-five even, she,will be 'known
among her peopleas .a "settled wancin."

She crosses _to her son,and gives him a good, final, rousing shake.

RUTH: Come'onM01, boy, it's seven thirty! (Her,son sits up at last,
in a stupor of sleepiness) I.say hUrry up; Travis! You ain't the

:only person.in the world got to use a bathroom! (The child, a sturdy,
handsome little boy of ten or eletien drags himselfsout of the'bed
and almost blindly takee his toweli and "today's clothes" from.
drawers and a closet and goes out to the bathroom, zbhich is in an
outside hail and which is shared by another family or families' on the
same floor! RUTH crosees td the beditoan door at right and opens it
and calls in to her husband) Walter Lea...: It's,after seven-thirty! °.
LeMme see you do some waking up in there now! (She waits) You

` better get up fran there,.man! It's after seven thirty,I tell you.

(She waits again) All right, you just go ahead and lay there and
nextLthing -yOu_know -Travis -be -finished-and Mr, Johnson',11 bein

_ here_and_youllfite-fussiThrand_cussing_around_herrilke-a-mad:Tarr!
And -be-late tbo I She-waits; at- fhe -end-of- patiiinae)- Walter Tee--,
it's time for you to get up! (She waits another second and,then
starts to go into the bedroom, but is apparently satisfied that her
husband has begun to get up. She.stops,.pulls the door to, and
returns to the_kitchen area. She, wipes her face with a moist cloth
and runs her fingers through her sZeep-disheveled hair in a vain
effort and ties an apron around her housecoat. The bedroom door at
right opens and her hueband stands in the doorway in_his pajamas,
which are rumpled and mismated. ye is a lean intense young man in p
his middle thirties, inclined to quick nervous movements and erratic
speech habits --and alwaye in his voice there is a quality of
indictment) -

.

j k ..... i0:11,31
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WALTER: Is he opt yet?

RUTH: What you mean out? He ain' t hardly got in there good yet.

WALTER: (Wandering in, still more oriented to sleep than to a

new day) Well, what was you doing all that yelling for if I

can't even get in there yet? (Stopping and thinking) Check caning

today?

RUTH: They said Saturday and this is just Friday and I hopes to
God you ain't going to get up here first thing this morning and
start talking to me 'bout no money'cause I 'bout don't want to

hear it.

WALTER: Something the matter with you this morning?

RUTH: No I'm just sleepy as the devil. What kind of eggs you

want?

WALTER: Not scrambled. (RUTH starts to scramble eggs) Paper

come? (RUTH points impatiently to the rolled up Tribune on the
table, and he gets it and spreads it out and vaguely reads the
front page) Set off another bomb yesterday.

RUTH: (Maxima?! indifference) Di d they?

WALTER: (Looking up) What's the .rtetter with you?

RUTH: Ain't nothing the matter with me. And don't keep asking me

that this wrning.

WALTER: Ain't nobody bothering you. (Reading the news of the day

absently again) Say Colonel McCormich is sick.

RUTH: (Affecting tea-party interest) Is he now? Poor thing.

WALTER: (Sighing and looking at hia watch) Oh, me. (He waits)

Now what is that boy doing in that bathrocm all this time? He

just going to have to start getting up earlier. I can't be being

late to work on, account of him fooling around in there.

RUTH: (Turning on him) Oh, no he ain't going to be getting up no -

earlier no such thing! It ain't his fault that he can't get to
bed no earlier nights 'cause he 9ot a bunch of crazy good-for-
nothing clowns sitting up running their mouths in what is supposed
to be his bedroom after ten o'clock at night...

5?4

WALTER: That's what you mad
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morning?
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WALTER: That's what you mad about, ain't it? The things I want to
talk about with my friends just couldn't be important inyour mind,
could they? (He rises and finds a cigarette in her handbag on the
table ,and crosses to the little window and looks out, smoking and
deeply enjoying this first one)

RUTH: (Almost matter of factly, a complaint too automatic to deserve

emphasis) Why you always got to smoke before you eat in the
morning?

WALTER: (At the window) Just look at 'ern down there... Running and
racing to work... (lie turns and faces his wife and watches her a
mount at the stove, and then, suddenly) You look young this morning,
baby.

RUTH: (IndifferentlyL Yeah?

WALTER: Just for a secondstirring them eggs. It's gone nowjust
for a second it wasyou looked real young again. (Then, drily)

It's gone nowyou look like yourself again.

RUTH: Man, if you don't shut up and leave me alone.

o
WALTER (Looking out to the street again) First thing a man ought to
learn in his life is not to make love to no colored wcman-first
thing in the morning. You all some evil people at eight o'clock in
the morning. (TRAVIS appears in ;the haZZ dome; a y, almost fully
dressed and caJake ncw, his towels and pajamas across his shoulders.
lie opens the door and signals for his father to make the bathrocm

in a hurry)

TRAVIS: (Watching the bathroan) Daddy, come on! (WALTER gets his

bathrocm utensils and flies out to the bathroan)

RUTH: Sit down and have your breakfast, Travis.

Aaise.sament o6 Compteherusion

The instructor should read the setting and beginning of Scene I with
the class and discuss the narrative clues the author gives to set up
the dramatic situation.
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1. The name of the family is

1. Younger
2. Smith
3. not given
4. Elder.

2. The furnishings are described as

1.

2.

3.

4.

-new

worn
in bad taste
avant-gande

3. The rocm in which Scene I

1. a family-rocm
2. a dining rocm
3. an all-purpose area
4. a basement

4. What was once a breakfast

1. a storage roan
2. a bedroom
3. a sewing nook
4. a pantry

5. The time of the play is

1.

2.

3.

4.

after the Korean War
after World War I
after World War II
now

is laid is

room is now

6. This apartment is home to

1. a couple
2. a couple, and a grandmother
3. a couple, their' son,.a grandmother,
4. an old lady

2110
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and an aunt

7. The apartment

1. New York'
2. Chicago's
3. Albany's
4. Catfish R

8. Besides being
probl ems rel a

1. the gener
2. social di
3. finances
4. floral de

9.--The-wife -who

1. ugly
2. still att
3. lazy
4. age-consc



7. The apartment is located in

1. New York's Harlem
2. Chicago's Southside
3. Albany's Arbor Hill
4. Catfish Row

8. Besides being cramped for space, this little family is having
problems related to

1. the generation gap
2. social displacement
3. finances
4. floral decoration

. The-wife who is,--a-settled-thirty-year-old woman is

1. ugly'
2. still attractive to her.husband
3. lazy
4. age-conscious

her, and an aunt

d
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A RAISIN IN THE SUN

Lorraine Hansberry

ACT I

SCENE ONE

RUTH: (With a frown) Bobo?

WALTER: Yeah. You see, this little liquor store we got in mind

cost seventy-five thousand and we figured the initial investment

on the place be 'bout thirty thousand, see. That be ten thousand

each. Course, there's a couple of hundred you got to pay so's you
don't spend your 'life just waiting for them clowns to let your ,

license get approved--'

RUTH: You mean graft?

WALTER: (Frowning impatiently) Don't call it that. See there,

that just goes to show you whatwomen understand about the world.

Baby, don't nothing happen for you in this world 'less you pay

somebody off!

RUTH: Walter, leave me alone! (She raises her head and stares at

him vigorouslythen says, more quietly) Eat your eggs, they

gonna be cold.

WALTER: (Straightening up from her and looking off) That's it.

There you are. Man say to his woman: I got me a dream. His

-woman-say: Eat your eggs. (Sadly, but gaining in powu) Man

say: I got to take hold of this here world, baby! And a woman

will say: Eat your eggs and go to work. (Passionately now)

Man say: I got to change my life, I'm choking to death, baby!

And his woman say(In utter anguish as he brings his fists down

on his thighs) Your eggs is getting cold!

RUTH: (Softly) Walter, that ain't none of our money.

WALTER: (Not listming at all or even looking at her) This

morning, I was lookin' in the mirror and thinking about it...

I'm thirty five years old; I been married eleven years and I

got a boy who sleeps in the living room(Very, very, quietly)
and all I got to give him is stories about how rich white

people live...

RUTH: Eat your eggs, Walter.

528
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WALTER: Damnmy eggs...damn

RUTH: Then go to work.

WALTER: (Looking up at her)
myself--(Shaking his head w
is eat them eggs and go to

RUTH: (Wearily) Honey, you
every day, every night 'and

new. (Shrugging) So you wo
chauffeur. SoI would rat

WALTER: That is just what i
world...Don't understand aq
feel 1 i ke-they-sane.body:L

RUTH: (Drily, but to hurt)

WALTER: No thanks to the co

RUTH: Well, being a colored

.A64e.sani

1. Ruth is ol;viously tired

1. achievements

2. potential

3. dreams

4. sex life

2. Wa 1 ter expresses a feel i

described as

1. frustration_
2. satisfaction
3. desperation

4. exhileration
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WALTER: Damn my eggs...damn all the eggs that ever was!

RUTH: Then go to work.

WALTER: (Looking up at her) See--I'm triing to talk to you 'bout
myself--(Shaking his head with the repetition)--and all you can say
is eat them eggs and go to work.

RUTH: (Weari4) Honey, you never say nothing new. I listen to you

every day, every night and every morning, and you never say nothing

new. (Shrugging) So you would rather be Mr. Arnold than be his

chauffeur. So--I would rather be living in Buckingham Palace.

WALTER: That is just what is wrong with the colored woman in this

world...Don't understand about buitding their men up and making 'em

feel-like-they-somebody.---Like-they-can-do-something.

RUTH: (Drily, but to hurt) There are colored men who do things.

WALTER: No thanks to the colored woman.

RUTH: Well, being a colored woman, I guess I can't help myself none.

A44u,spent s6 Comptehen4ion

1. Ruth is obviously tired of hearing about Walter's'

1. achievements
2,--potential

.3. dreams
4. sex life

2. Walter expresses a feeling about his situation that co ld best be

described as
11,

1. frustration
2. satisfaction
3. desperation
4. exhileration
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3. The dialog: shows'a resentment that exists between

1. father and son
2. mother and son
3. colored man and colored.woman
4. daughter and suitor

4. Walter feels his wife offers no .

1. money
2. ideas,
3. encouragement
4. satisfaction'

5. Ruth says, You never soy nothing new. This reveals her

1. lack of education
2. southern accent
3. challenging attitude

northern accent

6. Walter's great dream is to be

1. as rich as the white man /
2.' a good husband
3. a biologist
4. an Afro-American

262
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A RAISIN IN THE SUN

Lorraine Hansberry

ACT I
SCENE ONE

BENEATFIA: Oh, I probably will...but first I'm going to be a
doctor, and George, for one, still thinks that's pretty funny.
I couldn't be bothered with that. I am going to be a doctor
and everybody around here better understand that!

MAMA: (KindZy) 'Course you going to be a doctor honey, God
willing.

BENEATHA: (Drily) God hasn't got a thing to do with it.

MAMA: Beneathathat just wasn't. necessary.

BENEATHA: Wellmeither is God. I get sick of hearing about
God.

MAMA: Beneatha!

BENEATFIA: I mean it! I'm just tired of hearing aboUt
the time. What has He got to do with anything? Does

tuition?

God all
he pay

MAMA: You 'bout to get your fresh little jaw slapped!

RUTH: That's just what she needs, all right!

BENEATFIA: Why? Why can't I say what I want to around here,
like everybody else?

MAMA: It don't sound nice for a young girl to say things like
thatyou wasn't brought up that way. Me and your father went
to trouble to get you and Brother to church every Sunday.

BENEATFIA: Mama, you don't understand. It's all a matter of
ideas, and God is Just one idea I don't accept. It's not
important. I am not going out and be imoral or commit crimes
because I don't believe in God. I don't even think about it.
It's just that I get tired of Him getting credit for all the
things the human race achieves through its own stubborn effort.
There simply is no blasted Godthere is only man and it is he
who makes miracles!

531

(MAMA absorbs this speech, i
crosses to BENEATHA and s lap

there is .onZy silence and th
mother's face., and MAMA is v

MAMA: Nowyou say after me
(There is a Zong pozise and

MAMA repeats the phrase wit
mother's house there is sti

BENEATHA: In my mother's ho

MAMA:. (Walking way fran BE
posture. Stopping amiturn
ideas we ain't going to hav
the head of this family.

Aueasm

1. Beneatha objects to her
has become

1. a nonbeliever
2. a radical
3. an agnostic
4. an Afro-American

2. Beneatila feels that God

1. doesn't care
2. doesn't help to solv
3. is a fraud
4. takes sides

3. Her mother reacts to her

1. tears
2. disgust
3. righteous anger
4. fright
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(MAMA absorbs this speech, studies her daughter andrises sZowly and .

crosses to BENEATHA and slaps her powerfully across the face. After,

there is only silence and the daughter drops her eyes ftom her
mother's face, and MAMA is very taZZ before her)

MAMA: Now--yOu say after me, in my mother's house there is still' God.

(There is a long pause and BENEATHA stares at the floor wordlessly.

MAMA repeats the phrase with precision and cool emotion) In my

mother s house there is still God.

BENEATHA: In my mother's house there is still Godr- (4 long pause)

-

MAMA: (Walking away from BENEATHA, too disturbed Pr triumphant

posture. Stopping and turning back to her daughter) There are

ideas we ain't going to have in this house. Not long_as I am at

the head of this family.

1.

A.6.6e44ment o6 Compkehen6ion

Beneatha objects to her mother's religious ?.t.-tudes because she

has become

1. a nonbeliever
2. a radical
3. an agnostic -
4. an Afro-American

2. Beneatha feels that God

1. does n ' twca re

2. doesn't help to solve imediate problems
3. is a fraud
4. takes sides

3. Her mother reacts to her attitudes in

1. tears
2. disgust
3. righteous anger
4. fright
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-MACBETH

.William Shakespeare

Tomorrow, 'and tomorrow, and tomorrow
Creeps.in this petty pace from diy to day
To the last syllable of recorded time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle!
Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more. It is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.

Auteument o ComprLehemion

1. Macbeth's speech gives a picture of a man in

1. love
2, anger
3. despair
4. humor

2. He feels that

1. life is significant
2. there is no meaning in life
3. somewhere there are answers
4. somewhere there is truth

3. ,The only end, he feels, lies in

;

/

1. heaven
2. dusty death
3. ambition
4. hell

. Life's but...a poor pZayer is a

1. simile
,2. oxymoron
3. metaphor

' 4. hyperbole
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5. Life is a tale told by

1. a poet
2. a playwright
3. an idiot
4. novelist
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A RAISIN IN THE SUN

Lorraine Hansberry

ACT I
SCENE TWO ,

WALTER: I mean--I have worked as a chauffeur most of my life--
and my wife here, she does domestic work in people's kitchens.
So does my mother. I mean--we are plain people...

LINDRER: Yes, Mr. Younger--

WALTER: (Really like a small boy, looking down at hie shoes and
then up at the man) And--uh well,_my father, well,he was a
laborer most of his life.

LINDNER: (Absolutely confused) Uh, yes--

WALTER: (Looking down at his toes once again) My father almost
beat a man to death once because this man called him a bad name
or something, you know what I mean?

LINDNER: No, I'm afraid I don't.

WALTER: (Finally straightening up) Well, what I mean is that we
come from people who had a lot of pride. I mean--we are very

proud people. And that's my sister over there and she's going to
be a doctor--and we are very proud--

LINDNER: Well--I am sure that is very nice, but--

WALTER: (Starting to cry and fhcing the man eye to eye) What I am
telling you is that we called you over here to tell you that we
are very proud and that this is--this is my son, who makes the
sixth generation of our family in this country, and that we have
all thought about your offer and we have decided to move into our
house because my fathermy father--he earned it. (MAMA has her
eyes closed and is rocking back and forth as though she were in
church, with her head nodding the men yes) We don't want to
make no trouble for nobody or fight no causes--but we will try to
be good neighbors. That's all we got to say. (He Looks the man

absolutely in the eyes) We don't want your money. (He turns and

walks away from the man)

LINDNER: (Looking around at al/ of them) I take it then that you

have decided to occupy.
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BENEATHA: That's

LINDNER: (To MAM)

you, Mrs. Youngel
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BENEATHA: That's what the man said.

LINDNER: (To MAMA in her re-ierie) Then I would like to appeal to

you, Mrs. Younger. You are older and wiser and understand things

better I am sure...

MAMA: (Rieina) I am afraid you don't understand. My son said we

was going to move and there ain't nothing left for me to say.
(Shaking her head with double meaning) You know how these young

folks is nowadays, mister. Can't do a thing with 'em. Good-bye.

LINDNER: (Folding up his materials) Wellif you are that final
about it... There is nothing left for me to say. (He finishes. He

is aZ,most ianored by the family who are concentrating cn WALTER LEE.

At the door LINDNER halts and looks around) I sure hope you people

know what you're doing. (He shakes his head and exits)

RUTH: (Lookina around and coming to life) Well, for God's sakeif
the moving men are hereLET'S GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE!

MAMA: (Into action) Ain't it the truth! Look at all this here

mess. Ruth, put Travis' good jacket on him...Walter Lee, fix your
tie anti tuck your shirt in, you look just like somebody's hoodlum.
Lord, have mercy, where is my plant?

Assmsmovt oi Compnehension

In ne scene above, Walter Younger has decided to tell Mr. Lindner

that they are refusing his offer to sell their home, and that they,

a black family, are moving into an dr-white neighborhood.

1. Walter explains to Mr. Lindner that he arid-Ms-wife are

1. domestics
2 . social cl imbers

3. teachers
4. chemists

2. The story Walter tells about his father almost beating a man to
death for calling him a name is

1. an anecdote
2. a lie

3. a veiled threat
4. a dream
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3. Walter explains that his son is

1. a fifth generation American
2. a sixth generation American
3. a first generation American
4. an imigrant

4. Walter says they intend to be

1. block busters
2. investors
3. good neighbors
4. landlords

5. Mr. Lindner attempts to appeal to

1. Ruth

2. Mama
3. Travis

4. Willie

6. From this point on, the family will

1. stay in the ghetto
2. try for a new life
3. sell their house
4. retreat to the south

7. After this, the head of the house will be

1. Travfs
2. Mama
3. Walter
.4._ Ruth

-;
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BALLAD OF BIRMINGHAM

Dudley Randal'

Mother dear may I go.downtown
Instead of out to play ,

And march the streets of Biniinghan
In a freedan march today?

No baby no, you may not go
For the dogs are fierce and wild,
And clubs and hoses, guns and Jails
Aren't good for a little child.

But mother I won't be alone,
Other children will go with me
And march the streets of Birmingham
To make our people free.

Vb

0_.

No baby no, you may not go
I fear the guns will fire,
But you may go to church instead and sing in the
children's choir.

She's canbed and brushed her night dark hair
And bathed rose petal sweet,
And drawn white gloves on small brown hands,
White shoes on her feet.

Her mother smiled to know her child
Was in that sacred place,
But that smile was the last
Smile to cane to her face.

For when .she heard the explosion
Her eyes grew,/ wet and wild,
She raced-b-through the Streets of Birmingham

Yelling, for her child.
r .`

She dug in bits of glass and prick,
Then pulled out a shoe-
Oh here is the shoe my baby wore
But baby where are you?
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1. The Bai,

1. a rch
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3. the
4. the

2. The moth

1. at h
2. on t
3. in t
4. in c

3. The poer
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2.
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4. brok

4. Wet and

1. meta
2. simi
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.5. The chil
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4. red
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BALLAD OF BIRMINGAM 1/1/1.26

GHAM .A.s.sesartent o4 Compachenhion

1 . 1. The Ballad of Bflirtf.r.gh.2.-z talks about

1. archaic ttmes
2. contemporary events

ngham, 3. the Middle Ages
4. the Roaring Twenties

2. The mother felt her child was safe

Id,

jails 1. at home
2. on the street
3. in the parade
4. in church

ngham 3. The poem is written in

1. couplets

2. 4 line stanzas
3. 6 line ttanzas

ad and sing in the 4. broken rhyme

ight dark hair

1 brown hands,

child

on

of Bimingham

rick,.

ire

4. Wet and wild is an example of

1. metaphor
2. simile
3. alliteration

4. assonance

5. The Child's hands are

1. white
2. brown
3. yellow

4. red

6. The opening of the ballad is told in

1. sonnet form

2. mnolog
3. dialog

4. debate

BALLAD OF BIRMINGHAM. Words by Dudley Randall. Music by Jerry Moore.

TRO - (c) copyright 1964 and 1967 MELODY TRAILS, INC., New York, New

York. Used by permission.
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, L21 LOVE, THOUGH FOR THIS YOU' RIDDLE ME WITH DARTS I/1

LOVE, TilOUGH FOR THIS YOU RIDDLE ME WITH DARTS

Edna St. Vincent Millay

Love, though for thiS you riddle me with darts,
And drag me at your chariot till I die,-
Oh, heavy prince! Oh, panderer of hearts!-
Yet hear Me tell how in their throats they lie
Who shout you mighty: thick about my hair,
Day_ in, do out, your aninous arrows purr,
Who stiki am free, unto no querulous care
A fool, and in no temple worshiper!
I, that have bared me to your ,quiver's fire, -

Lifted my face into its puny rain,
Do wrvathe you Impotent to Evoke Desire
As you are Powerless to Elicit Pain!
(Now will the god, for blasphemy so brave,
Punish me, surely, with the shaft I crave!)

Assessment 496 Comptehemsion

1. The poet addresses herself to

1 . Apol 1 o

2. Venus
3. the goddess of love
4. the god of leve

2. The pronoun this in the title refers to her crime of

1 . adul tery

2. blasphemy
3. pondering
4. selling arrows

3. She accuses the people who say the god is migiity of being

1. foolish
2. 1 iars

3. love struck
4. afraid
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4. She main'

1. fear
2. puny
3. reck'

4. accui

5. She croon

1. Imp'
2. Gram
3. Geld

4. Desii

She hope!

1. rewai

2. love
3. puni:

4. try I

7. This soni

1. Shall

Ital

3. Petr,

4. Spew



WITHSARTS 1/1

WITH DARTS

..ith darts,

e,
_artsl
they lie

hair,

purr,

care

.s fire,

re

rave,

rave!)

vtehens ion

ers to her crime of

e god is mighty of being

4. She maintains that his fire power is

1. fearful
2. puny
3. reckless
4. accurate

S. She cimuns him

1. Impotent and Powerless
2. Grand and Glorious
3. God and Prince
4. Desire and Pain

6. She hopes he will

1. reward her with a kiss
2. love her dearly

3. punish her with an arrow
4. try her patience further

7. This sonnet is

1. Shakespearian
2. Italian
3. Petrarchan
4. Spenserian

511



DEPARTMENTAL'
It couldn't be calle
But haw thoroughly d

Robert Frost

An ant on the tablecloth
Ran into a dormant moth
Of many times his size.

He showed not the least surprise.

His business wasn't with such.
He gave it scarcely a. touch,
And was off on his duty run.

Yet if he encountered ore
Of the hive's enquiry squad
Whose work is to find out God
And the nature of time and space,
He would put him onto the case.

Ants are a curious race;
One crossing with hurried tread

The body of one, of their dead

Isn't given a moment's arrest-
Seems not even impressed.
But he no doubt reports to any
With whom he crosses antennae,
And they no doubt report
To the higher up at court.
Then word goes forth in Formic:
"Death's come to Jerry McConmic,

Our selfless forager Jerry.

Will the special-JanizarY-----
Whose office it is t6 bury
The dead of the commissary
Go bring him home to his people.
Lay him in state on a sepal.*
Wrap him for shroud in a petal.
Embalm him with ichor of nettle.
This is the word of yotif Queen."
And presently on the scene
Appears a solemn morticia0;
And taking formal positioh
;With feelers calmly atwiddle,

Seizes the dead by the middle,
And heaving him high in air,
Carries him out of there.
No one stands round to stare.

It is nobody else's affair.

542

1. The ant4s encoun

1. a tiny moth
2. a large moth
3. another ant
4. a Queen bee

2. The ant is

1. a busybody
2. a busy bee
3. a creature w
4. Jerry McCorm

3. The setting is

1. on a broad p
2. inside a hiv

3. on a tabled
4. inside an ar

_

4. If he meets a nE

1. himself
2. swords
3. that bridge
4. antennae

5. They may use a I

1.

2.

3.

4.

coffin
shield _

shroud
wreath

From THE POETRY OF I
Copyright 1936 by R(

Ballentine. Copyril



DEPARTMENTAL 1/1 L28

It couldn't be called ungentle.

But how thoroughly departmental.

Aviessmatt o6 Comothemion

1. The ant's encounter was with

1. a tiny moth
2. a large ffloth

3. another ant
4. a Queen bee'

2. The ant is

1. a busybody
2. a busy bee
3. a creature wrapped up in his own affairs

4. Jerry McCormic

3. The setting is

1. on a broad plain
2. inside a hive

3. on a tablecloth
4. inside an ant hill

4. If he meets a neighbor, he may cross

1. himself
2. swords
3. that bridge
4. antennae

5. They may use a petal for a

1. coffin
2. shield
3. shroud
4. wreath

From THE POETRY OF ROBERT FROST edited by Edward Connery Lathem.

Copyright 1936 by Robert Frost. Copyright (c) 1964 by Lesley Frost

Ballentine. Copyright (c) 1969 by,Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
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L29 LONDON 1/ 1

LONDON

William Blake

I wander through each charter'd street
Near where the charter'd Thames doth glow,
And mark in every face I meet
Marks of weakness, marks of woe.

In every cry of every Man,
In every Infant's cry of fear,
In every voice, in every ban, ,

The mind-forg'd manacles I hear.

How the chimney-sweeper's cry
Every black'ning church appals,
And the hopeless soldier's sigh
Runs in blood down palace walls.

A4se48ment oi Comptehension

1. The poet is evidently concerned with conditions in

1. England
2. France
3. Ireland
4. Wales

2. The words charter'd and mark in the first stanza 'seem to

suggest

1. acourse of study
2. a permit
3. a map
4. a doctxnent

3. The author expresses his

270.

1. lack of concern
2. doubts
3. deep concern
4. apathy

r.r.) 544
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4: He maintains that all of London is affected, even

1. the kings
2. the churchmen

street 3. the generals

cloth glow, 4. the children

5. The mention of the chimney sweeper suggests

1. science fiction
2. a past age
3. modern times
4. a vacuum cleaner

Cornp'teJienon

ed with conditions in

inthe first stanza seem to

rki4 4



MY LAST DUCHESS

Robert Browning

That's my last Duchess painted on the wall,
Looking as if she were alive. I call
That piece a wonder, now: Fra Pandolf's hands
Worked busily a day, and there she stands.
Will't please you sit and look at her? I said
"Fra Pandolf" by design, for never read
Strangers like you that pictured countenance,
The depth and passion of its earnest glance,
But to myself they turned (since none puts by
The curtain I have drawn for you, but I)
And seemed as they would ask me, if they durst,
How such a glance came there; so, not the first
Are you to turn and ask thus. Sir, 'twas not
Her husband's presence only, called that spot
Of joy into the Duchess' cheek: perhaps
Fra Pandolf chanced to say "Her mantle laps
Over my Lady's wrist too much," or "Paint
Must never hope to reproduce the faint
Half-flush that dies along her throat": such stuff
Was courtesy, she thought, and cause enough
For calling up that spot of joy. She had
A heart--how shall I say?--too soon made glad,
Too easily impressed; she liked wfiate'er
She looked on, and her looks went everywhere.
Sir, 'twas all one! My favour at her breast,
The dropping of the daylight in the West,
The bough of cherries some officious fool
Broke in the orchard for her, the white mule
She rode with round the terrace--all and each
Would draw from her alike the approving speech,
Or blush, at least. She thanked men,--goodl but thanked
Somehow--I know not how--as if she ranked
My gift of a nine-hundred-yearsaold name
With anybody's gift.--iihdeirgtoop-to blame
This sort of trifling? Even had you skill
In speech-(which I have not)-to make your will
Quite clear to such an one, and say "Just this
Or that in you disgusts me; here you miss,
Or there exceed the mark"-and if she let
Herself be lessened so, nor plainly set
Her wits to yours, forsooth, and made excuse,
-E'en then would be some stooping, and I choose
Never to stoop. Oh, Sir, she Smiled, no doubt

10

Whene'er I passed her; but
Much the same smile? This
Then all smiles stopped to
As.if alive. Will't pleas.
-the company below, then.
The count your master's kn
Is ample warrant that no j
Of mine for dowry will be
Though hls fair daughter's
At starting, is my object.
Together down, Sir! Notic
Taming a sea-horse, though
Which Claus of Innsbruck c

Aha es s

1. The speaker in this po

1. a Duke
2. Fra Pandolf

20 3. Claus of Innsbruck
4. the Count

2. The speaker is evident]

1. a man devoted to hi
2. a collector of art
3. a sympathetic nobl
4. a young courtier

3. Lines 12-21 reveal the

30 1. understanding
,

2. joy
3. jealousy
4. love of art

4. Evidently the speaker
story to

1. ease his conscience
2. allay his guilt

40 3. explain the portrai
4. improve his image
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MV LAST DUCHESS 1/1 L30

Whene'er I passed her; liut who passed without
Much the same smile? This grew; I gave commands;
Then all smiles stopped together. There she stands
As if alive. Will't please you rise? We'll meet
The company below, then. I repeat,
The count your master's known Munificence
Is ample warrant that no just pretence
Of mine for dowry will be disallowed;
Though his fair daughter's self, as I avowed
At starting, is my object. Nay, we'll go
Together down, Sir! Notice Neptune, tho',
Taming a sea-horse, thought a rarity,
Which Claus of Innsbruck cast in bronze for me!

Assehament (76 Comptehensicn

1. The speaker in this poem is

1. a Duke
2. Fra Pandolf

: such stuff 20 3. Claus of Innsbruck
nough 4. the Count
had

de glad, 2. The speaker is evidently
1r

ywhere. 1. a man devoted to his wife's memorY
lreast, 2. a collector of art treasures
st, 3. a sympathetic nobleman
iol 4. a young courtier
e mule
nd each 3. Lines 12-21 reveal the speaker's
q speech,
good! but thanked 30 1. understanding

ked 2. joy
3. jealousy

lame 4. love of art
kill

ur will
st this
iss,

50

4. Evidently the speaker has ordered his wife's death and tells the
story to

1. ease his conscience
2. allay his guilt

ccuse, 40 3. explain the portrait
I choose 4. improve his image
io doubt
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L31 LORD RAN1N. 1/1

LORD RANDAL

"0 where hae ye been, Lord Randal, my son?
0 where hae ye been, my handsome young man?"

"I hae been to the wild wood; mother, make my bed soon,
For I'm weary wi' hunting, and fain wald lie down."

"Where ,gat ye your dinner, Lord Randal , my son?
Where gat ye your dinner, Iv handsome young man?"

"I din'd wi' my true-love; mother, make my bed soon,
For I'm weary wi' hunting; -and fain wald lie down."

"What gat ye to your dinner, Lord Randal , my son?
What gat ye to your dinner, my handsome young man?"

"I gat eels boil 'd in broth; mother, make my bed soon,
For I'm weary wi' hunting, and fain wald lie down."

"What became of your bloodhounds, Lord Randal, my son?
What became of your bloodhounds, my handsome young man?"

"0 they swell 'd and they died; mother make-my bed soon,
For I'm weary wi' hunting, and fain wald lie down.'

"0 I fear ye are poisoned, Lord Randal, my son!
0 I fear ye are poisoned, my handsome young man!"

"0 yes! I am poison'd; mother, make my bed soon,
For I'm sick at the heart, and fain wald lie down."

Anonymoua

Asse44ment o6 Comptehenz.Zon

1. The narrative utilizes

1. flashback

2. foreshadowing
3. chronological order
4. leaps and pauses

2. The poem omits the facts concerning

272

1. the victim's name
2. the motive for the poisoning

3. the fate of the bloodhounds
4. the-identity of the speaker

'.tr$18

3. The stru

1. ques

2. deba

3. soli

4. a ch

4. The pois

1. is a

2. will

3. ,vhas

4. is c

5. The phra

1. tke

2. the

3. the

4. the

6. The clue!

1. son
2. no )

3. plo1

4. no I
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make my bed soon,
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Lord Randal, my son?
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Anonynvus

ptehemsion

3. The structure of the poem evolves from

1. questions and answers
2. debate pro and con
3. sol i 1 oquy

4. a chronological report

4. The poisoning referred to

1. is about to happen
2. will never happen
3. has already happened
4. is only, fantasy

5. The phrase, I'm weary hunting, occurs

1. the last stanza
2. the first stanza only
3. the first two stanzas
4. the first four stanzas

in

6. The questioner apparently has

1. some reason to question her son
2. no reason to question her son
3. plotted against her son
4. no thoughts concerning 4fier son' s welfare

11 9



THANKSGIVING

Mol ly Kazan

I think that what he gave us most was pride.
It felt good to have a President like that:
bright, brave and funny and goodlooking.

I saw him once drive down East Seventy-second
Street
in an open car, in the autumn sun
(as he drove yesterday in Dallas).
His thatch of brown hair looked as though it had
grown extra thick
the way our wood anima,s in Connecticut
grow extra fur for winter.
And he looked as though it was fun to be alive.
to be a politician,
to be a President,
to be a Kennedy,
to be a man.

He revived our pride.
It felt good to have a President
who' read his mail,
who read the papers,
who read books and played touch football.
It was a pleasure and a cause for pride
to watch him take the quizzing of the press
with cameras grinding--
take it in his stride,
with zest.

He'd parry, thrust, answer or duck,
and fire a verbal shot on target,
hitting with the same answer, the segregationists
in a Louisiana hamlet and a government in
South East Asia.
He made you feel that he knew what was going on
in both places.
He would come out of the quiz with an.'W in

Economics, Military Science, Con's-titutional Law

Farm Problems and the moonshot prograin and
still take time to appreciate Miss May Craig.

550
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We were privileged to
(till yesterday).
the Bay of Pigs day,
and we marveled at his
and were amazed at an

1habitual)
of modesty
and even diffidence.
It. felt good to have a
who said, it was my fa
And went on from there

It felt good to have a
who looked well in Vie
and at the podium of t
--and who would go to
put a wreath where it
and leave unspoken
the satisfaction of an
en route to 10 Downing
as head of the U.S. go

What was spoken
was spoken well.
What was unspoken
needed to be unspoken.
It was none of our bus

He revived our pride.
He gave grist to our p
He was respectful of i
He was respectful of e
He was respectful of a
He was respectful of t
our language;
He was respectful of c
And all these things h

He was respectful of o
He is now part of it.
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We. were pri vi leged to see him on the worst day
(till yesterday).
thE Bay of Pigs day,
and we marveled at his coolth and style
and were amazed at an air (that plainly was
habitual)

of modesty

and even diffidence.
It felt good to have a President
who said, it was my fault:.
And went on from there.

It felt good to have a President
who looked well in Vienna, Paris, Rome, Berlin
and at the podium of the United Nations
--and who would go to Dublin,
put a wreath where it did the most good
and leave unspoken
the satisfaction of an Irishman
en route to 10 Downing Street
as heal of the U.S. government.

What was spoken
was spoken well.
What was unspoken
needed to be unspoken.
It was none of our business if his

He relived our pride
He gave grist to our
He was respectful of
He was respectful of
He was respectful of
He-was respectful of
our language;
He was respectful of
And all these things

He was respectful of
He is now part of it.

back hurt.

pride.

intellect;
excellence;

accomplishment and skill;
the clear and subtle use of

courage.

he cultivated in himself.

our heritage.
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L32 THANKSGIVING 2/2

He affirmed our future.
Our future is more hopeful
because of his work
but our future is not safe nor sure.
He kept telling us that.
This is a very dangerous and uncertain world.
I quote. He said that yesterday.

He respected facts.
And we must now live with the fact of his murder.

Our children cried when the news came. They

phoned and we phoned
and we cried and we were not ashamed of
crying,but we were ashamed of what had

happened.
The youngest could not remember any other
President, not clearly.
She felt as if the world had stopped.

We said, it is a shame, a very deep shame.
But this country will go on
More proudly
and with a clearer sense of who we are
and what we have it in us to become
because we had a President like that.
He revived our pride.
We are lucky that we had him for three years.

A44e44ment o6 Comphehension

1. The poet stresses the idea that even at this moment of
national sadness, the people had

1. no real leader
2. much to be grateful for
3. much to feel guilty for
4. much to do

274
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2. She mentions her pride in a u

1. This is a great society.
2. Let me make one thing ol4
3. mv friend's,

4. It was my fault.

3. She also says that our futur

1. safe and sure
2. not safe nor sure ,

3. dangerous and uncertain
4. hopeless

4. She talks about a man who to
who took time to visit the p

1. Paris
2. London
3. Vienna
4. Dublin

5. The title of the poem actual

1. our past
2. our future
3. her lament
4. her meaning

6. The author states that the d,
life are

1. open to inspection
2. the property of history
3. none of our business
4. a security threat

7. The author's low key recital
becoming

1. sad
2. sincere
3. dramatic
4. melodramatic
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2. She mentions her pride in a man who could say

1. This is a great society.
2. Let me make one thing clear.
3. 4 paiemie,

4. It was my fault.

3. She also says that our future is

1. safe and sure

2. not safe nor sure
3. dangerous and uncertain
4. hopeless

4. She talks about a man who took pride in the land of his forebears,
who took time to visit the place of his ancestors, in

1 . Pari s

2. London
3. Vienna

4. Dublin

5. The title of the poem actually is the author's key to

1. our past
2. our future
3. her lament
4. her meaning

6. The author states that the details of a *public person's private

1 i fe are

1. open to inspection
2. the property of history
3. none of our business
4. a security threat

7. The author's low key recital of details keeps her work from
becoming

1. sad

2. sincere
3. dramatic
4. melodramatic
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RICHARD CORY

Edwin Arlington Robinson

3.

1

Whenever Richard Cory went downtown, 2

We people on the pavement looked at him: 3

He was a gentleman from sole to crown, 4.

Clean favored, and imperially slim.
4. T

And he was always quietly arrayed,
And he was always human when he talked; 1

But still he fluttered pulses when he said, 2.

"Good morning," and he glittered when he walked. 3

4

And he was rich--yes, richer than a king--

And admirably schooled in every grace: 5. Ri
In fine, we thought that he was everything
To make us wish that we were in his place. 1

2

So on we worked, ahd waited for the light, 3

And went without the meat, and cursed the bread; 4

And Richard Cory, one calm summer night,
Went home and put a bullet through his head. 6. R

1

2

3

AosesAment o6 Compuheuion 4

1. Knowing Richard Cory was probably 7. W

1. a pleasure
2. a bore 1

3. a pain 2

4. an instruction 3

4

2. The poem is a sort of
8. T

1. treatise
2. revelation 1

3. epitaph 2

4. lullaby 3

4

554
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t o6 Comoehension

probably

P554

RICHARV CORY 1/1 L33

3. Light is often considered a symbol for life, if this is true, then

night might be considered a symbol for

1.

2.

3.

4.

darkness
gaiety
death
horror

4. The poem moralizes about

1. suicide
murder

3. the seeming paradoxes of life
4. the evident injustices of life

5. Richard Cory is a memorable piece of reading because

1. the.subject matter is astonishing
2. the work is filled with verbal tricks

3. the theme is love conquers all
4. the man personifies the idea

6. Robinson's first three stanzas

1. prepare the reader for the conclusion
2. do nothing to prepare the reader for the conclusion

3. give a tragically planned effect
4. broaden the reader's scope

7. Words like crown, imperially, king, etc. convey the idea

that Richard Corey was

1. a margarine advertisement
2. a revolutionary
3. an aristocrat
4. an ex-patriate

8. The expression, in fine, seems to mean

1. all is well
2. hunky-dory
3. payment for a traffic violation
4. in cOnclusion
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L34 THE QUALITY OF MERCV 111

THE QUALITY OF MERCY

William Shakespeare

The quality of Mercy is not strain'd,
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath: it is twice blest;

It blesseth him that gives and him that takes:
'Tis mightiest in the mightiest; it becomes
The throned monarch better than his crown;
His sceptre shows the force of temporal power,
The attribute to awe and majesty,
Wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings;
But mercy is above this sceptered sway;
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings,
It is an attribute to God himself
And earthly power doth then show likest God's
When mercy seasons justice.

Act IV, Scene I, Merchant of Venice

Azse44Sment,q6 Compuhenzion

1. This selection is a plea for

1. justice
2. honor
3. godliness
4. mercy

2. Being merciful allows even kings to be

1. godiike
2. just
3. respected
4. mighty

3. Mercy brings blessings to the receiver and the

1. prosecutor
2. giver
3. recipient
4. jury
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4. Mercy rules

1. mind of k
2. heart of
3. soul of k
4. financial

5. According to

1. in this w
2. in the ne
3. to act me
4. to act in

6. The second li'

1. hyperbole
2. oxymoron
3. simile
4. metaphor
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1

er,

s;

I's

:* Venice

4. Mercy rules in the

1. mind of kings
2. heart of kings
3. soul of kings
4. financial status of kings

5. According to the passage, the sceptre is a mark of a king's power

1. in this world
2. in the next world
3. to act mercilessly
4. to act in God's place

6. The second line of the selection is an example of

1. hyperbole
2. oxymoron
3. simile
4. metaphor



MENDING WALL And he likes havi
He says again, "(

Robert Frost

Something there is that doesn't love a wall,
That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it
And spills the upper boulders in the sun,
And makes gaps even two can pass abreast.
The work of hunters is another thing:
I have come after them and made repair
Where they have left not one stone on a stone,
But they would have the rabbit out of hiding,
To please the yelping dogs. The gaps I mean)

No one has seen them made or heard them made,
But at spring mending-time we find them there.
I let my neighbor know beyond the hill;
And on a day we meet to walk the line
And set the wall between us once again.
We keep the wall between us as we go.
To each the boulders that have fallen to each.
And some are loaves and some so nearly balls
We have to use a spell to make them balance:
"Stay where you are until our backs are turned!"
We wear our fingers rough with handling them.
Oh, just another kind of outdoor game,
One on a side. It canes to little more:
There where it is we do not need the wall:
He is all pine and I am apple orchard.

My apple_trees _neve_r_getacross
And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.

He only says, "Good fences make good neighbors."
Spring is the mischief in me, and I wonder
If I could put a notion in his head:
"Why do they make good neighbors? Isn't it

Where there are cows? But here there are no cows.
Before I built a wall I'd ask to know
What I was walling in or walling out,
And to whom I was like to give offense.
Something there is that doesn't love a wall,
That.wants it down." I could say "Elves" to him,
But-it's not elves exactly, and Pd rather
He said 'it for himself. I see him there,
Bringing a stone grasped firmly by the top
In each hand, like an old-stone savage armed.
He movest in darkness as it seems to me,
Not of weods only and the shade of trees.
He will Inot go behind his father's saying,

558
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1 . I n Mending Mi

1. a hunter
2. a poet ar

3. an apple

4. a poet ar

2. The apple trr

1. a beauti

2. an unchar

3. an incomc

4. sterili t3

3. The speaker

' an under
2. a stolid
3 . a mil i tar

4. a wall 1(

4. The neighbor
wall is

1. necessar2

2 . beautifu
3. unnecess.

4. made of

5. The wall is

1. a proteci

2. a barrie
3. a tradit
4. a barrie

From THE POETRY (
right 1930, 1939
right (c) 1958 b.!

Bal 1 enti Repi
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And he likes having thought of it so well
He says again, "Good fences make good neighbors."

11,

it A66e66ment o Comothenaion

1. In Wnding Wall, there are two speakers. They are

1. a hunter and a sheriff
one, 2. a poet and a wall-mender
ng, 3. an apple farmer and a man who grows fir trees
.an, 4. a poet and a hunter
de,
ere. 2. The apple trees are a sygbol of

1. a beautifully changeable nature
2. an unchangeable nature
3. an income crop

2ach. 4. sterility
Ils

e: 3. The speaker who outlines the situation is
rned!"
iem. 1. an understanding light-hearted man

2. a stolid fellow
3. a militant

4. a wall lover

4. The neighbor doesn't have the thinking capacity to see that the
him. wall is
bors."

1. necessary
2. beautiful

it 3. unnecessary
no cows. 4. made of stones

to him,

ned.

5. The wall

1. a protection against cows
2. a barrier against apple trees
3. a tradition
4. a barrier against cows

From THE POETRY OF ROBERT FROST edited by Edward Connery Lathem. Copy-
right 1930, 1939, (c) 1969 by Hol," Rinehart and Winston, Inc. Copy-

right (c) 1958 by Robert Frost. Copyright (c) 1967 by Lesley Frost.
Ballentine. ,Reprinted by permission of Holt, Rinehart! and Winston, Inc.
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1.36 THE WORMS AT HEAVEN'S GATE 1/1

THE WORMS AT HEAVEN'S GATE

Wa 1 lace Stevens

Out of the tomb we bring Badroulbadour*
Within our bellieS-we her chariot.
Here is an eye; and here are, one by one,
The lashes of that eye and its white lid.

Here is the cheek upon which that lid declined,
And, finger after finger, here is the hand,
The genius of that cheek. Here are the lips,
The bundle of the body, and the feet.

Out of the tomb we bring Badroulbadour.

*The beauteous daughter of the King of China who
becomes the wife of Aladdin in the Arabian Nights

Asseasnyint og compuhesta.um

1. The speaker in the poem is

1. W. Stevens
2. Ben Hur
3. Badroulbadour
4,a -worm

2. The narrator i discussing a beautiful woman's

1 . charaoter
2. achievements
3. remains
4. wardrobe

3. The lashes of the eye are carried

278

1. in a box
2. in a chariot
3. one by one
4. into the tomb

06r

4. The carriers move

1. a_cila.rio

a cart
3. their bellies
4. time,

5. The process the at

1 . decomposition
2. resurrection
3. chemical anal:

4. mathematical

6. Here is.the handl
A

1. a simile
2. a Metaphor
3. a hyperbole
4. -an oxymoron

7. Cal 1 i ng the body

1.

2.

3.

4.

beautiful

ugly
ordinary II
complicated

------8.--Badroulbadour was

1. obvious to thl

2. important to
3. enchants the

4. of no importai

9. The author's exac

1 . design motif
2. implied metapl

3. metaphor
4. imagery
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N'S GATE 4. The carriers move their burden in

vans::

lbado4r*
iot.
e by one,
ihite lid.
t. 1 id declined,
s the hand,
are the lips,
.feet.

lbadour.

the .King of China who
in the Arabian NiOts_

CompAehenzion

a beautiful woman's

arried

f

_a_chari
2. a cart
3. their bellies
4. time

5. The process the author describes is

1. decomposition
2. resurrection
3. chemical analysis
4. mathematical surrmation

6. Here is the hand/the genius of that cheek, is

1. a simile
2. a metaphor .
3. a hyperbole
4. an oxymoron

7. Calling the body a bundle implies that it is

1 . beauti ful
2. ugly.
3. ordinary
4. complicated

8 Badroulbadour-was- one-of-the-world's-loveliest-women. This fact is

1. obvious to the narrator
2. important to the narrator
3. enchants the narrator
4. of no importance to the narrator

9. The author's exact designation of each item in the bundle is

1. design motif
2. Implied metaphor
3. metaphor
4. imagery 1
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LOST

. Carl Sandburg

4.

5.

Besides being all
5 is also an exan

1. fernini-heLrhyn

2. masculine rhy

3. consonance
4. cacophony

One word which
designates) is '

1. desolate
2. boom
3. cries
4. tears

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1.

2.

3.

Desolate and lone
All-night long-on the lake
Where fog trails and mist creeps
The whistle of a boat
Calls and cries unendingly,
Like some Tost child
In tears and trouble
Hunting the harbor's breast
And the harb-Or's eyes.

AzzezAment o6 Comptehen4ion

The overall effect the author seeks to achieve is a feeling of

1. excitement
2. happiness

3. contempt
4. loneliness

In lines 1 and 2, several words contain the o sound in a medial
position. The device is

1. alliteration
2. assonance

3. cacophony
4. masculineohyme

Lines 8-9 contain several words which repeat the h sound in an

tt.sr ...,rtfs,

initial position. This is called

1. assonance
2. feminine rhyme
3. consonance
4. alliteration
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ks to achieve is a feeling of

'ontain the o sound in a medial

hich repeat the h sound in an

LOST 1/1 L37

4. Besides being alliterative, the phrase, calls and cries in line
5 is also an example of

1. femininerhyme
2. masculine rhyme
3. consonance
4. cacophony

5. One word which is onomatopoeic (i.e. which imitates the sound it
designates) is

1. desolate
2. boom
3. cries
4.. tears

From CHICAGO POEMS by Carl Sandburg. Copyright 1916 by Holt, Rinehart

and Winston, Inc.. Copyright 1944 by Carl Sandburg. Reprinted by

permission of Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
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L38 SOLILOQUY 1/1

SOLILOQUY

14illiamLShakespeare

Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day
To the last syllable of recorded time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle!
Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more. It is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.

Macbeth

Asamsment o Compuhension

1. Comparing life as a brief candle indicates that it s

1. waXy and dripping
2. short and light-giving
3. expensive
4. hot

2. Life compared to a walking shadOw indicates

1 . real i ty

2. unreality
3. .charm
4, darkness

3. Life is als6 compared

1. Hamlet
2. Shakespeare
3. a great actor
4. a ham actor

to

4. Life is the story tc

17--a-phet=7=
2. an imbecile
3. a peasant
4. a playwright

5. The line Yesterdays
too, are like

1. candles
2 . fool s

3. coffins

4. airplanes

6. All of the above mer

1.

2.

3.

4.

simils
meta phors

alli terati ve de%

assonance



.

candle!
er
tage

teitsbni

icates that it is

a

icates

4. Life is the story told by

1. a poet
2. an imbecile
3. a peasant
4. a pl aywright

5. The line Yesterd4s have lighted fools implied that yesterdays,
too,tare like

1: Candles
2. fools
3. coffins
4. airplanes

6. All of the above mentioned are

1. similes
2. metaphors
3. alliterative devices
4. assonance

; r t
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DOG AT NIGHT

W. Untermeyer

3. The number of do
total at least

vi

At first he stirs uneasily in sleep
And, since the moon does not run off, unfolds
Protesting paws. Grumbling that he must keep
Both eyes awake, he whimpers; then he scolds
And, rising to his feet, demands to know
The stranger's business. You who break the dark
With insolent light, who are you? Where do you go?

But nothing answers his indignant bark.
The moon ignores him walking on as though

Dogs never were. Stiffened to fury now,
His small hairs stand upright, his howls come fast,
And terrible to hear is his bow-wow
That tears the ni§ht. Stirred by this bugle-blast,
The farmer's bitch grows active; without pause
Sumons her mastiff and the hound that lies
Three fields away to rally to the cause.
And the next county wakes. And miles beyond
Throats tear themselves and brassy lungs respond
With threats, entreaties, bellowings, and cries,
Chasing the white intruder down the skies.

",.1-a." tft.'14 --

1

5

10

2. three

four-

4. five

4. Line 20 is a par

1. cries

2. chasing

3. beyond

4. respond

5. The bugle-blast

1 . bellowings

15 2. his bow-wow
3. indignant ba

4. whimper

20

A4,6. 'ups ment o Compnehenzion

1. The subject of the first 'Rile is he aFidfts compound predicate is

1. stirs and unfolds
2. stirs and runs
3. unfolds and protests
4. whimpers and scolds

2. Rising (line 5) is a participle modifying

1. moon (line 2)
2. stranger's (line 6)
3. he (line 4)

4. dogs (line 10)

Copyright, 1928, by
by Louis Untermeyer,
Louis Untermeyer by
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3. The number of dogs which are actually and individually mentioned
total at least

folds
keep

olds

the dark
do you go?

h

come fast,

ugle-blast,
pause

ies

yond -

respond
id cries,

?s.

1 2. three
3. four
4. five

5 4, Line 20 is a participial phrase modifying

d 1. cries
2. chasing
3. beyond

10 4. respond

5. The bugle-blast (line 13) -is a metaphor used in connection with

1 5

20

e.heit6ion

iiid-fts compound pFliditite is

.fying

1. bellowings
2. his bow-wow
3. indignant bark
4. whimper

Copyright, 1928, by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.; copyright, 1956,
by Louis Untermeyer. Reprinted from LONG FEUD: SELECTED POEMS by
Louis Untermeyer by permission of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
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M1 TEST OF SYMBOLS USED IN MATHEMATICS 1/3

1. The abbreviation for 1 meter is

4

1. 1 m.

2. 1 cm.

3. 1 mm.

4. 1 km.

40

2. The symbol used to show that two sets do not have exactly the
same elements is

1. //

3. =

4. 9&

3. The first step in evaluating 5 x 3 + 7) is to

1. add 3 and 7
2. add 3 and 5
3. multiply 5 and 3
4. multiply 5 and 7

4. The letters x, y, and z are used to indicate

lb ,

1. unknown quantities
2. mathematical processes
3. square roots
4. mathematical sentences

When dealing with unequal numbers, -such as
expression 8 is less than 9 cambe written

2. 8 > 9
3. 8 < 9
4. 8 9

8 and 9, the

6. The symbol for the intersection of two sets is

282

1. u

2. C
3. n

4. D

7. The symbol used

2. 4.

8. Which of the fo

1. 144 inches
2. 144 square
3. 144 inches
4. 144 cubic i

9. The Roman numer

1. 10

2. 100
3. 1,000
4. 10,000

10. The symbol in

1. multiplicat
2. division
3. -addition
4. subtraction

11. When using the
number is alway

1. one
2. two
3. three
4. four

12. The symbol

1. such that
2. as

3. therefore
4. is similar



ICS 1/3

o sets do not have exactly the

3 + 7 is to

d to indicate'

rs, such.as 8 and
be written

f two sets is ,

7. The symbol used to show that two plane figures are congruent is

1

3.

2. n 4.

B. Which of the foll.ding expresses area?

1. 144 inches
2. 144 square inches
3. 144 inches square
4. 144 cubic inches

9. The Roman numeral M is equal to

1. 10

2. 100
3. 1,000
4. 10,000

10. The symbol t indicates this mathematical operation

1. multiplication
2. division
3. addition
4. subtraction

11. When using the terms bilateral, biangular,and binary, this
numb-er is always' ilicialed in thtir-Meaning

1. onc
2. two
3. three
4. four

12. The symbol . is read

1. such that
2. as

3. therefore
4. is similar to

1



13. The union of A and B is written

1.

2.

3.

4.

A U B
A B
A n B
A D B

14. The mathematical symbol for the disjunction "or" is

1.

2.

3.

4.

A

V

80 degrees, 25 minutes, 6 seconds would be written

1. 800 25" 6'

2. 80° 25' 6"
3. 80 h., 25m., 6 s.
4. 80/25/6

16. The mathematical symbol = means

1. is similar to
2. double negative
3. parallel

--4-.--equals--

17. On many graduated cylinders, the smallest calibration is the
milliliter which is abbreviated

1.

2.

3.

4.

ml.
rall:

ml t .

mr.

18. The symbol for is a member of ts

2. B

3. A

19.. Nine is identic

1. 9 9
2 . 9 - 9
3. 9 = 9
4. 9 = 9

20. Using Roman nu

1.

2.

3.

4.

VIX
IVX

XIV
XVI

2 . The expression

1. 6 is less t
2. 6 is greate

3. 6 or 5
4. 6 take awa

22. The statement 3

1. 3 - 5

2. 5 3
3. 3 - 5
4. 5 - 3

23. The density of
can be read

1 1 gram per
2. 1 gram per
3. 1 gram per
4. 1 gram per

24. The expression

1. one half me
2. one half me
3. five miles
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unction "or" is

19. Nine is identical with nine can be written

1. 9 9

2-;- 9 - 9

3. 9 = 9

4. 9 E 9

20. Using Roman numberals, the number 14 can be written

1. VIX

2. IVX

3. XIV

4. XVI

uld be written 21. The expression 6 > 5 is read

1. 6 is less than 5
2. 6 is greater than 5
3. 6 or 5

4. 6 take away 5

22. The statement 3 is to be subtracted from 5 is written

1. 3 5

2. 5 3

3 . 3 - 5

4. 5 - 3

llest calibration is the 23. The density of water .often is used as 1 gm/cm3. This expression

carLbe_read

1 gram per square meter
2. 1 gram per square centimeter
3. 1 gram pet cubic meter
4. 1 gram per cubic centimeter

24. The expression .5m. = 50 cm. is read

1. one half meter equals fifty cubic meters
2. ,one half, meter equa1.s fifty centimeters

3. five miles.equals fifty cubic miles

s-eque4 sfilty-rautfee-1
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111 TEST OF SYMBOLS USED IN MATHEMATICS 3/3

25. An empty set is written 31. In Einstein's eq
of light is

26. The symbol .L indicates that two lines

1. are parallel to each other
2. are perpendicular to each other
3. form an angle less than 900
4. never meet

1. E
2. m
3. c
4. 2

32. IT is read

1. perpendicula
2. equals
3. parallel
4. pi

27. The density of matter (mass per unit' volume) cri'be measured
in 33. Nine divided by

1. lbs./ft.2
2. lbs./ft.3
3. lbs.2/ft.
4. 1 bs . 3/ft.

28. A X B is read

1. A divided by B

2. A plus B
3. A minus B
4. A times B

29. The square root of 25 is ± 5. The symbol ± is read

1. greater than
2. equal to
3. plus or minus
4. - less than

30. The Greek letter alpha which is used to denote first in a

IA

284

1I. 9
3

2.

3. 3 + 9
4. 9 x 3

34. If A is nearly eq

1. A R'B
2. A = B-
4. A B

35. The symbol for pc

series is 36. The geometric fig
the saine point is

1. a
2. 8 " 1. +

4. A 3.

4. .1

572
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i.
c,

1.7

31.-

32.

lume) can be measured
33.

34.

01 ± is read
35.

denote first in a
36.

In Einstein's eqqation, E = me2 , the symbol -for the velocity

of light is '
-

1 . E

.2. m
3. c

4. 2

Tr i s read

1. perpendicular
2. equal s

3. paral lel

4. pi
!

Nine divided by three can be written

1.
9

2.
3
9

3. 3 + 9

4. 9 x 3

If A is nearly equal to*B, it Ian be written

1. A B

3. A //B
4. A B

The symbol for percent is

1. @

2. c/o

3. %
4. #

The geometric figure formed by two straightl-ines-drawn:Irom------------. -th e -same-poi nt--1 rerire-S-iiited by the symbol

1.
2. L
3.

4. u_
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